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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents an exploration of aspects of the validity and reliability of the
current teacher assessment of writing at the end of Key Stage 2, in England. By
focusing on statutory curriculum and assessment documents and guidance
materials for teachers, and by investigating the views and practices of teachers,
this research aims to contribute to knowledge of the underlying constructs of
writing and understandings of writing achievement and explore how these may
affect the assessment. Utilising key theoretical thinking from research on
summative assessment and writing development, writing assessment will be
considered under a wider lens that encompasses both cognitive and
sociocultural perspectives.

The research utilises data from content and thematic analysis of the National
Curriculum Programme of Study in English (2013), the 2017 teacher
assessment writing framework and the exemplification materials. Interviews with
10 Year 6 teachers and observations of them carrying out assessment on
pieces of written work using a think-aloud protocol were conducted. Interview
questions relating to what teachers believed signified writing achievement, the
teaching of writing in their schools and their approach to assessment were
analysed using both deductive and inductive coding methods. Deductive coding
based on Ivanic’s six discourses of writing was used to look at areas of conflict
and agreement between the perspectives presented in the documents and
those of teachers. Inductive coding was used to explore teachers’ approaches
to the assessment.

The analysis of the documents showed that a skills discourse construct of
writing achievement predominates in the writing programme of study and the
assessment framework; however, this is at odds with the exemplification
materials and the views of teachers. The research also found that teachers’
constructs of writing achievement were varied and that they seemed to be
working with multiple constructs – assessment, pedagogical and personal.
Teachers valued different qualities in writing and had different degrees and
areas of conflict with the documents. Assessment practices and approaches
also varied between, and even within, schools. The findings support earlier
research that has shown teachers in conflict with statutory national curricula and
assessment. It also supports studies that have drawn out teachers’ concepts of
writing as varied and multi-layered, and those projects that have demonstrated
the varying practices of assessment.

The study is significant in offering an insight into the conflicting concepts of
writing achievement and how these may affect the assessment of writing. It also
provides insights into the differing practices and approaches to assessment.
The findings highlight some threats to the validity, particularly construct validity,
and the reliability, especially in terms of generalisability, of the KS2 teacher
assessment of writing.
.

If anything exists, it must exist in some quantity and thus be susceptible
to measurement.

Rene Descartes
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

1.1

The research problem

High-stakes educational assessment, particularly that of the Key Stage 2 (KS2)
national curriculum assessments in England, has developed within a historical
context imbued with political, economic and social influences. The specific
importance of the assessment of writing has been evident since 1994 – the start
of these national curriculum assessments (Whetton, 2009). Between 1994 and
today, the interaction of political, economic and social agents has shaped, and
transformed, the assessment of writing at the national level in England – driven
by ideology, theories of assessment but also market and social forces.

Prevailing government tendencies on assessment and education are driven by
a conservative traditional philosophy. Stakeholders, such as teachers, trade
unions, parents and the assessment industry, influence assessment theory and
social mores in different ways. Both historical and pragmatic considerations also
have a bearing – the demands of the curriculum and the need for high-stakes
assessments that are acceptable and easy to explain to the public also affect
how pupils are assessed. These are underpinned by the market – the
availability of test developers, psychometricians and other assessment experts,
and the costs of developing an assessment. All of these factors combine to
influence decision making on educational policy to create assessments that are
often used as policy instruments to show accountability of the education
system, transparency of achievement and standards, and improvements in
teaching and learning. The relationship between all these influences is often
tense and they do not always combine neatly to produce assessments that all
15

stakeholders are happy with (see for example Hillocks, 2002; Resnick &
Resnick, 1992; Satterley, 1994).

The current assessment context is borne from much political upheaval in the
education sphere over the last ten years. There have been several assessment
policy changes from successive governments following general elections in
2010 and 2015. The change from a government led by the Labour Party to a
coalition government between the Liberal Democrats and Conservatives in
2010 shifted the ideological concerns considerably. With Michael Gove as
Secretary of State for Education the emphasis was placed on academic rigour
and standards. Nikki Morgan replaced Gove in 2014 but continued with his
policies. This has resulted in a new primary literacy curriculum implemented in
2014 (DfE, 2013), a review of national primary assessment arrangements (DfE,
2011, June), and the introduction of new national curriculum assessments
matched to the new curriculum, which were introduced in 2016. The current
(September 2019) Secretary of State is Gavin Williamson and the assessment
and curriculum remain unchanged.

Criticisms of this version of the National Curriculum Programme of Study in
English (DfE, 2013) and its accompanying assessment model have been wideranging and sometimes vociferous. Although, criticisms of national summative
assessments are not new, Harlen (2007) notes that from the early 1990s there
has been research outlining the negative impact of high-stakes testing. This is
especially the case for writing assessment where, quite often, assessment is
criticised for taking apart the different aspects of writing and recombining them
in different ways. White (2009) disapproves of this way of assessing writing by
16

suggesting that writing cannot be seen as a sum of its parts. The format of the
assessment, achievability of the standard expected, use of accountability
measures and the seen and unseen consequences of the assessments
themselves have all faced condemnation from various sets of stakeholders (see
for example Bearne, 2017; Lott, 2017, May 19; Wyse & Torgerson, 2017).

More specifically the main issues include: the changing concept of writing from
the curriculum pre-2014 to the 2014 curriculum and what this suggests about
our understanding of the construct of writing; changes to the political ideology
and agenda over the last ten years, which also destabilises our understanding
of writing; issues around the comparability of performance on the grammar test
and the teacher assessment of writing and whether these two aspects of writing
should be separated; the existence of a grammar test that is not used for
accountability purposes, but where the results are published and the impact this
has on teaching and learning; the format and content of the writing assessment
from the teaching profession in regards to backwash; concerns about children’s
performance in writing compared to reading and how and why this radically
shifted in 2016 with the introduction of the new assessments; the high-stakes
nature and accountability of the assessment of writing; and issues around the
reliability of teacher assessment and using this as an accountability measure.

The assessment of writing at Key Stage 2 is a special case within the English
national assessment context. Historically in England, and internationally, writing
achievement has been considerably lower than that of reading. Writing
standards, as measured in the national curriculum assessments, rose in the
decade after the introduction of The National Literacy Strategy (DfEE, 1998),
17

but writing performance has lagged behind reading at all key stages (DfE,
2012). Writing has thus been a national focus of concern for many years
(Beard, Burrell, Swinnerton & Pell, 2007). At KS2 in England, performance in
writing had remained consistently below that of reading until the results from the
national curriculum assessment of writing results of 2016 were published. What
some considered surprising, and indeed bucks the trend, was the reality that
writing outperformed reading for the first time (reported statistics comparing
reading test data and writing teacher assessment as the accountable
measures). The current irregularity in performance on writing has added to the
growing criticisms of this new assessment, which have been voiced from a
number of directions and serve to highlight all those conflicting political,
economic and social factors that are involved. These performance results, and
the other criticisms, call into question the validity of the assessment. It is
incredibly important that any assessment of writing used as an accountability
method with which to judge schools is valid as “Writing is central to almost
every activity in the educational system” (Gannon, 1985, p. 9). This is especially
essential as proficiency in writing is shown to be a factor in both academic and
economic success (Parr, 2011; Salahu-Din, Persky & Miller, 2008; Wilhelm &
Smith, 2009).

The central problem, in the light of such issues, is the need to evaluate the
appropriacy of the national assessment of writing at KS2 in terms of it
adequately representing achievement in writing, especially in response to the
criticisms levelled at it, and, thus, whether its use as a measure of accountability
is appropriate. I am interested in unpicking a number of issues that arise from
this problem, which can be summarised as: what do we actually mean when we
18

talk about achievement in writing? There are potentially discrepancies in the
understanding of the construct of writing from government, teachers and in
theories of writing, which have led to the criticisms about the content of the
curriculum and the assessment model. Secondly, does this teacher assessment
of writing at KS2 encapsulate the properties of a good assessment in terms of
validity, reliability and fairness? In other words, does it measure writing
achievement effectively and give those involved in the assessment confidence
in its measurement? The central problem to answer is whether the current
teacher assessment of writing is valid as a proxy for writing achievement.

The consequences of any assessment regime, but particularly that of a highstakes accountable nature implemented at the national level, can be both
positive or negative. The authority of the assessment is three-fold: it can be
used to determine a person’s attainment, is used for accountability purposes,
and can possibly define what is learned in the classroom (Stobart, 2008). The
worth of a child is determined from a performance score or standard, which is
sent with other information to the secondary school they will attend. Such
information may be used to place a child in a particular group or class.
Secondly, the outcomes of the assessment are used for accountability
purposes, which could affect the performance related pay of teachers and the
reputation of schools – driving them up or down performance comparison tables
(known as league tables in England). Classroom pedagogy may also be
affected, with a ‘teaching to the test’ effect. Huot (2002) argues that
“assessment is the site where we marshal evidence about what we will value
globally as a society and more locally as teachers, researchers and
administrators, we can, by changing assessment, change what we will
19

ultimately value” (p 8). Wider-ranging consequences such as the trust put in the
assessment by the public – how confident we can be of the results, the equality
and fairness of the assessment for all those who take it, the assessment’s
impact on improving standards, supporting the curriculum and informing
teaching can also be negative or positive. Harlen (2007) suggests that there is a
very strong relationship between a curriculum, an assessment and pedagogy,
which may see an assessment affecting the curriculum in terms of what is
taught. If content in the curriculum is not tested, then it may be devalued or
even excluded from classroom teaching.

It is these uses of and consequences of assessment that push the assessment
industry to ensure that assessments are as valid and reliable as they can be
within the political, economic and social constraints. Validity is recognised as
being of utmost importance in the development of high-stakes assessment and
in its most basic definition can be seen as how good an assessment is at
measuring what it is supposed to measure; however, there are many conflicting
views within theories of validity with assessment experts taking either narrower
or wider interpretations (Newton & Shaw, 2014). Taking validity in its widest
interpretation an assessment should satisfy many qualities, not least face
validity, content and construct validity, predictive validity, and backwash or
consequential validity, and also be reliable and fair (Black, 1998; Isaacs, Zara &
Herbert, 2013; American Educational Research Association, American
Psychological Association & National Council on Measurement in Education
[AERA, APA & NCME], 2014). As attention in the educational world may be
more focussed on the financial or political aspects of assessment development
– to meet ideological goals or develop assessments within a budget – the
20

validity of assessments may well be threatened as more consideration may be
given to some aspects of validity over others.

However, the development of writing is very difficult to define – the National
Curriculum Programme of Study in English (DfE, 2013) presents just one view,
different from that in the preceding curriculum and different again from the many
competing theories around writing development and recognition of proficiency. It
could be argued that defining writing proficiency, or the standard that an 11year-old should achieve, is harder than for other subjects. Writing is an
extremely complex process, influenced by social and cultural factors, linguistic
knowledge and cognitive processes making it a challenge to categorise
development and achievement. This makes the assessment of writing more
difficult. A valid assessment would allow for a child to show what is unique
about writing at this stage of their development and thus provide a picture of
overall competence. The competing disciplines of cognitive theory, sociocultural
theory and linguistics make it unclear as to the best way to assess writing.
There is also a lack of clarity in theories of writing about the relationship
between the different sub-skills within writing. As an assessment draws on lots
of theories and views it is essential that the high-stakes KS2 writing assessment
is robust and reflects a broad view of writing development and achievement.
Any assessment used in a summative accountability system should be
appropriate, and able to withstand, or at least defend itself, against criticism
from the stakeholders who it affects. Close, Furlong and Simon (1997) affirm
that “it is essential that the public and the profession has confidence in the
system” (p. 1.2), especially when the KS2 assessment is seen as “the true and
reliable measure of pupils’ achievements” (p. 4.41).
21

1.2

The research study

There have been numerous studies looking at marking reliability and teacher
judgements when marking writing (Black & Wiliam, 2012; Cherry & Meyer,
2009; Cooksey, Freebody & Wyatt-Smith, 2007; He, Anwyll, Glanville & Deavall,
2013). Although the teacher assessment of writing has been widely researched,
especially in L2, the US and Australian contexts, it is an under-researched area
in England. There have also been very few studies of the validity of national
summative high-stakes assessments (see for example reports on the National
Assessment of Educational Progress [NAEP], where aspects of validity have
been investigated as part of the test development process; Thompson, Adie &
Klenowski, 2018). This is particularly the case in England and especially so at
KS2. As far as I am aware, there has been no systematic evaluation of KS2
writing assessment. Although the understanding of the construct of writing has
been researched previously, this has not been carried out under the umbrella of
the assessment of writing at KS2. Wyatt-Smith and Castleton (2005) recognised
a need for research into how teachers make their judgements on pieces of
writing, particularly in the national assessment setting. It is concerning that there
is a lack of attention in this area, given the accountable nature of these types of
assessments and the impact they can have on schools, teachers and pupils.
Given the strong relationship between literacy learning at school and later
success in academic and economic terms the lack of attention given to this
topic is worrying. This study will, therefore, make a valuable contribution to
understanding the different constructs of writing that are presented by various
stakeholders. It will enable key questions of the validity of the KS2 writing
assessment to be better addressed by understanding the commonality of
assessment practices at KS2.
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1.3

Outline of chapters

This thesis starts with an exploration of some of the background influences on
the current Key Stage 2 national curriculum assessment of writing. It then goes
on, in the literature review, to examine more closely some of the arguments
surrounding summative assessment, conceptions of writing and pedagogical
issues. This is followed by an outline of the philosophical assumptions
underpinning the research and the methodology that was used. The findings of
the research are presented in three chapters. Chapter 5 outlines the results of a
content analysis of the National Curriculum (DfE, 2013), the writing assessment
framework (STA, 2017a) and the writing exemplification materials and considers
the alignment between these documents. Chapter 6 draws on findings from
teacher interviews to investigate how teachers understand writing achievement.
Teachers’ constructs of writing are discussed in relation to the assessment.
Chapter 7 gives detail about the practices and processes of KS2 writing
assessment in the classroom. In the discussion chapter, the findings are drawn
together to answer some of the overarching questions outlined in this
introduction.

23

CHAPTER 2: Background

This chapter presents an overview of the writing programme of study that forms
a part of the National Curriculum (DfE, 2013), the current national assessment
of writing in England, the purposes of the assessment, and explores the public
criticisms that have been levelled at the assessment. The Bew Review (DfE,
2011, June) was a watershed moment in the history of writing assessment in
England. Prior to this, the assessment of writing at the end of KS2 had
remained fairly stable since the 1990s; it had consisted of two stimulus tasks
that elicited writing from a variety of genres, were administered by schools
under strict conditions and externally marked. See Appendix 1 for an example
of the writing assessment before 2016. Changes to the writing assessment
were precipitated by the boycott of the assessments in May 2010, when
approximately 4000 schools refused to administer the tests. (Harrison, 2010;
Paton, 2010). This came on the heels of a growing criticisms about the use of
the KS2 tests as an accountability measure and the publication of results in
league tables. Particularly, in writing assessment there was a great deal of
condemnation about the unreliability of the marking of the writing tasks (DfE,
2011, June).

When the coalition government – Conservative and Liberal Democrats – won
the general election in May 2010, Michael Gove, the new Secretary of State for
Education, ordered a review of the National Curriculum (DfE, 2011, Jan 10) and
the national assessments for KS2 in England. A new national curriculum was
announced in 2013 and implemented in schools from September 2014. The
National Curriculum (DfE, 2013) is divided into Key Stages, which at the primary
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age range comprise Key Stage 1, ages 4-7, and Key Stage 2, ages 7-11. For
each of the Key Stages are programmes of study outlining the objectives and
requirements for each subject. The English programme of study for Key Stages
1 and 2 consists of delineated content for reading and writing. An independent
assessment review (DfE, 2011, June), overseen by Lord Bew, proposed
recommendations for changes to the summative assessment of writing. Future
writing assessment was advised to be a combination of teacher assessment
and an external statutory test: “externally-marked tests of spelling, punctuation,
grammar and vocabulary should be developed” (DfE, 2011, June, p. 60) and
“writing composition should be subject to summative teacher assessment only”
(ibid, p. 61). This resulted in the development of a grammar, punctuation and
spelling test, colloquially known as the SPaG or GaPS test, which was in
statutory use from 2013 and adapted to the new curriculum requirements from
2016. From 2012, schools no longer needed to administer the writing test, and
this was replaced with teacher assessment, which until 2016 was based on the
system of attainment levels. The current KS2 teacher assessment of writing is
summative, has a high-stakes nature and is used for accountability purposes.

2.1

Teacher assessment and moderation

Historically, governments have found it difficult to raise standards in writing and
children consistently underperform in writing compared to reading (Parr, 2011;
Salahu-Din et al, 2008; Wilhelm & Smith, 2009). In England, in 2012, the DfE
stated “Writing is the subject with the worst performance compared with
reading, maths and science at Key Stages 1 and 2” (DfE, 2012, p. 3). The
National Curriculum (DfE, 2013) and assessments were partially implemented
to raise standards; correspondingly, the government increased the difficulty of
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the assessments. In 2016, the old levels-based system of attainment was
abandoned, and a standardised score started to be used in the tests. In the
teacher assessment of writing, the interim and final frameworks categorised
writing performance into three distinct levels of achievement: working towards
the expected standard, working at the expected standard, and working at
greater depth.

For the 2016 and 2017 administrations of the writing assessment, teachers
were required to use an interim framework to assess the writing of the children
in their class (STA, 2016, July). During the period that the PhD research was
conducted there was an additional review of the interim assessment framework,
partly in response to criticism. This took place between 30th March 2017 and
22nd June 2017 and called for evidence on the role and operation of teacher
assessment and improving the assessment of writing. The government
published their response to the evidence gathered (DfE, 2017, September)
suggesting that changes were made to the framework to incorporate creativity
and subjectivity: “In the case of writing, however, feedback has indicated that
this approach is less appropriate due to the creativity involved in pupils
demonstrating what they can and cannot do, and the subjective nature of
assessing writing” (p. 31). The revised assessment framework for the statutory
teacher assessment was published alongside the government’s response, to be
used in the academic year 2017 to 2018 (in the assessment administration of
2018) and republished in 2018, to be used in the academic year 2018 to 2019
(in the assessment administration of 2019); see Table 2.1 for clarity.
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Table 2.1: Iterations of the writing assessment framework
Publication
date
September
2015
July 2016

2017

2018

Title
Interim teacher assessment
frameworks at the end of key
stage 2.
Interim teacher assessment
frameworks at the end of key
stage 2.
Teacher assessment
frameworks at the end of key
stage 2.
Teacher assessment
frameworks at the end of key
stage 2.

Designation for administration
in
interim
2016

interim

2017

final

2018

final

2019

Accompanying the interim assessment framework was a series of
exemplification documents (STA, 2016), which went through numerous
revisions until March 2017. These documents gave annotated examples of
pupils’ work at each of the different stages of attainment. These were nonstatutory guidance documents published to assist teachers when making their
teacher assessment judgements, in both annotated and non-annotated
versions. New exemplification materials to accompany the final framework
version and to aid teacher assessment decisions were published in October
2017 (STA, 2017, October a, b, c, d). What was to be included in the teacher
assessment was, therefore, left up to the teacher’s discretion.

The research in this thesis is based on the publications of 2017. There are no
differences between the 2017 and 2018 published versions of the writing
assessment framework content. Differences between the interim and final
version of the assessment framework are discussed in the next section.
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Teacher assessments are subjected to a process of moderation led by the local
authorities. Twenty-five percent of schools are selected to take part in
moderation and are then visited by an external moderator. Judgements of a
sample of pupils’ work are compared with others from schools in the area; the
idea being that a standard across the authority is maintained (STA, 2017b).
Moderators are recruited and trained by the local authority. Training for the
2017 and 2018 administrations was run nationally by the Standards and Testing
Agency.

2.1.1 Changes to the teacher assessment framework
Changes between the interim framework (2016) and the final framework
published in 2017 attempted to deal with some of the criticisms that are outlined
above. The content of the interim framework (2016) and the final framework
(2017) is displayed below in Figure 2.1, separated into the three different ‘levels’
for ease of comparison. The highlighted text shows the differences in content
between the interim framework and the final framework. At the working towards
level there is a shift in emphasis from a more grammatical content in the interim
framework to a more genre-based representation in the final framework. At the
at expected level, differences seem to be ones of clarity, rather than a change
in the emphasis of the content. For example, the “level of formality” in the
interim framework is evidenced in “selecting language that shows good
awareness of the reader (e.g. the use of the first person in a diary; direct
address in instructions and persuasive writing) … (e.g. using contracted forms
in dialogues in narrative)”. The bullet point detailing the different forms of
punctuation in the interim framework is encapsulated in “use the range of
punctuation taught at key stage 2 mostly correctly” in the final framework.
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Sentence level grammatical concerns highlighted in the two bullet points in the
interim framework seem to have been removed from the final framework,
though it could plausibly be assumed that these are subsumed in the bullet
point “select vocabulary and grammatical structures that reflect what the writing
requires” of the final framework. Within the greater depth standard, additional
content added to the final framework references the differences between
spoken language and written language, which could be seen as increasing the
emphasis on the use of formality in writing or choosing the ‘correct’ register. The
link between reading and writing is also added into the final framework, in
reference to choosing the correct form when writing. It could be argued that the
punctuation component has been made demonstrably more difficult in the final
framework.

The interim framework was recognised as being a mastery assessment of
performance: “To demonstrate that pupils have met a standard within this
interim framework, teachers will need to have evidence that a pupil
demonstrates attainment of all of the statements within that standard and all
the statements in the preceding standard(s)” (STA, 2016, July, p. 3, bold in
original). The final version of the framework (STA, 2017a) introduced for use in
the 2018 administration, shifted the emphasis slightly from the mastery
perspective presenting a “more flexible approach” to the assessment (p. 3). In
particular, where the emphasis in the interim framework was on attainment in all
statements, the final framework allows for “a particular weakness” in a pupil’s
work to be made but for that pupil to still meet the standard (STA, 2017a, p. 1).
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Figure 2.1: Differences between the interim framework and the final framework

Working towards the expected standard
Interim framework (2016)
The pupil can write for a range of purposes and audiences:
• using paragraphs to organise ideas
• describing settings and characters
• using some cohesive devices within and across sentences
and paragraphs
• using different verb forms mostly accurately using coordinating and subordinating conjunctions
• using capital letters, full stops, question marks, exclamation
marks, commas for lists and apostrophes for contraction
mostly correctly
• spelling most words correctly (years 3 and 4)
• spelling some words correctly (years 5 and 6)
• producing legible joined handwriting.

Final framework (2017)
The pupil can:
• write for a range of purposes
• use paragraphs to organise ideas
• in narratives, describe settings and characters
• in non-narrative writing, use simple devices to structure the
writing and support the reader (e.g. headings, sub-headings,
bullet points)
• use capital letters, full stops, question marks, commas for
lists and apostrophes for contraction mostly correctly
• spell correctly most words from the year 3 / year 4 spelling
list, and some words from the year 5 / year 6 spelling list
• write legibly. (At this standard, there is no specific
requirement for a pupil’s handwriting to be joined.)
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Working at the expected standard
Interim framework (2016)
The pupil can write for a range of purposes and audiences
(including writing a short story):
• creating atmosphere, and integrating dialogue to convey
character and advance the action
• selecting vocabulary and grammatical structures that reflect
the level of formality required mostly correctly
• using a range of cohesive devices, including adverbials,
within and across sentences and paragraphs
• using passive and modal verbs mostly appropriately
• using a wide range of clause structures, sometimes varying
their position within the sentence
• using adverbs, preposition phrases and expanded noun
phrases effectively to add detail, qualification and precision
• using inverted commas, commas for clarity, and
punctuation for parenthesis mostly correctly, and making
some correct use of semi-colons, dashes, colons and
hyphens
• spelling most words correctly (years 5 and 6)
• maintaining legibility, fluency and speed in handwriting
through choosing whether or not to join specific letters.

Final framework (2017)
The pupil can:
• write effectively for a range of purposes and audiences,
selecting language that shows good awareness of the
reader (e.g. the use of the first person in a diary; direct
address in instructions and persuasive writing)
• in narratives, describe settings, characters and atmosphere
• integrate dialogue in narratives to convey character and
advance the action
• select vocabulary and grammatical structures that reflect
what the writing requires, doing this mostly appropriately
(e.g. using contracted forms in dialogues in narrative; using
passive verbs to affect how information is presented; using
modal verbs to suggest degrees of possibility)
• use a range of devices to build cohesion (e.g. conjunctions,
adverbials of time and place, pronouns, synonyms) within
and across paragraphs
• use verb tenses consistently and correctly throughout their
writing
• use the range of punctuation taught at key stage 2 mostly
correctly (e.g. inverted commas and other punctuation to
indicate direct speech)
• spell correctly most words from the year 5 / year 6 spelling
list, and use a dictionary to check the spelling of uncommon
or more ambitious vocabulary
• maintain legibility in joined handwriting when writing at
speed. (The national curriculum states that pupils should be
taught to ‘use the diagonal and horizontal strokes that are
needed to join letters and understand which letters, when
adjacent to one another, are best left unjoined’.)
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Working at greater depth
Interim framework (2016)
The pupil can write for a range of purposes and audiences:
• managing shifts between levels of formality through
selecting vocabulary precisely and by manipulating
grammatical structures
• selecting verb forms for meaning and effect
• using the full range of punctuation taught at key stage 2,
including colons and semi-colons to mark the boundary
between independent clauses, mostly correctly.
[No additional requirements for spelling or handwriting.]

Final framework (2017)
The pupil can:
• write effectively for a range of purposes and audiences,
selecting the appropriate form and drawing independently
on what they have read as models for their own writing (e.g.
literary language, characterisation, structure)
• distinguish between the language of speech and writing*
and choose the appropriate register
• exercise an assured and conscious control over levels of
formality, particularly through manipulating grammar and
vocabulary to achieve this
• use the range of punctuation taught at key stage 2 correctly
(e.g. semi-colons, dashes, colons, hyphens) and, when
necessary, use such punctuation precisely to enhance
meaning and avoid ambiguity.
[There are no additional statements for spelling or handwriting]
*Pupils should recognise that certain features of spoken
language (e.g. contracted verb forms, other grammatical
informality, colloquial expressions, long coordinated sentences)
are less likely in writing and be able to select alternative
vocabulary and grammar.
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Results of the teacher assessment are reported to government, used as a
measure of accountability and published in league tables by the national media.
The government publish statistical releases that report the percentage of those
reaching a scaled score of at least 100 in the reading test, and the percentage
of those that reach a teacher assessment in writing at expected standard. As
can be seen in the data, writing outperformed reading for the first time in 2016:
“Attainment at the expected standard in writing teacher assessment is higher
than in all test subjects at 74%” compared to reading at 66 per cent (DfE, 2017,
December 14). This was reflected in the outcomes of the 2017 and 2018
assessments also.
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Figure 2.2: Graph showing the reported percentage of children achieving the standard in both reading and writing
assessments between 2010 and 2018
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2.2

The purposes of the assessment

Summative assessment is regarded as useful because it allows for a
generalisation from the test score to a wider domain of knowledge. For
example, it would be possible to say that high performance on a spelling test of
20 types of words indicates that the test taker can spell all of those types of
words (Wiliam, 1993). This is just one purpose of high-stakes national
curriculum tests; however, since their inception the clarity and number of
purposes to which the assessment scores are used has been criticised. Many
different purposes of national curriculum assessments have been identified.
Haertel (1999) outlines two main purposes that could be attributed to KS2: to
provide information for accountability or comparison; and to change educational
practice by influencing pedagogy (p. 6). Stobart (2009) suggested there are four
main purposes of national curriculum assessment and Newton (2012) outlines
15 purposes that could be attributed to KS2 assessments (see Appendix 2 for a
full description of the multiple purposes). Not all of these purposes are explicit.
This identification of multiple purposes and their uses is problematized in
national curriculum assessments by Gipps (1994) and Wiliam (1993) who argue
that these assessments cannot be valid for the full range of purposes. Wiliam
(1993) is especially critical about the use of results for generalising attainment
when the result is obtained from assessment criteria that is unclear. He
criticised the level descriptors used for writing assessment until 2016, as they
were not precise enough and used qualifiers that introduced ambiguity. The
inferences from the test result to the wider domain of understanding was,
therefore, weakened.
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It seems clear that the main purpose of the teacher assessment of writing would
be to give an indication of writing proficiency, where the result can be used as a
proxy for wider attainment. This is, however, undermined by statements within
the framework that affirm the assessment does not cover the whole of the
content within the curriculum and that “Pupils meeting the different standards
within the frameworks will have a broader range of knowledge and skills than
those being assessed” (STA, 2017a, p. 2); therefore, a question arises as to
how good a proxy it can be. Additionally, there is the problematic use of
qualifiers within the framework and the recognition that the use of these opens
the framework to interpretation: “Some of the statements within this framework
contain qualifiers (‘some’, ‘many’ and ‘most’) to indicate the extent to which
pupils should demonstrate the knowledge or skill required” (ibid). This is
mitigated for by further explanation and reference to the teacher guidance
materials; although, the explanation does use further qualifiers that could cause
more confusion:
… they have consistent meaning: ‘most’ indicates that the statement is
generally met with only occasional errors; ‘many’ indicates that the
statement is met frequently but not yet consistently; and ‘some’ indicates
that the knowledge or skill is starting to be acquired and is demonstrated
correctly on occasion, but is not yet consistent or frequent (ibid).

Returning to the Bew Review (DfE, 2011, June), which was the catalyst, and
from which the recommendations were used as a starting point to make
changes to the writing assessment at KS2, four main purposes for the statutory
assessments were outlined. Seen as an external driver of and measure of
accountability, the assessments were recommended to be designed to answer
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the purposes of showing pupil achievement, holding schools accountable for
pupil attainment, providing information to parents about the performance of
pupils, and providing information that would allow for schools to be
benchmarked both locally and nationally. In writing, the assessment was
recommended to be split into two parts: one part testing grammar, punctuation,
vocabulary and spelling knowledge; and the other part a teacher assessment of
writing composition. What was meant by writing composition was not explained
within the document, but it was made clear that this would be aligned to the
National Curriculum English Programme of Study (DfE, 2013). In theory,
therefore, the purpose of the writing assessment proposed by the Bew Review
would be to give an indication of a pupil’s attainment in writing composition. As
part of an accountability system, it is clear within the document that the
assessments were also to be seen as a way of improving standards and
increasing attainment. A secondary purpose, therefore, would be that the
assessment of writing would be used to drive up standards in writing
composition. This rhetoric of using the teacher assessment of writing as a proxy
for writing achievement, and for it to improve standards in writing, was
reinforced in speeches given by government ministers (see for example Gibb,
2016, April 27; Morgan, 2015, September 24).

Taking all this into consideration, it appears that the main purpose of the
teacher assessment of writing could be described as showing pupil
achievement, i.e. acting as a proxy for achievement in writing as described in
the curriculum; although, it admits to only assessing aspects of the curriculum.
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2.3

Criticisms of the curriculum and assessment

Criticisms of high-stakes summative assessments are historical (see for
example Resnick and Resnick, 1992; Satterly, 1994) and there are many
detractors of its use, especially when, as in the case of the KS2 National
Curriculum assessments, it is used as a tool for accountability. Not long after
the implementation of the KS2 National Curriculum assessments, Torrance
(1995) was appraising the high-stakes nature of such testing in the English
context, especially where there was publication of results in league tables,
suggesting that the “pressure on schools to maximise test results is clear,
though at what cost to ‘real’ education is a matter of debate” (p. 4). Harlen
(2012) and Isaacs (2010) argue that summative assessment has a negative
effect on pedagogy and therefore learning outcomes, with the consequence of
narrowing the curriculum and putting teachers under pressure to produce
results. This is supported by Wyse and Torrance (2009) who cite several
studies showing the negative impacts of testing on teaching, including a
decrease of autonomy and morale for teachers in part because of lack of
teacher voice in decision making, increased teacher workload, conflicts in
ideology between teaching and government, a narrowing of curriculum, and
stress for the children taking the tests.

In terms of providing enough information from which to generalise achievement,
summative assessments are seen as providing only a snapshot of attainment,
as curriculum content is sampled over time – there being too much content to
cover in one test (Black 1998; Isaacs et al, 2013). Resultantly, the score’s use
as a proxy for wider attainment would be weakened. Stobart (2008) argues that
accountability makes assessments “an end in themselves” (p. 4) where
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teachers, driven by targets, learn how to get children to pass tests rather than
engaging in real teaching and learning. Harlen (2007) agrees broadly with
Stobart (2008) that using high-stakes assessments as an accountability
measure “plays a significant part in the impact an assessment has” (p. 135)
suggesting that use in this way could negatively affect the experience of
schooling a child has. He further argues that the policy rationale behind highstakes accountability, that of driving up standards, is unjustified, as it is more a
case of teaching-to-the-test that makes standards appear to improve. National
assessment, therefore, cannot show what is happening to national standards,
and claims of standards rising because of testing are unsubstantiated.

It would appear that the same criticisms were being levelled at the assessments
used in 2016 and 2017. Stoltz (2017, p. 380) argues that large scale
standardised testing is too narrow and limits teaching. As only certain types of
knowledge are assessed, a superficial learning is engendered; teaching-to-thetest becomes prevalent, which has a negative impact on a pupil’s development
of knowledge and understanding. In addition, he notes a policy confusion that
high standards are equivalent to good test performance: that assessing what
someone has learnt is spuriously linked to how well someone teaches and that
this is, therefore, not a valid reason for using a summative assessment as an
accountability measure. Bearne (2017) also believes the purposes of the
assessments to be unclear and refers to the Cambridge Review of 2010,
sharing their concerns that suggest assessment does not raise standards.
These criticisms have reached public attention through national media sources,
showing the controversy surrounding the use of summative assessment. The
current assessments and curriculum created a minor ‘media storm’ when
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introduced in 2016 (“Have I Got News For You”, 2016, May 13; Adams, 2016,
April 29; Busby, 2016, Feb 16) giving prominence to the opinions of those who
were anti-testing. They continued to be criticised by the popular media as being
not fit for purpose (BBC, 2017, July 4; Weale, 2017, July 4); and encouraging
cheating (Abrams, 2017, June 6). Ofsted, the body that performs inspections of
schools in England, has also voiced concerns about the use of the writing
assessment as an accountable measure (Davies, 2018, October 11; Ward,
2017, March 31). Subsequent changes to the framework have resulted in them
being criticised for being confusing (Ward, 2017, November 15). Criticisms have
continued into 2019, with the leader of the Labour Party (in opposition) and
teachers calling for national curriculum assessments to be scrapped (Weale,
2019, April 16; July 9).

Writing assessment, particularly, has caused some to question whether
assessments have a negative effect by encouraging teachers towards formulaic
approaches to writing that leads to writing that lacks originality (Hillocks, 2002).
These criticisms have been echoed in the public domain, especially in the
popular media, citing its lack of focus on creativity (Lott, 2017, May 19) and the
potential negative impact of the prescriptive view of grammar on writing
(Mansell, 2017, May 9). Bearne (2017) suggests that in the National Curriculum
(DfE, 2013) there is an ignorance of the wider research in writing (see also
Wyse & Torgerson, 2017). She describes the curriculum as “the stranglehold of
an individualistic view of writing development” and “a tyranny of the technical”
(p. 74), which along with the descriptors outlined in the interim framework, has
created a narrowing of the construct of writing. Bearne specifically criticises the
interim framework as being “restrictive” because they consist of only a few
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statements, which are mostly to do with grammar, spelling, vocabulary and
handwriting (2017, p. 75). Also, as a mastery framework, rather than a best-fit,
she criticises the fact that pupils may be penalised for not showing the criteria
across several pieces of work and feels any additional skills would be outside of
a pupil’s experience because of the narrowing of teaching. Demonstrated skills,
such as creativity, are not credited, which she considers an essential aspect of
writing missing from the framework.

2.4

Summary

The introduction of a new national curriculum in 2014, a new way of assessing
writing in 2016, with its emphasis on teacher assessment, and the final
framework for that teacher assessment being introduced in 2017 each
demonstrate constructs of writing significantly different from the previous
curriculum and assessments. An emphasis on the technical aspects of
grammar, such as spelling and punctuation, and their prominent inclusion in the
assessment framework garnered criticism. As is usual, high-stakes
assessments receive criticism from several directions, but the criticisms of the
National Curriculum (DfE, 2013) and the teacher assessment framework were
enthusiastic. The assessment framework published in 2017 has yet to be
properly scrutinised, but it is assumed that criticism levelled at the construct of
writing as presented by the National Curriculum and assessments is still
relevant. This coupled with the performance of children in writing assessment
outperforming that in reading, in both 2016 and 2017, problematises the
appropriacy of using the teacher assessment as a proxy to demonstrate quality
of writing at KS2.
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2.5

Declaring my interests

This research is rooted in my professional experience as both a primary school
teacher and an assessment researcher, working on the development of literacy
assessments. I worked at two of the main bodies that have developed the KS2
National Curriculum assessments. Principally, I worked on both KS2 reading
and writing between 2006 and 2014 at the National Foundation for Educational
Research (NFER), and KS1 and KS2 grammar, punctuation and spelling from
2014 to 2016 at the Standards and Testing Agency (STA). I currently freelance
as a consultant for the various item writing agencies that contribute to the
development of KS1 and KS2 reading and grammar assessments, under
contract to STA. I have also been a participant in the teacher review groups for
KS1 grammar.

Working on test development allowed me to have good working knowledge of
the robust cycle of test development and processes within this statutory system.
When I was working with the various stakeholder groups impacted by the
assessments (government, literacy specialists, teachers, parents and pupils),
however, it became apparent that there was a lack of accord between the
groups as to the ideology, purposes and use of outcomes of the assessments.
Many of the stakeholder issues highlighted in the introduction are concerns that
I had to grapple with as an assessment researcher – the assessments were
often subject to these competing forces, and for the test developer it was
necessary to try to balance these, while being mindful of the theoretical
constraints of validity and reliability.
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The apparent conflicts between stakeholder groups led me to some
reservations about the statutory end of Key Stage 2 assessments. My teaching
and assessment research experience gave me an understanding that some
teachers lack basic assessment knowledge and do not find it easy to assess
children’s work, especially in writing. Experience of hosting teacher review
groups highlighted that there was a lack of knowledge of grammar and
punctuation, and that some teachers were vociferous in their condemnation of
the government ideology behind the assessments and the use of their
outcomes. Some literacy specialists had criticised the presentation of writing in
the National Curriculum – for separating grammar from writing and assessing it
separately, which was seen to be promoting grammar over the other aspects of
writing. This led me to question whether the current assessment is appropriate
and whether it fits into wider conceptions of writing, especially when the
construct of writing in national curricula and associated assessments has
changed over time.

Having worked in test development and now attempting to evaluate the current
KS2 National Curriculum assessment of writing, I could be criticised for being a
‘gamekeeper turned poacher’. This research could be seen as embodying
conflicts of values and interests. It is fortunate that assessment development is
open to criticism and is highly self-critical, in order to make its assessments
more valid. Shaw, Crisp and Johnson (2012) state that “In a culture of
increasing accountability, it is becoming progressively more necessary for
examination providers to demonstrate to their stakeholders that the underlying
skills and abilities they are attempting to elicit are evidenced in the examinations
they offer” (p. 159). Assessment bodies should therefore demonstrate good
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practice in their development, scoring, reporting and information sharing. This
research is, therefore, in keeping with my previous experience, where as a test
developer one would constantly interrogate the product. However, I do
recognise that I do not enter the research objectively. It is important that I am
non-judgemental about how teachers assess writing and to limit my
preconceptions about the validity of this model of writing assessment.
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CHAPTER 3: Literature review

There are five sections that make up this literature review. The first phase
investigates information on the construct of writing, to allow for evidence to be
built around theories of what proficiency, or ‘good’ writing, looks like, and
whether there are any conflicts within this understanding. This is linked
particularly to the development and proficiency of writing at KS2, or between 7
and 11 years old, as the KS2 teacher assessment of writing is aligned to
learning in the National Curriculum that takes place between these ages. The
second segment reviews the available evidence on the assessment of writing,
investigating the use of a portfolio model and teacher assessment. Section
three outlines the different perspectives and arguments on what qualities a
robust assessment should encapsulate and in part four arguments for how to
evaluate an assessment are considered. In the final sections, all these elements
are brought together. This literature review draws principally on L1 research in
writing and writing assessment and is supplemented with L2 research where
applicable.

3.1

Defining a construct of writing competence

To be able to create an assessment there must be an understanding of what it
is that is to be assessed. Haladyna (1994) argues that defining a construct is
not an easy activity for assessors, especially in writing where there are complex
and competing theories. The difficulties encountered in measuring writing may
fall principally on the difficulties faced in defining writing. To adequately
measure writing, the construct must explain what constitutes writing ability and
how this can be defined. White, Elliot and Peckham (2015) explain that a clear
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definition of the construct must be presented, even for one as complex as
writing:
We feel certain that, in the near future, it will be difficult for a writing
program to be assessed in a valid fashion—perhaps even for it to exist—
unless such a figure is available for all stakeholders as a representation,
subject to revision and improvement, of the construct that consumes so
much time, attention, and resources (p. 76).
For Haladyna (1994) a valid assessment of writing would need to navigate and
encompass the myriad aspects and theories of writing development and
proficiency. R. Camp (2009; see also Camp, H., 2012) also argues that
understanding writing is complex, as it has many facets, is imbued with
community, is context dependent, and there is broad understanding that writing
comprises different processes and strategies.

H. Camp (2012) highlights that definitions of writing development have been in
flux for many years, with multiple frameworks and, sometimes, intertwining
theories (Mo & Troia, 2017). These differing perspectives on writing arise from
broader theories on language development and do not present a unified model
of writing development or a holistic view of achievement. The definition of what
writing is, and the many perspectives and theories surrounding writing
development and achievement, have been influenced by these overarching
schools of thought. Cognitive theory is individual oriented and focusses on the
processes of thinking with three main stages identified: generation or creation of
ideas, translation of ideas to text, and revision. The sociocultural approach is
based upon an understanding of communities of writing, where connections
with community influences are paramount. Writing practice is shaped by cultural
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practices and how one sees oneself as a writer. Situated within this framework
is genre theory, where there are assumed characteristics of different written
forms that are themselves shaped by the demands of contexts and situations
(Mo & Troia, 2017). The knowledge and resources that one can draw upon in
terms of genre, text features and styles are seen to underpin this and forms
much of the research of linguistic theorists (Weigle, 2002).

Cognitive theory on writing achievement developed principally from the
research to investigate writing expertise conducted by Hayes and Flower (1980;
Flower & Hayes, 1980a, 1980b, 1981). It was argued that writing is a problemsolving exercise, where an individual must manage the different cognitive
processes within writing – an iterative, recursive process of planning, generating
or ‘translating’, and reviewing. These writing skills develop slowly, moving
through the stages of telling/transforming/crafting, with transforming and crafting
only possible when there is cognitive control and processes become automatic
– i.e. skills move out of working memory to automaticity. This is seen as
especially important for the mechanical aspects of writing, such as handwriting
and spelling. (Kellogg, 2008). The thought processes and control of these is
central to the cognitive theory argument. Writing development from this process
perspective has been shown to be complex to define in children, who are
developing their writing skills. Research has found that children are less able to
separate planning and translating, spending little time on concrete planning or
pre-planning activities (Berninger, Fuller & Whitaker, 1996).

Within cognitive theory, writing development is also recognised as being
culturally situated (Kellogg, 2008; MacArthur & Graham, 2016). It is argued that
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there is a relationship between the social context, physical environment and the
individual (see Hayes, 1996). This interplay between external influences and
cognitive processes has had a more central position in cognitive theories of
writing since the 1990s (MacArthur & Graham, 2016, p. 25), but rather than
attempts being made to integrate these, the perspective is more on how these
contextual and external influences affect writing and cognitive processes, which
contrasts with the views of sociocultural theorists.

The focus on isolated individual processes in writing, often from research with
adults, has led to cognitive theory being criticised for its narrow concept of
writers (Alamargot & Fayol, 2009). Sociocultural theory attempts to address
some of these shortcomings by describing writing as a social, cultural and
historical activity that is learned and produced within communities (Bazerman,
2016; Weigle, 2002). The context within which the writer writes is given
importance, and it is argued that the writer is consciously aware and sensitive to
its influences. Writing is a “social event”, with the context being constructed and
dynamic rather than just knowledge based (Beach, Newell & VanDerHeide,
2016, p. 89). In contrast to cognitive theory research, that of a sociocultural
basis has taken place in school and classroom communities, with an interest in
developing writers. Smidt (2009) suggests that
relationships between individual writers, their texts, discourses in the
classroom with teachers and fellow students, culture-specific norms and
expectations for writing at school, values and beliefs in the societies the
writers inhabit, and writers’ sense of who they are or want to be in their
writing (p. 117)
are all aspects that need to be considered in a theory of writing development.
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Theories from the field of linguistics, although there is less research in this area
(Christie & Derewianka, 2008), also have an influence on theories of writing
development. This research also focuses on writing processes; although, it is
angled more towards the text than the writer, focussing on features of genre
and composition at both paragraph and sentence-level, with an interest in
grammar as either structural or functional. The work of the Sydney School has
had the greatest impact on curricula, with a focus on genre-pedagogy and
systemic functional linguistics, where grammar usage is meanings driven and
genre dependent (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014; Rose, 2016). Research has
shown that children are aware of differences in the content, vocabulary use and
structure of narrative and expository texts (Berninger, Fuller & Whitaker, 1996;
Olinghouse & Wilson, 2013), which may have been widened and cemented by
the introduction of The National Literacy Strategy (DfEE, 1998), which
encouraged the teaching of writing through text types. Genre theory has had an
extensive impact on writing pedagogy in England from the late 1980s to the
early 2000s.

These competing and intertwining theories give rise to several frameworks for
understanding writing in the educational arena that have had varying amounts
of influence on pedagogy in England. Chamberlain (2011) outlines three
concepts of writing: skills-based, the genre approach and the process approach.
Ivanic (2004) portrays six different discourses of writing that may reflect
pedagogy where “connections are drawn across views of language, views of
writing, views of learning to write, approaches to the teaching of writing, and
approaches to the assessment of writing” (p. 220) and that the teaching and
assessment of writing might fall in to. The six theories that Ivanic developed are
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sometimes rooted more firmly in one of the three camps, so for example the
social practices discourse, which places emphasis on authentic writing, and the
socio-political discourse could be seen as being situated within a sociocultural
understanding of writing (although still taking some of their elements from the
other two main theories); and the process discourse, which gives attention to
the process of writing and concentrates on planning, revision and editing
aspects, could be seen as belonging more in the cognitive camp. Other
discourses are more of a composite, for example the skills discourse, which is
centred on the use of correct composition skills in different genres of writing, the
genre discourse and the creativity discourse, which focuses on the creativeness
of the writing in fictional genres (see also Jeffery, 2009).

Christie and Derewianka (2008) support this suggestion that there are several
different perspectives at play; though they focus on different aspects of writing
development, such as mechanics, composing processes and cognitive
functions. White (1994) points to the dual role of writing, where there are both
individual and social or community influences at play. This complexity is
increased by questioning whether, particularly in assessment, there should be a
broad construct of writing, or whether to use narrower and context specific
definitions. A construct of narrative writing may be very different to one of
persuasive writing, even though using similar skills, and may result in quite
different outcomes; although this notion that different genres use similar skills is
itself disputed (Schoonen, 2012).
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3.1.1 Development of writing competence
Alongside the navigation of these competing, but intertwining theories, the
construct of writing is difficult to define because of the uneven development of
writing. It is multi-faceted, context dependent, and individually and socially
situated. These interactions challenge any formation of a stable construct,
which is made more difficult by each school of thought forming a construct to
suit, resulting in limited definitions (Slomp, 2012). Beard, Myhill, Riley and
Nystrand (2009) argue that these competing theories highlight a need for an
“interdisciplinary exploration of writing” that would bring together the different
fields of linguistics, cognitive and sociocultural research (p. 1). These three
theories do not have to be mutually exclusive, as it could be argued that the act
of writing combines all these elements and it is only by doing this that a fuller
understanding of writing can be gained:
“an appropriate pedagogical understanding … acknowledging the
cognitive demands made upon the novice writer, the role of linguistic
experience in writing development, and the complex interplay of social
and cultural influences upon the learner writer within a community of
writers” (Beard, et al, 2009, p. 18).
Slomp (2012) would certainly agree with this, highlighting attempts to create a
broad construct encompassing various facets: cognitive processes and
strategies, social context and purpose, and genre or task specific knowledge.

The lack of research into writing development and the assessment of writing at
the primary age compounds this problematic definition of a construct of writing,
especially in England where much of the research was conducted in the 1970s
and 1980s (Beard, 2000). Van Steendam (2012) argues for a focus on defining
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and understanding writing ability as there is a lack of clarity around definitions of
writing quality, which impacts upon knowledge of assessment of writing. Beard,
Burrell, Swinnerton and Pell (2007) point out that there is a lack of research into
what comprises writing development at the primary ages, which is supported by
Christie and Derewianka (2008) who argue there is a lack of research in writing
development, especially that which spans the entire age range from emergent
to adolescent, with a dominance in the literature on emergent writing. Van den
Bergh, De Maeyer, van Weijen and Tillema (2012) argue that as writing is not
fully developed in younger writers, bigger differences in performance on
different tasks can be expected, making generalisability, and therefore the
formation of a construct, harder.

Research that has been conducted does contribute to some understanding of
what is developed at different ages or stages. Rowe (2009) reviewed research
from 1990 to 2008, encompassing 129 studies, to identify development in early
written communication. It was found that there is a rough progression of stages,
which leads to conventional forms of writing, although variability within
repertoires is observed. Beard, et al (2007) suggest some research conducted
in the 1990s showed that total text length has a positive association with ability.
From their own research, they find that between year 5 and year 6, i.e. 9-11
years old, there is development in sentence structure, use of vocabulary and
technical accuracy within the narrative and persuasive genres. This is
supported by Myhill (2001) who reported an increased accuracy of spelling and
punctuation for better writers. These writers also portrayed better control over
the use of subordination and finite verbs (see also Ray, 2001). It is also pointed
out that there is a link between planning and better writing, and reading ability
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and better writing, with the ability to write a range of types of texts as one
possible indicator of achievement (Beard, 2000).

In a summative assessment of writing, what is to be measured and what
standard is to be expected needs to be determined. An assessment that is
considered valid would measure the construct of writing as widely as possible to
allow for an idea of overall competence, but also enable the exemplification of
what is unique about writing at the stage of development in question. Writing
development is difficult to measure not only because of the competing
perspectives, which would lead to different forms of assessment, but also as
writing is made up of aspects that may not be measurable. Marshall and Wiliam
(2006) argue that progression in writing is difficult to ascertain as it is made up
of aspects such as imagination and creativity, which cannot be measured: “it is
hard to itemise or predict … the features that might make it good” (p. 3).
Sainsbury (2009) outlines a broad definition of writing, which demonstrates that
writing is composed of numerous aspects working together. Writing involves not
only knowledge of genre, structure, purpose, style and audience, but also
grammar, punctuation, spelling and handwriting, alongside knowledge of
planning, crafting and revision. Christensen (2009), however, suggests writing
proficiency is made up of generation, awareness of audience, syntactic
awareness, spelling and genre. Quality writing, according to Casey, Millar,
Stockton and Justice (2016) should have good spelling and punctuation, neat
handwriting and sentences that are grammatically correct. There is, however, a
recognition in their theory that any assessment of writing that was based on
these mechanical aspects could penalise those who write beautifully but without
technical accuracy. R. Camp (2009) also argues that writing is complex, with
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many facets that are imbued with community and context dependent. This leads
to a contemporary understanding that writing comprises different process and
strategies and is task dependent, so purpose, audience, context, meaning, skills
and strategies are all influenced by the task.

All these elements and the diverse skills that pupils show in each, makes
assessment difficult, especially when trying to define what is ‘good’ about them.
As discussed, it seems almost impossible to define a construct of writing, and
especially to define what is meant by ‘good’ writing, because of its multi-faceted
content. There are many skills that contribute to proficiency, and as outlined
there is some disagreement about which of these skills are important to
measure. This is exacerbated by research in writing showing development from
different perspectives, meaning that any definition is changeable. There are,
however, several aspects and skills that are mentioned in much of the literature,
which would help to define a construct. A construct of writing would need to
include process – planning and drafting, product, revision/editing – and allow for
some recognition of context: “a comprehensive view of language treats the
textual aspects of language as embedded within, and inseparable from, mental
and social aspects” (Ivanic, 2004, p. 222). A ‘good’ piece of writing would need
to encompass all these elements: fluency, creativity and imagination;
knowledge of genre features; regard for the reader or audience; mastery of
spelling, punctuation and grammatical conventions; and be neatly written, and
any assessment would need to reflect this.

This lack of a consistent message of what writing is impacts on curricula and
assessments, where there may be varied representations of writing. Ivanic
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(2004) having identified six discourses of writing suggests that these may not be
represented in texts or teachers’ beliefs in a homogenous way, but may be
intermingled, or in opposition. Research by Peterson, Parr, Lindgren and
Kaufman (2018) and Peterson (2012) certainly found that different discourses
were represented, that some had more weight than others and this was not
always consistent. This is also reflected in research on assessment in writing
(Jeffery, 2009) and in pedagogical approaches (Wohlwend, 2009).

3.1.2 Contested representations and interpretations of the construct
As shown in the academic literature, what is to be defined as a construct of
writing is contested and subject to different theories. Defining what ‘good’
writing would look like at the end of KS2 is, therefore, not easy, especially when
it must be considered that policy makers, ministers of education, teachers and
other stakeholders will draw upon different aspects of these theories or combine
aspects of these theories to create new discourses (Ivanic, 2004). However, a
construct of writing has been defined in the National Curriculum (DfE, 2013) and
teacher assessment framework (STA, 2017a), which constitutes statutory
teaching content and assessment criteria in England. This has come under
criticism with suggestion that understanding of the construct may be in conflict,
or that the construct represented in the curriculum may not be upheld by the
numerous stakeholders, or by wider research into writing. Therefore, the
definition of a construct of writing is not only made difficult by conflicting theories
on writing development and of the value placed on grammar, but also it is
argued that there is a conflict between the view of writing expressed by those in
assessment, working at the behest of government and implementing that
ideology in the National Curriculum and assessment model, who see writing as
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a set of different skills which are measurable, and the view of practitioners who
may have a more holistic process driven view. (White 1994; see also R. Camp,
2009). Mo and Troia (2017) have investigated whether constructs of writing
match up; although, admittedly this comprised a comparison of a state writing
assessment and the NAEP (national assessment in the United States) and did
not include representations of teacher views or of curriculum views. Perhaps
worryingly, they found discrepancies between the two, so it may be feasible to
question whether the assessment is suitable as a proxy of attainment in writing.

White (1994b) outlines the differing perspectives of and multiple purposes that
depend upon the views held by different stakeholders. He suggests that
teachers want assessments that recognise that writing is complex and reflect
what happens in classrooms, whereas government has a need for quick, cheap
and reliable assessments that can be used as a proxy for achievement. This
conflict is also supported by Goodwyn (2012) who highlights this issue of the
majority stakeholder, i.e. teachers, being at odds with government. Describing
the development of national curricula and associated standards and
assessments over the last 25 years, he observes a standardising pressure on
teachers from the government, arguing that constant revisions to national
curricula and assessments have shifted what is valued in English away from
those values held by teachers. It is probable then that the age and experience
of teachers would have an effect on the views they hold on writing. Goodwyn’s
(2012) criticism of the government is strong, especially when considering the
public derision of, and the lack of credibility afforded to, the opinions of the
National Association of the Teaching of English (NATE) in iterations of the
National Curriculum. This seemed to be especially significant in the changes to
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the National Curriculum in 2013. NATE opposed the “reductive emphasis on
teaching grammar and spelling” at primary school, which they felt would narrow
the curriculum further (p. 39). If NATE does indeed represent the values of
teachers, this would put these values in direct conflict with those of the
government and lead to the assumption that there are conflicting views of the
construct of writing at play.

Differences in the idea of writing are also prevalent between teachers, not just
between practitioners and government. Research conducted by McCarthey and
Mkhize (2013) found that there was a difference between how teachers in highincome schools and low-income schools delivered writing. Teachers in lowincome schools were more likely to value grammar, the mechanical aspects of
writing, such as spelling, and sentence structure. Recent research conducted in
England, which is especially pertinent as it considers views of teachers’
understanding of both writing and grammar, was undertaken by Watson (2015).
The research found that teachers perceived a dichotomy between grammar and
creativity, which affected their teaching. A negative attitude towards grammar
meant that little grammar teaching was included in lessons, demonstrating the
link between beliefs and practices: “Clare’s profoundly negative response to the
notion of grammar … is allied to a pedagogy which positions grammar as a
secondary concern in writing” (p. 342). Brooks (2007), on the other hand,
suggested that the link between beliefs and pedagogy was not so
straightforward. There was a difference noted between those who felt their
attitudes to writing did cross over into practice and those who felt no connection
between their beliefs and instruction.
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This conflict in the internal constructs of teachers is aggravated by the
dichotomy of grammar and writing in the curriculum. Myhill and Watson (2014)
draw attention to the distinction between teachers who believe grammar is
mainly about correcting errors and learning rules and those who perceive
grammar as a matter of choice. Lack of confidence in grammar knowledge may
influence teachers to follow a more prescriptive pedagogical model, rather than
using grammar in support of writing development. In addition, grammar was not
valued as highly as other aspects of writing; although, it would be interesting to
explore whether these beliefs have shifted with the introduction of the National
Curriculum in 2014. It has been found in research conducted in the US that
teachers emphasised particular audiences and purposes in writing lessons to
match assessment requirements (Stecher, Barron, Chun & Ross, 2000) and
that teachers did more writing in class if an assessment required free-writing
(Stecher, Barron, Kaganoff & Goodwin, 1998; Taylor, Shepard, Kinner, &
Rosenthal, 2002). Research has also shown that teachers find it difficult to
define what counts as writing, most frequently referring to ‘creative writing’, and
beliefs about writing shift and change, sometimes differing greatly between
teachers (Cremin & Oliver, 2017). In addition to this, Cremin and Oliver (2017)
refer to several studies that show how these writing beliefs have an impact on
pedagogy, sometimes creating tensions and conflicts within a teacher’s own
construct of writing.

3.1.3 Summary
Defining a construct of writing is difficult. There are competing overarching
theories of writing which, when translated to pedagogy or the educational
sphere, may become intertwined or diluted to create new discourses or
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frameworks of understanding what writing is. At KS2, this formation of an
understanding of writing is exacerbated by the little research around writing
development for this age group, so an understanding of what constitutes ‘good’
writing or writing achievement at this age is contested. In the current National
Curriculum (DfE, 2013), the perceived weight given to technical aspects of
writing, such as grammar and punctuation, has caused criticism, and may
reflect a narrow view of writing that is contrary to that of other stakeholders. It
appears that a broad definition of the construct of writing would be palatable to
most, as the act of writing involves a myriad of decisions, skills and processes.
This would need to attend to the different aspects and skills associated with
writing, also acknowledging that development is contextual, multi-dimensional
and personally motivated (Camp, H., 2012). Mechanical skills, such as spelling,
and grammatical skills would also need to be included, but with the
understanding that these do not in themselves signify writing proficiency;
grammar and context need to be understood together as grammatical choices
are made depending on the type of writing undertaken (Rimmer, 2008). A
construct, however, needs to be defined for writing proficiency, or ‘good’ writing,
before it can be assessed. The validity of an assessment is based largely upon
the scores reflecting writing skill, but this brings up the problem of whether the
scores of the KS2 assessment do reflect writing proficiency as understood by all
the stakeholders.

3.2

Summative assessment of writing

The current KS2 assessment employs a portfolio model type approach, which is
holistically rated via teacher assessment and moderation. The teacher
assessment framework is devised from National Curriculum (DfE, 2013) content
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and forms the statutory basis of teacher judgements; however, what writing is to
be included in the assessment is not specified, so teachers may draw on
whatever writing is produced by their pupils. This portfolio approach is
discussed, along with research on the teacher assessment of writing. A highstakes assessment such as this is expected to adhere to assessment criteria to
ensure confidence in the results being used as a proxy for attainment; therefore,
once a construct of writing has been defined, an assessment must demonstrate
that it is a valid, reliable and fair measure of that construct to be able to interpret
scores in a meaningful and purposeful way.

3.2.1 Using a portfolio model of assessment
Constructed response, also known as extended response or essay testing,
allows for a variation in responses, but is reliant on human judgement when it
comes to marking. Construct representation is supported by assessing writing
through having pupils write (Sainsbury, 2009); although, this could be
undermined if the types of writing that are included is limited (Weigle, 2002).
The use of a portfolio challenges the assumption that proficiency can be
measured from a single piece of writing and is considered to be a good model
for demonstrating progress, highlighting pupil development and can be used to
more widely evaluate the final product (Huot & Perry, 2009). Slomp (2012)
argues that a portfolio model, when explicitly designed to collect a broad range
of evidence, would be able to reflect the wider construct of writing. Within a
summative assessment model, however, portfolio assessment is usually
reduced to a collection of constructed response pieces that are completed by
children within normal classroom practice, where a grade can be aggregated
across these numerous pieces. This can still be considered positively, as writing
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from different time periods and of different genres can be included, as could
planning, drafts and revisions (White, 1994).

There are various quality assurance problems associated with this type of
assessment model. Hogan (2007) outlines three main issues in what is selected
for the portfolio, who does the selection, and who does the assessment. In
terms of what is selected for the portfolio there is a question around what type
of materials should be collected: best, typical or progress. To tie in with the
purpose of the assessment the portfolio may need to collect best pieces to
demonstrate mastery of the curriculum, or a variety of pieces to show
proficiency across the curriculum (White, 1994). In a summative assessment
model, it is expected that the teacher does the selection and grading, but Hogan
(2007) questions whether it should be the pupil who selects their own work.
White (1994) suggests a further problem concerning the size of portfolios. If it
were to show writing as both process and product it would need to contain a
large body of work, but a portfolio needs to have a limited number of pieces of
writing to make assessment manageable. There is a proposal here that
procedures need to be in place to ensure consistency in the type of evidence
collected. Teachers will make decisions based on all kinds of different activities,
starting points, etc., and vague criteria in the curriculum/assessment advice
make knowing what to collect more difficult, which increases the unreliability of
this system of assessment (Harlen, 2012). Methods used by teachers will also
be influenced by their own conceptions of writing and what makes a ‘good’
piece of writing (Camp, R., 2009). It is argued, therefore, that a self-chosen,
wider range of pieces of writing is a better representation of the construct;
although, there is criticism about how much teacher direction may be involved,
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especially in the uncontrolled administration, production of the pieces of writing
and marking. This brings into question the reliability of such an assessment
when used in a high-stakes context (Sainsbury, 2009; White 1994), but also the
validity into question. Harlen (2007) argues that validity is damaged as the
assessment depends heavily on the evidence that is collected. If this evidence
is limited by not allowing children to demonstrate their proficiency across the
curriculum, or by failing to appropriately cover the curriculum via the teaching
then the assessment can be criticised. Evidence collected will be highly
dependent on the teacher, which could be influenced in a negative way by
external testing. Backwash may mean learning experiences afforded to the
pupils do not allow them to show their performance; the test therefore acts as a
limiter on teaching, which impacts on learning opportunities and has the knockon effect of limiting the evidence that can be collected (Harlen, 2012).

White (2009) defines holistic marking as to judge a piece of writing in its entirety
against a set of primary traits. This is slightly at odds with the view expressed by
R. Camp (2009) who argues that holistic marking is the best method as it allows
children to demonstrate the full remit of skills. This position of Camp’s is
supported by Sainsbury (2009) who considers holistic judgements essential for
construct representation, as this allows children freedom to express their skills
in writing. There would appear to be obvious concerns over the reliability of
using holistic marking (Cherry & Meyer, 2009), but there are mechanisms that
can be put in place to increase the reliability: task design, marking and a mark
scheme.
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The use of a prompt or task that is well-designed is considered essential, as
that would assume comparison of pieces of work that are equivalent in nature,
while also making administration or writing experiences consistent. Task design
is discussed in Weigle (2002, chapter 5) building on the requirements described
by White (1994), which have to be linked to the purpose of the test. There are
four requirements: clarity, validity, reliability and interest (Weigle, 2002, p. 180).
There are, of course, many other considerations in task design, such as the
goal of the writing or the intended audience, which problematises this
straightforward description. Further research on task design can be found in
Ruth and Murphy (1988).

The marking could be done in the same place at the same time by all involved,
to enable a controlled reading and establish an interpretive community, which
would help to enforce standards; this would ensure that all markers are trained
in the same manner and hold a communal understanding of the criteria.
Research on this is limited; however, Elwood and Klenowski (2002)
demonstrated some success in creating such a community. Skar and Jolle
(2017) also showed that increased training and group marking improved the
teachers’ understandings of the rubrics and they became more consistent in
their marking.

There could be a mark scheme (rubric) – with descriptions of performance at
different points and sample papers that are marked as part of a training
exercise, to act as a calibrator. Holistic mark schemes are, however, criticised
for giving limited information about a pupil’s performance (Olinghouse,
Santangelo & Wilson, 2012). Checks against marker drift and double marking
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are suggested as part of a quality assurance process (Camp, R., 2009; White,
2009).

However, it is argued that some of these ways of improving the reliability of
holistic marking would take away from the reality of writing. The assessments of
task driven writing do not seem to match our construct of writing, which is
complex; they only tap into certain aspects and particularly exclude context and
planning, or the more iterative processes (Camp, R., 2009). Another draw-back
of the use of holistic marking is that it does not allow for diagnostic feedback.
The outcome is limited to a score, which only has meaning in reference to the
scores of others within the assessed group (White, 2009).

Generalising from assessment to the wider construct
The summative assessment of writing does not intend the pupils being
assessed to improve upon their work; the ultimate goal is to reach an accurate
evaluation of a pupil’s proficiency (Huot & Perry, 2009). Sainsbury (2009)
argues that as an assessment stands for a pupil’s overall ability and attainment,
any assessment of writing must adequately represent the construct of writing. A
pupil’s overall ability in writing can be inferred from their performance on an
assessment; one would want to be able to generalise from the performance to a
wider understanding of ability. A score on an assessment acts as a proxy, so
one must assume that performance is representative of ability and
generalisable across other contexts. This is particularly the case in writing
assessment, where the assessment is of a multi-faceted construct. With a
writing assessment, one would want to be able to generalise to writing
proficiency more widely, so there must be an understanding of what the
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assessment represents (Schoonen, 2012). A study conducted on L1 learners in
the Netherlands found that generalisation from one timed writing task of 20
minutes’ duration was limited and that several different tasks (7-10) would be
needed to have confidence. A pupil’s performance changed quite dramatically
on a given task depending on context and task effects. It was concluded that
the construct of writing is different in different contexts, so what is measured is
not the same. This would show support of having narrower constructs and
definitions to assess in writing where only a limited number of tasks was present
(Schoonen, 2012), or perhaps a portfolio model, as discussed above, where a
larger number of pieces would reflect the construct more fully.

Van den Bergh, et al (2012) also argued that a reliable measure of writing
assessment must include numerous tasks and multiple-marking, as it is wellknown that a writer performs differently on different tasks and may produce high
quality on one task but low quality on another. It was concluded that fewer tasks
would be needed to generalise if holistic marking is used, but as writing is not
fully developed in younger writers there would need to be a larger number of
tasks as one can expect bigger differences in performance of different tasks,
making generalisability harder.

3.2.2 Judgements by teachers
Assessment of writing is recognised as being a complex and interpretive
process where agreement on a final score or grade is often low. Marshall and
Wiliam (2006) explain that “Crucial to English learning and teaching … is the
development of judgement” (p. 4). As part of the review process that led to the
current revised practices for assessment of writing, Lord Bew acknowledged
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that “there is a fundamental challenge with the marking of writing composition
(extended writing of prose, verse, formal letters etc.) because it requires a
professional’s judgement rather than being empirically ‘right’ or ‘wrong’” (DfE,
2011, June, p. 60). Teacher assessment is criticised for being unreliable
(DeLuca & Bellara, 2013), and there is limited understanding about teacher
judgements, especially on the processes used to reach those judgements
(DeRemer, 1998; Lumley, 2002; Wolfe, 1997). This may partly be because it is
difficult for teachers to verbalise and for researchers to quantify the process of
judgement (Fang, 1996; Wyatt-Smith & Castleton, 2005; Wyatt-Smith,
Castleton, Freebody & Cooksey, 2003). Studies that have been conducted in
this area have found that unreliability, or differences in judgment, can stem from
a misunderstanding or conflicted understanding of the construct. A lack of
understanding, or a different understanding, about the construct of writing, as
discussed in the previous section, may impact greatly on the assessment of
writing. Teachers’ constructs of writing have been found to differ from one
another and with educational curricula (McCarthey, Woodard & Kang, 2014),
and there is a link between a teacher’s beliefs and practice (Calderhead, 1996;
Watson, 2015); these may be especially strong where there is conflict in the
construct (Fang, 1996), which one could assume would also affect their
assessment. Indeed, Wyatt-Smith and Castleton (2004, p. 60) suggest there
should be more research into the intersections of teacher beliefs and “official
education guidelines and policy” as a way of giving legitimacy to teacher
understanding. Impacting on this is the issue of whether a teacher’s beliefs in
and understanding of a construct remain consistent over time (Fang, 1996), or
from one assessment opportunity to another. Frawley (2014) found that
although creativity was highly regarded in pupils’ writing by teachers, they found
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it difficult to incorporate into writing activities for pupils that would contribute to
high-stakes assessment, where it was less valued.

Wyatt-Smith and Castleton’s (2005) research conducted with year 5 teachers in
Australia is especially pertinent as they were exploring whether teachers used
the same judgement processes in different contexts, and whether different
teachers used different processes. They drew attention to the difference
between teachers assessing pieces of writing from their own pupils compared to
unseen samples of writing. Their findings suggested that judgments are not
made linearly. The teachers drew upon an internal standard when judging their
own pupil’s work, but when marking blind they were more likely to rely upon
external assessment criteria. With their own pupils, teachers were more likely to
show bias, drawing on their knowledge of the pupil and resorting to stereotype,
especially based on socio-economic prejudices. Teachers also relied on their
past experiences, using remembrance of work achieved by previous children
and classes as a comparison, or yardstick, through which to rate samples from
their pupils. Conversely, when faced with rating samples of work from children
unknown to them the teachers found the task difficult, not being able to draw on
the same frames of reference.

Depending upon context, teachers used various internal standards,
supplemented to more, or less, a degree with external resources. Earlier
research by DeRemer (1998) also found that markers had difficulty reaching
agreement on scores, even when employing an analytical mark scheme and
given training. This is supported by more recent research by Skar and Jolle
(2017), in Norway, who attempted to set up an interpretive community to
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increase the reliability of marking, which did increase marker internal
consistency but did not have a substantial effect on inter-rater reliability. These
studies provide some evidence to bring into question the reliability of using a
teacher assessment of writing as an accountability measure at KS2, especially
when the research is uncertain about the consistency of judgements.

Further studies carried out in Australia have also supported the variety of
influences on judgements from knowledge of the student, teacher experience
and ideology, personal response to the text, and textual features (Cooksey,
Freebody & Wyatt-Smith, 2007; Wyatt-Smith & Castleton, 2004). This problem
is further highlighted by Hall and Harding (2002) who investigated the
implementation of level descriptors in England. Level descriptors, which outlined
the criteria to reach a specific standard of attainment, were provided as
guidance to teachers who undertook teacher assessment for standardised
testing. The research by Hall and Harding (2002) found that teachers did not
find the interpretation or application of these descriptors to be straightforward
and that this impacted on their abilities to assess consistently (see also WyattSmith, Klenowski & Gunn, 2010). Teachers felt they needed other forms of
support, and the practices of assessment varied between schools. In some
schools, teachers formed communities, whereas, in other schools, teachers
worked in isolation.

For a national high-stakes accountable system to be dependent on the
assessments of numerous teachers, the scoring or grading of pieces of work
needs to be both accurate and consistent. Hogan (2007) suggests that for
greater consistency a mark scheme should be used (see also Close, Furlong &
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Simon, 1997). Using a mark scheme or framework provides a description of the
features, or qualities, that are important in the assessment. This form of
criterion-referenced assessment has been characterised as more reliable, as it
is seen to minimise subjectivity (Gipps, 1994; White, 1994). However, research
shows that when teachers evaluate writing for standardised assessment there
are various factors at play. A study by Rezaeia and Lovorn (2010) found that
the mechanical features of a pupil’s writing influenced the grade they received
even when a mark scheme was used, which may indicate that the use of a mark
scheme or rubric of criteria will not improve the reliability of marking. Parr (2011)
also suggests that teacher understanding and ability to make judgements may
be influenced by a range of tools, like guidance documents published by
government. The body of research carried out in Australia shows that where
there is conflict between a standardised view of a construct and a teacher’s own
understanding, the teacher will fall back on their internal standard (this is
supported in L2 research, which is more comprehensive, see for example
Arkoudis & O’Loughlin, 2004; Davison, 2004). The assessment framework at
KS2 will need to be interpreted by Year 6 teachers, which may, therefore, be
problematic. Judgement, therefore, is a complicated activity where teachers
need to reconcile their holistic impression of the writing, any specific features
they uncover, the wording of the assessment criteria and their understanding of
the standard to produce a score (Lumley, 2002), all while possibly experiencing
a tension between their internal construct of writing and that explained in any
statutory guidance.
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3.3

The qualities of a robust assessment

Any summative assessment is underpinned by three main pillars: validity,
reliability and fairness (Black, 1998; Clausen-May, 2001; Isaacs et al, 2013;
Rust & Golombok, 1999), with validity seen as the most important consideration
(AERA, APA & NCME, 2014). Evaluations of these aspects should be
welcomed as a means of justifying an assessment’s use and allaying criticisms:
“the elements that comprise a test or examination – the items themselves, their
mark schemes and their markers – need to be under constant scrutiny” (italic
authors’ own: Isaacs et al, 2013, p. 13), especially within a system of
accountability. As outlined in previous sections, misunderstandings, or
differences in understanding of the construct of writing, may lead to judgements
of writing being influenced by various factors. This could lead to the assessment
being considered unreliable.

3.3.1 Reliability
An assessment is considered reliable if it is replicable; therefore, if the
assessment is repeated it should give the same result. Reliability can be
defined in terms of consistency, or being able to generalise, where the actual
score on an assessment would be a reflection of the ‘true score’ (Slomp & Fuite,
2005). All measurements suffer from some degree of measurement error.
Systematic errors are seen to be of little importance, so assessment theory is
concerned with unsystematic, or random, errors (known as error). The less error
there is the more reliable an assessment is (Kline, 2000). Error that threatens
the reliability of an assessment can come from the assessment itself, the people
taking the assessment, or from the marking of the assessment. Error from the
characteristics of the assessment could stem from the assessment being poorly
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devised, i.e. the test content is not valid. The assessment may be differently
administered in different settings, or from one year to the next, for example in
the different teaching instruction given to different children; the assessment
itself may be inconsistent from year to year; the assessments may not be
delivered under the same conditions, for examples, the timings may not be
followed precisely; and the work may be completed by pupils with differing
amounts of assistance. Stobart (2009) agrees that reliability can be called into
question through poor administration and marking. Where this does occur, the
interpretation of results is legitimately undermined. Randomness could arise
from the pupils taking the assessments, through their responses, as it is
possible performance could vary at different times through illness or other
factors. Inconsistency in a pupil’s performance can be estimated if that pupil is
tested on more than one day (Black & Wiliam, 2012).

It is also probable that unsystematic errors can result from the marking of the
assessment; there may be an unclear mark scheme, poor training of markers,
or an element of subjectivity in the marking. (Cherry & Meyer, 2009; Gipps,
1994; Hogan 2007; Lyman, 1991; Rust, 2007; Shorrocks-Taylor, 1999; Stobart,
2009). Marking reliability issues can arise from development of mark schemes,
marker training, and/or the processing of data. Further to these arguments,
Stobart (2009) also proposes that issues around the misclassification of results,
i.e. pupils receiving the wrong mark, are a threat to the reliability of an
assessment.

In the literature on writing assessment, the main concern regarding unreliability
issues is that of the marking of the assessments – inter-rater reliability. Huot
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and O’Neill (2009) recognise that the assessment of writing has been criticised
over its reliability since the early 1900s, particularly in the consistency of
marking essay writing and longer constructed response item types. The
reliability of marking pieces of writing is contested (White, 2009), and seen as
more complex to measure, perhaps because of its multidimensionality (Cherry
& Meyer, 2009) and the sense that marking writing relies on a degree of
subjectivity (Gipps, 1994). On the other hand, where there is controlled writing
marking and clear criteria, the reliability can be high (Gipps, 1994; White, 1994).
Confidence in marking of writing could also be corroborated by information from
other sources such as moderation and other work by the student (AERA, APA &
NCME, 2014).

Broad (2009) questions whether disagreement in marking, i.e. unreliability, is
such a bad thing, though he states this without further developing his point.
However, in an accountable system where there is no feedback to the learner
such unreliability would lead to a lack of confidence from the other stakeholders.
This potential for a lack of confidence is supported by Gardner (2012) who
suggests that the issues of unreliability in marking writing lead to higher
misclassification and is particularly open to bias – both would lead to a lack of
confidence. Sainsbury (2009) suggests double marking as a reliability check,
though this is criticised, if there is disagreement between the double markers,
who then becomes the arbiter? (see Huot & O’Neill, 2009). These potential
solutions to the problem of unreliable marking point again to the essential
nature of the problem, which is that of subjectivity.
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When considering the reliability of national assessments of writing there is little
research to draw on, particularly when questioning the reliability of writing
assessments at Key Stage 2. Black and Wiliam (2012) considered the reliability
of the National Curriculum assessments to compare favourably with similar
tests; although, it is not clear to which tests they refer (possibly A-levels, 11+
and standardised tests in California) and it must be borne in mind that the
assessments they discuss have now changed in terms of content and format.
He, Anwyll, Glanville and Deavall (2013) focussed solely on the reliability of
marking writing. In this research, He, et al. (2013) used a range of statistical
methods to investigate the reliability of the marking of the live written tasks
administered in 2010 and 2011. They used data from marker standardisation,
benchmarking and standards setting. Marker standardisation and benchmarking
are used as a quality check on markers who have undergone training on how to
mark the written tasks. Marks from the standardisation and benchmarking
scripts were collected from markers and compared with the definitive marks
subscribed by the Marking Programme Leader. The study found that there was
a great deal of variability in the marking in both mean marks given and marks
per strand of the mark schemes. Markers were shown to under-mark high
performing scripts and over-mark low performing scripts; although, markers
were found to be fairly consistent over time. Their findings supported other
studies of marking reliability of extended responses, and they concluded that
the reliability was “comparable with that of assessments of a similar nature and
is at the expected level” (p. 407). This study found reliability to be acceptable
and, although not directly relevant to the current KS2 teacher assessment
model of writing, it suggests that the reliability of the teacher assessment now
will be much lower, as there is currently no mark scheme to refer to, and a lack
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of standardisation and benchmarking. Most research on reliability of writing
seems to have centred around this aspect of marking error, rather than any
error of the assessment itself, which Cherry and Meyer (2009) suggest has
resulted in a ‘truncated notion of reliability’ of writing (p. 33) and does not,
therefore, give any real impression of the reliability of writing assessment. White
(1994) would agree and suggests that reliability is also partly dependent on
having a well-developed assignment.

Reliability, therefore, can be measured statistically and evidenced through testretest, internal consistency, marking (inter-rater), task reliability and
misclassification, all of which may be subject to error. Thus, the reliability of an
assessment could be seen as a matter of degree, in being confident enough
that the assessment gives a true idea of performance. Harlen (2007) sees
reliability as the “extent to which the results may be said to be of acceptable
consistency or accuracy” (p.22). Rust (2007) agrees that “no assessment can
be perfectly reliable” (p. 25).

Reliability is often seen as being a necessary condition of validity (Isaacs et al,
2013, p. 123; see also Rust & Golombok, 1999). The inclusion of evidence
based on response process, which involves the analysis of those making
marking judgements – especially whether the appropriate criteria is applied,
within the validity chapter of the Standards, shows how certain aspects of
reliability are subsumed within validity (AERA, APA & NCME, 2014). Huot and
O’Neill (2009) also view reliability as being “within the overall umbrella of
validity” (p. 5). For a test to be valid it must be somewhat reliable (Kline, 2000),
but a test could be extremely reliable and not at all valid. (Cherry & Meyer,
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2009; Hogan, 2007; Rust, 2007). An assessment with a high internal
consistency may be invalid simply because it is a measurement of a very
narrow construct that cannot then be generalised to wider performance (Kline,
2000; Slomp & Fuite, 2005), for example an objective test with items about a
specific area of science will be highly reliable in terms of internal consistency,
but it may not reflect the aims of science learning and will, therefore, be invalid
(Black, 1998, p. 42). Sainsbury (2009) argues that studies on marking reliability
have shown high variability in marking of writing, which would make inferences
about the scores “unjustified” (p. 553), meaning that the assessments would be
invalid.

Historically, within writing assessment, this relationship between reliability and
validity has been problematic and has caused shifts between forms of
assessment from holistic essay marking to analytical marking to a reliance on
objective forms of testing (Slomp & Fuite, 2005). It has been argued in the
United States that an over-reliance on the reliability of writing assessments has
meant a deficit of their validity properties, leading to use of multiple-choice
testing and closed question formats, rather than extended writing or portfolios
(Huot & O’Neill, 2009). This is compounded by Gipps’ (1994) opinion that
whereas validity is seen as the most important aspect, actual test development
is mainly concerned with reliability.

Based on the research findings in the previous section, it is not really surprising
that the marking or judgement of writing is unreliable. Moss (1994, 2009)
challenges the important position of reliability in writing assessment.
Unidimensionality is highly reliable but it may not be valid because it may not be
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reflective of real skills. Here the conflict in the understanding of the construct,
where markers may have different interpretations of what good writing is also
comes into play. Moss (2009) suggests validity should outweigh reliability in
considering assessment of writing. Slomp and Fuite (2005) also highlight the
tensions in a focus on reliability that would therefore limit how much of the
construct an assessment can encompass and suggest reliability should be an
option, not a driving force. This tension, therefore, means there is a need to
achieve balance in any assessment of writing (Slomp & Fuite, 2005); meaning
there is always a trade-off between validity and reliability (Harlen, 2007).

3.3.2 Validity
Validity is considered the most important aspect of writing assessment (Huot &
O’Neill, 2009) and can be understood, quite simply, as how good a test is at
measuring what it is supposed to measure (Kline, 2000); although, a deeper
contemporary understanding is more nuanced and influenced by various
epistemological stances. Importantly, validity is not a property of the
assessment, per se, but rather a property of the uses and interpretations of the
scores from the assessment (Messick, 1995). Dominated largely by
psychometrics and statistical methods, particularly at the beginning of the
development of the theory, validity was a purely scientific exercise with a
predominance of predictive measures. The theory of validity has grown to
encompass more meaning-based notions of what is valid in terms of purpose,
appropriateness and consequences (Cronbach, 1988; Huot & O’Neill, 2009;
Shaw & Crisp, 2011; Stobart, 2009), with many academics basing a unitary
theory of validity on Messick’s seminal work (1989). There are still, however,
many differing interpretations of what validity means and the debate still rages
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over whether validity is purely a technical concern, or whether, and to what
extent, it should include concerns over use of the test results (Newton & Shaw,
2014). A special edition of Assessment in Education in 2016 shows just how
academics continue to be in conflict over what validity means and what it should
encompass (Newton & Shaw, 2016, 2016b). On the one hand, scholars like
Cizek (2016) argue that the interpretation, or meaning, of scores should be
separated from their usage and purposes (see also Lissitz & Samuelson, 2007);
whereas, scholars like Sireci (2016) and Kane (2016) argue that interpretation
and consequences cannot be separated (see also Moss, 2016; Zumbo &
Hubley, 2016).

Although there is dissent from some academics, most would endorse some
view of a unified concept of validity. Sireci (2016b), for example, points to the
importance of the Standards definition for test developers, suggesting this
consensus definition from the three main assessment bodies in the US is
important and influential worldwide: “validity refers to the degree to which
evidence and theory support the interpretations of test scores for proposed uses
of tests” (my emphasis; AERA, APA & NCME, 2014, p. 11). Newton (2012) also
argues against a rather crude interpretation of validity, supporting a unified
theory. As validity is not constant, i.e. it is not a property of a test, or about the
content, but is rather about how the uses of the results are purposed, then each
of the purposes the results are used for needs to be evaluated in terms of the
construct. The construct and the consequences of inferences made from the
results are intertwined. This is considered to be even more important when
considering assessments that have a social value, or a political role (Messick,
1995).
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It is important, therefore, when using assessments at a national level that they
are appropriate for the purposes intended; so, in the assessment of writing, it is
necessary that the score can be used as a reflection, or proxy, of writing ability.
In order to be valid, this would depend on a solid understanding of the construct
of writing ability (Beck & Jeffery, 2007; Jeffery, 2009; Messick, 1989). The
centrality of the construct within any theory of validity is not disputed. Validity is
a question of whether the scores are a good reflection of the actual knowledge
we want to measure (Gipps, 1994). Shaw and Crisp (2012) highlight the
consensus that construct validity and inferences from test scores are central to
contemporary theories of validity, with all aspects of validity being a part of this.
The centrality of the construct is supported by White (1994) who states that
validity is as much about thinking about the importance of what is being
measured as well as measuring what is intended. When arguing for a unitary
concept of validity, R. Camp (2009) also supports the theory that the construct
is central to all the other aspects of validity (see also Haladyna, 1994). Using a
unified theory of validity, an evaluation of the validity of an assessment must be
“interpreted in relation to the theoretical construct, the purpose for the
assessment, and therefore the inferences derived from it, and the social
consequences” (Camp, R., 2009, p. 116).

Even with a unified theory of validity, validity is considered a multi-faceted
quality (Isaacs et al, 2013), which is sometimes seen as a pragmatic solution to
allow for different methods of evaluating validity (Newton & Shaw, 2014). As
Slomp and Fuite (2005) argue, this is partly due to the concept of validity
possibly becoming too large to be dealt with adequately as a whole. Aspects of
validity are broken down, with terminology use inconsistent within the literature;
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although, there is general agreement as to what each facet entails. This is
further complicated by the Standards refusing to use this terminology at all,
because of their adherence to the unified theory, and instead presenting validity
theory through sources of validity evidence (AERA, APA & NCME, 2014).
Essentially, validity theory could be broken down into five aspects: construct
validity, content validity, criterion validity, face validity and consequential
validity; or if using the Standards as a guide, validity can be evidenced through
analysis of test content, analysis of the response process, internal test
structure, the relationship to other variables, and analysis of the consequences.
See Table 3.1 for a crude breakdown of the different aspects, terminology and
corresponding sources of evidence. For ease of reference, the following
discussion of validity is divided into the different aspects, as these terms are the
ones more commonly seen in research reports, articles and papers.

Table 3.1: Aspects of validity
Aspect of validity
construct
content
criterion
consequential

face

Terminology used
concept
trait or characteristic
curriculum
domain
concurrent
predictive
inferences
consequences
backwash
impact
systemic
appropriateness

Sources of evidence
internal test structure
analysis of test content
relationship to other
variables
analysis of the
consequences

response process (?)

By understanding the construct that is being assessed we also need to
understand the construct that is being taught, which, as outlined in the previous
section on the construct of writing, is complex. This interplay between
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assessment and teaching of the construct impacts on the consequential validity
(White, 1994). Stobart (2009) suggests that part of construct validity may extend
to challenging “the way the curriculum represents a construct” (p. 167). The
National Curriculum (DfE, 2013) may be out of step with wider understanding of
a construct, thus the assessments would be based on a flawed understanding
of the construct and invalid.

There is an additional issue here where threats to the construct validity of an
assessment would come from construct irrelevance or construct underrepresentation, as these have the knock-on effect of damaging confidence in
the use of results from the assessment (AERA, APA & NCME, 2014; Hogan,
2007). Construct under-representation would indicate that the assessment does
not assess everything it should, which means there can be no confidence that it
reflects ability. Construct irrelevance, on the other hand, brings lack of
confidence as the assessment is measuring things it should not (Black &
William, 2012). One way of reducing the amount of construct irrelevance is to
vary what is included in the assessment each year, thereby reducing the
predictability of the assessment and preventing rote-learning (Stobart, 2009).
However, this is not always practicable, so validity is seen as a matter of degree
– an assessment cannot cover the entirety of a construct and there will
inevitably be those with the opinion that something is missing or inappropriate
(AERA, APA & NCME, 2014).

Daugherty, Black, Ecclestone, James and Newton (2012) found that who had
defined the construct and whether the construct was adequately defined arose
as two major issues from their research. It was felt that the construct often
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needed clarification, especially in a summative assessment system where the
final outcomes of the construct – what pupils are expected to achieve – were
defined, rather than progression, leaving stakeholders with vague notions of
what the construct comprised. In this situation of high-stakes testing and an
unclear construct within the curriculum, the test was seen as the requirement,
which led to teaching-to-the-test. They suggested that a highly prescribed
curriculum would lessen this effect as there would be no need for stakeholders
to “interpret vague statements” (p. 80) and the curriculum would then have more
power over the content of what is taught than the assessments.

Shaw and Crisp (2015) suggest several questions that need to be answered to
demonstrate that an assessment has construct validity. These are whether the
assessment reflects the intended constructs, whether the score produced is a
dependable (reliable) measure, whether the content of the curriculum is
adequately sampled, and whether the scores or performance on the
assessments can give a broader understanding of a test-takers achievement (p.
36; see also Gipps, 1994; Wiliam, 2010).

Content validity is concerned with whether the assessment encompasses the
curriculum, or domain, adequately and is considered one of the most important
sub-aspects of validity. As far as possible, an assessment should cover as
much of the content as possible: in the relationship between the content of the
test and the curriculum there should be a good match, or at least a good
representative sample (Haladyna, 1994; Sireci, 1998). This is given importance
in the Standards (AERA, APA & NCME, 2014) as shown by it being one of the
five forms of evidence. Gipps (1994) agrees with this viewpoint, further
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suggesting that there needs to be enough coverage to allow the test to act as a
proxy for performance. Content validity, in itself, is not enough to validate an
assessment (Wiliam, 2010). As Slomp and Fuite (2005) argue, a test may
measure the correct content, but if the content does not fit in with the wider
construct it cannot be described as valid. Obviously, content validity is affected
by the fact that an assessment may need to sample the curriculum and it is
“legitimate to ask just how representative they [KS2 tests] are of what pupils are
supposed to achieve in the national curriculum” (Close et al, 1997, p. 4.41).

Content validity can be evaluated by matching the assessment specification to
the curriculum content (Rust, 2007); all questions and tasks should be within the
curriculum. Evidence can be gathered from experts who can determine whether
items in an assessment match the content that is being assessed (Dunsmuir et
al, 2015). Kline (2000) suggests that the content of an assessment can be
evaluated by experts within the field to determine whether the tests covers all
the important aspects associated with the construct, or indeed is lacking in
certain aspects. For evidence based on test content, the Standards suggests
mapping the items within the assessment to the specified content domain;
evaluating the relevance of each item in terms of how adequately the item
represents the content within the content domain. This method of analysis
would also highlight areas of the content domain that are not included and can
be used to identify areas of the construct that are, therefore, under-represented.
Mapping in this way would also enable analysis of any areas of content that
could be deemed as construct irrelevant i.e. outside of the content domain (see
also Hogan, 2007; Sireci, 1998).
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Criterion validity is usually split into two forms: concurrent, which measures
whether the test correlates with another test of the same construct, where both
assessments are undertaken at the same time; and predictive, which measures
future behaviour, i.e. assessments are taken at different points in time with the
former being used to predict performance on the latter (Gipps, 1994; Hogan,
2007; Kline, 2000). As the difference between concurrent validity and predictive
validity is one of time, they are sometimes combined in the literature under the
broader heading of criterion validity (Gipps, 1994). Criterion validity is measured
statistically using correlation coefficients. Correlational data – examining a
writing assessment’s relationship to other variables – has been used to provide
evidence for criterion validity in a study by Dunsmuir et al (2015). Cherry and
Meyer (2009) and Kline (2000) consider criterion validity to be of limited use, as
the outcomes of criterion validity are dependent on the premise that the tests
involved independently show reliability and validity across all the other different
aspects of validity. Other limitations in using this as a form of evidence may
occur when there may be nothing to correlate the assessment with to check
against (Wiliam, 2010). Despite these criticisms, evidence based on an
assessment’s relationship to other variables is included in the Standards
(AERA, APA & NCME, 2014).

Consequential validity is quite a broad aspect of validity, which is concerned
with how the results are used and the intended and unintended consequences,
including impact on teaching and the curriculum, known as backwash/washback
(Weigle, 2002). As discussed previously, the inclusion of consequential validity
is controversial; although ‘evidence for the consequences of testing’, both
intended and unintended, positive and negative, is included as one of the five
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strands of evidence in the Standards (AERA, APA & NCME, 2014). Harlen
(2007) suggests evidence to support positive consequential validity is important
when considering fitness-for-purpose, especially as negative impacts on the
curriculum and pedagogy should be minimised. Stobart (2009) argues that a
“well-constructed test becomes invalid if results are misunderstood or misused”
(p. 162). When considering the use of a high-stakes accountable summative
assessment he considers that where one of the purposes is to improve
pedagogy then broader considerations of consequential validity should be of
concern (see also Moss, 2016). This notion is supported by Daugherty et al
(2012) who argue that a misalignment between the intended outcomes and the
actual outcomes makes an assessment systematically invalid; it will disrupt
desirable learning outcomes and again lead to teaching-to-the-test. Huot (2009)
argues that a “test’s validity also includes its use” (p. 162), demanding,
therefore, that an assessment should have a positive impact on teaching and
learning. This argument is supported by Sainsbury (2009) who states that an
assessment should have a positive effect on pedagogy, especially if one of the
purposes is to raise standards.

If the construct is represented inadequately in the assessment, i.e. is too
narrow, then teaching may narrow, leading to teaching-to-the-test. Teachers
may internalise the standards laid down by the assessments, which means they
only see a narrow definition of writing and, therefore, do not teach the entire
construct. This can lead to teachers feeling disempowered and see them
enforcing a writing pedagogy they do not agree with. This leads back again to a
definition of validity where the inferences made from the outcomes of the test
are the most important aspect of validity. Sainsbury (2009) argues that it must
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be made clear what claims are to be made from the outcomes of an
assessment. Using writing assessment as an example, she questions whether
the inferences made from a single performance of writing as a proxy for overall
mastery of writing are justified, especially when this performance may have
been influenced by previous instances of the assessment.

All assessments will have both intended and unintended consequences.
Backwash on pedagogy is a long-established consequence of high-stakes
testing (Gipps, 1994). Isaacs et al (2013) propose that “Good summative
assessment should have a desirable impact, or wash back, because teachers
generally spend a great deal of time preparing their students to take tests and
examinations” (p. 15). Teaching-to-the-test is regarded as a negative backwash
effect. Black (1998) suggests that there is much evidence that teaching
practices become constrained by high-stakes testing, especially that which is
used for accountability purposes: “external tests can be powerful influences on
teaching and learning” (p. 45, see also, Clausen-May, 2001; Stobart, 2008;
Volante, 2004). An evaluation of the 1996 KS2 tests carried out by Close et al
(1997) found that teachers felt pressured to cover curriculum areas that were
tested and spent more time on these areas, which they felt affected their
teaching strategies negatively. Popham (2001) also highlights the negative
effect on teaching, describing the practices of teachers who drill their pupils
through item-teaching, by either using past assessments, or clones of questions
from past assessments, as the main teaching content.

O’Neill, Murphy, Huot and Williamson (2005) used a survey to probe more
deeply about influences teachers felt the tests had had on their classroom
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practice. The research found that different types of assessment influenced what
types of writing activities teachers presented to their classes. Where an area
was not tested, it was found it was also taught less. These findings are
supported by research undertaken by Slomp (2008), who used a case study
approach to investigate three classrooms in Canada affected by a high-stakes
writing assessment. Slomp (2008) concluded that the assessment did influence
teachers’ pedagogical choices; teachers felt that preparation should be
undertaken for the assessment, and there was a narrowing of the curriculum in
terms of writing processes and tasks employed. In addition, teachers’ own
marking was affected as they aligned themselves to the criteria of the
assessment rather than widening out. Influence was mitigated by the teachers’
attitudes to the assessment – teachers who were more critical of the
assessment appeared to teach-to-the-test less – and by their length of
experience – longer serving teachers seemed less likely to be influenced by the
assessment. This negative effect on teaching, Popham (2001) argues, is
transferred into the outcomes of future assessments. As teachers spend more
time on teaching-to-the-test through item led teaching, or drilling, scores on
assessments may increase. This, however, he argues, gives an invalid
interpretation of how well the pupil is achieving – the validity of the inferences
made from the scores is eviscerated – as there is no possibility of generalising
from this narrow set of items to the wider construct.

Conversely, it is possible for assessments to have a positive backwash effect,
which would occur when there is little difference between teaching-to-the test or
teaching the curriculum: “The task is to make the test good enough to
encourage effective teaching and learning” (Stobart, 2008, p. 103). This is
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supported by Shepard et al (1996) who suggest that it may be natural for
teachers to prepare their pupils for assessment, so assessments should be
created that encourage effective and good teaching. Stobart (2008) proposes a
number of ways to effect this (pp. 106-114): there should be clarity about the
ways the results from a test are used, and the aims and purposes of the test; a
test should not be predictable; a test should represent what it is going to
measure as closely as possible, therefore have validity (see also Sainsbury,
2009, who argues that an assessment should embrace the broadest
representation of the construct that is possible as this will have a less negative
impact on pedagogy); a test should be dependable, therefore have reliability;
and a test should be unbiased – allowing all children to demonstrate what they
know. Accountable assessments, such as the KS2 National Curriculum
assessments, may also have a positive effect on pedagogy. When league
tables are published and targets for the next cohort derived from this, this may
encourage teachers to push for improvement, and to push schools to work more
effectively and prioritise what should be taught (Stobart, 2008, pp. 122-131).

Face validity is an aspect that determines whether the assessment looks like it
is assessing what it should be assessing. It looks valid to those involved with it
– students, teachers, parents. For Rust (2007) this is identifying whether the
assessment “feels-right” to the test taker (p. 26). Lyman (1991) considers face
validity to be unimportant and Kline (2000) argues that face validity is “not
related to true validity: there is no logical relationship between face validity and
real validity” (p. 18). Face validity is conspicuous in its absence from most of the
literature on validity, which is an indication of its considered importance.
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Although taking the unified theory of validity as the driving theory in validity, it
would seem to be highly important that all stakeholders agree that the
assessment is assessing the construct adequately, that they have confidence in
the test model. Face validity in the current context seems especially important,
as criticism about the assessment of writing has been voiced. This points to a
possible mismatch in what different stakeholders believe the construct to be, or
what they think the construct should be, for example teachers who have a
different concept of the construct as appears in the assessment will not find the
assessment valid, therefore, it would fall short in the aspect of face validity. This
was demonstrated in a study of teachers’ opinions after the introduction of the
KS2 tests. Brown, McCallum, Taggart and Gipps (1997) found that teachers
had concerns over the fairness, content, representativeness and demonstration
of good practice, usefulness of results and accuracy of the tests.

In the Standards (AERA, APA & NCME, 2014), evidence based on response
process does not seem to fit neatly into any of the facets of validity outlined
above. It is possible that the analysis of individual responses, through
interviewing test-takers about what they did and their engagement in the task,
could be seen as evidence of face validity. Evidence based on response
process could also include analysis of marking judgements to determine
whether markers are using the correct judgement criteria, or are swayed by
irrelevant criteria, e.g. handwriting when assessing writing composition. This
aspect seems to fit more neatly into reliability of marking.
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3.3.3 Fairness
The argument that reliability should be a secondary concern of writing
assessment is undermined, however, if any of the judgements in assessment
could be considered unfair. In the Standards, fairness is seen as a “fundamental
issue” (AERA, APA & NCME, 2014, p. 49). Bias, inconsistency, or inaccuracy,
which result in an assessment being unfair, are considered as having a large
influence on a teacher’s assessment. Both White (1994) and R. Camp (2009)
mention that assessments of writing may be unfair and, therefore, not valid for
certain groups of children. The biases of teachers can be seen to be a
weakness (Harlen, 2012), even an “important danger” (Black, 1998, p. 115).
Teachers may be influenced by gender, social class, pupil’s behaviour, special
educational needs, even the attractiveness of children, and the general ability of
the child, rather than their specific performance. (Black, 1998; Gipps, 1994;
Harlen, 2005, 2007). An evaluation of the 1996 KS2 writing test showed that
markers tended to show gender bias by under-marking boys and over-marking
girls (Close et al, 1997). It was also found that both handwriting and spelling
affected marker judgement, with poor handwriting and insecure spelling leading
to under-marking. The influence of handwriting as a source of bias was also
found by Klein and Taub (2005; see also Gipps, 1994). The Standards mentions
four main threats to fairness from test content; test context, where there may be
unclear administration or the influence of a teacher-student relationship; test
response, either through the student responding differently, or through the
scoring; and opportunity to learn, where students may have had different
amounts of exposure to the learning (AERA, APA & NCME, 2014). Conditions
to allow for a high reliability in the scoring of teacher assessment would include
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“training to reduce sources of bias” and monitoring (Gipps, 1994; Harlen, 2007,
p. 91).

3.3.4 Summary
Reliability, in much of the literature reviewed on assessment theory, is seen as
being a necessary condition for validity. The reliability of both the assessment
undertaken by pupils and that of the marking of the assessment (the inter-rater
reliability) needs to be sufficient to engender a degree of confidence from the
major stakeholders, which contributes to the overall validity of the assessment.
As can be seen in the literature on writing assessment, the reliability of the
teacher assessment of writing is always going to be of concern. Fairness in a
writing assessment can be threatened in several ways, but particularly it seems
that context and marking may have a great impact. This unreliability may in fact
derive from misunderstandings, or conflicts within understanding the construct
of writing, which would be evidence that the assessment was invalid. Construct
validity is, therefore, central to any understanding of the appropriateness of an
assessment. When using an assessment as a proxy of performance for writing
ability it could be argued that the validity of the assessment needs to outweigh
the concerns over reliability, with the proviso that the reliability needs to be of a
suitably high degree to have overall confidence. A clear definition of the
construct, and an understanding of it that all stakeholders agree upon, is
essential to validity, to the reliable setting and marking of tasks to assess that
construct, and to ensure fairness to all test-takers. This brings into question the
validity of using teacher assessment at KS2; though Harlen (2007) is a strong
advocate of the use of teacher assessment for summative purposes, despite
the threats to validity.
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3.4

Evaluating the appropriateness of a writing assessment

The unified theory of validity proposes that validity is not a property of the
assessment, but of its uses and outcomes. Therefore, the process of validating
an assessment is ongoing, with evidence and analysis to support validity
coming from many sources. This inevitably results in a plethora of evidence,
some of which will be weaker, but all of which should be synthesised (AERA,
APA & NCME, 2014; Newton, 2016). Though there is also no agreement within
the field about what criteria should be used for judging the quality of
assessments (Shaw & Crisp, 2015), all facets are unified through reference to
the construct (Slomp & Fuite, 2005). A unified approach seems to be the most
preferred method of evaluating an assessment in terms of its validity. This view
is supported by Stobart (2009) who, when attempting to determine the validity of
the national curriculum assessments, argued for the use of a theory of validity
that encompassed the purposes of the test, the inferences made from the
results, as well as the content of the test. This is further supported by Wiliam
(1993) who suggested three aspects to validity: validity as a property of the
assessment, validity as a property of the behaviours elicited by the assessment
and validity as a property of the inferences made on the basis of the
assessment (pp 338-339).

3.4.1 Validation frameworks
A few researchers have, therefore, devised validation frameworks that have
been used with various assessments available on the market; although, as
Shaw and Crisp (2012, 2015) point out there are insufficient actual examples of
validity evaluations of large-scale assessments, so there is a lack of a strong
evaluative model. These frameworks have proposed various components to
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evaluate the validity of assessments, considering both psychometric and
interpretive evidence; however, they are not always fully developed, and could
be criticised as being broad rather than deep. The frameworks become ‘sources
of evidence’, rather than a comprehensive analysis where the evidence
gathered is synthesised into an overall argument (Newton, 2016). The different
use of terminology and differing inclusion of aspects of validity problematises
the development of a validation framework with which to evaluate the validity of
an assessment. Practically, evidence would need to be collected for each
aspect of validity and therefore from multiple sources (Newton & Shaw, 2014).

These studies have attempted to link the theories around validity and reliability
to practical approaches that can be used by evaluators, especially in terms of
what evidence to collect and how to analyse that evidence. In keeping with a
unified concept of validity these frameworks indicate a move from purely
positivist, psychometric approaches, to collection of evidence using mixed
methods – knitting together both quantitative and qualitative approaches.
Haswell (1998) is a proponent of a multi-method validation; alongside statistical
information, he also suggests engaging with different stakeholders. His
justification for this is that there are multiple perspectives that cannot be
reflected purely through psychometric data and triangulating this with qualitative
information would make the validation more robust. DeLuca (2011) also
supports this wide-ranging collection of evidence, particularly for national
assessments where accountability and reform of the system are dependent on
the outcomes of results. In this case the backwash on pedagogy and the
confidence of the stakeholders on the use of the outcomes of the assessment
are as important as the technical properties. Particularly for high-stakes national
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testing, the consideration of social and political influences, i.e. the context within
which the assessment is situated, which results in the varied purposes scores
are used for (see Stobart, 2009; Newton, 2012), also point to a need for a wider
validity framework to encompass the multiple perspectives. Drawing attention to
the proposal of several different frameworks he concludes that a validation
framework must include both quantitative and interpretative data. DeLuca
(2011), however, notes that these same proposed frameworks do not offer
suggestions or guidance on the collection and interpretation of this qualitative
evidence.

A variety of methodological and epistemological viewpoints have been outlined
(Shaw & Crisp, 2011), which led to the proposal of an argument-based
approach by Kane (2006) that involves taking evidence from multiple
perspectives. After an extensive review of validity history, Shaw and Crisp
(2011) propose that an argument-based approach is most valuable in
attempting to make the complex task of validating more manageable. Crucially
these validation exercises employ mixed methods to form a wider picture of as
many aspects of validity as possible, while maintaining manageability. This
involves the creation of a validation framework which poses questions to be
asked of the assessment against which evidence is collected to evaluate the
validity of the assessment and is similar to an evaluation process.

Argument-based approach
Shepard (2016) suggests using an argument-based approach to make
validation manageable and practicable. An argument-based approach was
developed extensively by Kane (2006, 2016) and would entail identifying the
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claims the test makes and then prioritising the collection of validity evidence for
the most important. The interpretations and uses of the test scores are given in
detail, which is known as an IUA – an interpretation/use argument. The IUA
provides a framework, specifying what is claimed and allowing evidence to be
found for each claim. An argument-based approach also allows for the inclusion
of consequences in the framework. The collection of evidence to show whether
an assessment has negative and/or positive consequences would answer a
question about whether the assessment had served the function it intended:
“For example, a state mandated testing programme that is used to hold
schools accountable for learning as measured by a test might help to
focus attention on particularly valued parts of the curriculum and
encourage higher standards of performance (positive consequences),
but they might also encourage teaching to the test and contribute to
narrowing of the curriculum (negative consequences)”. (Kane, 2016, p.
203).

There are three models of argument-based frameworks: interpretation only,
which excludes investigation of consequences; consequences as indicators
model, which answers the question of whether the test achieves its outcome;
and the interpretation and use model, where both interpretation and use are
investigated. The interpretation only model is simple, but narrow. Evidence
collected can be used to justify an interpretation, e.g. Joe is good at grammar;
but not its use as, for example, holding Joe’s teacher accountable. The
consequences as indicators model investigates negative consequences, which,
if identified, count against the validity of the test. The interpretation and use
model investigates what the test is useful for and looks for positive
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consequences as evidence to substantiate these claims. Kane argues that a
test needs to be held accountable for what it claims, so a validation framework
must first specify interpretation and uses, and second critically evaluate these.
Interpretation and use are entwined, as “the validation of a test as a reasonable
measure of [grammar] does not, in itself, validate its use for evaluating a
[school’s] performance” (Kane, 2016, p. 207).

Shaw and Crisp (2015) note that there are few examples of validity arguments
for large scale education assessments, and these have been criticised because
they fail to demonstrate how to move from theory to practice – they are difficult
to employ. They suggest there is little around that demonstrates good practice.
In response to this gap they have published a number of articles (Shaw & Crisp,
2012, 2015; Shaw, Crisp & Johnson, 2012) based on their development of a
validation framework between 2008 and 2009, which they piloted with A Level
Geography and revised for A Level Physics. Drawing on Kane’s (2006)
argument-based approach, they propose “an evidential framework” (Shaw,
Crisp & Johnson, 2012, p. 160) that uses a multi-method approach to allow for
evidence to be collected against the different inferences and uses of the scores.
Five research questions are given and form the evidential framework, which in
turn map onto inferences made from the scores. They note that this framework
would not be suitable for all validation exercises as what is included in a
framework must be dependent on the proposed uses and interpretations, but it
is a good example of a comprehensive validation framework. Piloting their
framework showed it was “resource intensive” (Shaw & Crisp, 2012, p. 172),
pointing to issues of practicability. Evidence would be collected for each
validation/research question to determine whether it supported or was a threat
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to the validity of the assessment. This framework does not look at what the
consequences of the assessment are, but unintended use as a negative impact,
or consequence, could also be a part of a validation framework according to
Kane’s propositions. In 2015, Shaw and Crisp revisited validation and
suggested that it is still unclear what evidence to collect and how to collect it to
prove the validity of an assessment, making it difficult to carry out a validation.

An argument-based framework that could be used to validate high-stakes
national assessments was proposed by Stobart (2009). The framework
comprises five components: purpose, fitness-for-purpose, reliability,
interpretation of results, and impact; and stresses the need for use of both
qualitative and quantitative data. For Stobart, the scope of validity has become
so all-encompassing that it has become unwieldy, as it includes considerations
on the definition of the construct, reliability and consequences. He identifies the
main concern of high-stakes tests as impact on teaching and learning, which is
reflected in his framework. The framework of validity questions is similar in
structure to the one developed by Shaw and Crisp; however, Stobart includes
purposes as a question, rather than as just background context and does not
include any criterion validity considerations. No particular methods of evidence
collection are suggested.

An interpretive framework
The argument-based style approach is the most prevalent in validation
frameworks; however, Koch and DeLuca (2012) offer an alternate idea. Their
main criticism of these types of validation frameworks is that it is not easy to
establish and be clear about what are the intended interpretations and uses, as
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there are so many different stakeholders. When trying out this method they
found it difficult to produce one IUA, or validity argument, as they found multiple
interpretations of assessment purposes and complex interactions in the uses of
the assessment. Stobart’s (2009) approach, which identifies the purposes as
one strand of the framework, they suggest is better, but still lacks the means of
addressing the interactions between the different purposes and uses.

The solution Koch and DeLuca (2012) propose is a narrative case description
approach, which has three central components: define the case and purposes,
construct and analyse evidence, represent as a narrative. This offers an
interpretive validation framework, building on DeLuca’s previous work (2011)
and allows for the complexity of multiple stakeholders to be represented. Gipps
(1994) supports this view that to fully understand validity one would need to
collect the opinions of various stakeholders, not just those from test
development. Koch and DeLuca argue this approach as being more suitable as
the uses of the test, inferences and assumptions are not easily separated out,
and all of this is situated within a specific context: this is an “interpretive
approach … in which validation is viewed as a multi-faceted construct that is
socially and temporally situated” (Koch & DeLuca, 2012, p. 106).

One drawback to this is that presented in the article is a theory, but not a fully
developed example. The framework is not fully comprehensive, as shown by
the example of Koch’s attempt to use this approach. To begin with, a case and
the boundaries would need to be defined – this means the purposes and uses
of the assessment, the identity of the different stakeholders, the contexts, the
theoretical construct represented. A single administration of an assessment was
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examined by looking at the test documents to determine purposes, interviewing
teachers and one other stakeholder group, and asking teachers to complete a
questionnaire. The main difference in this approach is how the evidence is
analysed. Using hermeneutics theory – to explore understanding and look for
coherence in what everyone is saying and a case study methodology for thick
description, discrete context, lots of different methods – they suggest analysing
through two different approaches: the hermeneutic circle, and through boundary
objects and encounters.

A pragmatic approach
The Standards (AERA, APA & NCME, 2014) presents yet another framework,
comprising evidence of content validity, evidence based on response process,
evidence of the internal structure of the assessment, correlations to other
variables and analysis of the consequences, but this is almost never
implemented fully, partly due to the complexity of the theory and how it
misaligns with practice. In critiquing the Standards five sources, Newton (2016)
suggests that there is a lack of clarity and there appear to be additional sources
of evidence that do not feature in the five. This confused theoretical approach,
therefore, means that in practical validation studies some sources of evidence
are legitimised over others. This is definitely the case for face validity – as
argued earlier – which is often not considered a ‘real’ aspect of validity.

This complexity in the process of validation means that practically it seems to
be almost impossible. Less comprehensive methods of validating assessments
have been put forward. Gipps (1994) reports that early attempts at evaluating
validity emphasised four main types of validity evidence: predictive, content,
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construct and concurrent (see also Newton & Shaw, 2014). Isaacs et al (2013)
suggest an evaluation should comprise face validity, content validity, construct
validity, predictive validity and backwash validity. Black (1998) sees the main
aspects of a validation as being content validity, construct validity,
consequential validity – in terms of the way the results are interpreted, and
predictive validity, but does not mention face validity as an aspect of concern.
Harlen (2007) suggests that construct validity is an overarching concept that
contains within it the other aspects of validity, except for consequential validity,
which she names ‘impact’ and treats separately. Kline (2000) also does not
include consequential validity in his discussion of evaluating the validity of a
test. One of the problems with these models is that they could also be criticised
for being broad rather than deep; although, they do provide a number of
sources of evidence, the evidence could be seen as piecemeal. They also again
fail to make the link between theory and practice.

More specifically associated with writing assessment, Miller and Crocker (1990)
considered a psychometric approach to validation of direct writing assessments
that would include five components: content representativeness, structural
fidelity, nomological validity, criterion validity, and nomothetic span, and they did
recommend methods to use. Content representativeness would be measured
by expert review of the items within the assessment to determine relevance and
representativeness. Structural fidelity would be pertinent if investigating whether
holistic marking and analytical marking of the same piece of writing correlate.
To evidence nomological validity – another way of describing concurrent
validity, the authors recommend correlational studies of the test scores from the
assessment in question to scores on a related assessment of the same
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construct. Whereas, criterion validity, again in the form of concurrent validity,
would measure the scores from the assessment against other performance
criteria, such as a high school grade point average; therefore, not related to the
construct. They also argued that establishing a nomothetic span for evaluating
validity was important, to determine where achievement in writing is associated
with extraneous factors such as handwriting, i.e. the relationships of the test
score with other variables. Again, this was not put into practice, so perhaps one
criticism of this would be that it may not be feasible.

Shaw and Crisp (2015) suggest it remains unclear as to what evidence should
be used to judge the validity of an assessment; although, construct validity is of
utmost importance in this and should be seen as underlying all the other
aspects of validity. Evidence from a single study is not enough to prove validity
but can be used as one source of evidence in a validity argument. Carrying out
a comprehensive validation is not, however, practical, and rarely, if ever,
present in the academic literature. To be able to evidence validity in a
meaningful way, researchers tend, therefore, to concentrate on one aspect, or
one source of evidence, or limit their focus (some of which are detailed in
previous sections). Another drawback with these approaches is that there is an
assumption that the underlying construct is stable; whereas, in the case of
writing, it is suggested by the literature that this is not so.

3.4.2 Alignment studies
Peterson (2012) suggests that writing documents are underpinned, consciously
or subconsciously, by particular conceptualisations of writing, together with
perceptions of how children learn to write and how teachers teach writing.
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These conceptualisations, beliefs and values can be discerned through
analysing the relative emphasis of particular practices, concepts and skills
within documents (p. 260). Alignment studies give a means of comparing
assessments and assessment criteria and allow a judgement to be made on
how well they agree (Martone & Sireci, 2009), but could also be adapted to
measure the match of assessment, curriculum and teacher beliefs. This would
be a useful method to find out whether teachers’ understanding of the construct
of writing fit with that represented in the National Curriculum (DfE, 2013) and
the teacher assessment framework. Ananda (2003a, 2003b) sees a good match
between standards and curricula as being essential to any accountable
assessment system. If an assessment is to act as a proxy for attainment as
outlined in a curriculum then they must be fully aligned, but also if teaching and
learning are to help students achieve then these must be aligned too:
“Assessments, standards, and instruction are all integral to student
achievement” (Martone & Sireci, 2009, p1334; see also Herman & Webb,
2007). Porter (2002) suggests that as teachers are the “arbiters of what is
taught (and how)” (p. 3) this makes it important that alignment is also measured
between teachers, curriculum and assessment.

The link between alignment studies and validation is clear. Drawing on the
argument that assessments must measure what is in a curriculum for the scores
to give accurate information about achievement, evidence from alignment
studies can contribute to construct, content and consequential validity (Ananda,
2003a, 2003b; Bhola, Impara & Buckendahl, 2003; Martone & Sireci, 2009).
Alignment studies focus on both content matching and depth matching
(Ananda, 2003a, 2003b). To give evidence for whether there is a range and
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balance of content coverage, two questions could be asked: (1) how well do the
assessment content and the subject area content in the curriculum match?; and
(2) do items in the assessment address the objectives? – in the case of writing
this would mean: do the pieces of writing chosen reflect the assessment and
curriculum objectives?

Webb’s alignment model produces descriptive statistics in several categories to
portray alignment and has been used in a variety of studies (Webb, Horton &
O’Neal, 2002) and as a method has been described as comprehensive, but also
complex (Martone & Sireci, 2009). Troia, et al (2016) conducted a content
analysis and an alignment study to see how well state writing standards and the
Common Core writing standards matched. They found a high degree of
misalignment, suggesting mismatch between the two sets of standards, using a
coding taxonomy based on several frameworks to cover a broad concept of
writing. Porter (2002) measured the alignment between teacher time spent on
specific maths activities (topics) using a self-report survey consisting of Likert
scales, which were aligned to instructional materials where content analysis
(based on topics) had been undertaken. This approach is characterised by the
use of a common language framework i.e. a coding framework that is rigid and
consistently applied across documents, but it does not directly compare the
components.

One major drawback of each of these studies is that they compared curriculum
and assessment objectives with closed response assessments. A scientific
approach was taken, although the studies recognised that teachers have
different methods and views, these were quantified as much as possible by
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using surveys and Likert scales, so the outcomes are statistical. There is a lack
of meaning and context within these studies, for example there is little
investigation of underlying constructs or of the situations in which the various
assessments are employed, so it is difficult to see how they can be useful in the
real world. The research premises were based on fixed constructs, where there
was no question that the teachers might work to a different construct. In the
Porter (2002) study, for example, there may have been topic areas not included
as it was supposed the teachers would share the same idea of maths. In order
to use this methodology with a teacher assessment of writing it may need to be
adapted.

3.4.3 Summary
At KS2 a portfolio type model of assessment is used. This is argued to be more
representative of the construct of writing as it may include examples of process
as well as the finished product; although, this would be entirely dependent on
such pieces being included in any portfolio. The portfolio of writing at KS2 is
holistically assessed by teachers using a framework of criteria. This type of
judgement exercise is criticised for being unreliable, not least because the
judgement made by the teacher may not be discretely based on the
assessment criteria. There may be other documents, experiences, or innate
beliefs that could affect a teacher’s understanding of the construct and so it may
differ or be in conflict with that exemplified in the assessment framework.

Reliability and consistency are one aspect of an appropriate assessment but
concerns over the definition of the construct and whether the assessment
effectively measures this are also important. Validity, therefore, becomes a
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major issue in writing assessment, where studies have shown, for example, that
constructs of writing are in conflict and there are differences in understanding,
teaching and assessment. Although evaluating validity is difficult as evidenced
by the failure to employ a comprehensive validation in practice, the underlying
logic of alignment research can provide evidence for validity by looking at the
match between curriculum, assessment and teaching.

3.5

Learning from the literature

An assessment can be contested on its representation of the construct. R.
Camp (2009) suggests the unitary concept of validity shows a mismatch
between the construct of writing and assessment models that have been used,
as they do not “adequately represent writing” (p. 116). Whether the construct is
defined explicitly, whether the definition impacts on whether children can
achieve, and whether it gives the possibility for generalisation are all
considerations that impact on the inferences that can be made from the test
scores. There must be confidence in inferences taken from the test scores, if an
assessment is to be considered valid. This leads to Wiliam’s (2010) argument
that what is assessed is more important than how well it is assessed.

Defining a construct of writing that is assessable is extremely difficult, so what
should be assessed when assessing writing is highly contested. In this respect,
the teacher assessment of writing using a portfolio type method may have high
validity if performed under the right conditions, but, critically there is no way of
knowing whether each teacher understands the same construct or assesses it
in the same way. Interpretation of the construct may be linked to the types of
tasks used in class, so generalisability to the wider construct may be limited.
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The assessment may be affected by the tasks used, which pieces of writing
teachers choose when assessing and how these were created; but also, what
guidance teachers use when assessing and whether their innate beliefs or
understanding of good writing are in accord with the assessment and
curriculum. If pedagogy is affected to give more time to the explicit and formal
teaching of grammar, writing teaching and learning may suffer as a
consequence. This in turn could have a knock-on effect on the writing
development and experiences of children, where grammar may be privileged in
a pedagogical construct of writing. This, though, may be in conflict with the
values of teachers and what is stipulated in the assessment. Thus, the definition
of a construct that is understood and agreed upon by all stakeholders is very
important in a high-stakes summative assessment where the score is used as a
proxy for achievement.

Considering findings from the literature, the proposed study seeks to address
some of the gaps in the research by investigating interpretations of the
construct of writing and addressing the question of whether the assessment of
writing can be considered an appropriate assessment in terms of acting as a
proxy for writing achievement or portraying ‘good’ writing. This will provide
evidence to support the construct and content validity of the assessment. The
first phase of the research will be to analyse the constructs represented in the
curriculum and the assessment documents to determine whether they align or
not. The second phase of the research will be to determine whether what is
represented in the official government documents is in conflict with teachers’
opinions of what writing achievement should look like at the end of KS2. Finally,
what teachers consider in pieces of writing when carrying out the assessment
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will be investigated, to explore what aspects of writing they are drawing upon
and to draw some conclusions about the consistency of the understanding of
writing.
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CHAPTER 4: Methodology

The research aims, questions and an overview of the design are presented in
this chapter, along with data collection methods, sampling and procedures of
data analysis. Ethical considerations and limitations of the research are also
explained. The following pages also provide an exploration of the complex
theoretical perspectives that informed the research.

4.1

Research aims

This research aims to provide evidence of the appropriacy of the KS2 National
Curriculum teacher assessment for demonstrating writing achievement, by
exploring an aspect of construct validity. The concepts of writing in the National
Curriculum English Programme of Study (PoS) for KS1 and KS2 (DfE, 2013),
the national writing assessment framework (STA, 2017a), the exemplification
documents (STA, 2017, October a, b, c, d), and what teachers may understand
as writing achievement will be explored.

Past research has focussed extensively on the reliability of marking from a
psychometric viewpoint, and there have been several studies exploring teacher
judgement; however, there is a lack of research at the primary phase and
especially in the English context of national assessment. Specifically, in relation
to evaluating the alignment of a curriculum, assessment and teachers’ views,
there has been little research, and this has been conducted within a US context.
This research will aim to contribute to theoretical understanding of teachers’
constructs of writing and how this synergises with the curriculum and
assessment.
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4.2

Research questions

Principal research question 1: how is writing achievement conceptualised in the
National Curriculum English Programme of Study (DfE, 2013), the writing
assessment framework (STA, 2017a) and the exemplification materials (STA,
2017, October a, b, c, d)?
1a) how does the National Curriculum English Programme of Study describe
writing achievement?
1b) how does the national writing assessment framework describe writing
achievement?
1c) how do the writing exemplification materials describe writing achievement?
1d) what is the match in content of the different documents?

Principal research question 2: how is writing achievement conceptualised by
teachers?
2a) how do teachers describe writing achievement?
2b) how consistent are the views of teachers?
2c) how is the assessment framework interpreted by teachers?
2d) what is the match between the teachers’ views and the statutory
documents?

Principal research question 3: how do teachers conduct assessment?
3a) what are the assessment practices of teachers?
3b) what are the processes and behaviours of teachers when doing
assessment?
3c) what do teachers prioritise in their assessments of written work?
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4.3

Research design

The first PRQ has been addressed through document analysis, where the PoS,
assessment framework and exemplification materials were subject to both
content analysis and thematic analysis procedures. The views of Year 6
teachers were obtained through meetings with teachers, which included face-toface semi-structured interviews and an elicitation exercise, to provide evidence
for PRQ2. Teachers were observed conducting an assessment in a judgement
task using the assessment framework to address PRQ3. Data collection
happened sequentially (Cresswell, 2003; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998); the
findings from the document analysis were used to inform the development of
the interview schedule. The elicitation exercise, judgement task and interview
were conducted in the same teacher meeting. The transcripts from the meetings
were analysed with the NVivo software package, using a combination of
deductive and inductive coding. A convenience sampling method was used for
the data collection. All data was collected between February and July 2018.

It is worth making explicit here that the focus of my study is itself a methodology
with attendant paradigms, historical debates and ways of working. In this
research, I will be adopting an approach that has a slightly different perspective
to what is outlined in the literature review, but nonetheless faces a similar set of
issues around internal and external validity. In the following sections, the debate
around assessment paradigms – the scientific / qualitative debate is outlined
and reasons for my choice of approach are detailed.
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4.4

Assessment paradigms

It is generally accepted within the assessment community that educational
assessment falls more naturally into the scientific paradigm, with an emphasis
on reliability, and the technical aspects of validity; although, there is very little
literature specifically targeted at discussions or overviews of assessment
paradigms and philosophical theory. Paradigm discussions are a result of, and
linked to, the developments in validity that occurred following Messick (1989)
and Cronbach’s (1988) seminal publications, and to wider developments in
education such as Assessment for Learning.

The psychometric paradigm advances a set of assumptions: a theory of innate
intelligence that is fixed and can, therefore, be measured, which Gipps (1994)
describes as a “notion of limitation” (p.4); the notion of a ‘true score’, where a
score obtained on an assessment is interpreted in relation to norms (normreferencing), so performance is relative to others. This is predicated on the
notion that psychological attributes can be measured like physical ones (Walsh
& Betz, 2001). Coming from scientific statistical measurement procedures, there
is a primacy placed on the technical aspects of reliability, unidimensionality and
standardisation, which allows norm-referencing to be carried out robustly.
Scientific objectivity is, therefore, assumed and enhanced by the theory of
universality – that the score is a reflection of true ability. There is a systematic
and controlled observation of a person’s behaviour, which is standardised –
meaning a constancy in procedure, content, scoring and analysis that is
considered to be objective and so can be repeated (Walsh & Betz, 2001).
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Psychometric theory, with its heavy dependence on a statistical view of ability,
has been subject to criticism. Hager and Butler (1994, p. 13), for example,
suggest the psychometric paradigm led to “an over-emphasis on statistical tests
and the reification of single measure test scores”. Cantley (2017) is more
vociferous in his challenge to psychometrics, suggesting that the scientific
paradigm is based on a fallacy – the whole foundations of psychometrics are
wrong, as “it is vital to demonstrate that psychological attributes are
quantitative, and therefore measurable” (p. 406), which he feels cannot be
proved and that psychologists get away with assigning numbers to attributes
without any underlying justification. Theories of learning have developed,
particularly within cognitive psychology, so the innate intelligence theory seems
to no longer be applicable. This viewpoint is criticised, as a fixed intelligence
seems to offer no need for assessment feedback, or next steps for learning,
which have been shown to be valuable for the learner (Hager & Butler, 1994).
The primacy of a statistical interpretation is also criticised for its negative effect
on construct validity.

Gipps (1994) recognises a paradigm shift, in the 1990s, from this
psychometrics-based approach to an approach that was broader, as a response
to the validity arguments of Messick (1989) and Cronbach (1988) and resultant
developments in assessment that saw a wider range of methods being used.
The seminal publications of Messick and Cronbach outlined challenges to the
dominant psychometric paradigm. They argued for the inclusion of values, an
opening up to interpretive understandings of context and subjective
perspectives, and highlighted consequences of assessment – arguing these
should become a part of the validity argument and, therefore, constituting a
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paradigm shift. A unified theory of validity as proposed by Messick, asks those
who wish to consider assessment to take into account both psychometric and
interpretive evidence.

Inclusion of the use of teacher assessment in the late 1980s shifted the view
from one of measurement, which relied on objective testing/examinations, to
evaluation, which encompassed both criterion-based and norm-referenced
assessment and allowed for the additional purposes of assessment to be met –
broadening the meaning of assessment. Use of different types of assessment,
more related to performance and competence through use of portfolios, grew
out of a dissatisfaction with what traditional psychometric forms of assessment
could measure, which were seen as too narrow and too knowledge-based,
especially as pedagogy was becoming more focussed on problem-based
learning. This meant that psychometric underpinnings, reliance on statistical
methods of reliability as the lynchpin of an assessment’s quality, were no longer
sufficient for broader notions of a unified concept of validity (Gipps, 1994; Hager
& Butler, 1994).

What resulted in the 1990s was a focus on the burgeoning interest in Messick’s
and Cronbach’s interpretations of validity and on outlining a second paradigm
that is broader than the psychometric. The ‘judgemental paradigm’
encompasses a view of assessment underpinned by cognitive theory meaning
the whole approach to assessment has to be different: a psychometrics
approach sees intelligence, ‘g’, as fixed and encourages selection, whereas a
cognitive approach encourages opportunities for growth and learning. In
assessment terms, this new paradigm allowed for assessments that recognised
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the importance of application of knowledge that is subjective and context
dependent, and used open problems with indefinite answers, rather than relying
on objective testing where the knowledge tested is seen as context independent
and comprises mostly closed response items with definite answers (Hager &
Butler, 1994).

Writing later, Serafini (2000) outlined three paradigms of assessment. The first
of these is the measurement paradigm, which aligns with the psychometric
paradigm. Secondly, is the procedure paradigm, underpinned by psychometric
principles but where the assessment is conducted in context. Thirdly, is the
inquiry paradigm, which aligns along the interpretive paradigm and is most
closely associated with formative assessment and movements such as AfL, so
not of concern for the purposes of this thesis. The procedure paradigm, which
has most salience with this study, is where the process of assessment aligns to
the interpretive paradigm, an example of this is teacher assessment of work in
situ for summative purposes, so the KS2 writing teacher assessment could be
seen as an illustration of this.

These alternative paradigms, and the assessments that fall within them, do not
conform to traditional psychometric notions of validity (Teasdale & Leung,
2000), where reliability and statistical methods are given primacy. Teacher
assessments of classroom-based work present a broad range of outcomes, so
are seen as more valid in terms of the construct and their content, and having a
broad range of tasks to draw on increases generalisability (Gipps, 1994; see
also Shephard, 1996). The relationship between psychometric theory and
teacher assessment remains unclear, as teacher assessment is rooted in
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pedagogy and consequences. In national testing in England, Teasdale and
Leung (2000) suggest that government education departments had different
understandings of the types of information provided by tests and teacher
assessment. Consequently, the “development and validation of teacher
assessment have been neglected” (p. 166), whereas psychometrics is fully
embedded and utilised for tests. The meaning of scores is, therefore,
problematised as there is no concrete understanding of what each assessment
format represents. Robust psychometrics data is reliant on a highly-controlled
test administration, has a coherent knowledge base and a tightly bound
curriculum, whereas teacher assessment is considerably looser.

In summary, the psychometric paradigm in assessment has been challenged,
but remains the dominant paradigm in educational assessment, especially that
of a high-stakes nature. Cantley (2017) argues that high-stakes assessments
should have very secure philosophical underpinnings as they are used for
accountability purposes. He suggests that the psychometric underpinnings of
assessment are not robust enough for contemporary education assessment.
There have been challenges to the core concepts of validity and reliability, and
in the wider educational arena, which leads to a current paradigm that is still
reliant on psychometric theory, but also more open to varied interpretation.

4.5

Research paradigm and theoretical assumptions

The purpose of this study is to examine the appropriacy of the national
assessment of writing at KS2 in England. Assessment typically is seen to be in
the scientific paradigm, but that may not be a suitable lens through which to
evaluate an assessment of writing. Serafini’s (2000) theory of a procedure
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paradigm, which is underpinned by psychometric principles, but where the
assessment is conducted in context, seems to fit most closely with the
experience of teacher assessment at KS2. The selection of writing tasks that
pupils submit, the ‘administration’ (or teaching context) of this writing, and the
process of marking are not standardised; however, the assessment does
provide criteria to mark against and underlying the assessment is the
psychometric notion of a true standard of writing. This notion of a standard is
problematised by the possibility that there may be conflict in understanding of
the construct of writing, so that the curriculum, assessment and teachers could
be working to different standards. This could point to a view of reality that is
dependent on how an individual constructs it. As gaining an understanding of
the, perhaps, multiple views of the construct is essential to this research, this
research is, therefore, rooted more towards an interpretive perspective.

Proceeding from an interpretive perspective where knowledge is assumed to be
constructed through how we perceive reality, and that this may result in
numerous versions of reality, (Creswell, 2003, 2013) marries with the theory
that writing, being situated in the classroom context, is socially and culturally
mediated (DeLuca, 2011; Wyatt-Smith & Castleton, 2005) and that teachers’
beliefs and experiences may affect their judgements. Teachers’ voices are often
understood as being marginalised in the assessment process (Camp, R., 2009),
taking a more interpretive stance means that teachers’ views could be
investigated on their own terms and within their own school contexts; the
assessment of writing could be understood through the meaning assigned to it
by teachers. It is, therefore, important to explore the assessment of writing in
the school context (Koch & DeLuca, 2012).
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The curriculum and assessment, however, are situated towards the positivist
end of the paradigm spectrum, as they have a defined concept of writing and so
present a ‘true’ construct. This necessitates an objective analysis informed by
alignment theory. Analysis of the documents should reflect the scientific
principles of alignment studies, where a deductive coding process is used
systematically. However, this needed to be done alongside a narrative
understanding of the data (Koch & DeLuca, 2012) – additional thematic analysis
– to provide an interpretive account to match the teachers’ views.

4.5.1 Discourses of writing
Much of the analysis in the research was conducted using a thematic
framework based on the theories of Ivanic (2004) and Jeffery (2009) (see
section 4.6.2 for further explanation of this choice). Ivanic’s six discourses of
writing are underpinned by a complex theory of writing where linguistic,
cognitive and social context are interconnected layers that should ideally all
have some representation in a curriculum. Jeffery generated four corresponding
assessment discourses. I generated an additional writing assessment discourse
to correspond with another of Ivanic’s writing discourses.

Table 4.1: Writing discourses and corresponding assessment discourses
Ivanic’s (2004) writing discourses

Assessment discourses (influenced
by Ivanic, 2004 and Jeffery, 2009)

Skills Discourse
Creativity Discourse
Process Discourse
Genre Discourse
Social Practices Discourse
Socio-political Discourse

Skills Mastery
Creativity
Process and realisation
Genre Mastery
Purpose
X
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The first discourse, the skills discourse, is focussed on the writer developing the
skills of composition, such as sentence construction, spelling, punctuation and
grammar, across different writing tasks and so is focussed on the written text.
These skills are considered an important part of what makes a good writer and
should be present in a curriculum, but a curriculum that focusses on this
discourse to the exclusion of the others could be seen as offering a narrow and
limited view of writing. A teacher who is seen to focus on the teaching of these
writing conventions would be positioned within the skills discourse. Ivanic’s
model sees these skills as being a small but essential part of good writing,
which may be manifested in the classroom through explicit teaching of, for
example, grammar exercises. A construct of writing that falls into this discourse
may see reading as a separate skill. The corresponding writing assessment
discourse, the skills mastery discourse, places an emphasis on the author’s skill
in writing, particularly at the word, sentence and text level, with the same rules
applied independent of text type. There may be an expectation of, for example,
coherence, grammatical accuracy, syntax, neat handwriting, use of paragraphs.

The creativity discourse and the process discourse are both linked to the writer
as an individual and a writer’s cognitive development. The creativity discourse,
although also predicated on the written text, is closely allied to reading, where
books etc are used as good examples of writing. This link to reading suggests it
is likely that in the classroom there would be writing generated from reading,
and an assumption that a good reader is also a good writer. In this discourse
writing is seen as an activity in itself, so in the classroom this may be seen in
the children doing lots of writing and learning by doing. Narrative styles of
writing would feature strongly in a curriculum that had emphasised creativity. A
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strong writer’s voice that engages and interests the reader is prominent.
Attention would be given to self-expression, description and the use of a wide,
lively and adventurous vocabulary, so content and style become the focus of
learning and would be valued by teachers. These are features that would be
considered as evident in good writing and may be drawn out in an assessment.
Good writing would, therefore, be conceptualised as showing individuality.

The process discourse concentrates on the progress made through the different
writing processes of planning, drafting editing, revision and, therefore,
concentrates on a writer’s thinking and decision-making. Ivanic makes clear,
however, that the process discourse is not just about the practical process, but
also about the cognitive. Teachers who position themselves within the process
discourse would dedicate a lot of their teaching time to these aspects;
characteristics in the classroom may be the explicit teaching of planning and the
use of peer and teacher feedback. The process discourse has no associated
assessment discourse. Ivanic suggests there would be no value in assessing
processes divorced from an end product, and questions whether an
assessment could be devised to capture such an approach in the classroom. It
seems likely that teachers would make comments on where children had edited
or amended their work and may look for such features when assessing. In light
of this, an additional writing assessment discourse was devised by me to
correspond with the process discourse. The process and realisation discourse
places an emphasis on the processes of writing (e.g. research notes, planning,
revisions, reflection) and how these lead to the final composition. There may be
an expectation that the learner can explain their planning and editing choices,
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so the assessment may comprise an ‘oral examination’ element. Summative
assessment would be delayed until after the learner had addressed feedback.

The genre discourse is associated with knowledge of the particular features
associated with the different text-types and when it is most appropriate to use
these different forms. In a curriculum this will be demonstrated through an
emphasis on structure and organisation of a text, tone and the use of
appropriate features, such as sub-headings in a non-chronological text. This
discourse contrasts with the creativity discourse, as the conventions are seen to
be more important that self-expression. Teachers who emphasise the genre
discourse are more focussed on the product of writing and would pay attention
to the text-type, context, intended audience and purpose. Organisational
structures and stylistic features, such as the use of sub-headings in an
information text, would be of importance, as an indication that teachers believe
that “texts vary linguistically according to their purpose and context” (Ivanic,
2004, p. 232). In the classroom, teaching would reflect this by explicitly outlining
the features of particular text-types. A lesson may, for example, be delivered on
how to write a newspaper report. In an assessment, therefore, the specific
features of the text-type would be drawn out and considered on their
appropriacy. The writing assessment discourse that reflects this, the genre
mastery discourse, emphasises mastery through the framework of genre, so
creativity may be a part of the discourse, but it will be framed through the
mastery of narrative, for example. Appropriacy of chosen features and language
for the text type could score highly even if the content is dull.
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Teachers who fall into the social practices discourse are likely to be interested
in providing opportunities for children to write for a wide range of purposes,
within an understanding that the process and the genre are inextricably linked to
the social context. Writing is seen as a part of a broader concept of literacy. The
learning of writing is not, therefore, from explicit teaching but through an
understanding of the social practices of writing. A girl writing a diary, for
instance, is a common gendered, socially constructed view of a teenage female
writer, but this sort of implicit message about writing influences how and what
children write. It may be that the teacher does not have much of a practical role
in this discourse but writing preparation for real-life is one pedagogical tool,
which is more likely in higher education.

The social practices discourse therefore combines elements of genre and
process; although, it is distinguished from the genre discourse as it places more
emphasis on authenticity. Writing in this discourse is related to the real-world
and less to conventional features. This discourse can be difficult to distinguish
from the genre discourse as the same terms are used when describing it, e.g.
audience, purpose, reader and context. This can make it difficult to identify
whether reference is being made to genre or social practices. Jeffery suggested
an assessment writing discourse she named the purpose discourse, which
places an emphasis on the audience expectations and purposes of writing.
There may be an expectation that writing is produced with some hypothetical
reader in mind. One of the essential aspects of this discourse is that “a piece of
writing achieves its social goal for communication” (Jeffery, 2009, p. 5).
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Finally, the sociopolitical discourse sees writing as a socially constructed act
that is subject to social and political forces of power, which may be described in
the curriculum through the composition of texts that are unconventional (Ivanic,
2004; Jeffery, 2009; Peterson, Parr, Lindgren & Kaufman, 2018; Peterson,
2012). The sociopolitical discourse is often seen in conjunction with the social
practices discourse as it is characterised by the political aspects of context.
Teachers who fall into this discourse may explicitly uncover the social, political
and historical meanings behind different types of writing and try to disrupt any
unequal power relations by teaching children to subvert conventional ways of
thinking about genre. Explicit teaching may involve identifying specific linguistic
choices and how these frame the writer. There is no assessment discourse
related to the socio-political discourse as Ivanic suggests that the notion of
assessment, in this case, is antithetical (2004, p. 239). The writing discourses
and assessment discourses can be seen to correspond with each other, as
shown in Table 4.1.

Two phases of data collection were conducted: firstly, a document analysis and,
secondly, interviews with teachers. Procedures for analysing the data collected
are outlined below.

4.6

Phase 1: Document analysis

Document analysis was used to provide evidence for principal research
question 1: “how is writing achievement conceptualised in the National
Curriculum English PoS (DfE, 2013), the writing assessment framework and the
exemplification materials?”. Document analysis is suggested as one of the
methods for establishing alignment by Webb (1997). Two methods were
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employed in the document analysis, the first was an analysis of content, which
is identified as a systematic and objective way of drawing out the features of
documents (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008), and the second was a thematic analysis to
establish a broad understanding of construct representation. Several primary
sources were identified for inclusion in the document analysis (Bowen, 2009;
O’Leary, 2014). These documents are available in the public domain, online on
the government’s website. The documents included in the analysis were the
English programmes of study: key stages 1 and 2, National Curriculum (DfE,
2013), the teacher assessment framework (STA, 2017a) and the set of four
documents comprising the exemplification materials (STA, 2017, October a, b,
c, d). This set of documents became the defined population (Neuendorf, 2002).

4.6.1 Content analysis
Content analysis is assumed to be conducted within the scientific paradigm as
the goal is to be objective and systematic, and so the variables and coding can
be applied consistently across the raw data and replicated (Krippendorf, 2004).
There is, however, always a degree of interpretation and judgement in the
decisions behind what codes to use. This type of implicit coding requires a
judgement, which may be open to bias (Carley, 1993), but the overall aim is to
provide a description that is free from bias and to enable a consistent view
across all the documents (Neuendorf, 2002). The overwhelming strength of this
method is that it is controlled using defined and replicable categories and is
analysed in a step-by-step process (Kohlbacher, 2006). As a method of enquiry
that allows for an understanding of meaning, which may be complicated when
there is more than one meaning and/or where the meaning may not be shared,
the objective use of a coding frame mitigates for interference (Krippendorf,
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2004). Firstly, what is to be analysed must be defined. The aim of the
inferences must be made clear: in this case the purpose was to categorise the
different aspects of writing, to identify any missing aspects, to determine
whether aspects of writing are equally weighted and to come to an
understanding of what construct is represented in each of the documents.

However, the meaning of the text can often be missed by simply applying
content analysis (Carley, 1993), as frequently this is reduced to the counting of
words. Therefore, content analysis findings can be seen as only the basis of
interpretation as “more interesting findings go beyond the content analysis itself
and rely on qualitative analyses” (Neuendorf, 2002, p. 3). Qualitative content
analysis follows the methodological approach for objectivity and replicability but
the process of assigning codes to units is interpretive and relies on interaction
between the text and reader (Krippendorf, 2004), so in the analysis it goes
beyond counting and attempts to reconstruct contexts and identify underlying
themes, ideas and assumptions. It also allows for an analysis and identification
of what might be missing from a text (Kohlbacher, 2006; see also Bryman,
2004) and so can allow for both explicit and implicit understandings. This
method of coding for meaning, rather than at the word level, is a departure from
the type of coding undertaken for alignment studies, but it allowed for a deeper
understanding of the content of the documents and was more appropriate to
allow for an understanding of meaning and ideology. It was robust enough to be
of use when comparing across documents and enabled a frequency count
within each document.
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Content analysis can be open to measurement error through not reading the
coding frame and/or the documents carefully and closely enough, which could
lead to misinterpretation. Other problems such as fatigue and inattention can
also be drawbacks. (Neuendorf, 2002). These issues could cause my
measurement to be unreliable and as a result the content analysis could be
criticised because it is imprecise and lacks strength (Carley, 1993).

All the documents were accessed electronically and downloaded in pdf format.
Saldana (2013) suggest pre-coding as a means to highlight significant
passages and to inform first cycle coding. Overview information was composed
for each document that was included in the analysis. Webb, Horton and O’Neal
(2002) suggest taking a preliminary look at the documents to be included to
understand their structure, goals, and objectives.

The pages that were to be included in the coding were copied into a word
document and uploaded to NVivo 11 software. A word frequency query (with
stemmed words) was conducted on the National Curriculum English PoS (DfE,
2013), which generated a list of the 100 most frequently cited words that were
over three characters in length (see Appendix 3). I used this list of words
alongside any other themes and ideas that suggested themselves when I read
the document. The results of these exploratory coding methods were
documented and fed into a comprehensive coding frame (Carley, 1993).

It can be useful to replicate measures that have been used in past research
(Neuendorf, 2002), so the coding frame that was used was designed using the
preliminary information and several different sources to provide comprehensive
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coverage of the underlying writing construct. One source was Mo and Troia
(2017; see table 1, p. 54-55; see also Troia et al, 2016). The comprehensive
framework used by them is split into seven strands: (1) processes, (2) context,
(3) purposes, (4) ideas & elaboration, (5) conventions, (6) metacognition and
knowledge, and (7) motivation. Motivation as a category was not applicable for
this research because it is a quality extrinsic to the content of the documents.
This framework was adapted to suit, to code for as wide a construct of writing
as possible. As mentioned in the literature review, genre has had a great
influence on pedagogy, so the coding frame included codes for as many
different text types as possible, using the suggestions in Beard (2000). The
reviewed literature was also used to devise further codes.

Categories were constructed that consisted of several specific codes that were
related. Categories were what could be considered universal critical variables –
aspects of writing that are universally agreed upon and can be identified using
past research and theory. An ‘other’ category was introduced to act as an
important catchall for anything associated with writing that did not fit in any of
the other categories. (Neuendorf, 2002).

First-cycle coding was conducted on the National Curriculum English PoS (DfE,
2013) using this pre-decided coding frame, where all the variables had been
devised by me. The PoS was coded initially as that guides the content of the
assessment framework and the guidance documents, so it could be interpreted
as being the most important. The first-cycle coding frame consisted of eight
categories with a varying number of codes within each category (see Appendix
4 for complete first-cycle coding frame). The categories were: (1) Writing
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process and composition, (2) Writing context, (3) Genre, (4) Features of
grammar, (5) Features of punctuation, (6) Features of spelling, (7) General
writing, and (8) Other.

An iterative process was used to assess the suitability of the first-cycle coding
frame, therefore, the coding frame was applied deductively, but notes were
made where it seemed obvious that the coding frame was not fit-for-purpose,
i.e. key codes were missing, there were instances where I was not sure which
code was more appropriate and where changes might be needed to the coding
frame for it to be applied consistently.

Coding involved identifying units of analysis, considered a ‘message unit’, i.e.
communicating something of meaning, or an identifiable message (Neuendorf,
2002, p. 14). This could be, for instance, a word, or a sentence. Carley (1993)
suggests that there may be potentially different results if using a word rather
than a phrase as a unit, for example. Coding at the word level can become
meaningless, as the word is taken out of its context. For example, the word
spelling could be coded, but in the following two text extracts from the PoS the
surrounding meaning is completely different.
•

Writing down ideas fluently depends on effective transcription: that is, on
spelling quickly and accurately (DfE, 2013, p. 8)

In its position within this sentence, the word spelling is linked to transcription.
Whereas in the following extract the word spelling is linked to underlying
knowledge of phonics.
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•

The understanding that the letter(s) on the page represent the sounds in
spoken words should underpin pupils’ reading and spelling of all words
(DfE, 2013, p. 9).

As the research was interested in identifying concepts, rather than just counting
words, a phrase or sentence was more suited to the purpose of this research.
Each fragment of text was potentially illustrative of one or more codes, but if
multiple codes could be applied then the unit was broken down where possible.
(Neuendorf, 2002). For this reason, coding was conducted at the smallest and
clearest level of meaning, where possible, which did involve some reader
inference, so the above sentence could be coded as phonics or graphemephoneme correspondence. As the main thrust of the sentence is the
understanding of letter/sound correspondence, coding as grapheme-phoneme
correspondence would be more precise. There were instances, however, where
more than one code was necessarily applied to a unit of meaning, for example
the following sentence
•

in narratives, describing settings, characters and atmosphere and
integrating dialogue to convey character and advance the action (DfE,
2013, p. 37)

would need to be coded under narrative and dialogue.

There were some instances where the smallest unit of meaning was a block of
text, i.e. a paragraph or a series of bullet points. This was most evident in
coding for handwriting, for example the following text was all coded as one unit
of meaning.
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•

Handwriting requires frequent and discrete, direct teaching. Pupils should
be able to form letters correctly and confidently. The size of the writing
implement (pencil, pen) should not be too large for a young pupil’s hand.
Whatever is being used should allow the pupil to hold it easily and
correctly so that bad habits are avoided. Left-handed pupils should
receive specific teaching to meet their needs. (DfE, 2013, p. 14)

An additional code ‘not sure’ was used when first-cycle coding for any piece of
text with meaning that did not fit one of the codes in the first-cycle coding frame.

Final coding of the documents was conducted following the first-cycle coding of
the PoS, after which substantial changes were made to the coding frame. This
resulted in a heavily amended coding frame used for the final coding of the
documents. The final coding frame was used across all documents to be able to
match content (Porter, 2002). The final coding frame consisted of ten categories
with a varying number of codes within each category (see Appendix 5). The
categories were: (1) Writing process and composition, (2) Writing context, (3)
Genre, (4) Features of grammar, (5) Features of punctuation, (6) Features of
spelling, (7) Writing as a concept, (8) Text features, (9) The writer, and (10)
Writing instructional practices.

This adaptive form of content analysis, where a deductive coding frame was
used, then finalised following a first round of coding of the main document,
before being applied again to all documents, resulted in a comprehensive
coding frame. Figure 4.1 shows a coded extract from the PoS (NVivo screen
capture).
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Figure 4.1: Coded extract from the English Programme of Study (NVivo screen capture).
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4.6.2 Thematic analysis
The National Curriculum English PoS (DfE, 2013) and the assessment
documents were evaluated using a thematic framework (Appendix 6) to gain an
understanding of what construct of writing was presented in the documents,
based on Ivanic’s (2004) discourses of writing and Jeffery’s (2009)
corresponding assessment discourses. This aimed to determine whether the
PoS and assessment documents fitted easily within one discourse, or uneasily
straddled a number. Ivanic devised this framework after reviewing numerous
policy and pedagogic documents. She suggests that: “Policy, practice and
opinions about literacy education are usually underpinned, consciously or
subconsciously, by particular ways of conceptualising writing, and by particular
ways of conceptualising how writing can be learned” (2004, p. 220). This
framework was used for the thematic analysis as it is recognised as being one
of the few that has brought together competing and contrasting theories of
writing in a comprehensive tool that can be used to analyse a variety of
government documents (Peterson, 2012).

4.6.3 Alignment of documents
Following the content and thematic analyses, the outcomes were used to
consider the alignment of the documents. As outlined in the Literature Review
Chapter, alignment has been conducted previously in studies within the US.
These studies have looked at the alignment between curricular and
assessments, but assessments in the US differ greatly from the KS2 writing
assessment. US assessments, even in the language arts, are primarily
composed of multiple-choice or closed question item types, which lend
themselves to a more psychometric breakdown and analysis. These
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methodologies produce numerical values of alignment, which do not give much
interpretation considering context. The general approach of these alignment
methodologies could, though, be utilised to some extent within this more
qualitative process. The content analysis did allow for the frequencies of codes
to be determined (Troia et al, 2016; Webb, 1997, 2007), which did allow for
alignment to be considered in terms of categorical concurrence (Webb, Horton
& O’Neill, 2002). This examines whether documents contain the same content
and “is a minimum requirement in alignment research” (Martone & Sireci, 2009,
p. 1338). Content match is seen as the most important aspect in the SEC
methodology, which uses a common framework to determine content (Porter,
2002), therefore, determining match in terms of frequency of coded content was
important. Range of knowledge could also be examined and provides an
indication of the comparable span of knowledge, where the breadth of
knowledge covered in each document should be comparable. This is
determined by comparing the number of objectives within the curriculum with
the number of objectives within the assessment. At least 50 per cent of the
objectives have to be related in order for the alignment on this criterion to be
judged acceptable. This level is based on the assumption that students’
knowledge should be assessed on content from over half of the domain of
knowledge (Webb, 1997, 2007).

4.7

Phase 2: Teacher perspectives

In keeping with the theoretical framework that assumes research is context
dependent (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2011), face-to-face meetings with
teachers in their schools were organised. Teacher perspectives were collected
in this meeting using an elicitation exercise on the assessment framework, a
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judgment task using a think-aloud approach and a semi-structured interview to
provide evidence for PRQ2: how is writing achievement conceptualised by
teachers? and PRQ3: how do teachers conduct assessment? This allowed for
an understanding of “the world from the subjects’ points of view, to unfold the
meaning of people’s experiences” (Kvale, 1996, p. 1) and answered one of the
criticisms, outlined in the Background Chapter, that teacher voice is absent from
discussions about curriculum and assessment. Opportunities were provided for
the collection of rich, in-depth data. These meetings with teachers were also
flexible enough to allow for exploration of aspects that were pertinent to the
specific contexts each teacher was working in (O’Leary 2014). Current year 6
teachers were targeted (O’Leary, 2014) to be participants as they had had
experience of delivering the curriculum and of conducting the teacher
assessment of writing for the KS2 national assessment. After the collection of
background information, which included age, gender, number of years in
teaching, number of years teaching year 6, route into teaching and areas of
responsibility within the school, the meeting continued with the elicitation
exercise, followed by the judgement task and concluding with the interview
questions.

4.7.1 Sample
Sampling was dependent on gaining access in terms of agreement from the
teacher to take part. Attempts to maximise the response rate were undertaken
using a variety of methods (Harding, 2013). A database was constructed and
populated with contacts that were known to me from my previous career,
contacts known to Exeter University who had taken part in other research
projects, and contacts known to AlphaPlus with whom I do freelance
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assessment work. This culminated in a database with 39 contacts. The teachers
were contacted with plenty of time in advance to enable the necessary
arrangements to be made. Following the Easter holiday in April 2018 the
teacher contacts were emailed with a project information sheet containing a
precis of the project, contact details, and data protection information (see
Appendix 7) and invited to take part in the research. I decided to aim for
between 10 and 15 interviews; this was felt to be robust enough a number to
enable a variety of opinions on the subjective concept of writing and what is
meant by ‘good writing’, while enabling patterns and themes to emerge from the
data, but also limited enough to enable use of open-ended interview questions.

An opportunistic sample of convenience was, therefore, used for the interviews,
which resulted in a small number of teachers agreeing to take part. The main
strength of this sample is the geographical spread of the participants,
representing several different local education authorities and moderation
centres. One of the limitations of working with a small sample such as this,
especially one that chooses itself, is that it cannot be seen as representative
and it is not possible to generalise from the findings (Cohen, Manion &
Morrison, 2011; Cresswell, 2003, 2013), but it does give some insight into
whether the assessment is appropriate in terms of whether there is some
shared understanding of the construct. Many of the teachers were fairly wellknown to me and it could be suggested that those who responded did so
because of this initial relationship. It did mean that the sample was selfselecting and largely took part based on their interest in literacy and/or
assessment and so could be biased in some way (King & Horrocks, 2010).
Additionally, all the teachers in this sample are relatively experienced. There is
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no representation from newly qualified teachers (NQTs) or from those with few
years of teaching experience. This possibly ruled out teachers who were
perhaps unwilling to talk about their assessment practices, or those who did not
feel confident – this was the case when visiting the school in County Durham,
where one teacher dropped out.

In total, 10 teachers from nine different schools took part in the research.
Background data on age, gender, route into teaching, areas of responsibility in
the school, number of years teaching experience and number of years teaching
Year 6 was collected from each participant. Interesting to note here is that only
one of the 10 teachers is an English specialist, but they are all expected to be
'experts' in judging writing. This is summarised in Table 4.2. This small sample
represented a range of experience and a range of school contexts. To ensure
the anonymity of the teachers who participated, pseudonyms have been used
throughout this thesis.
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Table 4.2: Sample of teachers
Pseudonym

Location

Leadership position
in the school

No of
years in
primary
teaching

1

Angela

Devon

KS2 literacy lead
Moderator

13

No of
years in
year 6
(current
phase)
8

Qualifications

Age

Gender

Music Degree,
Postgrad Secondary
teaching
BEd Music specialism
O levels, teacher training
college

50

F

2
3

Claire
Sarah

Devon
Leeds

25
30

1
5

4

Simon

Merseyside

22

5

Tina

County
Durham

6

Louise

Blackpool

7

Grace

Manchester

Music coordinator
Deputy head,
SENCO and literacy
coordinator
PE, Maths, teacher
workload and
teaching and
learning
Responsibility for
spelling and
grammar.
Shares writing and
history.
English lead and
phase leader.
n/a

50
55

F
F

7

BEd Middle years

45

M

16

2

BA Education

42

F

15

1

BEd Hons Primary

44

F

20

4

42

F

22
23

17
10

4-year BA QTS English
secondary but switched
to 7-11 in final year
BEd Maths + QTS
Degree in education and
environmental studies

8
9

Clive
Todd

Sheffield
Sheffield

Computing
Phase leader of
junior school. Y6
strategy.

48
52

M
M
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10

Cynthia

Exeter

KS2 phase leader –
yr5/6 mainly.
Leadership team.
Maths and English
teams. Art
coordinator.

26

4

BEd Secondary Art and
Design

59

F
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4.7.2 Data collection
The meeting with teachers consisted of three parts: an elicitation exercise, a
judgement task and an interview. Each teacher was visited for a face-to-face
meeting that took place in their school. The meetings took place in June and
July 2018, which is the term that the teacher assessments are submitted to the
government and moderation takes place, so the assessments would be fresh in
the teachers’ minds. The meetings were digitally recorded overtly, with
permission asked and granted before commencement. Each meeting lasted
between 45 minutes and one-and-a-half hours, which allowed for the collection
of rich data; although, some of the drawbacks of this type of data collection,
such as the teachers contradicting themselves, not knowing what to say or how
to put an idea into words, were obvious (Arksey & Knight, 1999; Silverman
2006). The interviews were saved as anonymous sound files onto a PC. Each
section of the meeting is outlined below.

Elicitation exercise
The elicitation exercise was conducted first in the meetings with teachers. This
required the teachers to talk through the assessment framework, at expected
standard, to gain an understanding of how it may be interpreted. The at
expected standard statement was used as that is the standard that all children
are expected to reach by the end of year 6, so it seemed most important to
collect views on that aspect of the framework in particular. This part of the
assessment framework is reproduced in Figure 4.2.

The elicitation exercise was introduced by a statement from me along the lines
of: I’d like you to tell me what the assessment framework means to you and how
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you interpret it. The teacher was then allowed to talk through the bulleted
statements how they wished and explain what they understood from them.
Probing questions and follow-up questions were then based on elements that
the teacher brought up in their explanation, which allowed for an analysis of
what different teachers drew attention to and gave importance to.

Figure 4.2: Working at the expected standard assessment framework criteria
The pupil can:
• write effectively for a range of purposes and audiences, selecting
language that shows good awareness of the reader (e.g. the use of the
first person in a diary; direct address in instructions and persuasive
writing)
• in narratives, describe settings, characters and atmosphere
• integrate dialogue in narratives to convey character and advance the
action
• select vocabulary and grammatical structures that reflect what the writing
requires, doing this mostly appropriately (e.g. using contracted forms in
dialogues in narrative; using passive verbs to affect how information is
presented; using modal verbs to suggest degrees of possibility)
• use a range of devices to build cohesion (e.g. conjunctions, adverbials of
time and place, pronouns, synonyms) within and across paragraphs
• use verb tenses consistently and correctly throughout their writing
• use the range of punctuation taught at key stage 2 mostly correctly (e.g.
inverted commas and other punctuation to indicate direct speech)
• spell correctly most words from the year 5 / year 6 spelling list, and use a
dictionary to check the spelling of uncommon or more ambitious
vocabulary
• maintain legibility in joined handwriting when writing at speed. (The
national curriculum states that pupils should be taught to ‘use the diagonal
and horizontal strokes that are needed to join letters and understand
which letters, when adjacent to one another, are best left unjoined’.)

Judgement task
Once the teachers were satisfied that they had said everything they wanted to
about the assessment framework, we moved onto the judgement task. This
involved the teachers talking through the assessment of one or two pieces of
writing. This was dependent on time available and so not every teacher was
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able to complete this part of the task. Two pieces of writing, a diary piece, as an
example of narrative genre, and an information text were used from the working
at expected exemplification materials (STA, 2017, October c, Leigh; see
Appendix 8). The handwritten pieces were presented, rather than the typed
pieces with annotation, so as not to influence the interpretations of the teachers.
These exemplification materials are identified as being securely within the at
expected standard, which is the standard that all children should be expected to
reach by the end of KS2. It was decided to use these pieces as they are publicly
available, have already been through an assessment and moderation with
agreed marking and assessment features, and therefore reflect a statutory
interpretation of the standard.

This judgement task was introduced with a statement like: I’d like you now to
apply the framework to two pieces of writing from the same child. One is a diary
and one is information. Talk me through things you would pull out, how you
would use the framework. The aim of this section was to identify how the
teachers’ use and interpret the framework – to explore what aspects of the
assessment framework the teachers drew on when assessing pieces of work.
This would also allow for analysis as to whether the teachers used any other
innate assessment criteria. Cortazzi (1993, p. 5) suggests a need to know the
views, opinions and perspectives of teachers to improve education systems as
teachers define and reinterpret what they deliver, and this shapes what
happens in schools: “we need to know how teachers themselves see their
situation, what their experience is like, what they believe and how they think. In
short, we need to know more about teachers’ culture from the inside.”
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These two pieces of writing were delivered cold – the teachers had not had
access to them prior to the interview from me; however, as they are publicly
available one possible drawback of using these documents was their likely
familiarity, with the possibility that that may have distorted the teachers’
assessment as they accessed background knowledge. This was confirmed by a
couple of the teachers when assessing the information text: “I’ve seen this one”
(Tina); “Have I seen these pieces before? I think I probably have” (Louise). Not
presenting the writing pieces to the teachers prior to interview ensured there
were no preconceptions, that they did not discuss the pieces with anyone else,
which meant that each response was comparable. In all cases the diary was
presented first; although, a couple of teachers wanted to have both pieces in
front of them at the same time to do the assessment.

With the understanding that conducting assessment in front of an observer and
justifying one’s opinions may be challenging for some teachers, this section was
conducted following the teachers’ analysis of the framework. This was felt to
create a less intimidating environment as the teachers had been given an
opportunity to challenge or criticise the framework, and a relationship had been
created between the teacher and myself. It was therefore framed as
unproblematic if they had disagreements with the framework or drew on other
areas of knowledge in their assessment.

Nine of the ten teachers presented think-aloud judgements of the pieces of
writing. My role included seeking clarification and elaboration where necessary.
Think-aloud is a research method that involves participants talking through what
they are thinking as they complete a task (Ericsson & Simon, 1980, 1998). The
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words “are closely related to inner speech” (Charters, 2003, p. 69), as the
theory is that think-aloud taps into reasoning that is happening in the working
memory (Ericsson & Simon, 1980, 1998). These utterances can be
characterised by not being in complete sentences and subsequently difficult to
understand. Practically, when using an assessment framework, the teacher
must “interpret the language of the rubric and then reconcile this interpretation
with the specifics of the text” (DeRemer, 1998, p. 13). For example, the sixth
bulleted criteria states: “use verb tenses consistently and correctly throughout
their writing” (STA, 2017a, p. 6); the teacher must decide what this means and
how the children’s piece of writing demonstrates this. There is a sound
theoretical basis and research tradition of using think-aloud in similar studies
(see for example DeRemer, 1998; Katalin, 2000; Lumley 2002; Olson, Duffy &
Mack, 1984; Wyatt-Smith & Castleton, 2005), as the positive aspects of using
this technique include gaining an insight into what different individuals draw on
when performing the same task (Charters, 2003). It has been used as a way of
understanding problem-solving, cognitive processes with several inter-related
components, which is what the assessment of writing could be seen as. In this
situation it would appear that the think-aloud approach used to draw out
immediate responses gives a sample of what is on each teacher’s mind while
engaged in the task (Olson, Duffy & Mack, 1984).

There is, however, much criticism of this process as an unnatural experience,
as it is not an everyday experience trying to verbalise one’s thoughts. Indeed,
many of the teachers wanted to read through the pieces of writing in their head
first to get an overall impression, but obviously while doing that they would be
making unconscious judgements and interpretations that would have been
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fruitful information to analyse. In these cases, it is possible that automatic
thought processes were not, or could not, be verbalised. Some thought
processes that happen in the working memory may be too quick or automatic to
be verbalised and the working memory has a limited capacity: “even thinking
aloud, which makes inner speech external, cannot reveal deeper thought
processes in their true complexity” (Charters, 2003, p. 70). Olson, Duffy and
Mack (1984) also suggest that what is said cannot be seen as a direct reflection
of thought; although, Ericsson and Simon (1980) do conclude that even if the
verbalisation is incomplete think-aloud still provides a “thoroughly reliable”
source of data (p. 247).

Several practical problems presented themselves when conducting the thinkaloud. All the teachers were unfamiliar with a think-aloud activity. It is thought
that demonstration may help those who are not experienced, but I decided not
to conduct an example exercise because of time constraints. This was also
influenced by my knowledge of working as a teacher, where I was well aware
that teachers naturally discuss judgements with each other and at moderation
meetings so would be well versed in verbalising their assessment opinions. I sat
next to the teachers, rather than facing them, as an attempt to put them at ease
(Charters, 2003). As mentioned, teachers were not accustomed to thinking out
aloud and often would approach the task by reading silently or would lapse into
periods of silent reading during the think-aloud. It became clear that teachers
had formulated opinions whilst reading silently, even after only a few seconds.
For example, when interviewing Simon, I reminded him of the think-aloud
aspect as I was giving him the diary piece. He had already started skimming the
piece as I was talking to him and started to make quick judgements:
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Interviewer: If you have a look at the writing and assess it for me. Don’t
go silent as you read! Share what you see.
Simon: This to me … already I’m going to start at the greater depth
section.
This all took place within 30 seconds and highlights how difficult it was to elicit
the teacher judgements. Prompts were used when teachers fell back into this
silent reading mode, such as direct questions: “There are obviously thoughts
going through your head as you are reading it. What are some of the
thoughts?”. Other interruptions and gentle reminders were also used: “What
made you laugh then?”. One other main drawback to using this technique to
gather information was that the conditions were not common to all the teachers.
Some of the teachers I knew from previous work experience and so had built up
a much friendlier rapport with them. This meant that those teachers were more
inclined to share what they were thinking as they felt more comfortable in my
presence. Some of the teachers were constrained or rushed by time pressures
and so felt they had to speed through all aspects of the meeting, therefore, not
giving any one aspect their full attention. Other teachers were interrupted by
various everyday school events. Olson, Duffy and Mack (1984) highlighted this
difference in participants, where some are “good talkers, some are not” (p. 284)
and recognised that this may constitute a problem in getting enough data that is
good quality. Additionally, there was the issue that some teachers used
additional materials in their assessments, such as marking grids and locally
produced tick lists, and did not have these to hand on the day of the interview.
These considerations make it more difficult to support possible generalisations.
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Interviews
Following the elicitation exercise and the judgement task, a semi-structured
interview schedule was used to probe teachers about assessment practices,
writing in their schools and their perspectives on good writing. A semi-structured
interview protocol (see Appendix 9) was developed for consistent collection of
information across all interviews but allowing for responses to be guided by the
teachers’ differing experiences and school contexts. The questions in the
interview schedule were developed from the information gathered from the
document analysis and informed by the literature. Lee (1999) describes semistructured interviews as having an overall topic, general themes, targeted
issues and specific questions; in this case the guiding questions focussed on
professional experience; the understanding of the construct of writing; the
understanding of the assessment framework; materials, strategies and
assessment methods; and pedagogical approaches to writing. One positive of
this semi-structured approach to the interviewing was its adaptability. (Bell,
2005), which allowed for an interaction that was more like a conversation while
still having an underlying “structure and purpose” (Kvale, 1996, p. 6; see also
Arksey & Knight, 1999). This was especially beneficial, as while conducting the
elicitation exercise and judgement task many of the questions in the semistructured interview were answered unwittingly.

Using an interview also allowed for the probing and exploration of ideas indepth and for the collection of individual context-dependent voices on the topic;
however, this approach could be criticised for being less objective than other
methods (Harding, 2013). In some respects, relying on teacher anecdotes from
a small sample has some major limitations in that the teachers are speaking as
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separate individuals, which precludes references to the wider teacher
population. Cortazzi (1993) suggests that this may be less limited than it
appears, as teachers talk with each other, both formally and informally. This is
especially the case in this instance when probing the views of teacher
assessment, where a great deal of both formal and informal moderation and
conversations about progression through the year groups take place. Another
obvious limitation to collecting data on the subjective views of ‘good’ writing
through the use of interviews is that people do not always know what they
believe or how to articulate this clearly. Often, the views of teachers have been
described as hidden (Borg, 2003; Calderhead, 1987) as these beliefs may be
held unconsciously and be dependent upon context, creating a difference in
what people say and do (Phipps & Borg, 2009). In an interview situation, this
problem can be exacerbated by the researcher-participant relationship,
meaning the views of teachers could be shaped by the interview (Silverman,
2006). This was made clear by interactions with two of the teachers who wanted
to be sure it was their voice I wanted to hear:
1. Clive: What I don’t like … is it my opinion you want?
2. Carol: You are asking my opinion here aren’t you?

4.7.3 Transcription
Following the meetings, the recordings were saved as anonymised sound files
onto a PC. A free online transcription programme Listen N Write was used to
facilitate a basic transcription; this allows for the voice recording to be slowed
considerably to allow for typing to keep pace. The transcripts were saved as
Word documents and cross checked against the original recordings to improve
and amend the transcription. To minimise the time-consuming nature of
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transcribing important decisions about grammar and elimination of pauses and
noises had to be made: “transcribing inevitably involves an element of
interpretation” (Harding, 2013, p. 50). Verbatim transcribing was not necessarily
essential as the main purpose of the meetings was to identify broad themes,
similarities and differences in interpretation and practice; although, contextual
factors, e.g. laughs, were included to ensure the meaning was clear (King &
Horrocks, 2010). It would have strengthened the validity of my findings if I had
been able to present them for member checking, but too long a gap had
elapsed since data collection to make this feasible. As data collection was
happening until the end of term, transcription had to take place over the
summer holidays. The transcribed documents were imported to NVivo 11
software for analysis. All 10 teachers’ responses were included in the analysis.
See Appendix 10 for an example transcript.

4.7.4 Analysis
Analysis was split into seven stages in order to sufficiently respond to the
research questions. The first stage used the interview data to investigate
teachers’ understandings of writings achievement. A vertical thematic coding
was undertaken to create a profile of each teacher. The second stage used the
same information to look for shared features using a horizontal inductive coding
process. The third stage used the elicitation task data to investigate teachers’
understandings of the assessment framework. Information about the
assessment practices and practicalities made up the fourth stage of analysis.
The fifth stage investigated approaches to assessment. Stages six and seven
looked in detail at what the teachers referred to in their evaluations of the two
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pieces of writing and compared these to the commentary in the exemplification
materials (STA, 2017, October c, Leigh).

The transcribed word documents were printed, read and re-read to allow for
familiarisation and saturation of the contents. As a preliminary step, I arrived at
an overview of each document, which resulted in a rough division of the data
into broad areas, or summary categories. The teacher comments could be
grouped under four headings, in line with the different aspects and questions
asked in the meeting. These categories were defined as shown in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Definitions of summary categories
Summary category
Assessment framework

Assessment of writing

Assessment practicalities

Writing in school

Writing construct

Definition
All comments that refer to the teachers’
interpretations of the assessment criteria as
presented in the statutory framework. This
broadly encompasses the elicitation exercise.
All comments that refer to practical
assessment of the piece of writing that was
presented in the meeting. This broadly
corresponded with the judgement task.
All comments relating to what teachers
consider when they are doing the
assessment, including where, when and how
it takes place.
All comments that refer to the pedagogical
approaches to writing, including resources
used in teaching, time spent on different
aspects of writing.
All comments relating to the teacher’s beliefs
and views on writing achievement and what
makes a good piece of writing.

In all stages of the analysis my speech and questions were included in the
coding, as it became clear in the rereading that many of these exchanges
resulted in jointly constructed meaning and were significant, rather than just
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information gathering (Saldana, 2013). There is no correct way to analyse
interview data and there is a lack of consensus about valid ways of doing this;
as an interpretive act, the analysis of interview data is inevitably subjective and
custom-built (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2011) and is, therefore, a reflection of
my interpretation. Broadly, the different aspects of the interviews were analysed
in the same way, based on Wellington’s (2000) principles of analysis:
immersion, reflection, taking the data apart to sort it into units of meaning, and
recombining and synthesising the data (p. 134). In taking apart the data,
deductive coding was used to identify alignment to Ivanic’s discourses, followed
by open coding – identifying and labelling according to codes that represent
what each section of text reflects – to provide further evidence and
interpretation. Meaning was, therefore, generated through the counting of
frequencies of ideas and representing these in the findings. A limitation of this
was that I worked independently, so there was no-one with whom to conduct
cross-checks for consistency or compare for bias. Following this, invariably
there was a recombining and synthesising process of axial coding; clustering
these ideas into meaningful categories and themes, identifying common
relationships and where responses were typical or uncommon (Corbin &
Strauss, 2015). I was conscious of trying to maintain a sense of the whole
interview in the findings chapters but inevitably there has to be some
atomisation in order to present evidence pertinent to the research questions.

Stage one
The first stage of the analysis was conducted with PRQ2 in mind: how is writing
achievement conceptualised by teachers? It was important to use the whole of
the transcript as a data source, rather than using just specific responses, to
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sufficiently respond to the PRQ and uncover both explicit and implicit views of
the construct of writing. The teachers referred to their beliefs about the
construct of writing when talking about the assessment framework, but it could
be assumed that when they did the assessment of the pieces of writing any
beliefs would be ‘contaminated’ by reference to the framework, or not easily
separated. Teachers talked about their approaches to writing, what was valued
in writing lessons and how much time was spent on different aspects of writing,
so what the teachers valued could also be inferred from this teacher talk.

To enhance the validity of the analysis process the transcripts were read and
reread to ensure that no pertinent dialogue was neglected (Harding, 2013). In
this stage of the analysis, data was considered vertically to create profiles of the
individual teachers. The transcripts were thematically analysed using Ivanic’s
(2004) six discourses. These six discourses have been outlined above. Each
transcript was read in full, with statements and comments that were made about
good writing or writing achievements attributed to one of the discourses. This
made the discourses pre-defined codes, with the intention to enable alignment
with the outcomes of the documentary analysis (see Appendix 6). This
information was used to create the profiles in section 6.1.

The outcomes from the thematic analysis were also used to consider alignment
with the statutory documents. Where alignment studies have utilised the views
of teachers, these opinions have been collected using surveys (Porter, 2002).
Whereas in previous studies, a survey approach allowed for a numerical output
that could be compared with documents using statistical models, there has
been no attempt to deeply interrogate teachers’ perspectives in context. The
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decision to use open-response to gather opinions brought some problems to the
analysis phase when attempting to examine the degree of alignment between
the documents and the teachers’ views and practices, but a comparison on the
basis of the discourses and their representation within the documents and the
teachers’ opinions was produced. These findings are presented and discussed
in Chapter 6.

Stage two
When reading through the teachers’ transcripts and assigning comments to the
discourses it became clear that the discourses manifested themselves in
different ways within each teacher’s beliefs. For example, Simon spoke often
about the notion of “flair” when talking about good writing, whereas Grace did
not mention this aspect but talked instead about the writer’s voice; both
attributes could be aligned to the creativity discourse, indicating that the
discourses are multi-faceted themselves. In response to this understanding of
the varied components of good writing that teachers referred to, I also used an
inductive coding process horizontally – across the teachers’ interviews – to
allow aspects, patterns and themes to emerge from the data, as a secondary
analysis. The data was considered horizontally to identify similarities and
differences amongst the teachers. This was used to generate a fuller picture of
what each discourse was composed of and how this was represented in the
beliefs and views of the teachers and is consistent with other research in this
area (McCarthey & Mkhize, 2013).

Using the highlight view in NVivo for each transcript, I was able to highlight the
text that had been coded to each discourse. Figure 4.3 shows a coded extract
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from Angela’s interview transcript (NVivo screen capture). As can be seen in the
extract there are three discourses represented, but within those are several
aspects of writing. Within each discourse, I was able to code for several
features (see Appendix 11). The resultant coding frame consisted of five
categories with a varying number of codes within each category. The categories
were: (1) Creative features, (2) Technical aspects, (3) Text features, (4) Wider
aspects, and (5) Background and influencing factors. This data was used to
reveal the particular aspects of writing which the teachers thought were
indicators of good writing. The inductive coding allowed for an exploration of the
consistency within a teacher’s views and across teacher perspectives, within
each of the discourses. This information is presented in section 6.2.
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Figure 4.3: Coded extract from Angela’s interview transcript (NVivo screen capture: Stage 2)
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Stage three
The third stage of analysis investigated the evidence for PRQ2d: how is the
assessment framework interpreted by teachers? The information in the
Assessment framework section was used for this analysis, which encompassed
the evidence from the elicitation part of the interviews. The findings from this
analysis are presented and discussed in section 6.3 (Chapter 6). Information
pertaining to each separate criterion in the assessment was cut from each
transcript, then pasted and reordered in a new word document (see Appendix
12). Olson, Duffy and Mack (1984) note that data from think-aloud procedures
can be difficult to analyse, so arranging the data in this way gave a clear view of
what each teacher had said about each of the different criteria. A bottom-up
inductive coding process was followed, with open coding of data where
information related to each bulleted criterion was coded separately (see
Appendix 13). Several codes were used to analyse the content of each bullet.
Table 4.4 shows the coding for information given by the teachers that was
related to Bullet 8: spell correctly most words from the year 5 / year 6 spelling
list, and use a dictionary to check the spelling of uncommon or more ambitious
vocabulary in the framework.

Table 4.4: Coding for Bullet 8 of the framework.
Code name
confusion
contrived
dictionary
negative
patterns
test
weakness

Description
teacher expresses confusion about the criterion
teacher expresses feelings that this criterion is contrived
teacher makes reference to the use of a dictionary
teacher expresses negative feelings about the criterion
teacher refers to spelling patterns
teacher refers to the SPaG test
teacher refers to a particular weakness
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An ‘other’ category was also used to capture information about the assessment
framework that was not directly related to one of the bulleted criteria. The ‘other’
category allowed for an analysis of what teachers said about the assessment
framework as a whole, their opinions on the overall usefulness of the criteria,
whether the assessment framework corresponded with their views on writing
achievement and if there were any positive or negative aspects highlighted. The
coding was compared across teachers to identify similarities and differences in
the responses that the teachers made, which would give an idea of whether
interpretations were consistent (see Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4: Coded extract from framework interpretation analysis (NVivo screen capture: Stage 3)
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Stage four
In order to provide evidence for research question 3a: what are the assessment
practices of teachers? the interview transcripts were read and coded for
information pertaining to the practices and practicalities of the assessment. The
majority of the evidence came from the Assessment practicalities section of the
interviews, but the whole transcript was analysed so that all relevant information
was included. An open coding process was used to identify any evidence about
possible influencing factors on a teacher’s assessment. Nine codes were used
to identify the areas of interest, which are presented in Table 4.5. The evidence
from this analysis is presented in section 7.1.

Table 4.5: Coding for assessment practices and practicalities
Code name
use of resources

manageability

community of practice
solo assessment
approach to writing
number of pieces
timing of assessment
types of writing

formative

Description
Evidence about whether the teacher uses any
additional resources in their assessment – other
than the assessment framework.
Comments about the overall manageability of the
assessment in terms of time taken and impact on
the teacher.
References to the teacher doing their assessment
with a colleague or within a community.
Evidence about whether the teacher does the
assessment on their own.
Whether the teacher does writing specifically for
assessment purposes.
How many pieces of writing the teacher includes
in the assessment.
Comments about when the teachers do the
assessment.
References to the different types of writing that
teachers include in the assessment: text types
and genre.
Whether the teacher embeds the assessment into
their teaching.
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Stage five
A study by Wolfe (1997) used a think-aloud approach looking at how markers
approached assessment using a scoring rubric. He generated four measures to
be used in the analysis – jump, hit, early decisions and personal reactions.
Jump and hit categories were used to describe the process that markers used
when discussing the content, for example jump described how the rater might
jump from discussing mechanical aspects to organisation. DeRemer’s (1998)
study of three teachers and how they did assessment was analysed by
individual using “an a priori theoretically-motivated coding method” (p. 9). As a
result of her analysis she determined three different approaches to assessment:
general impression evaluating, text-based evaluation and rubric-based
evaluation. General impression involved teachers assigning a level based on a
quick general impression; text-based evaluation involved teachers focussing on
specific features in the text; and rubric-based evaluation involved searching the
assessment criteria to make a match between their response to the text and the
language used in the assessment framework. This analysis was, however,
criticised by Torrance (1998) as being restrictive and rather imposing of a
certain set of values, rather than exploring the data and comparing and
contrasting themes and approaches, and as a result was decontextualized.
Lumley (2002) attempted to use previous researchers’ coding schemes and
found them to be unusable and in keeping with the feelings put forward by
Torrance (1998) developed a coding frame in context. Lumley (2002) found that
teachers did all three of the processes outlined by DeRemer (1998) but in
combination or in sequence; the markers in his study were identified as firstly
reading and creating a general impression, evaluating the text according to the
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mark scheme, then confirming the scores they had given. Often there was a
“dual focus” on the text and the mark scheme (p. 255).

As Lumley (2002) discovered, coding that had been developed in previous
research were not usable in their entirety. A deductive coding frame was
developed by me to suit the context and used some codes and categories from
earlier studies (see for example Cooksey, Freebody & Wyatt-Smith, 2007;
Wolfe, 1997). Overview reading of the transcripts suggested a variety of
judgement behaviours. In total, ten behaviours were vertically coded to give a
vignette of each teacher’s processes: (1) personal reaction, (2) evaluating, (3)
feature spotting, (4) citing text as example or justification, (5) error spotting, (6)
referring to at expected standard, (7) referring to greater depth standard, (8)
comparing to other children, (9) comparing the information to the diary and (10)
tangential discussion. This coding frame was applied deductively to see how the
teachers applied the assessment framework to one or two pieces of writing and
vertically to create a profile of each teacher. The findings from this analysis that
provide evidence for research question 3b) what are the processes and
behaviours of teachers when doing assessment? are presented in section 7.2.

Stages six and seven
To answer PRQ3c: what do teachers prioritise in their assessments of written
work? these final stages of analysis used the information in the Assessment of
writing section of the interview, which encompassed the evidence from the
judgement task. Nine teachers were included in this analysis. Analysing the
actual assessments made by the teachers proved to be a difficult task. As
described in Chapter 7, teachers did not all have the same behaviours or follow
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the same patterns of behaviours. The teachers approached the assessment in
different ways and combined general impression, feature spotting and reference
to the mark scheme randomly, so it was not always clear to what the teacher
was referring. There were overview comments about each of the pieces, along
with specific comments about particular sections of text, mixed in with general
comments about ‘good’ writing. In order to make the task somewhat simpler, I
made the decision to use the commentary from the exemplification document
(STA, 2017, October c, Leigh) as the example of the official at expected
standard and to compare and contrast the teacher judgments to that. This
included the diary piece and the information piece (see Appendix 14). For stage
six of the analysis, the comments from the Leigh document were reviewed to
identify the aspects and features of writing included in the evaluation, which
produced 29 codes for the diary piece and 26 codes for the information piece,
which are shown in Table 4.6.

As the exemplification documents assigned each comment to either
composition, transcription, and grammar and punctuation, these were used as
overarching categories. The teacher judgements were analysed using this
deductive coding frame to investigate where teacher assessment corresponded
with the evaluation presented as the official at expected standard.
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Table 4.6: Stage 6 deductive coding frame
Diary
first person
genre
paragraphs
detail
text structure
cohesion
adverbials
pronouns
vocabulary
grammatical structures
formality

Information
Category 1: composition
genre
paragraphs
text structure
cohesion
adverbials
pronouns
vocabulary
grammatical structures
formality
prepositional phrases
conjunctions
presentational devices
direct address

Category 2: grammar and punctuation
sentence structure
sentence structure
adverbials
prepositional phrase
prepositional phrase
modal verb
noun phrase
passive
modal verb
inverted commas
relative clause
comma
passive
parenthesis
subordinate clause
dash
verbs
colon
inverted commas
internal punctuation
comma
bullet points
parenthesis
hyphen
semi colon
adjective

spelling
dictionary use
handwriting

Category 3: transcription
spelling
handwriting

The teacher assessments were compared to those portrayed in the
exemplification materials to determine whether the teachers had drawn out the
same features or qualities of achievement. The analysis also allowed an
understanding of to what extent the teachers appeared to agree – this included
the extent to which they followed the assessment components and whether they
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commented on the same features in the writing. Any discussion or further
commentary about how the feature was used in the exemplification materials
was compared to what the teachers had said about the same feature, to see
whether these had been interpreted in a similar way.

Any un-coded features or aspects of writing that a teacher referred to in their
assessment were considered to be deviations and were analysed separately as
stage seven. These portions of the transcripts were subjected to open coding to
investigate whether there were other features or aspects of writing that the
teachers focussed on in their assessment and whether they commented on
anything outside of the assessment criteria. The coding used for this stage of
the analysis was aligned to the same categories for ease of comparison;
although, a further category was introduced to capture anything the teachers
said that fell outside. In total, 14 codes were generated for the diary piece and
13 codes for the information piece, which are shown in Table 4.7.

The findings from stages six and seven of the analysis are presented in section
7.3.
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Table 4.7: Stage 7 inductive coding frame of deviations
Diary

Information
Category 1: composition
characters
nouns
dialogue / reported speech
detail
language – general
audience
rhetorical question
language - general
Category 2: grammar and punctuation
capital letters
capital letters
full stops
exclamation mark
exclamation mark
adverbs
apostrophe
relative clause
punctuation – general
tenses
conjunctions
Category 4: other
refers to greater depth criteria
content – general
effect
humour
authorial voice
refers to greater depth criteria
tone
content – general

4.8

Validity and reliability

It is an important responsibility that researchers demonstrate the validity of any
research claims and the reliability of the methods used, especially in qualitative
research such as this where the analysis is interpretive and may, therefore, be
subject to bias or selectivity. This may be doubly the case in this research as I
am interrogating a national assessment and any findings or recommendations
could impact decisions made by policymakers in government. There are key
principles that act as a foundation for quality in interpretive research.

Naturalness
Data should be collected principally in a setting natural to what is being
researched. Essentially, in the case of national assessment that is conducted by
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teachers this setting is the school. In response to this all my research took place
in the teachers’ schools, where I was welcomed into their staffrooms and
classrooms. This natural setting also allowed for the research to be context
bound and mindful of the social and cultural situations of each teacher (Cohen,
Manion & Morrison, 2011).

Transparency
This involved being transparent about decisions made and processes employed
to generate the evidence and findings – leaving careful audit trails (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985). Examples of interview transcripts, coding frameworks, coding
decisions and coded texts are ways of showing transparency and samples are
included throughout this chapter and as appendices. The decision to use NVivo
for the analysis means that my coding decisions can be reviewed, which gives
confidence in my analysis.

Dependability
There are several ways this research has attempted to meet standards of
reliability, in terms of ensuring the outcomes are dependable, transferable and
open to confirmation. This research can be seen to be dependable in terms of it
being representative of what the participants shared. All the data collected was
included in the analysis. I made sure to pay attention to anything that seemed
divergent or opposing and ensured these findings were reported as well as what
was typical. Divergent, opposing and ambivalent views can be useful in terms of
framing the boundaries of experience and identifying conflicts and tensions.
This is in part demonstrated by the inclusion of the number of instances,
references and codes. All the teachers’ profiles are included in the thesis to
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allow for a full picture of the teachers’ understandings and practices to emerge.
Verbatim quotes are also included in the findings chapters to support any
conclusions from the analysis. Where the entire document has not been
included in the content analysis, this has been made clear. Systematic coding
procedures were employed and documented for each round of analysis in an
attempt to ensure that the coding would be replicable if repeated by another
researcher (Silverman, 2005). Open coding and a constant comparison across
the data, using the NVivo software package, supported a consistent coding
process.

4.9

Ethical considerations

It is suggested by many researchers that ethical considerations should be at the
heart of educational research, considered at every stage of planning, operation
and dissemination. (Bell, 2005; Wellington, 2000). The collection of evidence
was designed to use methods that complied with the British Educational
Research Association (BERA) ethical guidelines for educational research (2011,
2018) and the University of Exeter (UoE) research ethics policy. Ethical
approval forms were completed, and approval sought from the University.
Ethical approval forms are provided in Appendix 15. My research was funded by
the ESRC, but I did not have any responsibilities to my sponsors.

Informed consent
The research followed the BERA and UoE guidelines when considering
voluntary informed consent and the right to withdraw. Several documents were
used to inform participants of the research and how they would be involved
(BERA, 2011). Written information about the purpose of the study, the research
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activities involved, and the assistance sought from teachers, was provided to all
prospective contacts in advance via email. (see Appendix 7). All teachers were
encouraged to contact me at any stage with queries or concerns. Follow up
emails with teachers were used to discuss further and arrange the face-to-face
meetings. Each teacher who took part in the research signed a consent form,
saying they had read the information and agreed to participate in the different
tasks and interview (see Appendix 16). These were given prior to the meeting to
give teachers time to digest and ask any questions relating to the research or
participation (Bell, 2005). When each school was visited, it was discussed with
each teacher that took part that they would have the right to withdraw from the
research at any time and specific consent was sought for use of audio recording
equipment (Farrimond, 2013).

Anonymity and confidentiality
It was impressed upon each participant that confidentiality and anonymity would
be assured. Head teachers were informed they would not be given detail of
what was said in the interview, and all participants were informed that
individuals and schools would not be identifiable in the dissemination of data.
Pseudonyms were used for each teacher and school that participated in the
research. All data were fully anonymised and kept in compliance with
requirements regarding the personal use of data specified by the Data
Protection Act.

Protection from harm or stress
Asking teachers to assess a piece of children’s written work is an activity that
may present issues around scrutiny of practice. The text chosen was from
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published criteria, publicly available and anonymous, used with the intention of
distancing the teachers personally from the child. I was aware that teachers
might feel vulnerable about making professional judgements in a public context,
especially when they knew these judgements would be evaluated and
compared; although, it was made clear that I was not judging them but was
interested in their processes and any difficulties arising from the assessment.
Every effort was made to ensure that the meeting was conducted to suit the
needs of the teacher and was designed to be conducted at a time and in a
place suitable to them.

Representation
One of my main responsibilities as an interpreter of the teachers’ opinions was
to ensure that I presented what they thought in an honest and impartial way.
One way of doing this is to make my own assumptions clear, as outlined in the
Background Chapter. The different teacher perspectives needed to be
represented equally and to show that this had been done fairly I needed to
show how my analysis had been conducted and how I came to the conclusions
I make (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2011). Additionally, I had informed the
teachers that they would be provided with a summary of the research findings at
the end of the project.

4.10

Summary

This research aims to investigate discourses of writing presented in the
statutory documents and guidance materials used by teachers in their KS2
teacher assessments of writing, and the views and perceptions of some of
those teachers to determine whether these are in alignment and whether any
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conflict in understanding may have an impact on the assessment. The
methodological departure from previous research in this area could be viewed
as either a strength or a limitation. A qualitative approach, such as that taken
here, differentiates this research from previous attempts to offer evidence for
the validity of an assessment, and is also contrary to the prevailing
psychometric bias within assessment generally. However, this sort of qualitative
approach allows for an in-depth analysis that may provide new understandings
about construct validity in writing achievement. It also pays attention to the
voice of one of the major stakeholders, something that has been criticised as
missing in discussions around assessment.

The inclusion of different types of data analysed by different methods and the
comparison of these may support wider generalisation or raise new questions
for further study. The integration of these different components in one study
also provides a composite picture of KS2 assessment. It allows new
connections to be made between teachers’ understandings and practice and
shows where statutory documents and teachers views are in synergy or conflict.
The school-based context provides a naturalistic context for the research and
the think-aloud technique allows for the thoughts of these teachers to be
collected while they make this decision, in as close to a common experience as
possible.
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CHAPTER 5: The construct of writing in the curriculum and assessment
materials

Presented in this chapter are findings pertaining to principal research question
1: “how is writing achievement conceptualised in the National Curriculum
English PoS (DfE, 2013), the writing assessment framework and the
exemplification materials?”. Overviews of the English programmes of study: key
stages 1 and 2, National Curriculum (DfE, 2013), the teacher assessment
framework (STA, 2017a) and the exemplification documents (STA, 2017,
October a, b, c, d) are presented, followed by the content and thematic analysis
findings. The resulting alignment, or match, between these documents is also
discussed. General impressions received from the documents and the findings
from the analyses are considered.

Content analysis was conducted on the documents using a coding frame that
was applied deductively. The coding frame consisted of ten categories that
were finalised after an iterative process of refinement using a variety of methods
and drawing upon the literature and the National Curriculum English PoS (DfE,
2013). The final ten categories were: (1) Writing process and composition, (2)
Writing context, (3) Genre, (4) Features of grammar, (5) Features of
punctuation, (6) Features of spelling, (7) Writing as a concept, (8) Text features,
(9) The writer and (10) Writing instructional practices. The same coding frame
was used across all documents for consistency. Following content analysis, a
thematic analysis, based largely on Ivanic’s (2004) writing discourses and
Jeffery’s (2009) assessment discourses was conducted on the documents. The
outcomes of the content and thematic analyses were used to consider the
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alignment of the documents, how well the documents match in terms of
frequency and range of coded content. (Refer to Methodology Chapter for
further detail on the content and thematic analysis and alignment.)

5.1

The construct of writing in the National Curriculum English PoS

At the time of writing, schools are required to teach the National Curriculum
(DfE, 2013). This is published online, with access to downloadable pdfs; the
programme of study (PoS) for English being available as a stand-alone
document. The PoS is 88 pages extent. Contents and introduction to the three
identified strands of literacy – spoken language, reading, and writing make up
the first six pages. The aims of the PoS are described in the general
introduction as “to promote high standards” (p. 3), suggesting an English
curriculum based on an ideology of mastery. The writing section in the
introductory pages gives a precis of the most important aspects of writing:
transcription and composition, with the latter including the writing processes of
planning, revising and evaluating. The PoS presents a detailed view of
transcription, including orthography, hereafter referred to as spelling, (phonics
and morphology) and handwriting. Composition is described as combining
writer’s voice, audience awareness, context and purpose. It also points to text
structure “organising them [ideas] coherently” (p. 5) and includes vocabulary
and grammar. The third aspect of writing: vocabulary, grammar and
punctuation, outlined in the main PoS pages is, however, not presented in this
paragraph in the general introduction pages. Rather, a separate section –
Spelling, vocabulary, grammar, punctuation and glossary, is presented, which
demonstrates the importance given to these aspects of writing. The mechanistic
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features of writing: spelling, handwriting, punctuation, grammatical correctness,
and knowledge of terminology are given prominence in these opening pages.

Spoken language is detailed in its entirety for years 1-6 (5 to 11-year olds) on
pages 7 and 8 of the document. Pages 9-38, which contain the PoS content for
reading and writing, show a separation of the writing objectives into three
different sections: transcription, composition and grammar. This implies to the
reader that these three areas of writing are to be given equal weight. It could
also be interpreted that these aspects of writing can, and should, be separated
out from each other when teaching and it is possible that this has an effect on
pedagogy and assessment practice. The standards are divided by key stage.
There is a section for key stage 1, with separate statements of learning for year
1 and year 2. This is followed by the statements for lower key stage 2, which is
years 3 and 4. Finally are the statements for upper key stage 2, which
comprises years 5 and 6. The division of key stage 2 into lower and upper key
stage units is a new way of presenting learning in the curriculum, where in
previous curricula (DfE, 1995; DfEE, 1999) statements were divided by year
group. The statutory requirements for reading and writing are detailed in pages
9-38. These statutory requirements are divided into sections detailing reading:
word reading, reading: comprehension, writing: transcription, writing:
composition, and writing: vocabulary, grammar and punctuation, indicated by
subheadings. The requirements are prefaced ‘Pupils should be taught to’,
followed by bulleted points of information. Each section is followed by nonstatutory notes and guidance for the teacher.
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Appendix 1, detailing spelling knowledge to be taught and learnt, is given pages
39 through 62, which equals 24 pages. This is made up of a general
introduction, statutory requirements, non-statutory guidance and example
words, which are also non-statutory. This is divided into knowledge statements,
largely based on the phonetic understanding and rules of spelling. The spelling
requirements for years 3 and 4 include both revision of the objectives from
years 1 and 2 and new work. Similarly, years 5 and 6 includes revision of all
requirements from the preceding years and the introduction of 14 new statutory
requirements. A non-statutory appendix detailing the international phonetic
alphabet is shown on page 63. Appendix 2, detailing grammar, punctuation and
vocabulary knowledge is given pages 64 through 69. This is made up of a
general introduction and statutory requirements of word, sentence and text level
grammar knowledge, punctuation knowledge and terminology that should be
taught to pupils. This is divided by year group. The appendix outlines 58 terms
that should be learnt by pupils.

The remainder of the PoS is made up of a non-statutory glossary of grammar
terms, provided as advice for teachers; this is 19 pages in length. The glossary
is non-statutory, but its position as an appendix at the end of the PoS could be
seen to elevate its position. It provides definitions of the technical grammar
terminology used in the PoS, along with examples of common usage, and
although it makes it clear that “there are different schools of thought on
grammar” (p. 70), it is also implied that it should be seen as the approved
understanding: “the terms defined here clarify those being used in the
programmes of study” (p. 70), which demonstrates an obvious link and
reference between the two parts of the document. Table 5.1 presents a
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breakdown of the contents of the PoS, the number of pages devoted to each
section and the percentage of the document this encapsulates.

Table 5.1: Contents of the English Programme of Study
Content
Cover page
Contents page
Introduction and general information
Spoken language
Year 1 curriculum content
Year 2 curriculum content
Lower KS2 – Years 3 and 4 curriculum content
Upper KS2 – Years 5 and 6 curriculum content
Appendix 1: Spelling knowledge and rules
Phonetic Alphabet
Appendix 2: Vocabulary, grammar and
punctuation knowledge and terminology
Glossary

Number of Percentage
pages
(rounded)
1
1
1
1
4
5
2
2
7
8
7
8
8
9
8
9
24
27
1
1
6
7
19
88

22

When looking at the percentage of the document given over to certain subject
matter, as can be seen in Table 5.1 over a quarter (27%) of the document
pertains to spelling. When combining the grammar appendix with the glossary,
more than a quarter (29%) relates to grammar knowledge. In total, over half of
the PoS is concerned with spelling and grammar, which gives the impression
that these are the most important aspects of writing, and potentially could be
interpreted as being the most important skills in English. This emphasis on the
more technical skills of writing is carried throughout the document.

5.1.1. Content analysis of the National Curriculum English PoS
The introductory pages and the content for each year group, including the
content of the non-statutory text boxes were coded, using the deductive coding
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frame. The non-statutory content was included on the basis that teachers would
read and digest this information alongside the statutory content, when
accessing the PoS. This amounted to pages 3-38 of the PoS. From the ten
different categories in the coding frame 67 codes were used (see Appendix 17
and also category tables below for more detail). This resulted in 305 coded
units, which ranged in size from a word to a paragraph, or section of text.

Frequency of reference to coded meaning should be seen as a better indication
of how important a topic is, rather than ratio of content. It can take more words
to explain something, hence giving it a bigger percentage ratio of coverage, but
the number of times an instance is coded shows greater intention on that topic.
Greater weight should, therefore, be given to frequency and the analysis
presented in this chapter is based on this proviso. A code assigned to 109:
Evaluating may indicate the word ‘evaluate’, or a sentence where the meaning
is clearly a reference to evaluating a piece of written work. The frequency
counts the number of times the code is assigned; whereas, the percentage
calculates the ratio of that code to the entire text. A word, therefore, is less a
percentage of the total text than a sentence.

A general reference to spelling is the most prominent feature of the PoS with 21
references. This is followed by general references to grammar and handwriting,
which both have a frequency of 17, and coded instances pertaining to
evaluating work, with a frequency of 16. This could indicate that the primary
concerns of the PoS are spelling, grammar and handwriting, portraying a
curriculum preoccupied with the technical aspects of writing.
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Table 5.2: Top 20 codes by frequency: English Programme of Study,
pages 3-38
Code descriptor
General reference to spelling
General reference to grammar
Handwriting
Evaluating
Write (writing) fluently/clearly/accurately/effectively …
General reference to grammar terminology
Morphology
Vocabulary
Phonics
Pre-Writing / Planning
Sentences
Narrative
General reference to punctuation
Writing as communication
Text structure / Paragraphing
General reference to genre
Verbs / Tenses
Register
Drafting
Homophones

Frequency of
coded unit
21
17
17
16
11
11
11
11
9
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
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Figure 5.1: Top 20 codes by frequency: English Programme of Study, pages 3-38

NB: the frequency ranges from 0-30 on the graph.
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Each of the individual codes were collated under a parent category. There were
10 categories in the coding frame used for content analysis. The categories
were: (1) Writing process and composition, (2) Writing context, (3) Genre, (4)
Features of grammar, (5) Features of punctuation, (6) Features of spelling, (7)
Writing as a concept, (8) Text features, (9) The writer, and (10) Writing
instructional practices. Each category is outlined and discussed in more detail.
Presented in each table is the code descriptor that was used throughout the
coding process in NVivo. Each category table gives a breakdown of the
frequency of references coded and examples from the text. The examples are
not exhaustive but aim to give a sample of the different units of meaning that
may have been coded to the same code. The examples have been selected
randomly as being illustrative. A consequence of using a deductive coding
frame is that not all of the codes will be applied in a document – these appear
as ‘unused’ in the tables.
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Table 5.3: Category 1: Writing process and composition
Code descriptor
Topic/Genre
selection

Gather information
Pre-writing/Planning

Drafting text
Revising and editing

Proofreading
Preparing the final
form
Evaluating

General reference
to writing process
Summarising

Frequency Examples from the text
1
identifying the audience for and purpose
of the writing, selecting the appropriate
form and using other similar writing as
models for their own
3
thinking aloud as they collect ideas
8
• prepare their ideas before they write
• plan
• saying out loud what they are going to
write about
• writing down ideas and/or key words,
including new vocabulary
encapsulating what they want to say,
sentence by sentence
• noting and developing initial ideas,
drawing on reading and research
where necessary
• thinking aloud to generate ideas
6
Drafting
4
• revise
• make simple additions, revisions and
corrections to their own writing
• edit
5
proof-reading to check for errors in
spelling, grammar and punctuation
unused
16

4
1

•
•

evaluate
re-reading what they have written to
check that it makes sense
• assessing the effectiveness of their
own and others’ writing
the skills and processes essential to
writing
précising longer passages

Taking frequency as the indicator of the importance of the code, in this category
evaluation is seen as the most important process in writing. This is presented
often in terms of making sure the writing ‘makes sense’, implying a correctness
to a finished piece of writing, rather than say evaluating for creative impact or
use of interesting vocabulary. This is followed by pre-writing and planning,
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which is mentioned eight times. Drafting, revising and proofreading are also
mentioned a few times each. Codes in this category appear three times in the
top twenty codes by frequency, indicating the importance of writing processes in
the PoS. Writing process and composition is portrayed as linear, rather than
iterative and laid out in the PoS as a series of steps. This does not support the
recursive view of writing proposed by Hayes and Flower (1980) in their cognitive
models.

Table 5.4: Category 2: Writing context
Code descriptor
Frequency Examples from the text
Collaboration
unused
Sharing /
4
discuss what they have written with the
Discussion
teacher or other pupils
Feedback
2
suggesting improvements [to others’ writing]
Guidance/Support
unused
Independent
unused
Group work/
4
• with the teacher or other pupils
whole class
• one-to-one
• whole class
Draw on own
1
from their wider experiences
experience

Although code Independent is unused, it is made clear that the curriculum
standards and objectives are based on independent work, so it is assumed
throughout the whole document. This is reinforced by the lack of coding to
Guidance/support. Coding of discussion, sharing, and group work may point to
socio-cultural influences on the PoS; however, this is not inferred as being
about the development of a ‘community’ of writers, nor with any wider reference
to context (political, cultural or otherwise), and is not seen as involving any sort
of collaborative production of text. The interpretation appears merely to point to
pupils giving an opinion on each other’s work or talking about their writing with
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the teacher – there is a lack of deeper guidance within the PoS as to what these
discussions and group work should entail.

Table 5.5: Category 3: Genre
Code descriptor
Description
Narrative

Frequency Examples from the text
1
a description
7
• writing narratives about personal
experiences and those of others
(real and fictional)
• in narratives, describing settings,
characters and atmosphere
Entertain
unused
Poetry
1
writing poetry
Reflection/Diary
unused
Letter
unused
Recount
unused
Expository/Explanation
1
an explanation
Information
unused
Persuasive
unused
Argument
unused
Advert (poster)
unused
General reference to
7
• awareness of the audience,
genre
purpose and context
• writing about real events
Specific genre
4
• in non-narrative material, using
features
simple organisational devices [for
example, headings and subheadings]
• labelling a diagram or data
Newspaper
unused
(Auto)biography

unused

General reference to genre included references to awareness of audience,
purpose and context; a range of writing; and writing for different purposes and
was coded seven times within the document. Narrative genre is also mentioned
seven times in the content objectives and can be interpreted as a specific
requirement that by the end of KS2 children should be able to write a story.
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Interestingly, poetry is only mentioned once in the PoS (2013, p. 21), in the year
2 content. Description and explanation are given as examples of potential forms
of writing that children could produce. This presents, what could be interpreted
as, a limited view of genre, which leaves a great deal of interpretation for
teachers as to what types of text they may want to focus on in their classroom
teaching.

Table 5.6: Category 4: Features of grammar
Code descriptor
Nouns
Verbs/ Tenses

Frequency
unused
6

Examples from the text
•
•

Adjectives
Co-ordination

unused
4

Pronouns

1

Adverbs

2

Prepositions

1

Determiners
Interjections
(Wow!)
Adverbials
Subject/object
Subordination

unused
unused

Noun phrases

2

Passive/active

1

Sentences

8

1
unused
1

verbs to indicate time are used correctly
and consistently, including verbs in the
continuous form
the present and past tenses correctly and
consistently including the progressive form

•

joining words and joining clauses using
and
• co-ordination (using or, and, or but)
• using conjunctions … to express time and
cause
including the accurate use of pronouns in
sentences
using … adverbs … to express time and
cause
using … prepositions to express time and
cause

using fronted adverbials
subordination (using when, if, that, or
because)
expanded noun phrases to describe and
specify
using passive verbs to affect the presentation
of information in a sentence
• composing a sentence orally before
writing it
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•

Clauses

1

Phrase
Register

unused
6

General
reference to
grammar
General
reference to
terminology

17

11

consciously control sentence structure in
their writing and understand why
sentences are constructed as they are.
using relative clauses beginning with who,
which, where, when, whose, that or with an
implied (i.e. omitted) relative pronoun
Pupils should be taught to control their
speaking and writing consciously and to use
Standard English.
• an understanding of grammar
• develop their understanding of the
concepts set out in English Appendix 2
• It is important that pupils learn the correct
grammatical terms in English and that
these terms are integrated within teaching.
• use the grammatical terminology in
English Appendix 2 in discussing their
writing.

A particularly traditional view of grammar, closely tied to Appendix 2 and the
definitions and explanations in the glossary, is presented. Nouns were
mentioned three times in the PoS, but the meaning of the coded unit was not
specific to knowledge or understanding of nouns. For example, the following
bullet: “choosing nouns or pronouns appropriately for clarity and cohesion and
to avoid repetition” (p. 30) was coded as text structure because clarity, cohesion
and repetition avoidance are text level issues. General reference to grammar
knowledge, understanding and application was the highest coded unit of
meaning, with 17 instances. Terminology is also incredibly important within the
PoS, being mentioned 11 times. Reference to grammar terminology was most
often linked to the statutory Appendix 2. An emphasis on grammar knowledge
at the sentence level is indicated by the high number of coded units for
Sentences and Verbs/tenses, with consistency being a key concern within this.
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A teacher may find the lack of clarity between knowledge of grammar and its
use potentially confusing. There is little to no explanation within the PoS about
the embedding of grammar within writing, or about grammar as a way of
creating meaning. References such as: “selecting appropriate grammar and
vocabulary, understanding how such choices can change and enhance
meaning” (DfE, 2013, p. 37), seem vague and suggest an implicit knowledge on
behalf of the reader to interpret what this might mean in practice. The
importance of the externally devised KS2 grammar, punctuation and spelling
test, which is an assessment of knowledge and skill, rather than grammar in
context: “the majority of the test content is drawn from the statutory appendices”
(p. 7), adds to this ambiguity and teachers may find it difficult pedagogically to
know how best to approach the teaching of grammar.
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Table 5.7: Category 5: Features of punctuation
Code descriptor
Sentence ending

Frequency Examples from the text
4
• full stop, question mark or exclamation
mark
• ends of sentences punctuated correctly
Capitalisation
3
• beginning to punctuate sentences using a
capital letter
• using a capital letter for names of people,
places, the days of the week, and the
personal pronoun ‘I’
Clausal linking
4
• commas for lists
• using commas after fronted adverbials
• using semi-colons, colons or dashes to
mark boundaries between independent
clauses
Parenthetical
1
using brackets, dashes or commas to
indicate parenthesis
Bullets
1
punctuating bullet points consistently
Quotation/speech
1
using and punctuating direct speech
marks
Apostrophes
4
learning the possessive apostrophe
(singular)
Ellipses
unused
General
7
• learning how to use both familiar and new
reference to
punctuation correctly
punctuation
• punctuation should be broadly accurate

General reference to punctuation was the most frequent coded unit of meaning,
with seven instances recorded. There is a similar amount of evidence for
sentence ending, capitalisation, apostrophes and use of the comma, semi
colon, or colon in clauses in the PoS, perhaps pointing to the equivalent weight
given to these four uses of punctuation. Apostrophes arguably could be coded
under spelling rather than punctuation, but the number of mentions shows the
importance of the correct use of both the possessive apostrophe and the
apostrophe of omission; though interestingly the possessive apostrophe is
mentioned three times in the PoS content to the omission’s one.
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Table 5.8: Category 6: Features of spelling
Code descriptor
Phonics

Morphology

Silent letters
Plurals

Homophones

Dictionaries
Thesaurus
General
reference to
spelling

Grapheme
Graphemephoneme
correspondence

Hyphen

Frequency Examples from the text
9
• knowing the relationship between sounds
and letters (phonics)
• words containing each of the 40+
phonemes already taught
• At this stage children’s spelling should be
phonically plausible, even if not always
correct.
11
• understanding the morphology (word
structure)
• add prefixes and suffixes
2
spell some words with ‘silent’ letters
1
using the spelling rule for adding –s or –es
as the plural marker for nouns and the third
person singular marker for verbs
6
• Variations include different ways of
spelling the same sound
• spell further homophones
3
use dictionaries to check the spelling and
meaning of words
1
use a thesaurus
21
• apply simple spelling rules and guidance,
as listed in English Appendix 1
• spelling that has become separated from
the way that words are now pronounced,
such as the ‘le’ ending in table.
unused
5
• there is not always an obvious
connection between the way a word is
said and the way it is spelt
• segmenting spoken words into phonemes
and representing these by graphemes,
spelling many correctly
1
using hyphens to avoid ambiguity

General references to spelling knowledge and ability are frequent in the PoS,
with 21 coded references. Morphology, which included references to prefix,
suffix, root words and stems, was also highly referenced with 11 coded
instances. Phonics references were also quite high, which is in line with
government ideology concerning teaching of synthetic phonics using systematic
programmes. Phonics is mentioned in the PoS all the way up to upper key
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stage 2, where it is as an expectation that all children should be able to decode
and spell. The majority of the bullet-pointed content objectives for phonics are in
Years 1 and 2.

The separate spelling appendix, referenced earlier in this chapter, makes up 24
pages of the PoS. This appendix holds the content, including word lists for each
year group, that form the basis of the spelling paper in the external grammar,
punctuation and spelling test. It could be assumed that the content in the
curriculum body is supportive of the main content in the appendix. This again
provides some ambiguity for teachers about what should be included in
teaching instruction and when this content should be taught.
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Table 5.9: Category 7: Writing as a concept
Code descriptor
Frequency
Write (writing)
11
fluently/clearly/accurately/
effectively…

Link between reading and
writing

5

Link between speaking
and writing

5

Writing across the
curriculum

2

General reference to
creativity
Writing as communication

Examples from the text
• write fluently and confidently
• write clearly, accurately and
coherently
• writing should be sufficiently
fluent and effortless
• Reading should be taught
alongside spelling, so that pupils
understand that they can read
back words they have spelt.
• Reading and listening to whole
books, not simply extracts, helps
pupils to increase their
vocabulary and grammatical
knowledge, including their
knowledge of the vocabulary and
grammar of Standard English.
These activities also help them
to understand how different
types of writing, including
narratives, are structured. All
these can be drawn on for their
writing.
• Deliberate steps should be taken
to increase pupils’ vocabulary
and their awareness of grammar
so that they continue to
understand the differences
between spoken and written
language.
• distinguishing between the
language of speech and writing
• as part of their work across the
curriculum
• across all subjects and not just in
English

unused
7

•
•

communicate their ideas and
emotions to others
read aloud what they have
written with appropriate
intonation to make the meaning
clear.
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Writing as a communicative tool is given some importance in the PoS,
referenced directly through code Writing as communication, but it could also be
implied in coding aligned to Write (writing) fluently/clearly/accurately/effectively.
These phrases in the curriculum portray standardised ideas about the purpose
of writing as a tool for easy communication with the reader, or listener.

The link between reading and writing and the link between speaking and writing
are given equal coverage in the PoS. Both of these draw on register and the
importance of Standard English, noting the difference between spoken and
written language and the different registers employed in various text types. The
link between reading and writing references the need for reading and writing to
be taught together and could be seen to imply a whole book approach, with
writing perhaps linked to the reading that has been done in class.

The fact that writing across the curriculum is only mentioned twice, once in the
non-statutory guidance (DfE, 2013, p. 29) and once in passing: “across all
subjects” (ibid, p. 31), could easily be missed in a read through and, therefore,
not incorporated into pedagogical approaches to the teaching of writing. This
means that teachers’ need to have conducted a very close reading and analysis
of the content of the PoS before they implement writing across the curriculum.
There are no references to creativity within the curriculum, either explicitly or
implicitly.
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Table 5.10: Category 8: Text features
Code descriptor
Handwriting

Text structure /
Paragraphing

Writing
conventions
Elaboration /
detail
Style/tone
Figurative
language
Vocabulary

Frequency Examples from text
17
fluent, legible and, eventually, speedy
handwriting
form capital letters form digits 0-9
understand which letters belong to which
handwriting ‘families’ (i.e. letters that are
formed in similar ways) and to practise
these.
Joined handwriting should be the norm;
pupils should be able to use it fast enough to
keep pace with what they want to say.
7
learn how to organise their ideas in writing.
using a wide range of devices to build
cohesion within and across paragraphs
organising paragraphs around a theme
1
knowledge of linguistic conventions for …
writing
unused
unused
1
11

Dialogue

3

Multimodal

unused

how to develop their understanding of, and
ability to use, figurative language
increasingly wide knowledge of vocabulary
learn subject-specific vocabulary
Pupils should understand nuances in
vocabulary choice and age-appropriate,
academic vocabulary.
integrating dialogue to convey character and
advance the action

Handwriting, included in this category because of its presentational and legibility
elements, is actually important enough to have its own section within the
transcription category of the PoS and was mentioned 17 times. There is an
implication that handwriting will take on a degree of automaticity by the time a
child finishes Year 6 as evidenced in the references to speed and fluency.

There are three mentions of using dialogue, two of which are linked specifically
to the narrative genre. Cohesion across a piece of text, either within or between
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paragraphs is referenced seven times, indicating that teachers should pay some
attention to text structure.

The coded responses for Elaboration/detail, Style/tone and Figurative language
could be grouped together as features that may indicate creativity in writing, or
a way of imbuing writing with meaning. Figurative language is only mentioned
once in the overview pages of the PoS and positioned in the section on spelling,
vocabulary, punctuation and glossary (DfE, 2013, p5) and linked to using
vocabulary to create nuances in meaning. The evident lack of coding to these
three codes again indicates a more functional view of literacy.

There is a high frequency of coding to vocabulary; although, this is most often
referenced as a separate skill and not linked specifically to creativity or genre,
there is some mention of vocabulary linked to subjects and being used to
enhance effect. In a more general sense, a reader would come away with the
impression that vocabulary is about knowing lots of different words; though, for
vocabulary to be effective it would need to be used with some sense of authorial
intent – a knowledge about why we choose certain words, what the purpose is
behind the choice of the word and its meaning. There are certain phrases that
may cause confusion for teachers, for example: “age-appropriate, academic
vocabulary” (DfE, 2013, p. 31). This may lead to questions for the reader as to
what age-appropriate might mean, and what the understanding of academic
vocabulary might be. Academic vocabulary could point to subject specific
knowledge, use and understanding of vocabulary, or a more nuanced
understanding about argument essay writing, which would use words such as
‘suggest’, or ‘imply’.
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Table 5.11: Category 9: The writer
Code descriptor
Writing from
memory
Stamina
Writer’s voice
Attitude

Frequency Examples from the text
3
write from memory simple sentences,
dictated by the teacher, that include words
and punctuation taught so far.
1
develop … stamina for writing
unused
2
develop positive attitudes

Writing from memory is included within the spelling sections of the PoS but was
placed in this category as the focus appears to be on the writer rather than
explicitly on spelling patterns. Reference in the PoS to stamina may indicate a
pedagogical approach that would include extended writing sessions. The lack of
references to creativity, multimodality, and writer’s voice sets up a particular
view of writing, which pays no heed to the less functional aspects of writing.
One might question how a positive attitude to writing, which is mentioned twice,
might develop when there is no reference to these aspects.

Table 5.12: Category 10: Writing instructional practices
Code descriptor
Frequency Examples from the text
Explicit grammar
1
Grammar should be taught explicitly
teaching
Teacher
1
through demonstration
modelling/demonstration

It was not expected that this category would be needed for the coding of the
documents as there is a history of curricula and assessments in England
refraining from suggesting pedagogical approaches; one would expect not to
find pedagogical approaches in a curriculum, where the focus is on subject
matter. That two instances of meaning pertaining to pedagogical approach are
included is interesting and could be seen to demonstrate a particular view of the
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teaching of writing. The indication that text was coded to Explicit grammar
teaching is surprising, as it shows a governmental approval of a pedagogical
approach where metalanguage and features of writing will be discussed in
normal classroom practice.

There were several codes that remained unused after the coding of the PoS.
Some seem to indicate a particular ideology within the curriculum content, i.e.
the lack of any coding to Creativity, especially when grouped with the lack of, or
very minimal, coding to Elaboration/detail, Style/tone and Figurative language.
Whereas, other absences may not necessarily indicate irrelevance, e.g. Phrase.

Portions of the text within the PoS did remain un-coded following the coding.
These were, in the main, not curriculum content or were filler words and
phrases, such as ‘and’, or ‘At the beginning of year 1’. There were a few
portions of text, however, that were un-coded as they did not fit any of the
codes in the coding frame, for example: “read aloud their writing clearly enough
to be heard by their peers and the teacher” (DfE, 2013, p. 14).

5.1.2 Thematic analysis of the National Curriculum English PoS
Ivanic’s (2004) discourses of writing were used as the basis for interpreting the
content analysis according to theme. The six discourses present a multifaceted
view of writing and it is suggested that each discourse should be represented in
a curriculum. The skills discourse is predominantly associated with various skills
of composition at word, sentence and text level. The creativity discourse
encapsulates the self-expression and creativity of writing. The genre discourse
is associated with different text-types and forms. The process discourse is
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concentrated on the process of writing. The social practices discourse is
concerned with writing for real-life purposes. Finally, the socio-political
discourse sees writing as a socially constructed act. See the Methodology
Chapter for a full explanation of the six discourses.

When looking at the coded units of meaning grouped by their parent category
there were some clear areas of importance within the PoS; for example, the
prominence of grammar and spelling in the PoS is reinforced, with 61 and 60
coded units respectively. Writing processes and text features; those aspects of
writing concerned with presentation, organisation and language, also seems to
be fairly important within the curriculum ideology. Coding relating to the writer,
on the other hand, is minimal, with only three coded units of meaning that could
be mapped to a discourse. Some categories could be simply mapped wholesale
onto a corresponding discourse, for example the codes within the punctuation
category could be mapped onto the skills discourse. Other categories
comprised of coded units of meaning that mapped to different discourses, for
example within the writing as a concept category several of the codes could be
mapped onto the social practices discourse, whereas others could be mapped
to the genre discourse. See Table 5.13.

When all the different codes within the categories were matched to a discourse
a clear picture of a skills dominated curriculum emerges. All the codes in
Categories 4,5 and 6 could be seen as representations of the skills discourse,
plus some of the codes in categories 7, 8 and 9: in total 206 codes could be
aligned to the skills discourse. This is shown in Figure 5.2.
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Table 5.13: Categories by frequency: English Programme of Study, pages 3-38,
mapped to corresponding discourse
Category
1 Writing process and
composition
2 Writing context
3 Genre
4 Features of grammar
5 Features of punctuation
6 Features of spelling
7 Writing as a concept
8 Text features
9 The writer

Frequency of units of
Mapped discourse
meaning
48
Process
11
21
61
25
60
21/2/7
36/3/1
3

Social Practices
Genre
Skills
Skills
Skills
Skills/Genre/SP
Skills/Genre/Creativity
Skills
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Figure 5.2: Graphical representation of codes matched to discourses: Programme of Study.
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A significant feature of the PoS are objectives from Category 1 that match with
the description of the process discourse. There was a fairly even split between
the cognitive functions of drafting, revising/proofing and evaluating. The
importance of writing process and composition is demonstrated, showing the
centrality of the cognitive models of process to the understanding of writing
development in the curriculum. However, the mapping of this category to the
process discourse is done with some caution as the conception of process in
the PoS is mechanistic, not recursive. The process elements are often framed
through a skills-based lens: “check for errors in spelling, grammar and
punctuation” (DfE, 2013, p. 21), so arguably this category could be included in
the skills discourse.

Writing in context, Category 2, is given much less coverage in terms of content
coding; however, there were more references that would fall into the social
practices discourse than might have been imagined, judging from the criticism
of the curriculum as outlined in the Background Chapter. These standards
provide expectations for children to talk about their work with others and
possibly share ideas and is maybe an indication of some influence of sociocultural values. These are, however, rather simple inferences around sharing,
discussion and group work, rather than any intention of shared writing.
References in the coding to writing for real-life purposes, of which there were a
few in the PoS, were included in the considerations of this discourse; although,
arguably they could have been attributed to the genre discourse.

Coding applied under Category 3 could be counted as falling within the genre
discourse; although, this was biased towards narrative and consisted largely of
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generic statements such as “awareness of the audience, purpose and context”
(DfE, 2013, p. 5).

The technical writing skills of grammar, punctuation and spelling (Categories 4,
5 and 6) are the highest coded categories within the PoS, showing the skills
discourse as the most prominent. Objectives that were associated as falling
within the skills discourse made up the majority of the content of the writing
sections. This is most obvious in the delineation of a separate section on
transcription, which concentrates on spelling and handwriting proficiency and
knowledge, and the section on vocabulary, grammar and punctuation, which
focusses on the knowledge of the ‘rules’ of grammar and punctuation and the
acquisition of new vocabulary. Alongside the content in these categories, the
coded instances that fell into this discourse were Write (writing)
fluently/clearly/accurately/effectively…, Handwriting, Text
structure/Paragraphing, Writing conventions and Writing from memory. Many of
these could be considered to be fine grained objectives, dealing with very
specific aspects of writing, such as the formation of letters and learning
particular suffixes, rather than evidence of what might be considered more
complex skills, such as composing narrative poetry.

Where a category could not be simply mapped onto a corresponding discourse,
individual codes were also scrutinised. Categories 7: Writing as a concept and
Category 8: Text features showed a mix of discourses. In Category 7, code
Write (writing) fluently/clearly/accurately/effectively … points to the technical
aspects of writing and falls into the skills discourse; whereas Writing as
communication could be seen as falling into the social practices discourse. In
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Category 8, codes Handwriting, Text structure/Paragraphing and Writing
conventions and Vocabulary fit into the skills discourse, but Dialogue could
arguably be either a part of the skills discourse, as a demonstration of a
particular writing skill, or the genre discourse, as it is referenced in the PoS to
be used to drive on narrative action.

There is no explicit presence of a discourse suggesting writing as a creative act,
which would be reflected in the use of the following words: creative, expressive,
unique, interesting, effect, writer’s voice. However, Ivanic (2004) describes how
this discourse may be closely allied to the teaching of reading, which could be
evident in the coding of text to Link between reading and writing; although, this
is generally presented in the curriculum as being skills driven and so would fall
more neatly into the skills discourse. Vocabulary is also coded for numerous
times; although, this is mostly with regard to technical accuracy and enlarging
the body of known words, there are instances where it could be interpreted that
a creativity discourse is embedded and implicit: “selecting appropriate grammar
and vocabulary, understanding how such choices can change and enhance
meaning” (DfE, 2013, p.37). Coding that is related to the writer could also be
seen to form a part of the creativity discourse, but as shown, this received
minimal coding and was referring to stamina and attitude, rather than
imagination. There was one reference to the use of figurative language, which
could signal the creativity discourse, but it was positioned in the section on
spelling, vocabulary, punctuation and glossary in the overview section, perhaps
casting doubt on whether this coded unit of meaning can be attributed to a
creativity discourse.
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There is no presence of the socio-political discourse. This could be intentional in
that the curriculum attempts to portray writing as a neutral act, or it could be a
view that for children of this age it is not appropriate for power and inequality to
be discussed, demonstrated in and produced via text. It may be a belief that it is
not important for children of this age, or it may be a view of writing that is not
held as important.

5.1.3 Discussion of the National Curriculum English PoS
The current incarnation of the National Curriculum English PoS (DfE, 2013) for
Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 may not encapsulate some of the important
aspects of writing development for children between the ages of 5 and 11. The
identification of the underlying ideology through the content and thematic
analyses shows a dominance of skills, process and genre discourses, while
paying little attention to socio-cultural beliefs and values. It is also obvious that
there is little to no attention given to the role of creativity, the agency of the
writer and writing for meaning, or socio-political considerations. This is in
keeping with the governmental rhetoric outlined in the Background Chapter,
which focussed on a ‘back to basics’ model and traditional definition of writing
presented in speeches given by ministers working at the Department of
Education and emphasises the governmental ideology of raising standards.

The PoS, therefore, is largely influenced by perspectives on writing that are
skills and process based. The process elements are delineated into stages,
which ignores the cognitive research into writing and the recursive models of
planning, drafting and revising, so it does structurally emphasise process;
however, as mentioned earlier this is explained as a skill – the skill of planning,
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for example. In effect, the PoS creates a focus on the technical skills over other
aspects of writing. It is geared towards the end product of writing and less
concerned with creativity or the presence of the writer. A more traditional
definition of writing, as the ability to create mechanically sound texts—through
spelling, grammar, punctuation and other structural conventions, is presented.
The PoS devotes considerable attention to grammar; although, traditional
grammar instruction has not been found to have positive effects on children’s
writing (Andrews et al, 2006). Conversely, the concentration on spelling and
handwriting, which would lead to an automaticity of transcription skills, have
been shown to have a positive effect on writing development (Graham & Harris,
2000). The curriculum, therefore, does not present a complex view of writing, as
discussed in the Literature Review Chapter.

Throughout the document is a lack of acknowledgement about what the
different technical skills mean for the writer, which results in a paucity of
understanding of authorial intention. The PoS contains many skills and features
of writing that need to be mastered, but there is little explanation, if any, of how
a writer might use them in the creation of meaning. There is an invisibility of the
writer in the PoS – where the focus is on the writing, rather than being a learner
of writing.

As the PoS addresses a critical stage in the development of writing, this could
constrain a child’s writing development. When certain aspects of writing are not
presented, or emphasised, in national curriculum documents there is the danger
that writing instruction will be similarly limited in its scope and that teachers will
not create opportunities for children to explore these aspects. This rather
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narrow interpretation of writing development gives a distorted view of what
should be taught and may have the effect of restricting what happens in the
classroom (Ivanic, 2004).

The content of the curriculum and the ideology that is captured within it also has
implications for the knowledge that teachers need to have to be able to
understand and navigate the development of writing presented in the PoS. Any
standards that are to be used in teaching should be understandable to those
using them and “must reflect theory and research about learning and pedagogy”
(Troia et al, 2016, p. 128). Teachers must be expected to have a good
understanding of genre, text types and the different purposes of writing, but only
a few text types are mentioned within the PoS. More obviously, there is a
definite need for a teacher to have knowledge of meta-language, or a very close
understanding and use of the glossary to interpret the PoS content when it
comes to skills and processes. For example, for a teacher to be able to
understand the bullet point: “choosing nouns or pronouns appropriately for
clarity and cohesion” (DfE, 2013, p. 30), not only would they need to have the
technical language knowledge, they would also need to have a good
understanding of how these two features contribute to both clarity and cohesion.
Additionally, they would need an understanding of what constitutes cohesion
and clarity – aspects that may differ quite widely depending on the purpose of
writing. This points perhaps to a lack of adequate explanation within the PoS
about the development of writing and what can be expected in more concrete
terms from children within the 5-11 age range.
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There are implications from this research for future iterations of a national
curriculum for primary aged children. As shown, this incarnation of the PoS
portrays a limited view of writing. One of the suggestions, that appears most
glaring, would be to produce a curriculum that encompasses a wider, more
comprehensive understanding of writing development. This would need to
include reference to creativity, authorial intention and writer’s voice –
referencing the creativity discourse more explicitly – and foster writing from
children that pays attention to socio-cultural understandings of writing;
approaching some teaching from socially and politically oriented perspectives.
The shift away from genre in this PoS compared to previous government
documents, such as the National Literacy Strategy (DfEE, 1998), also shows a
disconnect with previous theories of writing. As genre is shown in the research
to be an area of writing that children grasp early (Beard, 2000; Donovan &
Smolkin, 2006) it may also be beneficial to include more genre-based writing
approaches.

5.2

The construct of writing in the assessment framework

The same coding frame as used on the PoS was used for the content analysis
of the Teacher assessment frameworks at the end of key stage 2. (STA,
2017a). The document’s introductory page sets out the changes made to the
framework in 2017 regarding the more flexible approach (see Background
Chapter). Pages 2 and 3 include guidance for teachers in the use of the
framework, explanation of the use of qualifiers and examples, information about
the assessment of pupils with disabilities, and information on moderation. The
standards for English writing are presented on pages 5 and 6 of the document,
along with some specific guidance about using the writing framework. Within
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each standard are several bullet points of objectives, prefaced “The pupil can”.
The working towards standard contains seven bullet points, at expected
standard contains nine bullet points, and the greater depth standard contains
four bullet points. It is stated that a pupil’s work must show that it has met all the
expectations in one standard before their work is assessed against the next
standard, e.g. a pupil’s work must meet all the criteria in working towards,
before it can be assessed again at the at expected standard. The standards
statements in the assessment framework are generic, that is they are to be
used with any piece of writing and are not task specific.

5.2.1 Content analysis of the framework
The standards statements on pages 5 and 6 of the framework document were
coded. Twenty-eight codes from the 10 different categories in the coding frame
were used. There were 47 coded units of meaning, which ranged in size from a
word to a bulleted section of text. This is shown in Table 5.14 and Figure 5.3.

Frequency of coded units would indicate genre, including narrative, as the main
focus of the assessment framework, with text structure, vocabulary and clausal
linking also being of high importance. The framework standards, however, are
presented as bulleted information and it is assumed by the reader that each
bullet point of information in each standard is given equal weight. This is
complicated, though, by the fact that the standards are cumulative, so at
expected standard builds on working towards, i.e. a child must meet the criteria
in the lower standard before being considered for the next standard higher.
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Table 5.14: Codes by frequency: assessment framework
Code descriptor
General reference to genre
Vocabulary
Text structure/Paragraphing
Clausal linking
Narrative
General reference to grammar
General reference to spelling
Handwriting
Register
General reference to punctuation
Verbs/Tenses
Apostrophes
Passive/Active
Coordination
Link between reading and writing
Sentence endings
Capitalisation
Persuasive
Dictionaries
Pronouns
Adverbials
Quotation / Speech marks
Dialogue
Parenthetical
Hyphen
Reflection/Diary
Information
Write effectively …

Frequency
5
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Figure 5.3: Codes by frequency: assessment framework

NB: the frequency ranges from 0-5 on the graph.
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Below the standards statements are reproduced alongside the main content
message of each bullet point, see Table 5.15. It would be obvious to say that
the main concern in the assessment is genre, as this is a concern of the
majority of the bullet points of information; three of the bullets deal with genre in
the working towards statement and four in the at expected standard. However,
different aspects of writing come into play at different levels and are given more
prominence in one level than another, for example text structure is mentioned in
the working towards statement, but it really comes into force in the working at
statement. Register only really becomes important when working at greater
depth, and it must be assumed that a child has genre, text structure, spelling
and handwriting mastered before they can be assessed at this level.
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Table 5.15: Reproduction of assessment framework standards statements alongside the main content message
Main content message
Working towards the expected standard
The pupil can:
• write for a range of purposes
• use paragraphs to organise ideas
• in narratives, describe settings and characters
• in non-narrative writing, use simple devices to structure the writing and support the reader (e.g.
headings, sub-headings, bullet points)
• use capital letters, full stops, question marks, commas for lists and apostrophes for contraction
mostly correctly
• spell correctly most words from the year 3 / year 4 spelling list, and some words from the year 5 /
year 6 spelling list
• write legibly. (At this standard, there is no specific requirement for a pupil’s handwriting to be joined.)
Working at the expected standard
The pupil can:
• write effectively for a range of purposes and audiences, selecting language that shows good
awareness of the reader (e.g. the use of the first person in a diary; direct address in instructions and
persuasive writing)
• in narratives, describe settings, characters and atmosphere
• integrate dialogue in narratives to convey character and advance the action
• select vocabulary and grammatical structures that reflect what the writing requires, doing this mostly
appropriately (e.g. using contracted forms in dialogues in narrative; using passive verbs to affect how
information is presented; using modal verbs to suggest degrees of possibility)
• use a range of devices to build cohesion (e.g. conjunctions, adverbials of time and place, pronouns,
synonyms) within and across paragraphs
• use verb tenses consistently and correctly throughout their writing
• use the range of punctuation taught at key stage 2 mostly correctly (e.g. inverted commas and other
punctuation to indicate direct speech)

•
•
•
•

genre
paragraphs
narrative genre
genre / text structure

•

punctuation

•

spelling

•

handwriting

•

genre

•
•
•

narrative
dialogue / narrative
genre / grammar

•

text structure

•
•

verbs
punctuation
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•
•

spell correctly most words from the year 5 / year 6 spelling list, and use a dictionary to check the
spelling of uncommon or more ambitious vocabulary
maintain legibility in joined handwriting when writing at speed. (The national curriculum states that
pupils should be taught to ‘use the diagonal and horizontal strokes that are needed to join letters and
understand which letters, when adjacent to one another, are best left unjoined’.)

Working at greater depth
The pupil can:
• write effectively for a range of purposes and audiences, selecting the appropriate form and drawing
independently on what they have read as models for their own writing (e.g. literary language,
characterisation, structure)
• distinguish between the language of speech and writing* and choose the appropriate register
• exercise an assured and conscious control over levels of formality, particularly through manipulating
grammar and vocabulary to achieve this
• use the range of punctuation taught at key stage 2 correctly (e.g. semi-colons, dashes, colons,
hyphens) and, when necessary, use such punctuation precisely to enhance meaning and avoid
ambiguity

•

spelling

•

handwriting

•

genre

•
•

register (genre)
register (grammar)

•

punctuation

[There are no additional statements for spelling or handwriting]
*Pupils should recognise that certain features of spoken language (e.g. contracted verb forms, other
grammatical informality, colloquial expressions, long coordinated sentences) are less likely in writing and
be able to select alternative vocabulary and grammar.
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5.2.2 Thematic analysis of the framework
Ivanic’s (2004) and Jeffery’s (2009) research was used to generate four
assessment discourses, where each assessment discourse is aligned to one of the
writing discourses. The skills mastery discourse places an emphasis on the rules of
writing at word, sentence and text level. The creativity discourse places an
emphasis on the demonstration of creativity. The genre mastery discourse
emphasises mastery of different forms of writing. The purpose discourse places an
emphasis on the audience expectations and purposes of writing. There is no
assessment discourse related to the socio-political discourse. An additional
assessment discourse was devised by me to correspond with the process
discourse. The process and realisation discourse places an emphasis on the
processes of writing and how these lead to the final composition. (See
Methodology Chapter for further explanation.)

When looking at the coded units of meaning and mapping these to the discourses,
as shown in Table 5.16, it would appear that the skills mastery discourse is the
most prominent within the assessment and that the genre mastery discourse is the
only other discourse that has any presence in the standards statements. This is
shown in graphical form in Figure 5.4, which highlights the amount of consideration
given to each discourse within the framework document.
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Table 5.16: Coded units of meaning mapped to assessment discourses
Code descriptor
General reference to genre
Narrative
Clausal linking
Text structure/Paragraphing
Vocabulary
Verbs
Register
General reference to grammar
Apostrophes
General reference to punctuation
General reference to spelling
Handwriting
Reflection/Diary
Information
Persuasive
Coordination
Pronouns
Adverbials
Passive/Active
Sentence endings
Capitalisation
Parenthetical
Quotation / Speech marks
Dictionaries
Hyphen
Write effectively …
Link between reading and writing
Dialogue

Frequency Mapped to discourse
5
Genre
3
Genre
3
Skill
3
Skill
3
Skill
2
Skill
2
Skill
2
Skill
2
Skill
2
Skill
2
Skill
2
Skill
1
Genre
1
Genre
1
Genre
1
Skill
1
Skill
1
Skill
1
Skill
1
Skill
1
Skill
1
Skill
1
Skill
1
Skill
1
Skill
1
Skill
1
Skill
1
Genre
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Figure 5.4: Graphical representation of codes matched to discourses: assessment
40
35
35

Frequency

30

25

20

15
12
10

5
0

0

Process

Purposes

0

0

Creativity

Sociopolitical

0
Genre

Skills

Discourse

NB Purposes corresponds to social practices discourse.
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However, when the main content message of each standards bullet is scrutinised,
alongside the knowledge that the bullets are equally weighted, this complicates the
picture somewhat (see Table 5.15). The genre mastery discourse and the skills
mastery discourse are more evenly weighted. Objectives that are associated as
referencing the mastery of non-fiction text types and narrative made up around half
of the content; although, it could be argued that genre mastery is in some way
framed through the mastery of the mechanical skills of handwriting, spelling and
grammatical accuracy at the sentence level, see for example “select vocabulary
and grammatical structures that reflect what the writing requires” (at expected
standard). There is also reference to audience and “support” of and “awareness of
the reader”, which indicates the presence of objectives aligned to the purpose
discourse. Objectives related to register could also be seen to fall into this
discourse as the emphasis is on the reader, rather than being skills based. No
mention of creativity within the assessment framework indicates the absence of
any reference to a creativity discourse. There is also no indication of the process
and realisation discourse. The assessment framework’s representation of writing,
therefore, is one of a set of skills that are best demonstrated through different text
types, but especially narrative.

5.2.3 Discussion of the framework
Teachers must deal with much ambiguity when using the framework to assess
writing. For example, on page 2 of the document it states, “Pupils meeting the
different standards within the frameworks will have a broader range of knowledge
and skills than those being assessed”; however, the document gives no indication
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of what these broader skills are, or what this broader knowledge is, that should be
considered by teachers. There is perhaps an assumption that teachers will go back
to the curriculum, or use the exemplification documents, to fill in the gaps. In
addition to the ambiguity over what to assess, there is additional uncertainty
introduced in the use of qualifiers. A paragraph on page 2 aims to clear up any
doubt about the use of qualifiers, but the information given could be interpreted as
making the guidance even more vague, for example the sentence: “Where
qualifiers are used, they have consistent meaning: ‘most’ indicates the statement is
generally met with only occasional errors”, introduces two more qualifiers. These
two additional qualifiers: ‘generally’ and ‘occasional’ would need further
interpretation from teachers – are occasional errors only seen a couple of times in
a piece of writing, or would five errors be appropriate, for example. Despite these
ambiguities that teachers must navigate, the document is clear that a pupil’s writing
is produced independently.

One criticism that could be levelled at the assessment framework is that as the
assessor proceeds up the ‘levels’ the content changes; it could be difficult to follow
the cumulative description of attainment where one standard builds upon the
previous. For example, the working towards standard appears to be mostly about
the form a piece of writing takes, whereas, at expected appears to be more about
controlled writing at the sentence level. There is also the potential the assessor will
rely on feature spotting when assessing within the at expected ‘level’, rather than
relying on wider judgement. Feature spotting relies on assessment through the
identification of specific features within the writing. In the framework, in the at
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expected standard, passive verbs are given as an example of adaptation of
grammatical structure. Feature spotting would entail, for example, a teacher
counting up the instances of passive verbs within or across pieces of writing as the
indicator as to whether the standard had been met.

Although the assessment framework descriptions are product oriented with little
focus on writing for meaning; there is a logical progression of writing development,
from knowledge of genre to text structure mastery to knowledge about audience
and register. The working towards standard portrays a view of achievement that is
rooted in genre and text structure. When assessing, teachers would, therefore, be
looking for pieces of writing that correspond to a form or type of writing. The
emphasis on genre, especially narrative, at this ‘level’ reflects the research that
children get a grasp of genre early (Donovan & Smolkin, 2006). The at expected
standard focuses on expanding the types of writing, and suggests assessors take
an interest in how the language, especially through the use of tenses, is
appropriate to the genre. The introduction of dialogue to narrative genre increases
the complexity in the structuring of a story. Working at greater depth shows a focus
on the register of the writing – introducing formal and informal styles of writing to
suit the text type and managing shifts between register. However, this is a rather
crude interpretation and, as research has shown, children’s development in writing
is not always straightforwardly linear (see Literature Review). A child, for example,
who may have a good knowledge of different registers, but who may not be
confident with text structure or paragraphing, would not, it seems be awarded
achievement within the at expected standard.
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5.3

The match between the PoS and assessment framework

In a portfolio of pieces of writing it seems self-evident that there will be enough
written evidence to cover the assessment objectives. In terms of the cognitive
complexity of writing, it also seems appropriate that an assessment calling for
pieces of writing aligns well with the standard asking that learners can demonstrate
pieces of writing. In this case differentiation is by outcome (LaMarca, 2001).
However, whether the assessment criteria in the framework can be accurately
used as a proxy for writing achievement as outlined in the PoS is something that
could be questioned. The division of writing into the three separate areas of
composition, transcription, or grammar and punctuation is not mirrored in the
assessment framework, and indeed the content is phrased and represented
differently in each document. One might expect a difference in the presentation of
content as the assessment encapsulates the aspects of the whole of the PoS from
Year 1 to Year 6 that can be assessed effectively using a teacher assessment
method.

In the Literature Review chapter, alignment theory was outlined as a possible way
of providing evidence for construct validation, where answers to the question of
how well the content of the curriculum and the content of the assessment
documents match could be addressed (Ananda, 2003a, 2003b). A look at the
coding frequency across documents shows that while the PoS holds 305 different
coded units of meaning, the framework has only 47 coded units of meaning;
implying perhaps that the framework document is not as rich a text or does not
hold as much information for the reader as the PoS.
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The content analysis allowed for examination of alignment by looking at the
categorical concurrence, i.e. to compare the content of the documents through the
frequency of codes (Webb, Horton & O’Neill, 2002). Content match in this way is
seen as an important strand of alignment methodology (Martone & Sireci, 2009;
Porter, 2002). As shown in this chapter the documents show great differences in
those codes that appear within the top twenty when concerning frequency. This
information is reproduced for comparison purposes in Table 5.17. The three main
concerns of the PoS content based on frequency are spelling, grammar and
handwriting; whereas, the three main concerns of the assessment are general
references to genre, specifically narrative, and clausal linking. General references
to genre and narrative are less represented in the PoS, and it seems spelling,
grammar and handwriting are less represented in the assessment framework than
their position in the PoS would suggest they should be, showing a skewed
representation of writing in the assessment as compared to the PoS.
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Table 5.17: Comparison of top 20 codes for the English Programme of Study
and the framework
English PoS NC 2013
Code descriptor
General reference to
spelling
General reference to
grammar
Handwriting
Evaluating

Frequency
21
17
17
16

Assessment framework
Code descriptor
Frequency
General reference to
5
genre
Narrative
3

General reference to
grammar terminology
Morphology
Write (writing)
fluently/clearly/accuratel
y/effectively …
Vocabulary

11

Clausal linking
Text
structure/Paragraphing
Vocabulary

3
3

11
11

Verbs
Register

2
2

11

2

Phonics
Pre-Writing / Planning

9
8

Sentences

8

Narrative
General reference to
genre
General reference to
punctuation
Writing as
communication
Text structure /
Paragraphing
Drafting
Verbs / Tenses
Register
Homophones

7
7

General reference to
grammar
Apostrophes
General reference to
punctuation
General reference to
spelling
Handwriting
Reflection/Diary

7

Information

1

7

Persuasive

1

7

Coordination

1

6
6
6
6

Pronouns
Adverbials
Passive/Active
Sentence endings

1
1
1
1

3

2
2
2
2
1

Range of knowledge, a comparison of the span of knowledge in each document
can also indicate whether the documents are in alignment. For a satisfactory
degree of alignment there should be more than 50 per cent of the curriculum
represented in the assessment. There were 94 codes in total across the ten
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categories of the final coding frame (see Appendix 5). The PoS was coded
using 67 codes from the total number of 94 codes available for use in the
coding frame. This amounted to a coverage of 71 per cent of the codes in the
coding frame. By contrast the framework used 28 of the 94 available codes,
which amounted to 30 per cent of the codes in the coding frame. When
considering the range of knowledge, the following calculation was used:
28 ÷ 67 = 0.4179 to calculate the percentage of coverage. The assessment
framework, therefore, represents 42 per cent of the content of the curriculum.
This would indicate a low degree of alignment (Webb, 1997, 2007).

When looking at the alignment thematically, the assessment shows no
presence of the process and social practices discourses, which are to some
degree reflected in the curriculum. Where both documents do demonstrate
content that could be said to correspond to the genre and skills discourses – the
proportion of these in each document is different (see Table 5.18).

Table 5.18: Discourse representation (frequency) found in the Programme of
Study and the assessment framework
Document

Skills

Creativity

Process

Genre
26

Social
practices
18

Socio
political
0

PoS

206

1?

48

assessment
framework
by bullet
assessment
framework
by content

13

0

0

9

0

0

35

0

0

12

0

0
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The purpose of alignment is not to provide a dichotomous outcome (in
alignment vs. out of alignment), rather to understand what the degree of
alignment is. Looking at the match between the PoS and assessment
framework there is a low degree of alignment. As curriculum objectives and
assessment standards are not always specified, or articulated, together this is
perhaps not surprising, but it does lead to some questions as to whether the
assessment framework can be used as a suitable proxy of writing attainment as
described in the PoS. It clearly states in the framework document that the
framework focusses on “key aspects” and that it “do[es] not cover all of the
content of the national curriculum” (STA, 2018, p. 2); therefore, it could be
assumed that the match between documents should not be high and that
teachers should use both documents together when making their assessments.
However, as a valid assessment, one could assume that the weighting given to
the sub-skills and areas of writing in the curriculum, would be reflected in the
assessment framework, i.e. that both documents would give value and weight of
value to the same aspects. Within the PoS are specific details of writing
knowledge and attainment; however, in the framework document there is an
assumption that writing should be a skill used across the curriculum: “Teachers
need to base their judgement on a broad range of evidence … include work in
curriculum subjects” (STA, 2017a, p. 2). This guidance is immediately
contradicted by the next sentences within the same bullet point: “a pupil’s work
in that subject alone may provide sufficient evidence … consider a single
example of a pupil’s work” (STA, 2017a, p. 2). It becomes evidently clear that
teachers should, therefore, assess writing from across the curriculum, or just
from writing lessons, should use many pieces of evidence, or can use just one
piece. There is also inclusion in the assessment objectives of elements of
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writing that are not specifically mentioned in the PoS. First person, for example,
is mentioned in the reading comprehension strand of the PoS in the nonstatutory guidance suggesting that children should read to learn the conventions
of writing (DfE, 2013, p. 26), but is not mentioned specifically as an objective in
children’s writing. It is mentioned as a specific example in the bracketed
information for the first bullet point in the at expected standard: “write effectively
for a range of purposes and audiences, selecting language that shows good
awareness of the reader (e.g. the use of the first person in a diary; direct
address in instructions and persuasive writing)” (STA, 2017a, p. 5).

Misalignment of, or a fragmented approach to, the construct of writing, such as
is portrayed in the PoS and assessment framework “will send mixed messages
… will be less effective” (Webb, Horton & O’Neill, 2002), which is contrary to the
aim of policy documents and to the effective assessment of writing. This lack of
alignment between documents could cause confusion as to what is to be
considered or given weight in the assessment. This may lead to teachers
relying more heavily on one document than another, or to drawing on further
resources that they think may exemplify the criteria more sufficiently. There is
also potential for teachers to draw upon their own internal constructs of writing.
The danger here being that these may differ from the constructs represented in
the documents and, indeed, one teacher’s understanding of writing may differ
from another’s. This could lead to an unreliable assessment system that does
not reflect the standards portrayed in the curriculum and framework.
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5.4

The construct of writing in the exemplification materials

The same coding frame used for the content analysis of the PoS and the
framework was used on the exemplification documents: Teacher assessment
exemplification: end of key stage 2 English writing (STA, 2017, October a, b, c,
d). There are four documents that contain exemplification at the different
standards: one at working towards (Dani), two documents at expected (Morgan
and Leigh), and one at greater depth (Frankie). These are published for
teachers to use as guidance. The documents all contain the same general
guidance principles, outlined as bullet points. The expectation is that teachers
will collect a variety of evidence and that this may not be the same from school
to school: “judgement should be based on day-to-day evidence from the
classroom … [these documents] do not dictate the evidence expected” (STA,
2017, October a, b, c, d, p. 3). The documents contain a range of pieces of
writing from real pupils. There is an expectation that these exemplification
documents are used alongside the framework if teachers are not confident in
their judgements; although, this is not a statutory requirement. Repeated in this
general guidance is the direction that a pupil’s work should have been
completed independently, and the general guidance from the framework about
what to assess and how stringently the criteria need to be met. Pages 5 and 6
in each document replicates the framework. Page 7 (pages 7 and 8 in Dani)
gives an overview of the pieces of writing included in the document and what
features have been pulled out in the assessment that shows it meets the
described standard, but not the standard above. For example, in the Dani
document: “there are slips when commas are used instead of full stops … not
yet able to maintain cohesion” (STA, 2017 October a, p. 7).
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Following the general overview are annotated versions of the pieces of writing –
these have been typed, an example of an evidence checklist, and facsimiles of
the original pieces of writing. Table 5.19 shows the different pieces of writing
contained within each document. Each booklet contains at least six different
pieces of writing.

Table 5.19: Pieces of writing within each exemplification document
standard working
towards
booklet
Dani
pieces
Narrative
of
Prediction
writing
(based on a
story)
Description
Description
Biography
Letter
Information
Argument
number
8
of
pieces

working at

working at

greater depth

Leigh
Short story
Short story
Diary
Recount
Information
Procedural
(instructions)

Morgan
Short story
Short story
Letter
Recount
Argument
Science
investigation

Frankie
Short story
Description
Diary
Letter
Explanation
Newspaper
report

6

6

6

This potentially sets up an expectation that teachers will also include a minimum
of six pieces when conducting their teacher assessment. The choice of which
pieces of writing to include is not consistent; for Dani there are four pieces that
fall into fiction, which makes up 50 per cent of the collection; whereas the other
collections are a third fiction; although, this is consistent with the framework’s
focus on narrative genre within the working towards standard description. The
annotated pieces are reproduced as typed documents with the commentary in
text boxes arranged down the sides of each piece. This allows for aspects of
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the writing to be highlighted. The commentary is divided into three factors:
composition, grammar and punctuation, and transcription.

Using the coding frame to code the content of the exemplification materials
proved to be slightly more problematic than envisaged. The coding of the PoS
and the assessment framework were straightforward, and the coding appeared
easy to apply consistently. The PoS and the assessment framework give an
uncomplicated definition-driven idea of writing, which is to be expected given
that these documents are both outlining requirements. The exemplification
documents, on the other hand, gave a holistic view of writing discussing the
different features of writing linked to meaning within specific pieces of writing, so
the presentation and language use in the documents was completely different.
In effect, I think the application of the coding frame to the content of the
exemplification documents was less successful, as there was much text that
remained un-coded. This does give some interesting perceptions for analysis;
however, any comparisons drawn, or links made, need to be interpreted with
caution.

In all of the exemplification documents, coding was only conducted on the
annotated versions of the children’s writing – those that had the assessment
commentary.

5.4.1 Working towards the expected standard: Dani
This document is 29 pages long. Pages 7-18 were included in the coding.
There is reference in the overview to other pieces of work undertaken in normal
class teaching that indicates Dani wrote more pieces and for wider audiences:
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“but Dani has completed a wider range of writing in class, including writing for a
range of audiences” (p. 7). This implies that the assessment of Dani has
included these additional pieces, which are not exemplified in the booklet.
Explanation of the different pieces included in the booklet states there is a “nonnarrative critical piece on Street Child” (p. 7), though on further exploration the
two pieces relating to Street Child consist of a prediction, which reads as a
description or simple narrative, and a first-person narrative. Neither of these
pieces of writing could be considered as critical or non-narrative. The Dani
document also includes:
a non-narrative account of the meaning of Remembrance Day; a fictional
letter to ‘Dear Princess’ … an argument about whether mobile phones
should be allowed in schools; a third-person narrative based on Roald
Dahl’s James and the Giant Peach; a biographical account of Mary
Anning; [and] a description of life on the Titanic (p 7).
There is reiteration that absence of a specific feature should not be a drawback
in the assessment and there is reference to other classroom work that the
teacher was able to take into consideration in the assessment.
This collection does not provide evidence that the pupil can use commas
accurately in lists … absence of this evidence should not get in the way
of making the judgement that Dani is, overall, working towards the
expected standard. The teacher is confident … based on her knowledge
of the pupil’s other writing, including in tests, so the statement is met (p.
7).

Fifty-one codes from the 10 different categories in the coding frame were used.
There were 252 coded units, which ranged in size from a word to a sentence of
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the text. The top twenty codes by frequency are shown in Table 5.20. This is
also represented in graphical form in Figure 5.5. There are eight pieces of work
included in the exemplification document for Dani, which would correspond to
the predominance of genre as a consideration in the working towards standard
description, where three of the objectives are associated with genre. By far the
most common feature drawn out in the assessment for exemplification was text
structure and the associated references to organisation and paragraphing, with
a frequency of 31. Structure is mentioned in two of the bullet points of the
working towards standard and so it could be expected to figure highly in the
content of the commentary. It becomes more obvious how important this feature
is in the assessment of Dani’s writing when comparing the number of coded
instances with the second most frequent codes of capitalisation and spelling.
Punctuation, spelling and handwriting are the other components of the working
towards standard mentioned specifically in the assessment framework and
drawn out in Dani’s writing.

There are a number of references to features of punctuation, capitalisation and
sentence endings, some reference to clausal linking and apostrophes in the
exemplification material for Dani. Spelling and handwriting also appear in the
top twenty codes, suggesting a match with the assessment framework. When
looking at these codes by frequency in the Dani exemplification materials, it
appears there is a good match to the assessment framework objectives;
although, it is interesting that much attention is paid to features that are not
explicit in the framework at that level, such as vocabulary. There is no explicit
mention of grammatical structures, or other aspects of grammar, or writing in
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different registers in the assessment standard but these feature in the
exemplification materials.

Table 5.20: Top 20 codes by frequency: Dani
Code descriptor
Text structure / Paragraphing
General reference to spelling
Capitalisation
Vocabulary
Sentences
Verbs / Tenses
Write (writing) fluently/clearly/accurately/effectively …
Adverbials
Handwriting
Register
Sentence endings
Clausal linking
Apostrophes
Noun phrases
General reference to genre
Elaboration / Detail
Pronouns
Style / Tone
Adverbs
Narrative

Frequency of
coded unit
31
13
13
12
12
11
9
9
9
9
9
9
8
7
6
6
6
5
4
4

Elaboration/detail and style/tone are also referenced several times, but not
mentioned as an explicit consideration in the assessment framework. This
would suggest that the Dani exemplification materials are explaining and
describing aspects of writing that are not of concern in the assessment
framework, and therefore portraying a different construct to that shown in the
framework.
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Figure 5.5: Top 20 codes by frequency: Dani

NB: the frequency ranges from 0-40 on the graph.
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5.4.2 Working at the expected standard: Morgan and Leigh
Morgan is 42 pages long. Pages 7-25 were included in the coding. The opening
sentence of the overview description includes the phrase: “working at the lower
end of the expected standard” (p. 7). This effectively divides the at expected
standard statement into finer grained levels and could cause potential confusion
in the maintaining of standards. The overview information at the start of the
document makes clear that writing across the curriculum has been included in
the assessment: “The writing draws on a range of curriculum experiences” (p. 7)
and includes two stories, a letter and a recount both based on first-hand
experience of a school ‘Viking Day’, work resulting from a practical science
investigation and an argument piece on graffiti. Attention is drawn to the
processes of writing and Morgan’s awareness of audience. Lack of formality in
the science investigation piece is demonstrated as preventing Morgan from
achieving the higher end of the at expected standard.

The Leigh document is 43 pages long. Pages 7-24 were included in the coding.
Similarly to the other documents, this collection portrays writing across the
curriculum and includes two short stories, a fictional diary extract based on
class reading, and a recount, information and instructions based on class visits.
Grammatical structures have been drawn out in the information section as
deserving of particular merit; attention is also given to the processes of writing
and the writer’s positive attitude (p. 7).

In the Morgan document, 45 codes from the 10 different categories in the
coding frame were used. There were 211 coded units, which ranged in size
from a word to a sentence of the text. In the Leigh document, 53 codes from the
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coding frame were used and there were 275 coded units. The top twenty codes
by frequency for both Morgan and Leigh are shown in Table 5.21. This is also
represented in graphical form in Figure 5.6 for Morgan and Figure 5.7 for Leigh.

Table 5.21: Top 20 codes by frequency: Morgan and Leigh.
Morgan
Leigh
Code descriptor
Frequency of Code descriptor
coded unit
Vocabulary
16 Verbs / Tenses
Register
14 Text structure /
Paragraphing
Text structure /
13 Adverbials
Paragraphing
Adverbials
12 Register
Verbs / Tenses
11 Sentences
Clausal linking
11 Clausal linking
Style / Tone
11 Vocabulary
Subordination
8 Parenthetical
Elaboration /
8 Clauses
Detail
General
7 Noun phrases
reference to
spelling
Handwriting
7 Prepositions
Noun phrases
6 General
reference to
spelling
Passive / Active
6 Passive / Active
Sentences
6 Pronouns
Coordination
5 Subordination
Parenthetical
5 Bullets
Dialogue
5 Style / Tone
Revising / Editing
4 Write effectively
…
General
4 Handwriting
reference to
grammar
Quotation /
4 Quotation /
Speech marks
Speech marks

Frequency of
coded unit
21
21
14
14
14
14
14
12
11
8

8
8

7
7
7
7
7
6
6

5

Vocabulary was the highest recurring code in the booklet of writing by Morgan,
which is referenced in the assessment framework within this standard as a way
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of supporting the choice of genre. Some of the commentary examples of
vocabulary in Morgan, for example, “technical vocabulary in the science piece”
(p. 7) match more closely the objectives within the PoS, which refer to
knowledge of vocabulary and subject-specific vocabulary. Other vocabulary
references seem to relate better to the requirements at greater depth, which
describes manipulating vocabulary for register, for example, “although less
formal vocabulary and structures are used as the writer becomes involved in the
writing and loses some control over the level of formality” (p. 15). It is interesting
that register is so high up in the coding for the Morgan exemplification when this
is not a specific expectation until working at greater depth, perhaps suggesting
that the features drawn out in the Morgan exemplification documents are not in
accord with the assessment framework. Style/tone and elaboration/detail are
elements that are again drawn out in the commentary, as are references to the
editing and revising part of the process of writing, which are not represented in
the assessment framework; although, process does form a fairly large part of
the PoS. In the framework the following areas of writing are given prominence:
genre, narrative, dialogue, grammar, text structure, verbs, punctuation, spelling,
handwriting and these are all represented in the content of the Morgan
exemplification materials.

Coding related to verbs and tenses was the most prevalent in the Leigh
document, which is perhaps to be expected as verbs make up one of the
bulleted statements in the assessment framework within the at expected
standard: “use verb tenses consistently and correctly throughout their writing”
(STA, 2017a, p. 5). This is similarly the case for text structure, which is
mentioned as a separate bullet in the assessment standard relating to cohesion.
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Vocabulary is again a highly coded aspect of writing. Most of these references
within the exemplification document do tally with the statement in the at
expected standard; however, there are a few instances that more appropriately
match the PoS. As with the Morgan document, register is also highly coded,
suggesting that across all the at expected exemplification documents register is
an important concern; although, it is not explicitly referred to in the assessment
framework at this standard. The elements of the framework are all represented,
but as with Morgan, style/tone is present in the Leigh exemplification and not
presented in the assessment framework or the PoS.
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Figure 5.6: Top 20 codes by frequency: Morgan

NB: the frequency ranges from 0-20 on the graph
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Figure 5.7: Top 20 codes by frequency: Leigh

NB: the frequency ranges from 0-30 on the graph
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5.4.3 Working at greater depth: Frankie
Frankie is 34 pages long. Pages 7-22 were included in the coding. Writer’s
voice is indicated in the opening paragraph of the overview information as being
one of the main aspects that has allowed Frankie’s writing to be awarded
working at greater depth. The shifts in levels of formality across the collection of
writing is signalled several times in the overview and described in some detail,
enforcing the message that control of register is important in achieving the
highest standard in the assessment. The collection of writing includes a short
story, a fictional first-person description, a formal letter, a science explanation,
and a newspaper report and fictional diary extract based on class reading.

Forty-eight codes from the 10 different categories in the coding frame were
used. There were 227 coded units, which ranged in size from a word to a
sentence of the text. Table 5.22 shows the top twenty codes by frequency for
Frankie. Figure 5.8 shows this in graphical form. Coding relating to register is
the most frequent within the commentary of the Frankie exemplification
documents, which would be expected as the working at greater depth standard
is heavily dominated by concerns of register. References to verbs and tenses
also have a high amount of coverage in the document and although not
explicitly stated in the framework at this standard, are of principal concern in the
at expected standard. As the framework objectives are cumulative, it should be
expected that objectives from the at expected standard are also represented in
the commentaries. Clausal linking through the use of different types of
punctuation; references to sentences in terms of structure, type and
construction; coding relating to text structure, including paragraphing and
cohesion are all similarly coded for in terms of frequency and make up the
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remaining top five codes. These are all represented in the assessment
framework. Interestingly, however, is the presence in the Frankie content of
writer’s voice, which is not mentioned in the assessment framework, or the PoS,
suggesting that the commentary is drawing on features of writing that are not
evident in the statutory documents.

Table 5.22: Top 20 codes by frequency: Frankie
Code descriptor
Register
Verbs / Tenses
Clausal linking
Sentences
Text structure / Paragraphing
Vocabulary
General reference to punctuation
Writer's voice
Passive / Active
Parenthetical
General reference to spelling
Handwriting
General reference to genre
Pronouns
Reading writing link
Write effectively …
Narrative
Adverbials
Elaboration / Detail
Figurative language

Frequency of coded
unit
25
17
15
14
14
11
8
8
7
7
6
6
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
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Figure 5.8: Top 20 codes by frequency: Frankie

NB: the frequency ranges from 0-30 on the graph
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5.4.4 Thematic analysis of exemplification materials
Ivanic’s (2004) writing discourses and Jeffery’s (2009) assessment discourses
were used to interpret the coding of the exemplification materials thematically.
These discourses are: the skills mastery discourse, the creativity discourse, the
genre mastery discourse and the purpose discourse, which corresponds with
the social practices discourse. There is no assessment discourse related to the
socio-political discourse. An additional assessment discourse was devised by
me to correspond with the process discourse, called the process and realisation
discourse. Each coded unit in each of the exemplification documents was
mapped to one of the discourses. It would appear that across the
exemplification documents, considering them as one resource, all of the five
assessment discourses are represented to varying degrees (see Table 5.23).

The skills mastery discourse is represented in coding to the technical aspects of
writing, such as spelling, punctuation and handwriting. All of the documents
showed a higher proportion of references within the skills mastery discourse
than the other discourses. This is considered to be appropriate, as they were
devised to complement the assessment framework and the PoS, which both
show a construct of writing heavily dependent on skills. The working at
expected, Leigh, document had the largest number of statements within the
skills mastery discourse, with 237 coded units, this was also the highest
percentage with 86 per cent. The working at greater depth, Frankie, document
had the lowest percentage of skills references at 75 per cent. In contrast to the
PoS and the assessment framework, the creativity discourse is referenced
widely and is the second most coded discourse across the suite of
exemplification materials, with coding relating to writer’s voice, figurative
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language and style / tone, for example, being representations of this. Creativity
is, therefore, over-represented in the exemplification materials. The greatest
number of statements within the creativity discourse was found within the
working at greater depth, Frankie, document. This had double the number of
references compared with the other exemplification documents: working
towards, Dani, and at expected, Morgan and Leigh. This may suggest that,
within the constructs of writing represented by the PoS, assessment framework
and exemplification materials, creativity is only considered to be important when
writing reaches a higher level of development/achievement.

The genre mastery discourse is represented via the inclusion of different text
types and forms, which may be influential on pedagogical approaches as
teachers may give opportunities for writing that mirror those presented in the
exemplification documents. Other references related to specific text features,
such as the use of labelling and sub-heading. Although less influenced by a
process view of writing, the process and realisation discourse is shown through
references to planning, revising and editing, which are often made in the
overview pages of the commentaries. Process is under-represented in the
exemplification materials compared to the PoS; although, there is no mention of
process within the assessment framework. The inclusion of aspects of process
within the exemplification materials is at odds with the understanding by Ivanic
and Jeffery that it is an element of writing that cannot be assessed.

The social practices discourse of writing and the corresponding purposes
discourse is represented, for example, in the overview pages of the Morgan
document: “Purposeful tasks enable the pupil to demonstrate an awareness of
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the intended audience” (STA 2017, October, b, p. 7), but this could be
interpreted as being of minimum influence. The purposes/social practices
discourse is under-represented compared to the PoS. There was no evidence
of the sociopolitical discourse.

Taken as a set of documents used together, the exemplification commentaries
show a broader view of writing than that represented in the PoS and the
assessment framework. They also present a very clear concept of the
contextualisation of writing skills – showing each aspect and feature of writing
embedded in meaning: there is a sense in these documents of how the parts
contribute to the whole. This brings into question whether the skills mastery
discourse can be seen as quite so dominant when the skills and techniques in
question are related to authorial intent, effect on the reader and meaning
making.
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Table 5.23: Discourse representation (frequency) in the exemplification materials
Document

Total number Skills
of coded units

Creativity

Dani
Morgan
Leigh
Frankie
Total

252
211
275
227
965

15
17
17
31
80

202
169
237
171
779

Process
and
realisation
6
7
4
2
19

Genre

Purposes

Not
mapped

26
16
13
20
75

2
1
2
1
6

1
1
2
2
6

NB: Purposes in assessment relates to social practices in curriculum.
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5.4.5 Un-coded sections of text in the exemplification materials
It was interesting to see what content was un-coded in the exemplification
materials because there was no appropriate code in the coding frame. This
demonstrates there was content included in the exemplification materials that is
not referenced in the writing sections of the PoS or the assessment framework.
This comment from Leigh (italic in original, STA, 2017, October, c, p 21) is
indicative of the type of content that was un-coded:
The narrative climax in this penultimate paragraph is achieved, with
minimal explanation, through a sequence of fast-moving events. These
effectively combine dramatic description (Tap! Went the stick as it
accidently fell to the floor.) and comment (Should I risk my life by going to
another dimension he thought to his self?), showing the pupil's control of
grammatical structures for effect and awareness of the reader.
and shows how the coding frame designed for the content analysis of the
statutory documents was less effective at capturing the aspects of writing in the
exemplification materials. In this comment there is reference to the genre
specific feature of a narrative climax; although, a climax would not necessarily
be present in every narrative, so it could be assumed that the presence of this
climax had an effect on the reader (assessor) that justified its inclusion in the
commentary. The assessor makes reference to the ‘effective’ aspects of this
climax, which make it suitable for comment – fast pace, dramatic description
and control – however these are not unpicked further, leaving any teacher who
uses these exemplification materials for guidance to fill in the gaps. Is the fast
pace indicated by the short sentence and use of an exclamation mark? If so, it
would be more helpful to teachers to address this directly. Effect and awareness
of the reader are such vague terms and are criticised for subjective
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interpretation that they should really be delineated as much as possible for
assessments, so they can be measured consistently.

5.4.6 Match to statutory documents and discussion
When comparing the content of the exemplification materials to the assessment
and the PoS, it would appear that the exemplification materials cover all of the
objectives in the framework and also, across the suite, cover the majority of the
content of the PoS. The commentary in the exemplification documents follows
the PoS in that it separates comments as to whether they pertain to
composition, transcription, or grammar and punctuation; however, this
separation is not reflected in the assessment framework.

Page 4, in each of the documents, suggests that the different criteria statements
of the assessment framework should not be given the same weight: “some
evidence for the statement ‘use verb tenses consistently and correctly through
writing’ would be expected in almost all writing, whereas this would not always
be the case for ‘integrate dialogue in narratives …’”. There is no corresponding
explanation in the assessment framework document, where it is assumed that
each bullet is given equal weight. This could create differences in the
application of teacher assessment – those teachers who have used the
assessment framework without the accompanying exemplification materials
would be unaware of this consideration and, therefore, may treat each of the
statements in the framework as being equally weighted. This raises the
question as to which statements in the framework the teachers are supposed to
consider as being expected in all writing.
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It might be expected from the content of the PoS and the assessment
framework that the exemplification materials would simply identify features that
had been used in the writing without further explanation. For example, one
might expect that ‘modal verbs’ would just be identified in a piece of writing. The
exemplification commentary, however, goes beyond this to indicate how
features should be interpreted by the assessor, or what meaning they have in
the piece of writing: “Modal verbs successfully denote ability (can) and
possibility (should)” (italic in original; Leigh, STA, 2017, October, c, p 11). Note
here that the modal verbs are indicated as having been used successfully,
implying a standard judgement. Similarly, in the same piece of writing, brackets
have been identified, which one would expect, but the commentary goes further
and explains that they reveal “the pupil has an awareness of what the reader
may or may not know already” (ibid, p. 11). The links between the feature, or
aspect, of writing used and the meaning this portrays are numerous and used
across all the exemplification pieces: “The judicious choice of a comma
between the 2 clauses here gives additional weight to the second clause,
providing an effective climax” (Frankie, STA, 2017, October, d, p. 11) and
“Expanded noun phrases are used to great effect to describe both the scene
and the characters” (Dani, STA, 2017, October, a, p. 14). Links are also created
between different devices, showing how different features of writing work
together or build on each other and the effects these might have:
Appropriate choice of the passive verb form for different effects: the
passive form in the relative clause (which was filled with…) creates a
sense of formality in keeping with the ‘official looking people’, whereas
the past perfect passive form in the simile (looked like it had been hit by
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a bomb) effectively emphasises the impact of the tragedy on the family.
(italic in original; Frankie, STA, 2017, October, d, p. 20)

Reading through the commentaries, there are many references to the effect of
the writing on the reader, for example: “This ambitious narrative centres on a
special birthday gift and its apparent link to a mysterious figure, who may or
may not be Anabeth’s father, creating an element of uncertainty in the reader’s
mind as to whether he is alive or dead.” (Morgan, STA, 2017, October b, p. 8).
The writer is placed at the centre and authorial intent is given weight, both views
of writing and the writer that are not upheld in the PoS and the assessment
framework.
Morgan shares seemingly small details from the scene to help the reader
to picture what is happening and to share information about the
characters and their relationship without telling the reader explicitly. This
technique is used later in the story too (allowed her clear tears fall freely
down her cheeks). (ibid, p. 9).

As shown in the content analysis there is inclusion in the exemplification
commentaries of elements of writing that are not specifically mentioned in the
PoS or the assessment framework or are mentioned only in passing.
Elaboration/detail and style/tone are neither mentioned in the statutory
documents; although, it could be argued that the vague wording of the first and
third bullets of the at expected standard would allow for these elements to be
taken into consideration: “write effectively for a range of purposes and
audiences, selecting language that shows good awareness of the reader
…select vocabulary and grammatical structures that reflect what the writing
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requires, doing this mostly appropriately” (STA, 2017a, p. 5). These aspects of
writing do, however, feature significantly in the four exemplification documents.
There are 22 references to elaboration/detail across the four documents and 26
to style/tone, suggesting that these are important features worth commenting
on. Figurative language, mentioned once in the overview pages of the PoS
(DfE, 2013, p. 5), and not at all in the assessment standard, is referred to four
times in the Frankie document, suggesting that this is an important feature at
greater depth.

It would appear that the exemplification documents have more effectively
captured the recommendation of the Bew Review to focus teacher assessment
on composition. There is extensive commentary pointing to this aspect of writing
in the exemplification materials, but this is not reflected in the PoS or the
assessment framework. The exemplification materials demonstrate how the
different aspects of writing relate to the genre, or text type of the piece of
writing, and work together to create an effect on the reader. This element of an
understanding of the holistic nature of writing is lacking in the PoS and the
assessment framework, where writing could be criticised as being reduced to a
list of features.

The exemplification documents are recommended for use by teachers who are
not confident when assessing writing; however, they would be beneficial for
those teachers who feel they are confident as they do provide an illustration of
the potentially confusing qualifiers that are used in the assessment framework.
There is additional guidance within these documents that is not prevalent in the
framework document, which could mean that those teachers who do not refer to
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the exemplification materials may miss out on some important information
regarding how they make their judgements.

5.5

Summary

In this chapter, I have presented a comprehensive overview of the underlying
beliefs and values in the writing aspects of the English PoS at Key Stages 1 and
2, the assessment framework and the exemplification materials.

The content analysis, conducted deductively using a coding frame that
consisted of ten categories, showed the primacy of the technical skills of
grammar, handwriting and spelling within the PoS. There was some
understanding of the cognitive models of process and composition
demonstrated, although this presented writing as a linear process rather than
iterative. References to the writer and context were minimal. The assessment
framework split into three standard descriptions of working towards, at expected
and greater depth, presents a view of writing as cumulative where skills,
features and techniques build upon each other. Each standard, therefore,
presents a slightly different view of writing, with working towards being
predominantly concerned with genre, at expected building on this, while also
showing the importance of control of text and grammatical structures, and
greater depth having an interest in register. The exemplification materials show
the broadest concept of writing.

Using Ivanic’s broad discourses and adapting these along with Jeffery’s
discourses of assessment, I conducted a thematic analysis of the documents. In
the literature review, I present a complex view of writing as multi-layered and
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multi-faceted and in keeping with Ivanic’s assumption “any one [discourse]
without the others may be an impoverished view of writing” (2004, p. 241), it
could be said that the PoS and the assessment framework present different but
equally limiting views of writing. The thematic analysis showed a variety of
discourses at play within each document. This is to be expected as Ivanic
describes, “Actual instantiations of discourses are not always homogenous, but
are usually discoursally hybrid, drawing on two or more discourses” (p. 224). As
shown within the documents these discourses are not conflicting, but work “in
complex interanimation with one another” (p. 226). However, when comparing
documents, there is a disconnect between the dominance of discourses at play.
The PoS presents writing aligned to the skills and process discourses. The
assessment framework is dominated by the genre mastery and skills mastery
assessment discourses. The four exemplification documents showed the largest
variety and range of content, demonstrating a broad construct of writing that is
linked to meaning making. The content and thematic analysis demonstrate that
there is representation of each of the assessment discourses.

The complexity of writing and, as shown in previous chapters, the competing
theories and understandings of writing, suggest that any curriculum and
assessment that are used as a proxy for achievement should encompass as
wide a view as possible of a writer’s skills, techniques and knowledge. This
“cumulative and combinatory nature of writing” lauded by Troia et al (2016, p.
129) is not represented in the PoS or the framework. Criticism of the National
Curriculum (DfE, 2013) and the writing assessment by Bearne (2017) and Wyse
and Torgerson (2017) suggested that these two statutory documents have
failed to capture the broad construct of writing, especially in areas such as
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creativity, and instead present a narrow, restrictive and overly technical
construct of writing. It seems these criticisms are borne out by the content and
thematic analysis. It is recommended, and could be seen as more appropriate,
that each of the different discourses of writing are given representation and
equal weight in the documents (as writing is presented more fully in the
exemplification materials). This may involve reframing the PoS objectives and
the assessment standards statements within more creative and socially oriented
discourses.

When examining the alignment of the documents, it appears that they are not
well aligned in terms of content. The criterion of categorical concurrence
between the curriculum and the assessment is not met as the same content
does not appear in both documents and there is an inconsistency in the
discourses of writing represented. The range of knowledge alignment is also
low showing that the assessment does not cover the content of the curriculum
sufficiently. The exemplification materials could be seen to be in conflict with the
construct of writing presented in either, or both, of the PoS and the assessment
framework, especially where the exemplification documents reveal and explain
elements of writing not contained within the statutory documents, whereas the
PoS and the assessment framework seem to be more concerned about
knowledge and a skills-based definition of writing. This misalignment, the limited
views of writing offered by both of the statutory documents, and the conflicting
constructs that they represent compared to that represented in the
exemplification materials, may lead to varied assessment practices within
schools and varied interpretations of the documents by teachers, which in turn
may lead to an assessment that suffers from lack of reliability and validity.
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CHAPTER 6: Teacher constructs of writing and writing achievement

Findings pertaining to principal research question 2, “how is writing
achievement conceptualised by teachers?” are presented in this chapter. Each
teacher’s views and perspectives on the construct of writing are outlined and
discussed. The findings draw on a thematic analysis of the content of the
teacher interviews using Ivanic’s (2004) six discourses. The different discourses
provide an insight into the teachers' conceptualisation of the construct of writing
and writing achievement. Within these discourses the features of good writing
manifested differently for each teacher, this is discussed in section 6.2.
Following this, is an analysis of the background and influencing factors on
teachers’ understandings of good writing. Alignment with the constructs
presented in the PoS and the assessment framework is discussed. Finally, an
analysis of the teachers’ understandings of the assessment framework is
outlined.

6.1

Profiles of each teacher

In the sections that follow, I present the profiles of each of the 10 teachers who
participated in the research, according to Ivanic’s discourses of writing (2004).
These vignettes draw on what the teachers felt were qualities of good writing,
how they perceived writing, how they responded to the assessment in broad
terms and how they approached writing in their classrooms – all these aspects
showed the different discourses that the teachers were working within.

6.1.1 Angela
Angela is the Key Stage 2 literacy lead in a much larger than average three248

form-entry school in a small town in rural Devon. She is also an assessment
moderator employed by the local council. Angela’s career in teaching started as
a secondary music teacher, before moving to primary as a music specialist after
ten years. Saying that she “loved language at school”, her interest in primary
literacy developed over the 13 years of primary teaching, eight of which have
been spent in Year 6.

The creativity discourse figured most highly in the content of Angela’s interview.
When speaking explicitly about what makes good writing, Angela made a link
between reading and writing: “good writers are generally good reader as well”,
“they’ve read a lot” and “they’ve gone off and written … based on the content of
the book”. Other references emphasised the place of language and its effects,
which Angela thought contributed to an interesting style of writing: “manipulate
their style … so the same tone doesn’t come out”. The writer having an
understanding of a reader’s needs and engagement for the reader was also a
feature that was prominent in Angela’s talk, which was evident in her use of
emotive words such as “enthuse” and “empathise”. Pedagogical understanding
of writing also fell into the creativity discourse: “It is all to do with imagination
and pulling and drawing on links between ideas and having a love of language”.
This was emphasised later in the interview when Angela suggested that good
writing was the product of a teacher who has “a passion for language”.

The skills discourse also featured when Angela was speaking; although,
statements were mostly general in content. Many of the comments that fell into
the skills discourse were about text structure, with Angela pointing to
paragraphs and linking of ideas as markers of good writing. Angela also
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referred to children not spending sufficient time on skills: “they don’t have the
focus on their writing skills sufficiently”, and also made comments about
structure and punctuation. Another comment about skills was linked to language
use: “expand it by using thesaurus and finding vocabulary you want”.

Personal preference was seen to influence the understanding of good writing
that Angela had, although, within this there was a wider understanding that
other readers may find good quality in the types of reading she did not enjoy,
suggesting an awareness of a wider community of literacy, which would fit into
the social practices discourse. This discourse was also represented in Angela’s
pedagogical approaches, when she talked about cross-curricular writing.
References to the genre and process discourses were also referred to, but
these made up very little of the content. These statements were particularly tied
to pedagogy, when talking about the types of writing that the children did, and
that Angela did some planning in some of her lessons.

6.1.2 Claire
Claire has been teaching for approximately 25 years, but this is her first time
teaching in Year 6 “in a long time”. She started her career with a Bachelor of
Education in Music and has been working part-time in the same school since
then. Until teaching English recently, Claire had been responsible for teaching
just mathematics and music in the school. Apart from a course on verbs, Claire
has not had any further CPD training to prepare her for teaching literacy in Year
6 under the new curriculum and assessment arrangements. The one-form-entry
school that Claire works in is in a small seaside town in Devon and she works
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alongside another teacher in Year 6 who is the literacy coordinator in the
school.

Claire emphasised the creativity discourse all the way through the interview,
and it was by far the most referenced aspect of writing. When speaking
explicitly about what she considered to be good writing, the creation of
interesting writing: “power words, words that are interesting”, and writer’s voice:
“it has to be the children’s own words”, were the most prominent features. When
asked the question: “Writer’s voice for you would be one of the most important
aspects of writing?” her response was emphatic: “Absolutely, absolutely,
absolutely!” The creativity discourse was also evident when she was talking
through the assessment framework, as she pointed out “For me in narratives
the language is really important and the description is really important”. It was
important to her that creative writing and children’s voice should be recognised,
and she was disappointed that this was not the case in the assessment:
As a creative person, my biggest worry is that we knock the creativity out
… For me, the creativeness and children being able to write their words
– being able to write what they want to say is more appropriate for their
English moving on (bold used to show Claire’s stress on a particular
word).

Interestingly, the creativity discourse seemed to be held in combination with the
genre discourse when it came to the teaching of writing. Although, here it is
clear that the use of “Our” and “we” indicates a whole-school approach rather
than a personal approach.
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It should be about making children enthuse so when they leave they
want to continue … Our different types of writing are pulled out for what’s
appropriate to write about. Vikings in the first term – we did a newspaper
report, a recount, a story, some instructions - all based on what they’d
made at Forest School, the story was based on the Viking legends.

There was some evidence that Claire also positioned herself within the skills
discourse, with an importance given to spelling, punctuation and grammar: “the
writing has to make sense” and handwriting: “Handwriting is important too. A
neat style that is easy to use is important”. Claire also referred to the
importance of the feedback and editing part of writing process that would fit into
the process discourse: “You need to have time with the children. Reading their
writing, what they need to do next, what they can do to make it better.” There
was also evidence of the sociopolitical discourse (underlined text) when
speaking negatively about the SPaG test:
Interviewer: Does that impact negatively on the writing?
Claire: Yes. When you tell the children to pass this test they need to
know what the past progressive means you’re taking away their voice
completely.

However, what was much clearer than even the dominance of the creativity
discourse was an indication of an antipathy to particular skills, especially when it
came to grammar, punctuation and spelling. Several times during the interview
Claire made clear her resentment of the amount of time she had to spend
teaching grammar, that grammar knowledge was not continued in secondary
school, that grammar knowledge was not applied, and the primacy of spelling in
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both the teacher assessment and the grammar test, which then washed back
into her teaching. In general terms she felt that the grammar being taught
through the curriculum in primary schools was beyond the development of the
child and she felt that this was detrimental to their enjoyment of writing.

6.1.3 Sarah
Sarah is the deputy head, special educational needs co-ordinator and literacy
co-ordinator of a one-form-entry urban school on the outskirts of Leeds city
centre. She has been teaching for about 30 years and in Year 6 for the past five
years, after attending teacher training college following completion of O levels.
She shares the teaching of English with a colleague, who takes the class for
one morning a week.

The creativity discourse was the most prominent in Sarah’s discussion.
Teaching in writing was linked to topic work, with good examples of writing used
as a benchmark for the children in her class to aim for. These examples of
writing were drawn from a number of different sources and children were
“immersed” and then given a choice as to what they wanted to write, suggesting
an importance placed on the role of writer’s voice: “I’ll give them the chance to
choose what they want to see what they do, a newspaper report, or a narrative
or whatever, but we’ll see what they come up with”. When talking about what
constitutes good writing, Sarah referred to a number of features that would fall
into the creativity discourse, such as interest for the reader and style of writing
through the use of vocabulary. Again, the importance of writer’s voice was clear:
“You want to feel like the child is … it comes out of that word … immersed …
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knows enough and can communicate enough through their writing to hold the
reader’s interest”.

The skills, process and genre discourses were all fairly equally represented in
Sarah’s understanding of good writing. When talking about good writers, Sarah
recognised that: “It’s only the better writers who will talk about sentence
structure, tenses etc”, suggesting that the skills discourse was prominent in her
understanding. She also talked about “flow” and that good writing was made
clear for the reader through the use of grammar and punctuation: “Those
technical things need to maintain clarity. If you’re not putting full stop, capital
letters, commas, there’s ambiguity around that. There has to be enough of the
technical stuff for it to be clear and be able to communicate to the reader”. The
process discourse was evident in the way Sarah set up her writing lessons, with
an emphasis placed on the planning and editing aspects of the process of
writing: “We do planning, they write and then we do editing. I think in terms of
what’s worked – it definitely works to spend more time on planning. There’s
been a tendency to move too quickly to the writing. Next year we need to spend
even more time on planning”. The link to topic work and different types of writing
suggests a strong influence of genre on Sarah’s teaching approaches, with all
children having writing experience of the same text-type: “We’ve all done a nonchron [non-chronological report]”. Elements of genre were found to be difficult
for some children to grasp: “Children struggle with … particularly when
differentiating genre, newspaper reports for example. They want to write as a
narrative rather than getting that newspaper style”.
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6.1.4 Simon
Simon has been teaching for 22 years in the same school after graduating with
a Bachelor of Education in middle years. This was his seventh year in this
current stint in Year 6. He has responsibility for mathematics, physical
education, teacher workload, and teaching and learning in a one-form-entry,
suburban school situated in a small town in Merseyside.

The creativity discourse was the most prominent in Simon’s interview; although,
the skills discourse also featured heavily when Simon was talking about writing.
The intertwining of these two themes in writing was evident when Simon talked
about the use of a scheme of work that incorporated both creativity and skills,
with efforts to ensure his pedagogy included creativity as well as the features
mentioned in the assessment criteria. The creativity discourse was evident in
Simon’s teaching approach of linking writing to reading, especially the use of
popular narratives as a stimulus. He expressed dissatisfaction that creative
elements were missing from the assessment framework: “When push comes to
shove the school gets rated on this [assessment framework] but there’s no
criteria for flair, or expansive vocab, or anything”. The creative aspect of “flair”
was mentioned several times and coupled with a “personal style” as indicators
of good writing. For Simon, this was manifested through “interesting vocabulary”
and “figurative language”.

Simon was clear that skills also played a role: “Sentence structure, grammatical
structure, vocabulary, good use of punctuation, makes a good piece of writing”.
However, contrary to this, Simon showed an extreme antipathy to spelling and
handwriting skills when talking about writing, especially in the context of the
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assessment: “This one is bizarre [spelling criteria in the assessment framework
at expected standard]. This is just ridiculous to be fair …The handwriting one …
I still … I don’t think if you’re not an amazing handwriter, it shouldn’t stop you
being an amazing writer”.

6 .1 .5 T in a
Tina started her working life in insurance, but after a few years decided to go
into teaching after doing a BA in Education. She teaches in a two-form-entry
village school in County Durham. Tina has responsibility for history and spelling
and grammar across the school, and shares responsibility for writing with the
deputy head. After spending most of her teaching career in Reception, she
recently moved to Year 6.

All but the sociopolitical discourse were evident in Tina’s conception of good
writing, though by far the most prominent was the creativity discourse. Creativity
was described by Tina as something that is natural and innate, rather than
something that can be taught and specified. She used a variety of stimuli in her
teaching, such as films and photographs: “We just showed them lots of different
pictures … opened it up to a brainstorm”. The creativity discourse was also
represented when Tina spoke about her response to good writing. When
reading children’s work, she looked for writing that engaged and interested her,
especially through the use of humour. Tina often looked for a “hook” that would
“grab me to go I want to read more”.

The skills discourse and process discourse were equally represented in Tina’s
construct. The skills discourse was most evidently represented in Tina’s
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teaching, where she had developed a pedagogical approach of teaching
discrete grammatical aspects through the use of PowerPoint presentations for
15 minutes, three or four times a week. On the other hand, handwriting as a skill
was not considered to be at all important by Tina, which she felt should be
removed from the assessment criteria: “I’d take the handwriting out, without a
shadow of a doubt. If you can read their writing, then it should be acceptable”.

Tina spent a lot of time on editing writing with her class, using a peer review
system and offering feedback, suggesting that elements of process are
important to Tina’s understanding of good writing. However, this understanding
of good writing was inverted when it came to children writing for the
assessment, as Tina explained that writing for the assessment was done
without any planning or editing:
Interviewer: Are you building in planning and editing within that?
Tina: Not for that one. We wanted it to be a complete one off. This is
what they’ve done.

In her pedagogical approaches there was also evidence of the social practices
discourse, with the children in her class writing texts for other year groups and
cross-curricular. There was also mention of different text types such as adverts
and non-chronological reports, suggesting reference to the genre discourse.

6.1.6 Louise
Louise is an experienced teacher, both in terms of classroom teaching and her
involvement with literacy. She has been a teacher for 16 years and a Year 6
teacher for many years, taking on the additional role of lead writing moderator
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for Blackpool council and literacy lead in an academy chain. Currently, Louise
works in Year 6 in a one-and-a-half-form-entry city school in Blackpool. She is
on secondment for one year to improve literacy standards within the school.
Louise went back to university as a mature student and did a Bachelor of
Education.

Louise mentioned three aspects of writing in her very brief explicit summary: “I
think good writing reflects its purpose, engages the reader by use of vocab and
punctuation”, which would see her as representing the genre, creativity and
skills discourses. In the rest of the interview, the creativity discourse was
dominant. For Louise, the link between reading and writing was “massive”, as
shown by her understanding that children who read well and read a lot were
better writers: “for some the reading isn’t there. They need to be able to read to
be a good writer”. This was also demonstrated in her efforts to improve reading
ability in the school, seeing this as a direct path to improving children’s writing:
“If the child is a reader, they’ll take a lot of what they read and use it in their own
writing. Reading comes before writing and we’ve not nailed reading yet. I think
that’s the problem”. The importance of creativity was also evident when Louise
talked about elements of writing that she thought were missing from the
assessment framework: “I think composition and effect is really important and
the stylistic features of writing needs bringing back. It needs to be more explicit.
Children need to be able to be more creative with their writing”.

The process discourse also featured heavily in Louise’s conception of writing.
This was most evident when Louise was talking about her approach to writing in
the classroom, where she used a model of planning as a whole class through
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word banks and collection of ideas, teacher model writing, drafting, editing and
improving. Much of the editing was done through peer review, with the children
given questions to ask each other, such as “Start with what have you forgotten?
Can you make this word better?”.

The third most prevalent discourse in Louise’s conceptions of good writing was
the genre discourse. One of the aspects of good writing that Louise talked about
was that it reflected its purpose and she spent a lot of time when teaching
focussing on different types of texts and their features. Aside from the skills
discourse mentioned explicitly in Louise’s statement of good writing, she also
followed a pedagogical approach that separated grammar and punctuation out
for discrete teaching sessions, expecting that this knowledge would then be
applied in writing pieces. However, when talking about what she considers as
important when assessing writing, Louise felt that handwriting should not be
included: “If you can read their writing, then it should be acceptable. It shouldn’t
be the case that if a child can’t join they’re not at the expected standard”.

6.1.7 Grace
Grace has currently been in Year 6 for the last four years but has been teaching
Year 6 on-and-off for approximately 11 years. She has been in teaching for 20
years after studying for a BA in secondary English, switching to 7-11-year olds
in her final year. Having been a literacy co-ordinator in her previous school, she
now shadows this role in a one-form-entry school in a small town in Greater
Manchester.
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Use of language in the form of adventurous vocabulary and a “wealth of ideas”
were both markers of good writing for Grace and show her to be positioned
mainly within the creativity discourse. This was enforced by her feeling that
authorial voice was an important feature: “you hear the voice coming through”,
especially those she considered to be writing at a higher ability. Grace also
spoke often about the link between reading and writing, suggesting that the best
writers were so because they are “phenomenal readers” and embedded the
teaching of writing within the teaching of reading: “They have to have had
experience of reading a flyer before they can write one”. The mentioning of text
type shows the presence of the genre discourse in Grace’s views. Several other
text types and their features were mentioned in the course of the interview,
suggesting Grace felt these were important: “I’d look again for those openers. Is
there a fiction hook?”. These were often tied together with the idea that better
writers would have knowledge of the audience and purpose, and again authorial
voice: “In a diary it’s a character, in a letter of complaint can I hear that
customer complaining to me?”.

The skills discourse was also heavily represented. Grace identified a piece of
work as being good by stating that the “punctuation is bob on [accurate]”, but
talked mostly about the flow of writing, saying of one boy’s work in her class “his
work was brilliant. It flowed beautifully”. This idea of flow was expanded by
Grace pointing out features in good writing such as the link between points of
information. Grace stated: “but that sense of cohesion, how it hangs together,
first and foremost is what makes a writer. Without that … everything really is
just so secondary”. Elements of process played an important role in Grace’s
pedagogy, placing her within the process discourse. Her teaching was routinely
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split into three phases with a week on reading and research, a second week on
planning and drafting and a third week on writing final pieces. She explained
that this approach was informed by her belief that: “better writers spend longer
thinking and then when they write it’s much more fluid”.

6.1.8 Clive
Clive went to university as a mature student to study for a BEd in Mathematics.
He is responsible for computing in a two-form-entry school on the outskirts of
Sheffield. He has been in teaching for about 22 years, with 17 of those years in
Year 6 in different schools.

By far the most dominant discourse in Clive’s concept of writing was the
creativity discourse. Throughout the interview there was a sense of
dissatisfaction over what he considered to be missing elements of the
assessment, aligned to aspects of creativity. Clive felt the assessment meant
writing opportunities became overly prescribed and felt that the criteria should
be looser so that “Children are free to write”. When asked what he believed
were the essential aspects missing from the assessment, he responded: “Some
credit for style and content. It doesn’t seem to have any value … Composition
and effect. That’s what seems to me to have been lost.” Clive also felt that
effect on the reader should also be a part of the evidence for writing
achievement. This affinity to the creativity discourse also ran through Clive’s
pedagogical approaches, where writing was very much linked to reading and
topic themes. When talking about the features of good writing, Clive mentioned
sentence structure and text structure as positive aspects, suggesting the
presence of the skills discourse. Clive also talked about the need to make sure
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children were prepared for the types of writing they would encounter when they
moved up to secondary school and spoke of the assessment having the effect
of forcing particular types of writing that might not be natural, suggesting a
positioning within the social practices discourse.

6.1.9 Todd
Todd works in the same school as Clive and is the phase leader of the junior
school, responsible for Year 6 strategy; although, he said that in reality he
shares that responsibility with Clive. Todd also went to university as a mature
student and studied for a degree in environmental studies and education. He
has been teaching for 23 years, with 10 years in Year 6. I interviewed him
during his last week in the school, as he prepared to go to a new school in the
next academic year. He chose his own pseudonym.

All but the sociopolitical discourse were evident in Todd’s conception of good
writing, though the most prominent was the skills discourse. Todd’s pedagogical
approach was specified, and he followed the same process for each piece of
writing. The children were taught to write paragraph by paragraph – planning
the content of each paragraph in terms of VCOP: Vocabulary, Connectives,
Openers and Punctuation, as Todd explained: “whereby you’ll show the type of
language you’ll be using, the type of openers, the punctuation in which type of
sentences”. This concept of writing as skills based meant that Todd often
separated out aspects of grammar and punctuation that he expected to see in
their written texts as a marker of their achievement: “It might be integrating
dialogue or semi-colons, or it might be noun phrases, prepositional phrases.
There will be some element that they know must be in the finished product”.
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When talking about good writing, Todd mentioned flow, sentence structure and
writing that was “controlled and precise when it needs to be controlled”.

When teaching writing, Todd was less interested in getting to a finished piece of
writing than he was in exploring the process and many steps that go into the
crafting: “when we start with the plan … the plan is really important”, suggesting
the importance of a process view of writing and an affinity to the process
discourse. The paragraph by paragraph process was lengthy, with the
generation of all the specific aspects of each paragraph being ultimately
important: “we’ll go through that. We partner mark it and teacher mark it”, before
this was then drafted and “uplevelled” – children would work together with
reference to the assessment criteria to see how they could make their piece of
writing better (in terms of the assessment criteria): “so we might only do one
paragraph a morning and we’re trying to get a draft and up-level and redraft”.
The finished product was not always the ultimate goal:
Interviewer: There’s a lot of process there before you get to the finished
product.
Todd: If we get to the finished product.

The creativity discourse was less evident in Todd’s beliefs about good writing
but was somewhat realised through his pedagogical approach of reading
stimulating texts, using artwork, hot-seating and doing drama activities before
the process of writing began. When explaining features of writing achievement,
Todd referred to both the pupil’s own voice coming through in their writing, the
writer’s language choices and the need for the reader to enjoy what they are
reading.
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Reference to the social practices discourse was made when Todd talked about
the gendered aspects of writing, suggesting that girls who wrote well were more
likely to write in a more figurative way: “really flowery – two adjectives for every
noun”, but that this showed a lack of understanding of a wider audience,
especially those people who may prefer a more minimalist style of writing. He
believed that the assessment framework allowed for a wider understanding of
what might be considered good writing, rather than just crediting “lots of girls
who would write lovely long flowery sentences but they’re writing them for
themselves really”. Talking about these aspects of writing also meant that Todd
positioned himself within the genre discourse as he believed an understanding
of the audience to be essential. For writing to be good he thought that there
needed to be an understanding of the genre: “if you’re writing a letter this is
what you must have in a letter”. The genre discourse was the least evident,
with Todd making general reference to the need for an understanding of the
specific features of genre and audience.

6.1.10 Cynthia
Cynthia was also interviewed in her last week of employment in the school,
leaving to take retirement. She worked in a large, almost three-form-entry
primary in Exeter city. She had responsibility as the Key Stage 2 phase leader,
on the leadership, mathematics and English teams and as the art co-ordinator.
After qualifying in secondary art and design teaching, supply teaching work in
primary schools led her to work in primary. She has been in Year 6 for four
years, but with Year 6 several times over the last 26 years of her teaching
career. Cynthia shares the literacy teaching with another teacher, who delivers
one lesson on spelling and a second lesson on reading comprehension.
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By far the most prominent discourse identifiable in Cynthia’s discussion was the
creativity discourse. Teaching was linked to topic work and a central reading
text, such as using My Secret War Diary by Flossie Albright in history to
generate letter writing, diary writing and narrative forms of writing. This whole
text reading was supplemented with films, drama activities and artwork, which
was consciously implemented to engage the children in the class. This, Cynthia
believed, led to writing that would engage the reader by taking them on an
interesting journey.

When discussing the features of good writing that are portrayed in the
assessment, Cynthia showed an alignment to the social practices discourse by
suggesting that some writing skills were more important for real life than others:
“if they want to go on to be novelist then being able to do those is great if you’re
going to be an author, but not as important in terms of the life skills they need”.
There was an idea that writing should be purposeful. There was also an
indication that good writing varied depending on the text type, suggesting some
affinity to the genre discourse. The skills discourse could only be identified in
one sentence that Cynthia spoke, which revealed the notion of conciseness and
clarity as features of good writing.

6.1.11 Summary
The majority of the teachers showed alignment most strongly with the creativity
discourse, which could be seen as a value judgment that they are placing on
writing and their own identity. Although all but one of the teachers aligned more
with a creativity discourse, this was by no means manifested in the same way
for each teacher. All the teachers were mixed in their opinions and spoke of
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elements of writing that could be attributed to more than one discourse;
although, there was evidence that a dominant discourse could be established.
This is consistent with other research on teacher judgements (McCarthey,
Woodard & Kang, 2014) and this alignment to several discourses is not seen as
unusual:
I would not expect an individual teacher of writing to fit neatly into a
single ‘row’ on the matrix. The personal approach of most teachers is
eclectic: in a single lesson or series of lessons they may draw on two or
more discourses of writing and learning to write, incorporating two or
more approaches …however, it may be possible to recognise a dominant
discourse. (Ivanic, 2004, p. 226)
Sarah, for example, worked within a topic with a variety of stimulating resources
suggesting an alignment to the creativity discourse, but within this her
pedagogical approach was associated to the genre discourse, where
sometimes the features of texts were more important than the creative aspects
of writing. This shows a cross-over between the creativity discourse and the
genre discourse, where both elements are influencing each other. In Angela’s
talk, writing skills were often linked to “meaning making” rather than as discrete
features that children were expected to master separately, suggesting perhaps
an overlap between the skills and creativity discourses. Simon, although more
prominently associated with the creativity discourse attempted in his
pedagogical approach to knit this together with the skills discourse.
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6.2

Features of writing achievement

A horizontal, thematic analysis was also conducted on the interview data, using
NVivo. As the teachers’ conceptions of good writing aligned to numerous
discourses, it was important to understand whether these different discourses
manifested themselves through different aspects and features of writing
achievement. Inductive coding was used as the method of defining the recurring
aspects and features of writing achievement in the teachers’ responses,
according to each discourse. There was a variety of qualities of good writing
and good writers within each discourse. The resultant coding frame consisted of
five categories with a varying number of codes within each category. The
categories were: (1) Creative features, (2) Technical aspects, (3) Text features,
(4) Wider aspects, and (5) Background and influencing factors. Each of the
categories, and the criteria nested within it, is outlined and discussed in more
detail below and gives an insight into what factors of achievement are important
in teachers' constructs of writing. Presented in each table is the code descriptor
that was used throughout the coding process in NVivo, the number of teachers
who referred to this aspect of writing in their interview, the number of times this
feature was referenced overall, and verbatim examples. The examples are not
exhaustive but aim to give a sample of what may have been coded. The
examples have been selected randomly as being illustrative.

6.2.1 Qualities of creativity
There were seven features that teachers mentioned as markers of writing
achievement that could be considered as aligning with the creativity discourse,
that are shown in Table 6.1. The most frequently occurring representations of
the creativity discourse were to do with language use, which were important for
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eight of the 10 teachers. For many teachers’ good language was described
through the use of “effective”, “expansive”, “nice and adventurous” and
“interesting” vocabulary. There were several different expressions of the view
that this was about the writer making choices for effect. A couple of teachers felt
that this was coupled with a “having a love of language” in a demonstration of
writing proficiency.

Eight teachers also felt that creating interest for the reader was a defining
aspect of good writing. This was often described generally as “making their
writing more interesting”, and “is enjoyable to read”; although, a few teachers
evoked an emotional aspect within this, with one teacher talking about how the
writing should “enthuse as many people as possible”. Writers of higher ability
were differentiated by being able to make their readers “read it and go wow”.

Through imagery, one teacher emphasised the impact that good writing has on
the reader: “it can hook the reader in and take the reader on a journey” and
another teacher spoke specifically about the use of humour. For the majority of
the teachers, being able to write “creatively” and with “imagination” was very
important. Good writers were understood to show “flair” in their writing,
especially those working at greater depth. For one teacher this was expressed
as a child showing “that wealth of ideas”.
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Table 6.1: Creative features of good writing
Coding descriptor Number of
teachers
language

8

Overall
number of
references
23

Typical verbatim
statements
I think you have to have a
passion for language
using fabulous language

creates interest
for the reader

imagination

voice

effect / style /
tone
general
statement
multimodal

8

6

5

5

15

13

the vocab and language
choices
It’s got to be interesting
for the reader.
To grab me to go I want
to read more.
It is all to do with
imagination

15

at greater depth there
was a flair to it
There’s a personal style.

10

It has to be the children’s
own words.
there’s a lot around style

3

4

1

1

and set the tone
They should be writing
creatively.
I know it’s not about
writing but just as a piece
I’d expect them to want to
add a few pictures or
draw a diagram. Look for
a different way to present
their info.

Teachers also revealed that children who were able to “manipulate their style”
so that they were able to “draw on different effects … so the same tone doesn’t
come out all the time” were seen as better writers. There was some
consternation that this did not seem to be included in the assessment as an
indicator of writing achievement:
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Interviewer: What are the essential things that are missing from this
assessment?
Clive: Some credit for style and content. It doesn’t seem to have any
value …

Other teachers valued writing that had a “personal style”, or authentic voice: “in
their voice is most important”, and one teacher felt that good writing should
encompass some form of multimodality. Three teachers referred to creativity in
general terms as an indicator of good writing.

6.2.2 Technical aspects of writing
Four teachers made general statements about the writing making sense or
showing the skills of writing in some way. There were 11 other features that
teachers mentioned as markers of writing achievement that could be considered
as aligning with the skills discourse, that are shown in Table 6.2. Punctuation as
a feature was mentioned in general terms by seven of the teachers, as a means
of preventing ambiguity. Good writing was seen to have “good use of
punctuation” and show “a range of punctuation”. Specific mention was made of
the use of capital letters and commas.

Specific comments about text structure were made by six teachers. Again,
these comments were fairly general in content: “Our ideas have to be
organised”, with many teachers referring to composition and flow: “You want to
feel when you read it that it flows”. One teacher described text structure as how
a piece of writing “hangs together”. Others related it to the linking of ideas within
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a text: “There needs to be some links to these points” and for two teachers the
use of paragraphs was important.

Table 6.2: Technical features of good writing
Coding descriptor

Number of
teachers

punctuation
text structure

7
6

Overall
number of
references
13
15

sentence structure
clarity

6
4

11
12

grammar
general statement

4
4

8
4

linked ideas

3

4

spelling

3

4

paragraphs

2

3

handwriting

2

2

meaning making

2

2

use resource

1

1

Typical verbatim
statements
The punctuation is bob on.
It flowed beautifully
you do need composition
The sentence structure …
accuracy of writing
it communicates concisely
what is required,
accurately and concisely
grammatical structure
but the underlying stuff is
correct
pulling and drawing on
links between ideas
Good spelling is of course
important
How they structure the
paragraphs
Handwriting is important
too. A neat style that is
easy to use is important.
it should be trying to show
the things we are doing in
that grammar
Expand it by using
thesaurus and finding
vocab you want.

Six teachers talked about sentence structure as an indicator of achievement in
writing: “in which type of sentences …”, with one teacher talking about multiclause sentences. This was often mentioned alongside clarity and accuracy of
writing, that showed some degree of control: “Those technical things need to
maintain clarity. If you’re not putting full stop, capital letters, commas, there’s
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ambiguity around that. There has to be enough of the technical stuff for it to be
clear”. Choosing grammar related features was important for four teachers.
Within this two of the teachers made very general comments: You do need
some grammar”, but two made explicit reference to particular grammar features:
pronouns, noun phrases, adverbials, the passive, dialogue, and verb tenses.
For two of these teachers though showing skill in grammar was not important in
and of itself unless it was linked to meaning: “grammar is for the purpose of
meaning making” (Angela) and “it should be trying to show the things we are
doing in that grammar” (Claire). These comments are not about the rules of
grammar but are about an understanding of how language works and how
grammar can be used to create meaning. To an extent these comments reflect
how the teaching of grammar was changing in the schools I visited. Many of the
teachers I spoke to were moving away from discrete grammar teaching to meet
the needs of the test and were taking or planning to take more embedded
grammar approaches. Good writing was seen as including correct spelling by
two teachers and the same teachers mentioned handwriting. For one teacher
using a thesaurus was also important.

6.2.3 Features of the text
The genre approach was highly prevalent in classroom teaching; in fact, most
teachers followed a rather conventional genre approach to teaching writing.
This could indicate that some schools and teachers have not moved away from
the genre approach to teaching writing that was heavily influenced by the
Literacy Strategy (DfEE, 1998) (see Literature Review Chapter) and may
suggest they are keeping hold of aspects of the construct of writing that make
sense to them practically: “Then get them to engage with identifying the
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features obviously. How do we know … there’s use of apostrophes and
colloquialisms and that kind of thing.” As Grace mentioned when talking about
the assessment: “Although we’re supposedly moving away from the genre”, it
seems that text type and the features of texts are something that teachers are
familiar with and find useful as an aspect of writing that helps them differentiate
levels of writing achievement. Related to this was the idea of punctuation being
genre dependent, which was mentioned by one teacher. When discussing
different forms of writing, she mentioned that she would expect to see different
types of punctuation in a narrative, for example, than an information text. These
features of good writing mentioned by teachers are shown in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Features of the text found in good writing
Coding descriptor

Number of
teachers

general statement

6

Overall
number of
references
12

audience and
purpose
text features

5

13

3

6

type of text

2

3

Typical verbatim statements

We look for a range of
genres to start with
You do have to understand
genre
It’s about audience really.
A section would be genre
specific, so if you’re writing
a letter this is what you must
have in a letter.
have they narrative, have
they got fiction/non-fiction?

This reliance of genre was implicit in their understanding of good writing as
children were expected to be able to write in a variety of forms, narrative, poetry
and non-fiction, to be regarded as accomplished. For example, the statement by
Sarah “We’ve all done a non-chron[ological report]” indicated that this was
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taught but also a text type that was expected to be completed proficiently for the
assessment. Adherence to form was also seen as an example of good writing:
“Newspaper reports for example they want to write as a narrative rather than
getting that newspaper style”; although this was more often expressed in
general terms: “showing the different types of structure for the different genre”.
Audience and purpose were considered to be an important aspect of writing
achievement by five teachers. This was described in general terms with one
teacher referring only to purpose, one teacher referring only to audience, while
the other two spoke about both: “That purpose tells me they’re mindful of their
audience”. One teacher expressed this as being able to “communicate with the
reader”, another took this even further by declaring that writers should be able
to “empathise with their reader”. Three teachers mentioned specific text
features in their interview, as potential indicators or examples of what they
would consider to be good writing. All three of these teachers mentioned letters
as a text type and that within that they would be looking for formal language.
One teacher spoke of looking for “a fiction hook”.

6.2.4 Wider aspects of literacy
When considering features of good writing, the teachers did not pay much heed
to the broader concept of literacy. Although they gave opportunities in their
classroom teaching for children to write texts that had a wider audience and
purpose, these considerations were not evident when they were talking about
the features of good writing. For example, teachers did not mention that children
should include a piece of ‘real-life’ writing in their portfolios for assessment.
Coded statements that were seen as referring to a social practices or purpose
driven understanding of achievement are shown in Table 6.4.
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Three teachers spoke of how good writing could be cross-curricular, drawing on
other subject areas such as maths. One teacher spoke about how what he
valued in writing was given more importance in the assessment framework, so
the type of writing that he enjoyed, or that he thought was good was also
rewarded. He associated this type of writing with boys.
Interviewer: In some ways the assessment framework has improved
writing?
Todd: It’s not improved writing, but it’s given people like me, and how I
write, more kudos. It’s given the children who write precisely, in clipped
tones, minimalists if you like, but very effective minimalists as good a
chance of hitting the same targets. Or even a better chance now, as the
kids who just like writing for themselves. I think a lot … I don’t want to
say little girls … but it’s true. Culturally, there’s lots of girls who would
write lovely long flowery sentences but they’re writing them for
themselves really.

Table 6.4: Wider features of writing achievement
Coding descriptor

Number of
teachers

cross-curricular

3

Overall
number of
references
3

gender
social goal

1
1

1
1

Typical verbatim
statements
They have to show that
they can use all these
skills across the
curriculum.
see full quote below
see full quote below

One teacher spoke of the wider purpose that writing should have: “It can teach
you something. I’m always learning – I like that about the information texts” and
saw this as a marker of better writers.
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6.2.5 Background and influencing factors
There were many aspects of the teaching, assessment and understanding of
writing mentioned by teachers that did not fit neatly into any discourse. It was
often difficult to untangle specific text and linguistic features, or markers of
achievement from wider aspects of the construct, or qualities that might be
associated with the writer. Inductive coding was again used as the method of
analysis to try to untangle the many background and influencing factors that
affected the teachers’ understanding of good writing. These were categorised
into personal factors, pedagogical issues, social and political considerations and
other influences (see Table 6.5).

Table 6.5: Background and influencing factors
Personal factors

Pedagogical influences

Social and political
considerations
Other

natural writing
teacher experience
personal opinion
bias
love of language
non-standard speech
link read/writing
topic based
grammar teaching
children’s enjoyment
process
s-p considerations
anti-skills
progress
effort
independence

Personal factors
There were six different background influences on the understanding of good
writing that could be categorised to personal factors: the concept of natural
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writing, the teachers’ experience, personal opinion, bias, love of language, and
the influence of non-Standard speech on writing proficiency.

Comments coded as ‘natural’ related to the idea, held by half of the teachers,
that some children were innately better at writing and that there were more
natural ways of writing: “Are we forcing particular things in writing that aren’t
necessarily natural for some children?”. Better writers were seen as having
some sort of natural ability that distinguished them from other children and this
was not necessarily captured in the assessment criteria: “They may have the
objectives ticked off here, but they still haven’t quite become those natural
sounding writers”. It was a fairly common idea that there is a moment when
writing becomes intuitive and children move from being developing writers to
being just writers.

The amount of experience that a teacher had was clearly very important for
some teachers. Four teachers referred to their experience when talking about
how confident they felt about assessing writing and determining what good
writing is. For one teacher this manifested itself as a lack of confidence coupled
with her perception that she had little experience in this area: “My opinions are
based on not having much recent experience”. She expressed that she: “didn’t
want my books letting her down” and worked very closely with the other Year 6
teacher in the school.

Having a love of language was felt to impact positively on an understanding of
good writing by three teachers, both pedagogically and as an aid in the
assessment of writing: “I personally have a love of language and so I try to
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make sure that examples that I’ve given them are very gripping”. Four teachers
were aware that their own preferences influenced their concept of good writing:
“Sometimes it gets flowery and over the top. Some of those exemplar pieces
and you go that does not impress me. But I don’t like books like that, so it’s very
much a personal thing”. Although the teachers made it clear that they did not
necessarily look for similar qualities in students’ writing: “I know I’ve got a
particular style and I like reading particular things and that doesn’t necessarily
mean things I don’t like reading are not good quality”.

One teacher was aware that when she was considering good writing, she
introduced a degree of bias based on her information about the children, but
was taking steps to control or mitigate this:
We’re trying to make [the assessment of writing a collegiate process]
because you come with so much baggage about your own children, it’s
better to have someone else looking. We can be like “oh look at what
they’ve done, look at what they were like before, they’ve done so well,
please make them it [greater depth]!
For two teachers their pupils’ non-Standard speech usage at home was
negatively reflected in their ability in writing in school:
Interviewer: You mentioned a few links there to spoken language. Do you
think that affects their writing considerably?
Louise: Yes. Particularly … it’s been my experience in the North. You
hear the children and as a teacher I don’t always correct it. If you’re in
the flow of a conversation I don’t always correct it, but it does come
through in their writing.
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Pedagogical influences
There were many different background influences on the understanding of good
writing that could be categorised to pedagogical factors: the link between
reading and writing, topic-based approaches and immersion, the teaching of
grammar, children’s enjoyment and the amount of writing, and the process of
writing.

Straddling the creativity and genre discourses was an understanding of the link
between being a good writer and being a good reader, which was made by four
teachers: “good writers are generally good readers as well” and this obviously
influenced what they considered to be a good piece of writing: “If the child is a
reader, they’ll take a lot of what they read and use it in their own writing. … You
can tell the children who read”. Teachers expressed that higher achieving
writers were generally better “because they are phenomenal readers”. This was
reflected in classroom practice by teachers embedding writing and reading, with
many writing opportunities linked to books that had been read as a whole class
“the story was very tightly based on a Jackie Morris story” and texts being used
as models:
Interviewer: Giving them the opportunities to read before they write?
Grace: That’s right. They have to have had experience of reading a flyer
before they can write one.

The link between reading and writing could also be seen in comments referring
to topic work and immersion. Nine of the ten teachers linked their pedagogical
approaches in writing to topic work, which they felt gave the children varied
opportunities and the ability to demonstrate their achievement. One teacher
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described how they worked in themes: “The whole school has a theme every
term or half term. All of our writing comes from that”. The theme in the first term
had been the Vikings and from that the class had produced a newspaper report,
a recount, a story, and instructions. Another teacher described how they had
provided writing opportunities based on a topic of the Second World War:
We’ve a two-year rolling programme on history and geography so it
varies. This year we did Flossie Albright’s diary – written by a child during
the war, which is a really attractive book that the kids loved. We used
that as a stimulus. We watched Carrie’s War as well, so they’re getting a
perception of what it’s like to be a child from slightly different scenarios to
embrace the situation.
This was coupled with an attempt to provide immersive experiences by five
teachers, either through reading whole texts, analysing the features of good
examples of writing: “We do immersion, look at lots of examples, we go through
and annotate it: why is this a good example; why is this not a good piece of
writing; what could be better”, or investigating the topic from many angles, e.g.
through the use of film, role play and art. Alongside this affinity to a topic-based,
immersive experience where children would be analysing good quality texts was
an idea that children should not be “forced” to write inauthentically.

The influence of reading on writing was uniformly viewed as a positive one and
was repeatedly expressed in many of the teachers’ interviews, signalling their
belief in the symbiotic relationship between reading and writing. Inherent in this
was an understanding that children learned about writing from reading
experiences. The relationship between reading and writing is not an area of
concern within this thesis, but it seems obvious from these teachers’ comments
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that they hold dominant beliefs that the impact of reading on writing is huge.
This perhaps leads to a suggestion that the relationship between reading and
writing needs to be reinforced in a curriculum.

For many of these teachers, grammar was best integrated through an
embedded approach, offering a holistic view of writing. On the other hand, five
teachers took the approach of separate grammar teaching, arguably as a direct
response to the grammar test; although, correspondingly there were
opportunities for children to use their new grammar knowledge in their writing:
Interviewer: Are you embedding grammar or are you teaching grammar
separately?
Louise: We teach separately and then we give them the opportunity to
use it.

Children’s enjoyment of writing was seen as a factor that contributed to their
achievement. Teachers often saw their role as being one of engaging the
children: “To inspire them usually” and motivating them to write. One teacher
spoke of the need for “creative, interesting English lessons” as an opportunity
for instilling a love of English and therefore producing better writers. This was
coupled with the expectation that lots of writing would be happening in the
classroom. As one teacher explained:
I don’t mind what we write as long as we write. It’s that idea of picking up
a pencil; let’s build a word bank. It might just be words that we write, it
might be sentences. Or a story, a letter. Opportunities for writing.
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Only one teacher explicitly mentioned the process of writing as an aspect of
assessment “…acknowledging writing is a process more than this does. Writing
isn’t just the finished product”, suggesting that process is also considered a
feature of good writing by this teacher. However, the processes of writing were
referred to quite often as a background influence; pedagogically many of the
teachers aligned to the process discourse. Four teachers suggested that
planning was an important aspect of writing: “when we start with the plan … the
plan is really important” and better writers were seen to be those who planned
more thoroughly: “I find the better writers spend longer thinking and then when
they write it’s much more fluid”. Three teachers spoke about the importance of
the teacher modelling what would be considered good writing, so that the
children had a good example to follow. Editing was considered to be important
by three teachers and was also seen to link with better writing. One teacher
spoke of how the school was trying to improve the editing skills as:
The children will edit, but they see it as punctuation and spelling. It’s only
the better writers who will talk about sentence structure, tenses etc, but
we need to push that more. It’s a lack of knowing how to improve it.

Feedback was also seen as being important in being able to improve writing.
Teachers spoke of both direct teacher feedback and peer feedback. There was
some discussion about how the use of feedback had changed since the
introduction of the teacher assessment. Where previously, teachers had been
encouraged to mark work, giving qualitative written feedback on pieces of
writing, the current pedagogical approach included more verbal and peer
feedback. This was explained as being a response to the need for children to
show how they had worked independently. The concept of time played an
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important part in teachers’ notions of process. The lack of time was seen as an
important influence on the amount of planning, editing and feedback that was
undertaken in writing sessions: “You need to have time with the children.
Reading their writing, what they need to do next, what they can do to make it
better”.

Social and political considerations
The socio-political discourse was only referenced once across all the interviews,
suggesting perhaps that teachers pay little attention to the power (in)balances
of writing experiences and the social, political and historical influences on
writing achievement. The one teacher who made the statement referenced this
discourse in response to the grammar test at KS2, suggesting that the
assessment model represented to her a political imposition on writing:
Interviewer: Does that impact negatively on the writing?
Claire: Yes. When you’re tell the children to pass this test they need to
know what the past progressive means you’re taking away their voice
completely.
Assessment is considered antithetical to the sociopolitical discourse;
resentment of the grammar test was highly evident in this teacher’s opinions,
possibly suggesting that the assessment model at KS2 has had an impact on
the teacher’s understanding of the construct of writing. In this statement the
teacher was bemoaning the damage to the position of children’s voice in writing,
which she saw as a result of the assessment.

Related to pedagogical issues was what could be seen as an anti-skills rhetoric
in the construct of writing achievement for many of the teachers, which could
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arguably be seen as a backlash against the current assessment model of
teacher assessment and a separate SPaG test. Five of the teachers made
statements that could be regarded as encompassing an anti-skills feeling. As
mentioned earlier, Claire was the most vociferous in this opinion. She talked
about the inappropriacy of teaching some of the grammar, punctuation and
spelling content of the PoS to primary school children, particularly the grammar
terminology. The fact that a lot of this content was tested separately in the
grammar test was, for Claire, pointless as “these children have their head full of
language that there isn’t any point to unless it’s going to be used. I don’t think
you should be doing a test that doesn’t include it in the writing that they’re
doing”. Spelling in particular was mentioned by three of the teachers, who felt
that having a list of words that children are expected to use in their writing was
not appropriate and did not match with their definitions of spelling achievement
in the context of writing:
This one is bizarre [spelling bullet]. This is just ridiculous to be fair. We’ve
been getting around it by having the word list up and me saying “I don’t
care how you put it in, one of these words has got to be in that piece of
work and it’s got to be spelt right!” I just find it bizarre. I think it’d be better
if they said, “key words are spelt correctly”. There could be scope for
some errors with ambitious vocab and word strings.

For three teachers, handwriting as a marker of good writing was also mentioned
as inappropriate: “The handwriting one … I still … I don’t think if you’re not an
amazing handwriter, it shouldn’t stop you being an amazing writer”. This antiskills belief manifested itself in a resentment towards the teaching of grammar,
spelling and punctuation, with teachers carrying this over into their opinions of
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good writing – where some teacher mentioned that spelling and handwriting
were not important as indicators of achievement. It seems possible that
handwriting is seen negatively as these teachers are focussed on the
decorative and presentation aspects but fail to show knowledge of the place of
fluency and automaticity, which is important in writing achievement.

Other background influences
There were three other background influences on the understanding of good
writing that were coded: progress, effort and independence. In the current
assessment criteria, the writing submitted for assessment must be independent:
“A pupil’s writing which teachers use to make judgements must be produced
independently” (STA 2017a, p. 5). Four teachers mentioned independent writing
in their interviews, and this was seen to impact on what they considered to be
good writing and disrupted their pedagogical approaches. For Tina, this meant
that writing that was going to be included in the assessment was taken out of its
process, therefore no planning or editing took place and there was no feedback
from the teacher. In Tina’s classroom, two types of writing were happening:
writing for the assessment and ‘normal’ classroom writing. This dual idea of
good writing was also reflected in Clive’s classroom: “We do big write here
which is independent. We use that for the assessment and we do one of those
every couple of weeks” and echoed in Louise’s: “so that we’re not telling them
what they need to be putting in”. This was reflected in Claire’s understanding of
good writing when doing the judgment task, when she asked whether I could be
sure the writing had been produced independently.
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Interviewer: I’d like you now to apply the framework to two pieces of
writing from the same child. One is a diary and one is information. Talk
me through things you would pull out, how you would use the framework.
Claire: Before we start that how do you know this piece is totally
independent.
Interviewer: We’re taking it as read that this is unsupported writing.
This possibly highlights a disconnect between good writing as situated in the
context of normal classroom practice and good writing as interpreted by the
assessment. Teachers’ understandings of writing achievement could therefore
be situationally bound.

Throughout the interview, Louise expressed a strong belief in recognising the
amount of effort that children put into their writing when talking about what she
though was good writing. She was the only teacher to express this core value,
which was reflected in what she said:
I think as long as they’ve given it their best shot … you know as a
teacher how much effort they’ve put into it. That needs rewarding, so it
encourages them to write more. … I could give an outsider’s view, but
you don’t know how much effort that child has put in.
Four teachers also expressed that progress was one of their guiding principles
in understanding writing achievement. Three of the teachers felt that the
progress a child had made in writing should form a part of the evaluation of their
achievement.
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6.2.6 Summary
It is evident from the interviews and this analysis that the teachers valued and
gave credence to aspects of writing that are associated with the writer
themselves and extraneous factors. These were often suggested to be as
important, and sometimes more important, than the quality of the writing itself.
The teachers demonstrated a variety of views about what constitutes good
writing, which seemed to be bound up and influenced by several background
factors. This indicates that teachers are drawing on a wide construct of writing
that is influenced by many factors and it could be argued there is a lack of
shared understanding of writing achievement. Cremin and Oliver’s (2017)
systematic review of studies researching teacher conceptions also highlighted
this variance in teachers’ views. Teachers were found to frequently associate
writing with creativity and express beliefs about writing being an innate talent,
as many of these teachers did. There was a lack of overt references that could
be matched to the socio-political discourse, but there was plenty of evidence of
disagreement with, or critique of, policy which manifested in an anti-skills
discourse

6.3

Teachers’ interpretations of the assessment criteria

This section discusses how teachers navigate and interpret the assessment
framework (STA, 2017a). As outlined in the Methodology Chapter, each
bulleted criterion was analysed separately across the teachers. The findings,
therefore, draw on horizontal inductive coding of the teacher responses from the
elicitation exercise, which was principally conducted to look for similarities and
differences in interpretation. The findings are presented for each standard
separately, followed by a section concerning the coding that was captured in the
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‘other’ category. Evidence is used to answer research question 2d: how are the
assessment frameworks interpreted by teachers? and gives an insight into
where there may be tensions between the teachers’ constructs of writing and
their explanations of the standards.

Bullet 1: write effectively for a range of purposes and audiences, selecting
language that shows good awareness of the reader (e.g. the use of the first
person in a diary; direct address in instructions and persuasive writing)
Nine of the ten teachers responded to this criterion with an attempt to explain
their understandings. There was a fairly consistent interpretation of this bullet
point, suggesting that teachers had a common understanding of the content of
this standard. The main way of explaining was to use text types or genre: “It
might be leaflets, instructions, stories, poetry, letters, diary” (Claire) along with
specific text features as examples: “If it doesn’t have some of the key features,
such as headlines, subheadings, then I wouldn’t tick that off” (Simon). Todd was
the only teacher who did not mention text types or features. There was an
extensive list of different text types mentioned across the teachers: diary,
science poster, instructions, leaflets, stories, poetry, letters, newspaper report,
radio advert, information, chronological report, non-chronological report,
persuasion, balanced argument, discussion and recount. This is encouraging as
it implies that teachers would include a range of text types in their writing
teaching, thus opening up opportunities for children to experience different
types of writing, and that they would include various pieces within their
assessment. This shows a different view of genre to the rather general and
limited view portrayed in the National Curriculum English PoS (DfE, 2013)
(explained in Chapter 5) and may be influenced by previous iterations of the
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national curriculum, especially the Literacy Strategy (DfEE, 1998), which had a
heavy genre focus.

Language was seen as being a choice depending on the type of text or the style
of writing: “it’s making sure they’re using the right style and formality for the
genre they’ve got” (Sarah) and was linked to formality by half of the teachers: “if
it’s a non-chronological report it should be more formal than if they’re writing a
narrative story” (Louise), “making sure they can differ their levels of formality
depending on who they’re writing for” (Angela). Interestingly, formality is not
specifically introduced until the greater depth standard. This suggests a fluidity
of understanding of the assessment framework, one consequence of which may
be that teachers are expecting shifts in formality to be embedded at the at
expected standard; therefore, there is the potential that work could be undergraded. For three teachers, language was understood as word choice: “Word
choices that are age appropriate and genre specific at times” (Todd), which
perhaps shows a limited view of language in this context.

Audience was mentioned by seven of the teachers, though this was often
expressed as a general understanding: “depending on who they’re writing for”
(Angela). The only specific audience referred to was a younger child, with most
of the teachers referring to an anonymous “reader”. Only three of the teachers
tried to explain what might be meant by the word effectively, with both linking
the word to the ability to communicate: “when we say write effectively – writing’s
communication – it’s communicating effectively” (Sarah). The vagueness of the
wording was mentioned by both Angela and Clive: “I find that one a woolly one
to be honest”, with Angela using extra guidance materials from external
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advisors. The implication here is that some teachers may feel ill-equipped to
carry out the assessment and may need to draw on additional resources.

Bullet 2: in narratives, describe settings, characters and atmosphere
Eight of the teachers responded to this criterion, however, this information was
interpreted inconsistently, which could demonstrate an insecurity in knowledge
about what markers of achievement are to be found in ‘good’ narrative writing.
Five of the teachers explicitly referred to story writing and one teacher referred
to writing a recount. Of the three components of narrative outlined in the
standard, six teachers referred to character, five to atmosphere and four to the
setting. The reader of a story being able to visualise a character and understand
their personality was important for two teachers. For a further two teachers this
was also seen as a developmental marker, with those children working below
the standard able to describe the physical aspects of a character using
adjectives, but those at expected standard or greater depth able to leave clues
for the reader. Both atmosphere and setting were linked to language, with Claire
suggesting that a child would have to use “great language” and “language is
really important”. For three teachers, use of language that was “figurative” and
“gripping” was the most important way of achieving this criterion in a piece of
writing; one teacher linked this to imagination and engagement. Two teachers
felt this standard was about cohesion and consistency for the reader, which
could be achieved by “getting the sequence in order” (Tina). The two teachers
in the school in Sheffield, Clive and Todd gave a grammatical interpretation of
this criterion. Both mentioned noun phrases, whereas Todd also mentioned
sentence structure, subordinate clauses and the use of adjectives. This
inconsistency of interpretation and the different markers of achievement that
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teachers referred to may have implications for teachers assessing narratives in
very different ways – some may be prioritising language as a marker of
achievement, whereas others may focus solely on grammatical choices. These
understandings of narrative may impact on pedagogical approaches to story
writing. In the case of Todd, for example, referring back to his dislike of flowery
language (outlined earlier in this chapter) when reading stories written by the
children in his class and his focus here on grammatical structure, there is the
potential for him to show bias in his assessment.

Bullet 3: integrate dialogue in narratives to convey character and advance the
action
Eight teachers gave their interpretation of this standard, with two mentioning
that this was difficult for the children in their class to achieve. There was
evidence that teachers saw this as an important developmental aspect in
writing, with children moving from writing conversations between people, “a lot
of dialogue that doesn’t take you anywhere”, to control and mastery shown
when they could use dialogue more creatively as a way to “move the story on”.
It was this idea of advancing the action that was the marker of achievement for
the majority of the teachers and in this there was consistency of interpretation.
This understanding was demonstrated by Simon when he gave a concrete
example of class work:
we did a big piece based on the Disney version of “The Lion, the Witch
and the Wardrobe” where there was a bomb shelter scene. The whole
action was done through dialogue: “Run this way”, “Come away from the
window”, that sort of thing. That’s what we’d be looking for, for that.
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A few of the teachers mentioned speech and associated punctuation, which
they felt needed to be correct for children to meet this standard. One teacher
felt that this criterion was restrictive as it did not allow achievement in the form
of using quotes in a balanced argument, or other forms of speech to be valued.
Another teacher showed a misunderstanding of dialogue and had taught her
class to write monologues. There is potential for teachers to be disgruntled here
with the assessment standard as it pays no attention to other forms of speech
and for children to miss out on achieving as it presents a very narrow view of
competency in using forms of speech. This tension may again have an impact
on teaching opportunities, as teachers may introduce the children in their class
to the forms of dialogue mentioned in the standard and not to other forms of
speech. Additionally, there is an issue that in the working towards criteria there
is no mention of any forms of speech, so there is no clear developmental path
for teachers to hang onto for their assessment.

Bullet 4: select vocabulary and grammatical structures that reflect what the
writing requires, doing this mostly appropriately (e.g. using contracted forms in
dialogues in narrative; using passive verbs to affect how information is
presented; using modal verbs to suggest degrees of possibility)
This criterion was interpreted inconsistently by the eight teachers who
responded, even though it was felt to be one of the most important of the
standards. Two of the respondents felt that the wording of the standard was
“very vague” or difficult to unpick. This inconsistency of interpretation was
explained by a couple of the teachers, who suggested that there is a greater
reliance on the teacher’s own knowledge about genre and grammatical
structures and features that are not explicitly exemplified. A link between genre
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and the choice of vocabulary and specific grammatical techniques was made by
three teachers. This was thought to impact on any understanding of the
standard as any teacher would have to have a good knowledge of genre before
understanding what language or grammatical structures may be appropriate: “It
assumes that you understand which grammatical structures go with which
genres” (Angela). Seven of the teachers attempted to explain some or all of the
examples in brackets, but only two spoke about additional grammatical
structures and features, and this was in very general terms.

Five of the teachers did refer to the vocabulary part of the criterion. Those
teachers that did refer to the vocabulary part of the standard spoke most often
about vocabulary being linked to the child’s language background: “They’ve got
to come from having that wealth of vocab” (Tina) and a child’s ‘natural’ use of
language. This was coupled with the suggestion that the vocabulary and
spellings that children were expected to use and learn in Year 6 to attain the
expected standard was not age appropriate: “you’ve selected the vocabulary
but who … there’s a spelling list for year 5/6, but what is age appropriate
vocabulary?”. Three of the teachers made reference to the grammar test while
talking about this bullet point, explaining that a lot of the learning that took place
to enable children to achieve in the grammar test was also expected to be
transferred into their writing as evidence for this standard.

Bullet 5: use a range of devices to build cohesion (e.g. conjunctions, adverbials
of time and place, pronouns, synonyms) within and across paragraphs
Five teachers commented on this standard in the assessment framework, with
three of those mentioning that it is difficult: “they’ve struggled a little” (Sarah);
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“This one is quite a tricky one” (Tina). All the teachers made a direct link to
teaching with the understanding that this was a feature of writing that needed to
be explained and demonstrated to children: “we’ve spent more time on this
bullet this year than all the others” (Simon); “they need to be taught that”
(Louise); although, this was not universally seen as a positive aspect except by
Todd who confessed: “that’s one I do like to teach to”, because he saw this as a
useful tool for writers to play with. His response to this does imply that teachers
are more comfortable with the content of some of the standards over others and
that these may chime with their internal constructs. There were contradictory
understandings from two teachers, one who saw cohesion as a developmental
marker and one who thought this was not an appropriate marker of
achievement. None of the teachers attempted to explain paragraphs, and while
all of the teachers referred to the cohesive devices mentioned in the standard
(conjunctions, adverbials of time and place, pronouns, synonyms) there was
also no attempt to explain what these meant; there was also no reference by
any of the teachers to any other cohesive features. Two teachers fell back on
using the term ‘flow’ as an indicator of their understanding. These insights into
teacher descriptions of cohesion show a lack of a rounded understanding about
what cohesion entails, thus these teachers may rely on only the specific
features mentioned in the standard when they do their assessments.

Bullet 6: use verb tenses consistently and correctly throughout their writing
Of the seven teachers that commented on this standard, two teachers felt that
this was difficult for their children to attain. Four teachers made a link between
the child’s achievement and their knowledge of spoken standard English. These
teachers recognised a regional or familial influence on the type of English
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spoken, which affected written work: “If you read the children’s work in this part
of the world it would be was/were and is/are because that’s how they speak”
(Todd). Because of this, there was a feeling from three of the teachers that this
was something that needed to be taught specifically: “They need to be taught
and corrected on that a lot” (Louise); whereas, Todd, despite his recognition of
regional variations in spoken language, felt that this was something that children
understood “naturally” so there was no need to teach it. Only one teacher
mentioned specific tenses: “we will look for simple past and past progressive”
and there was no other attempt to explain the different tenses by the other
teachers. It is difficult to conclude from the responses given whether the
interpretation was consistent or not, but the teachers gave the impression that it
was straightforward. The different tenses are not exemplified in the assessment
standard, but they are in the PoS, so it can be assumed that teachers are
familiar with the different tenses.

Bullet 7: use the range of punctuation taught at key stage 2 mostly correctly
(e.g. inverted commas and other punctuation to indicate direct speech)
The eight teachers who responded to this criterion mentioned semi-colons and
colons most frequently. This may partly be in response to the change in
standard between the interim and final version of the framework; the interim
version specified punctuation that needed to be included to award at expected
standard. This change and subsequent confusion surrounding this was
mentioned by three teachers and indicated negative feelings towards the
criterion. Other comments that showed an antipathy to this standard concerned
its perceived conflict with creativity: “As a creative person, my biggest worry is
that we knock the creativity out” (Claire), conflict with cohesion: “We’ve lost a bit
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of the cohesion because of wanting to focus on the punctuation” (Sarah) and
conflict with the process of writing:
I’ve got some who when they get into a few paragraphs they don’t put
any punctuation in. What’s coming out is good and I know they can
punctuate but they have to slow down. They want to get it out. It’s hard
as a child. All these ideas in your head. Some of them need ages to write
(Tina).
To ensure that the children they were teaching were able to meet the standard
three of the teachers took a systematic and regimented approach to their
teaching: “You’ll just say: in this paragraph we are going to use this, so that they
can show that they can use it” (Todd), often using a tick sheet approach:
Simon: We’ve separated out ours on our sheet. The kids can see all of
the ones they need to do, which is what it was previously [in the interim
framework]. … it’s easier for the kids to see when they’re all separated
out. For target setting it’s easy to say, “your semi-colon use hasn’t been
right over these past two or three pieces so we’ve got to get it nailed”.
Whereas that [Bullet 7] as an objective doesn’t, so we’ve had to separate
it all out.
Interviewer: In terms of the children knowing the assessment they need
to be reaching… what they need is something to grasp onto?
Simon: Yes. It’s easier for target setting. It’s easier when reviewing a
piece of work, or a couple of pieces, they can see there’s nothing been
ticked off in that box for a couple of pieces, so it becomes a target. If you
just ticked that they’re using a range, you don’t know within that which
ones they’re using well or not.
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However, this translated itself into a feature spotting approach when talking
about how they might assess this in pieces of work. There’s a serious
implication here that both the teaching and assessment of punctuation becomes
about error spotting or feature spotting, with writing being contrived to show all
the different punctuation marks, rather than using punctuation in a more
meaningful way:
We just laugh, we’re laughing at ourselves… We’re getting them to check
things off the checklist – have you used a hyphen … you can see you’ve
fed it in. We don’t know what else to do with it because they’re the
hoops. If you don’t then the children won’t get expected. It’s very difficult
to move away from using a checklist if someone else is going to use it on
your work (Sarah).
The pressure to demonstrate the full range of punctuation was felt by the other
teachers, but despite this some felt more able to take a more measured
approach and this was reflected in their expectations of achievement: “I don’t
think they should put a colon in if they don’t need one, or an exclamation mark
just for the sake of using an exclamation mark” (Louise).

Bullet 8: spell correctly most words from the year 5 / year 6 spelling list, and use
a dictionary to check the spelling of uncommon or more ambitious vocabulary
There was a substantial negative reaction to the content of this standard from
the seven teachers that commented. These comments ranged from a direct
antipathy to the criterion: “This one is bizarre. This is just ridiculous to be fair”
(Simon) to acknowledgement that this was a difficult standard for children to
achieve: “I think they are really very tricky” (Tina). There were lots of different
reasons for why this was the case. Four teachers talked about the need to
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contrive writing to enable children to demonstrate the words from the spelling
list: “We’re trying to manufacture situations to the point where we say … which
of these 5/6 words would be appropriate to fit, that would work in there?”
(Cynthia). Two teachers spoke of their confusion about the use of dictionaries if
children were supposed to be showing spelling knowledge independently: “the
assessment says they have to spell them but then you get advice they should
use a dictionary to spell” (Sarah) and confusion about the specific weakness
clause within the framework. Other teachers spoke about how they felt the
words included in the spelling list for years 5 and 6 were inappropriate for
children of that age: “if you look at some of those, they don’t use them in their
language” (Cynthia); “some of those are totally inappropriate for a child of 11 to
put in a creative piece of writing. Some of those I wouldn’t use myself” (Claire).
For two teachers issues around spelling were conflated with similar issues that
they had with the SPaG test:
When I saw the spelling test this year. What! How they chose some of
those words. Number 20: inconceivable. How many rules have to be
applied to spell that word? How many times has a year 6 child used that
word? I thought they were really unfair (Tina).
Two teachers recommended that the criterion for spelling should be amended to
recognise spelling patterns rather than particular words.

Bullet 9: maintain legibility in joined handwriting when writing at speed.
Five of the six teachers responded to this criterion with negative feelings. For
the majority of the teachers there was an understanding that, by Year 6, most
children were unable to change their handwriting, either because they already
had a set style or because they were experimental:
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Interviewer: By the time they get to yr6 the handwriting is set?
Simon: You’re not going to change it. They experiment quite a bit. They
slant, they try big, small…
and to ensure that children were able to write in a certain style handwriting style
and practice would need to be introduced much lower down the school:
This is interesting because the school my children go to all do beautiful
joined handwriting. I could pick up my daughter’s book and someone
else’s book and I wouldn’t know the difference. They practice from very
young. I thought wow! (Tina).
This resulted in a feeling that this standard was unfair for some children,
particularly for boys:
You really want to read what he writes, but his handwriting has been a
battle all year because it’s already so entrenched … he has to unlearn it
to learn continuous cursive, which they decided to introduce halfway
through the year in the school. That brings you into the realm of this child
does all of this [points to the criteria at expected standard] and does it
really, really well, but if I can’t make sure his handwriting is easily legible
then you could argue he’s not there. Well he’s way above that [expected]
and that is the biggest problem with this (Cynthia).
Despite these explanations there was an understanding from two teachers that
poor handwriting may act as a barrier for the reader and that automaticity
(speed) may need to be achieved by Year 6. However, the teachers argued that
this should not form a part of an assessment as content was valued over
presentation. Todd expressed confusion about the need to join the handwriting,
thinking that this was not necessary, even though stated. Joined handwriting
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was not a requirement in the interim framework, which is maybe where this
confusion stems from.

6.3.1 Overview interpretations of the assessment framework
There are several instances within the responses to these criteria where
teachers have shown some confusion as to the interpretation of the content of
the bullet, or that they have misrepresented content by referring to features of
assessment that are from the previous iteration of the framework and from the
higher or lower standards of achievement. It could be inferred from this that
external messages and information, perhaps from previous moderation
sessions, have influenced teachers’ understandings of the framework and the
standard, and that this continues even after the standard has changed.
Unfortunately, this research does not have the scope to investigate moderation
practices and its impact on assessment; there is, however, a report by Ofqual
(Cuff, 2019) that investigates this situation.

In conjunction with this, there was also some confusion over the specific
weakness clause that was introduced in the 2017 framework. The wording in
the assessment framework is included in the guidance for teachers.
A pupil’s writing should meet all of the statements within the standard at
which they are judged. However, teachers can use their discretion to
ensure that, on occasion, a particular weakness does not prevent an
accurate judgement being made of a pupil’s attainment overall. A
teacher’s professional judgement about whether the pupil has met the
standard overall takes precedence. This approach applies to English
writing only. A particular weakness could relate to a part or the whole of
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a statement (or statements), if there is good reason to judge that it would
prevent an accurate judgement being made. (STA, 2017a, p. 5).
The four teachers who referred to this in their interviews showed different
interpretations of how this might be applied. Angela, for example talked about
one boy who was struggling with punctuation: “punctuation was non-existent to
start with”, but she felt that as she could “prove he’s made huge progress” and
that he met all the other criteria within at expected standard, so his punctuation
was a demonstration of a particular weakness. Simon and Claire mentioned
weakness with reference to spelling, suggesting they would make use of it for
children who were poor spellers. This idea fits in with their previous anti-skills
rhetoric (outlined earlier in this chapter), where it might be expected they would
try to subvert the assessment in this area. Grace spoke three times about the
particular weakness during different points in the interview. It was obviously a
source of concern and confusion for her and she suggested the need for a
process where any teacher submitting a particular weakness would have it
verified:
These suggested scenarios to illustrate particular weaknesses – it tells
you what the child can do – look how woolly this is! Class tests show she
can spell some but not most… she tackles some of the words … she
rarely misspells mnemonics … there’s many words on lists that she
continues to spell incorrectly both in tests and writing … [reads from
moderation guidance materials] Right! Ok! Is that a particular weakness
or not?! That is a bit confusing. If it’s confusing to me how confusing is it
to someone in their first year in year 6? If they’re bringing this in, this
particular weakness, they need someone responsible for saying whether
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it is a particular weakness. What does it exactly look like? Does that
qualify. It needs to be someone to actually say that.
This was closely tied to her perception that there were teachers who gamed the
system: “So is that get-out clause that all those teachers can use? … If people
can use it to boost results they will”. Claire, Sarah, Simon, Todd and Cynthia
also spoke about this concept of gaming the system, suggesting that the
concept of assessment was contrary to the values they hold about teaching.

Many of the teachers gave general interpretations of the criteria, Tina however
often offered concrete examples of work done in class as her explanation of
what an aspect of the criteria might mean: “We did atmosphere through Alma.
It’s a short 5 min video about a little girl, with no narration. She gets transported
into a doll’s body. It’s all figurative and imaginative language”. This shows a
close link for her between the assessment and pedagogy, with her whole year
of teaching linked to the assessment to provide enough opportunities for the
children in her class. Some teachers tailored particular lessons to suit the
assessment criteria and provide specific opportunities to demonstrate
techniques (see Simon, Bullet 3: dialogue). Where the criteria have examples in
brackets it was evident that teachers focussed on these examples to the
detriment of other devices and features. Recalling that many of the teachers
had a strong affiliation to the genre discourse, particularly in their pedagogical
views of writing, this may explain why four teachers felt that appropriacy to
genre was an important aspect missing from the standards. For several of the
criteria, teachers responded that they would expect the outcomes to be different
according to genre. For example, when responding to Bullet 7, Claire thought
that the punctuation used by children might change according to the text type.
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Eight of the teachers talked about aspects of the assessment that they saw as
more or less important than others. In the assessment each standard bullet is
meant to have the same weighting, whereas the teachers felt there was a
hierarchy of skills. This was often mentioned along with the explanations about
what they valued in writing. Five of the teachers felt that Bullet 1: range and
Bullet 4: grammatical structures were equally important and should be given the
most weight, with the remaining criteria seen as supporting:
Interviewer: The others are supportive of that?
Louise: Yeah. They just slide in.
There was disagreement between Cynthia and Tina as to whether Bullet 6: use
of verb tenses, was more important or not at all important. Sarah, Clive and
Todd spoke in more general terms about aspects of writing they considered to
be more important in assessment terms, but for all of them the composition and
effect aspects of writing were given more credence than the technical aspects
of punctuation, handwriting and spelling. There was a lot of consternation about
the assessment being a mastery assessment rather than a best-fit. As we are
talking about developing writers who show uneven development in different
aspects of writing, then a best-fit model would seem more appropriate.

6.4

Discussion

It was often difficult to discern what the teachers meant or to get a clear picture
of where they positioned themselves in terms of their understanding of writing
achievement and how this should be reflected in assessment. Many of the
teachers’ explanations showed a degree of superficiality, for example they
relied on and repeated terms like ‘flow’ and ‘flair’, with an implied shared
understanding of what these terms mean and without any further explanation. It
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is probable, given the background of the sample, that this insubstantiality to
what they said about writing is in some part because of a lack of academic
knowledge about writing. Despite this, the teachers did show varied
perspectives on writing achievement and did try their best to encourage positive
writing environments within their classes.

In their teaching, the teachers gave many and varied opportunities for children
to experience different types of writing. Sometimes, however, their pedagogical
approaches were aligned to discourses that were different from the aspects of
writing they personally valued and also different to what they understood as
good writing. For example, when talking about writing, Todd made it very clear
that he valued controlled, minimalist styles of writing, but his pedagogical
approach to teaching writing was very much linked to art and he stressed this
creative link. This disconnect between personal beliefs about writing and
classroom practice is echoed in other research (Cremin & Baker, 2010;
McKinney & Giorgis, 2009; Whitney, 2008; Woodard, 2013) that has found
tensions between teachers’ identity as a writer, the teaching of writing, and
teachers’ beliefs about writing more generally.

There is, therefore, a disconnect for many of the teachers between their
constructs of writing in different fields. It may be that teachers are operating with
multiple constructs of writing, where they have one understanding of writing in
terms of delivery and participation, a different construct of writing based on their
values as a reader and a different understanding in terms of writing
achievement. Claire said something illuminating when applying the assessment
framework to the anonymised pieces of writing in the judgement task, which
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sums up this notion of working with multiple constructs of writing. Claire had
found it difficult to assign the first piece of writing to a standard on the
assessment framework and was hedging her bets between at expected and
greater depth. She was offered a second piece of writing that she could assess
using the framework to confirm her opinion. In the extract from the interview
below, it appears there are two interpretations of good writing at play – one that
is “cold” and based purely on the criteria and one which has the benefit (or
disadvantage) of knowing the child.
Interviewer: Let’s look at the information piece as well then alongside the
diary.
Claire: It’s difficult because what I’m doing here is working as an
assessor. Not as a teacher who has taught these children, knows where
they’ve come from and what they’re doing. That’s one of the hardest
things about the writing assessment. I think we’re working on how much
they’ve achieved, how far they’ve come. Maybe that pushes you to say
that child should be … I know they can do this. This [the assessment] is
cold. You don’t have that … [background knowledge], which is maybe a
good thing.

6.4.1 Alignment of teacher views and statutory documents
Looking at the match between the teachers’ beliefs, the National Curriculum
English PoS (DfE, 2013) and national assessment framework (STA, 2017a)
there is a low degree of alignment. What was obvious when reading through the
teacher interviews was the range of principles upon which an understanding of
good writing was reached. This was considerably broader than the criteria in the
PoS and the assessment framework. Writing achievement, for the teachers,
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was influenced by a wide range of factors, including personal and pedagogical
issues. None of these aspects of writing or the writer are included in the PoS or
the assessment criteria. Emerging from the analysis of interview data was a
clear finding that there is a conflict between teachers’ personal views of writing
quality and the construct of quality referenced by statutory criteria. In rather
basic terms, the construct aligned with creativity within which the teachers are
positioned, is at odds with the construct aligned with skills within which the
documents are positioned.

It could be argued again that this lack of alignment is not surprising as other
research has also shown a disparity between these perspectives. It leads to the
knowledge that the construct of writing as understood by teachers is not
represented in the official documents and vice versa. A wider construct of
writing, which draws upon multiple discourses, as represented by teachers in
their views and practices is missing from both the PoS and the assessment
framework. This again leads to the question as to whether the assessment
framework can be used as a suitable proxy of writing attainment.

6.5

Summary

In this chapter, I have presented a comprehensive analysis of the underlying
beliefs and values of writing held by ten teachers, who were interviewed indepth. The discourse analysis of the discussions with teachers, showed that the
majority of teachers predominantly aligned with the creativity discourse. It also
revealed that teachers held a multiplicity of views that aligned to Ivanic’s (2004)
other discourses and so all the teachers portrayed an affinity to several
discourses. These multi-faceted understandings of writing that draw on more
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than one discourse and where the discourses are overlapping and interlinked
are consistent with Ivanic’s model and reflect other research in this area.

Further inductive analysis of how these discourses manifested themselves in
the teachers’ beliefs, practices and values uncovered a variety of aspects of
good writing. These features of good writing were not concentrated on the text
itself, but also strayed into writer characteristics and contextual influences. This
analysis demonstrates how the discourses of writing may present differently for
different teachers, leading to a lack of a shared understanding of what
constitutes good writing. This is more obviously demonstrated when looking at
the findings from the analysis of teachers’ interpretations of the framework. The
criteria were interpreted differently by the different teachers, with teachers
drawing on aspects of writing outside of the framework to illustrate their
understandings of achievement.

When comparing the discourses presented by the teachers and those in the
PoS and the assessment framework there is a disconnect between the
dominance of discourses at play. The PoS presents writing aligned to the skills
and process discourses. The assessment framework is dominated by the genre
mastery and skills mastery assessment discourses. The teachers were
overwhelmingly aligned to the creativity discourse, showing a low degree of
alignment between the teachers’ conceptions of good writing and those
portrayed in the official documents. This misalignment between the constructs
within the documents and those held by teachers may lead to varied
interpretations of the documents by teachers, which in turn may lead to an
assessment that suffers from lack of reliability and validity.
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CHAPTER 7: The assessment of writing by teachers

Findings in this chapter are related to principal research question 3: how do
teachers conduct assessment? The assessment practices of the teachers
involved in the research is outlined in section 7.1 in order to answer research
question 3a. Section 7.2 presents information relating to the processes and
behaviours of the teachers when they were doing the assessment. Evidence for
question 3b is drawn from the judgement task. What teachers prioritise in their
assessments is based also on the analysis of the judgement task and provides
evidence for question 3c. All teachers were observed assessing one or two
pieces of written work from the at expected standard exemplification materials
(STA, 2017, October c, Leigh). The first piece presented was a fictionalised
historical diary account of a journey of exploration, which was written after the
class had read several examples of these types of journals during a project on
Darwin. The second piece of writing was an information text about famous
theatres. For both, the handwritten versions were presented. Time constraints
meant that Cynthia did not participate in this exercise, and Clive and Todd
assessed only the diary piece. Different forms of analysis and types of coding
were conducted to provide evidence for each of the research questions and this
is outlined in each of the relevant sections below and in the Methodology
Chapter.

Six of the nine teachers who took part in the judgement task rated the writing as
at expected standard. The remaining three placed the work within the greater
depth standard (see Table 7.1). Angela and Sarah thought that both the diary
and the information piece could be placed firmly at greater depth. Claire was
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more hesitant to decide on the ‘score’ until she had read through both pieces.
This may be due to her self-confessed lack of experience with assessing writing
in Year 6.

Table 7.1: Teacher agreement with the official standard and time taken to
assess the pieces of writing
Pseudonym

Assessment
Notes
standard given

official
Angela
Claire

Expected
(secure)
Greater depth
Greater depth

Sarah
Simon

Greater depth
Expected

Tina
Louise
Grace

Expected
Expected
Expected

Clive

Expected

Todd

Expected

both pieces
hedges bets
on diary piece
between
expected and
GD –
information
piece confirms
GD
both pieces
“with aspects
of greater
depth”

‘very high
expected’
only assessed
the diary
only assessed
the diary

Time to
assess diary
piece

Time to
assess
information
piece

12 ½ m
7m

12m
2 ½m

7m
1m

4m
4m

6½m
7½m
2m

7½m
7½m
3m

7m

n/a

8m

n/a

The time taken to assess the pieces of writing was measured. The speed of
making an assessment decision varied considerably between teachers. Overall,
Angela took the longest amount of time and this was noticeably longer than the
other teachers. Simon and Grace took the least amount of time; Claire and
Sarah spent much less time on the second piece of writing. There seems to be
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no relationship between the time taken and the outcome; although, it is perhaps
surprising that some teachers took what seems like very little time to come to a
judgement.

7.1

Assessment practices and practicalities

This information was taken from an open coding of the whole interview, though
drew heavily on the assessment practicalities section of the interview, which
culminated in nine codes, to identify any evidence about the practices and
practicalities of each teacher’s assessment. The nine codes were (1) use of
resources, (2) manageability, (3) community of practice, (4) solo assessment,
(5) approach to writing, (6) number of pieces, (7) types of writing, (8) timing of
assessment and (9) formative practice, which were applied horizontally across
the interviews to draw out areas of similarity and difference. Each area is
discussed separately below. The analysis provides some evidence about
possible influencing and contextual factors that may affect a teacher’s
assessment.

The use of resources, in addition to the assessment framework, was mentioned
by seven of the ten teachers that were interviewed. Some of the teachers
commented on the exemplification materials and used them as a guide.
Moderation training that many of the teachers had taken part in was heavily
reliant on the commentaries from the exemplification materials, so some
teachers felt that the exemplification materials formed a more substantial part of
their assessment knowledge. Other teachers relied on information from the local
education authority, such as additional pupils’ examples of writing, or a more
detailed version of the framework (see Appendix 18). A few teachers also used
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resources they had found or devised themselves, such as Todd’s big mark grid
(see Appendix 19).

Colleagues were sometimes mentioned as an additional resource to draw upon,
and this reflected whether the teachers in the school were more likely to assess
on their own or within a community of practice. There was a mix of approaches
here, with some teachers conducting solo assessment, some carrying out
assessment on their own and then checking with a colleague(s), to some
teachers doing all their judgements together. The approach taken seemed to be
very much dependent on the personality of the teacher and their perceived
confidence in assessment, rather than an indication of the culture of the school;
although, one school had taken a more proactive approach to embed
assessment throughout and had instigated regular meetings.
We have regular moderation so… we have PPA time together each week
so if there is somebody that we thought was struggling we've got a
weekly opportunity to sit down together and discuss them. Across the
school we have half termly moderation meetings. Also in a staff meeting
session we have a chance to sit down together and look at and compare
writing. We do that across year groups as well so we can get the year
fives and sixes together and compare how things are developing in year
six; year five towards year six (Angela).

All of the teachers talked about how they approached the teaching of writing.
There were a few different pedagogical methods, which varied between
schools. Two schools (Clive and Todd, and Grace) used the Big Writing
scheme, which includes an extended independent writing session after a
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sequence of teaching activities, including modelling. These independent pieces
were then included in the assessment portfolios. Tina also gave the opportunity
for independent writing sessions, however, the stand-alone pieces she included
in the children’s’ assessments were often based on writing prompts from the
previous external testing regime. Simon also followed a scheme, The Write
Stuff, which follows a model – shared writing – independent writing process.
These independent pieces were then used in the assessment. All of these
schemes and models of writing were adapted to fit in with topic work or class
reading and tailored to suit the criteria of the assessment framework.

On the other hand, Angela, Claire, Sarah and Cynthia used an approach that
embedded writing into topic work, for example, history topic work on Vikings
might include a story based on Viking legends. Angela earmarked certain
pieces of writing for inclusion in the assessment and for these she gave less
feedback, or no marking, and added extra editing time for the children. Louise
was different to the other teachers, taking neither a scheme driven approach
nor a topic driven approach. She seemed to give writing opportunities that were
personally driven, but generally linked to reading:
I teach it the way I teach it. We look on the internet for examples of good
work and if there’s something on there we’ll pick at it. I think you can get
a bit too hung up on schemes of work.

In accord with the varying practices outlined above, there was also
inconsistency in the type or genre and the number of pieces of writing included
in the assessment. Of the eight teachers who responded, all of them mentioned
including a variety of fiction and non-fiction pieces of writing. This was not the
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same across schools but was also not always the same within schools. The
submission of writing pieces varied between children depending on whether the
school followed a scheme of work. Claire, for instance, did not assess the same
pieces of writing for each child:
Interviewer: Do you use the same pieces of writing for each child? Do
you assess the same pieces?
Claire: Not necessarily. We will look through a range of their work to see
if they’re working at standard.
whereas Sarah did include the same piece of writing for each child:
Interviewer: Do you use different pieces for different children?
Sarah: No. The same pieces. We’ve all done a non-chron[ological], so I
assess that for everybody.
There was some evidence of manipulation in the choices of pieces that were
included in the assessment:
Interviewer: It could be different pieces of work for different children?
Grace: Absolutely. P is a cast iron GD [greater depth] for example. She
can do non-fiction but they’re not her strongest pieces. They do still fall
into GD but when she’s asked to write narrative that’s her real strength.
Whereas J, I’d be relying more on his non-fiction.

The administration of the assessment also differed between schools. Most of
the teachers followed an embedded assessment approach, where writing was
assessed generally from January onwards; although, there was inclusion of
good pieces of writing from earlier on in the school year, if applicable. This
embedding of the assessment bordered on formative practice for a few of the
teachers, with the assessment framework becoming a de facto curriculum.
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Simon, for example, used the framework criteria as writing targets for the
children in his class.
Interviewer: Are you doing your assessment throughout the year?
Simon: Yes, on every individual piece we do otherwise you can’t target
set the kids. They need to know what they’ve done right or not?
Interviewer: You’re using it formatively as well?
Simon: Yes. That’s the best way to do it. It’s the only sensible way to do
it. The sooner you’re doing it, the sooner they know what they’re aiming
for, what’s been achieved, or not and then you can tinker.
This was also the case for Tina; however, she found this way of assessing to be
“time consuming”.
Interviewer: You’re using this formatively?
Tina: Yes. It’s stuck in their books. It’s there for everyone to see. They
need to see that. It motivates them.
Angela and Clive also mentioned the manageability of the assessment in their
interviews and felt that this process of assessment was more manageable as
they built it in at various points throughout the year.

7.1.1 Summary
Data from the interviews about the assessment practices and practicalities
shows that there was a difference between and within schools. These variations
demonstrate inconsistencies between schools in the administration of the
writing pieces used in the assessment, where teachers were including different
pieces of work for different children in the assessment. Teachers commented
on the fact that they had access to different resources. Some of the teachers
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preferred to assess on their own, whereas other were happy to and would have
preferred to take a more collegiate approach.

7.2

The processes and behaviours of teachers when doing assessment

The processes and behaviours that teachers exhibited while doing the
assessment were coded. In total, 10 behaviours were vertically coded to give a
vignette of each teacher’s processes: (1) personal reaction, (2) evaluating, (3)
feature spotting, (4) citing text as example or justification, (5) error spotting, (6)
referring to at expected standard, (7) referring to greater depth standard, (8)
comparing to other children, (9) comparing the information to the diary and (10)
tangential discussion. Please note, bold text within a quotation shows citations
from the written pieces that were assessed by the teachers.

Angela took a systematic approach to the assessment of the diary piece by
addressing each criterion in the assessment framework by turn. She evaluated
the writing by interweaving her opinions, examples from the text to support her
thoughts and references to the framework, as show in this extract from her
transcript when referring to the spelling criterion:
The spelling is good. Venomous [incorrect in text], but you know!
extraordinary, astral-blue, buttery-yellow, permanent pain,
interestingly – it’s ambitious vocab. So! I’d say that’s definitely secure
and I’d want to be looking higher than that.
Angela directly referred to each of the criteria within the at expected standard,
except for Bullet 2: narratives and Bullet 9: handwriting; and she skipped from
Bullet 1: purpose and audience to Bullet 4: grammar, before going back to
Bullet 3: dialogue. This perhaps suggests that the genre and grammatical
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structures aspects were of more importance, or that they were more
straightforward to determine, as they were dealt with first. When Angela
evaluated the second piece of writing she did not go through each criterion in
order, punctuation for example was referenced at the start of her assessment
and again at the end. Evaluative comments relating to the at expected standard
were restricted to purpose and audience, vocabulary and grammatical
structures, cohesion, and punctuation, with the other criteria not mentioned. For
both texts, she consulted the at expected standard criteria before referring to
greater depth criteria. There were far fewer instances of her using examples
from the text as supporting evidence, three instances for the information
compared to 24 citations for the diary piece. Angela did not engage in any error
spotting.

Claire needed prompting to think aloud. Her immediate instinct was to draw out
features that meet the at expected standard criteria: “The first thing I can see is
they’ve got capital letters in there on April, African and Queen. They’ve got full
stops and capital letters”. Feature spotting was a consistent and common
element of Claire’s assessment, with most of the time spent picking out features
of punctuation, handwriting and spelling: “They’ve got their commas. An
exclamation mark”. There was some attempt to refer to the text as justification
for Claire’s evaluation: “They’ve used good language. They’ve got alarmed and
venomous in there… defenceless… They’ve thought about those power
words that can bring a picture to your mind”. These more technical aspects of
writing were also focused upon when Claire was given the information piece.
The first reaction was to give a general evaluation of what the writing looked like
(presentational aspects) by comparing the information piece to the diary: “It
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looks like it hasn’t been so carefully done. This is a write up [diary], but there’s
more corrections and they’re not so sure [info]”, before continuing with a feature
spotting approach: “No capital letter for subheading. They’ve managed to get a
colon in there”. Claire lapsed into error spotting just the once while assessing
the information piece. At various points throughout the assessment, Claire
made several tangential remarks about the assessment in general, gave
anecdotal information about practices in other schools and talked about the
importance of children producing independent work. These tangential
discussions disrupted the flow of her assessment of the two pieces of writing.

Sarah confirmed at the beginning of the judgement exercise that she would start
any assessment “knowing where the child was in my head!” but she then
proceeded to do the assessment systematically by going through each of the
criteria at expected. This perhaps suggests that Sarah was assessing the
pieces in the judgment task differently from how she would normally assess
pieces of writing from children in her class; although she did at times compare
the standard of writing to what she would expect from the children in her class:
“She, I dunno, he has put you in there, so they’ve lost it a little. They’re talking
directly to the reader. That’s what some of mine do … they slip”. After assessing
the diary piece against the at expected standard criteria, she considered the
greater depth criteria, also going through each bullet point in turn. Her approach
to the information piece of writing was much less systematic and she relied on
picking out specific features that supported her previous judgment. There were
very few instances, six in total, of Sarah using examples from the text as
justification for her judgments. Sarah did not engage in any error spotting.
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Simon’s approach to the assessment of the pieces of writing in the judgement
task was different from his usual practice. He admitted that he would normally
read through the whole piece of writing to identify where the child had met the
criteria that he found difficult to recognise: “I read it. Ones I find hard to spot …
I’ll have the sheet next to me … ones that are hard to spot like passive, if I see
while I’m reading I’ll tick it off”. However, in the judgement task he immediately
wanted to start with reference to the greater depth criteria: “This to me …
already I’m going to start at the greater depth section. That starts already with a
shift in formality”. Further evaluation of the diary piece was almost non-existent,
and Simon offered no other reference to the criteria, citations of the text or
personal reactions. When given the information piece of writing, Simon read
through and evaluated both pieces together. He systematically went through
each criterion and ‘ticked’ them off:
This is done [2nd bullet of assessment framework] Dialogue is not … The
punctuation … I can’t see use of a colon. Apart from in the start of a list,
which is on this one [information]. That’s an incorrect use of a colon. I
wouldn’t be ticking that off.
and engaged in error spotting once when assessing the diary piece.

Tina’s normal practice was to read aloud pieces of writing when doing
assessment, so the think-aloud was fairly straightforward for her. She took a
similar approach to both the pieces of writing, stopping at various points to give
her reaction or evaluation to what she had just read.
Interestingly – nice opener. [Struggles with the handwriting. Needs to
read twice] the plant was named the Octavia Gun Plant because,
when threatened, it shoots out poison darts. That’s a bit disjointed. I
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think she tries to be complex, but because she did the relative clause
and the because there it gets lost.
Her commentary of the two pieces is peppered with instances of error spotting:
“She’s missed the apostrophe there [todays]” and with personal reactions: “As
an opening that’s lovely. … Yes, it’s just a fact but the way it’s been included
made me smile”. Twenty personal reactions to aspects of the writing were
coded for. Tina referred to the assessment criteria only after I asked her where
the writing met the expectation.

Louise read the diary piece aloud to prevent herself from reading silently, thus
her evaluation was conducted by paragraph, rather than by assessment criteria.
Louise very rarely gave citations from the text as examples and did not often
directly refer to the assessment criteria. On two occasions she gave her
personal reaction to the information text, professing that she liked the writing: “I
like this piece of writing, I do”. Louise did not engage in any error spotting.

Grace was the only teacher in the sample with an academic background in
English, having studied a secondary English teaching qualification before
switching to 7-11 year olds. She spoke a lot during the interview and especially
the judgement task about how her assessments were usually based on a gut
feeling that was a product of her many years of teaching experience and
background in English. She gave a very quick evaluation of the diary piece,
totalling two minutes, skimming the text rather than reading it systematically.
First of all, I’m skim reading it through to get the flow. … I get a feel for it.
The voice and if it’s flowing nicely. …You know straight away without
even looking at the other bullets whether it’s not expected standard
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because of the cohesion. These [other bullets] are kind of immaterial to
some extent. I’m aware this comes from experience.
She gave no references from the text as examples. With the information piece
of writing she spent a little longer in her judgement, comparing the information
to the diary to confirm her assessment. In this case she gave two citations from
the text as to where it met or did not meet at expected standard, but needed
prompting to do this, finding it difficult to move past generalities.

Clive only had time to assess the diary piece of writing. He started by reading
through the text and stopping at various points within the first paragraph to give
an evaluation of specific features: “I see This morning and straight away I think
adverbial”. This general evaluation of the content of the first paragraph lead
Clive to give the piece an at expected standard rating. Following this Clive flitted
back and forth within the diary piece to find features and examples of the writing
that were supportive of his judgement: “I was just looking back. I always laugh
now when I see hyphens. They never used to be a major thing. [laughs]. Make
sure you’ve got your hyphens in!”. Clive did not engage in any error spotting. At
the beginning of the judgment exercise, Clive took the opportunity to describe
how this assessment framework had changed the way he conducted
assessment; whereas, previously he would have read a whole piece through for
composition and effect he now felt he was channelled into a more feature
spotting approach.
Interviewer: If you were left to your own devices you would read the
whole thing and get an impression from it?
Clive: That can be dangerous because composition and effect is
personal opinion.
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Interviewer: This framework has changed how you read a piece of
writing?
Clive: Yeah. You read it but not in the same way. I’m just picking out
things.
This, along with another tangent on how he believed the framework makes
writing contrived, and another tangential discussion on how the terminology of
the assessment keeps changing, took up most of the time in the judgement
exercise.

Todd, working in the same school as Clive, also only had time to assess the
diary piece of writing. At the beginning of the judgement exercise he confessed
that he would not normally use the assessment criteria but rather a ‘big mark
grid’ that he had devised himself (see Appendix 19). This is essentially a tick list
of features specific to text type or genre that he would use to go through each
piece of writing, systematically ticking off what he could. Accordingly,
throughout the judgement exercise, Todd made no reference to the assessment
criteria. He read aloud the piece of writing, stopping at what he thought were
salient features to give his evaluation:
[reads As the day carried on …] these time … these flows, the flows, I
like the flow … but I don’t understand why this information is here. …
[reads My colleague … said] bit of integrated dialogue. [eye-popping] I
really like the hyphenated adjectives.
These general impressions and comments on specific features were punctuated
throughout with error spotting and personal reactions. In total, Todd made eight
comments that were coded as personal reactions to the text. After reading
through the diary, Todd gave a summation of his judgement in rather general
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terms: “language choices have been very good”. Interestingly, Todd’s was the
only interview that was continuously interrupted, so his evaluation was more
stop-and-start. At one point he had to leave the room, but on returning
continued at the exact point he’d left off. It is difficult to evidence whether he
continued assessing internally while he was removed from the classroom and
how this may have, if at all, affected his assessment.

7.2.1 Summary
The teachers who took part in the judgement task showed a variety of
approaches to the assessment. The teachers presented in varying degrees the
different behaviours and processes that were coded for and also approached
the task in a variety of ways, using one piece of writing to confirm their
judgement of the other piece or evaluating both pieces together. The findings
presented here also suggest that there was an artificiality to the assessment
process, with many of the teachers commenting that the process of doing
assessment in the judgement task was different from what they would more
naturally be inclined to do, and that using the assessment criteria to conduct the
statutory assessment was different from how they may naturally assess.

7.3

The assessment of the pieces of writing

As mentioned in the Methodology Chapter, the analysis of the teacher
judgements was tricky. A deductive coding frame was devised from the features
of writing that were represented in the commentaries of the exemplification
materials (STA, 2017, October c, Leigh). Twenty-nine codes were generated for
the diary piece and 26 codes for the information piece. As the exemplification
documents assigned each comment to either composition, transcription, and
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grammar and punctuation, these were used as overarching categories. This
coding frame was then used to analyse where the teachers’ assessments
matched with the evaluation given in the official published exemplification
materials. The findings from the analysis are presented for the diary piece and
the information piece separately in the sections sub-headed Comparison to the
official standard. Any remaining un-coded sections of text were considered to
be deviations and were analysed separately, with open coding. The findings
from this analysis are presented for the diary piece and the information piece
separately in the sections sub-headed Deviations from the official standard.
This information is considered in its entirety within the discussion, section 7.3.3.
Please note, bold text within a quotation shows citations from the written pieces
that were assessed by the teachers. I have also mapped each feature from the
exemplification materials to the corresponding bullet point criterion within the at
expected standard in the framework (STA, 2017a).

7.3.1 The diary extract
The diary piece of writing with commentary can be found on pages 23 and 24 of
the exemplification materials. The original pupil version is on pages 42 and 43
(STA, 2017, October c, Leigh).

Comparison to the official standard
A tick within the teacher’s column indicates where there is a match in what the
teacher and the exemplification documents referred to. The content of each
table and how these features were explained is then discussed. Many of the
features were just identified as being present without any further explanation or
commentary. This identification was, however, interpreted as being positive and
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as an indicator of a marker of achievement, as teachers were expressing where
the piece of writing met the expectation in the framework.

Category 1: composition
Shown in Table 7.2 are the 11 features that were drawn upon for commentary
within the exemplification materials. The use of first-person was a feature that
was identified without any further explanation in the exemplification materials,
this was also the case for the three teachers who mentioned it. As a marker of
achievement, it is associated with the text type of diary (genre of recount),
which was mentioned by five of the teachers. The exemplification materials give
some description of whether the genre was successfully adhered to:
The piece establishes a historical perspective to describe the narrator’s
observations of the flora and fauna of the African grasslands, although
the inclusion of a slightly far-fetched shipwreck results in some loss of
authenticity, something that might have been more skilfully managed by
a pupil working 'at greater depth within the standard’ (italic in original;
STA, 2017, October c, Leigh, p23).
Claire, Sarah and Grace only mentioned the genre to confirm that the piece of
writing was a diary: “I can see it’s a diary” (Claire).
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Table 7.2: Teacher and exemplification match for Category 1: composition
Exemplification
first person (B1)
genre (B1)
formality (GD)
detail (B1)
paragraphs (B5)
text structure (B5)
cohesion (flow) (B5)
adverbials (B5)
pronouns (B5)
vocabulary (B4)
grammatical structures
(B4)

Angela
✓
✓
✓
✓

Claire
✓

Sarah
✓
✓
✓

Simon

Tina

Louise
✓
✓
✓

Grace

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

Clive

Todd

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
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Interestingly, while one teacher was in accord with the exemplification
commentary, another was in conflict. Angela felt that the diary piece met the
criteria within the at expected standard and was written effectively for purpose
and audience. She expressed that the diary was matched in tone and style to
the time in which it was supposedly written, and that the child had managed to
include genre specific qualities that one might expect within a diary, such as
emotion:
What is it? It’s a diary. We’re in the first person. We’re back in 1866. It
has a sense of formality in the tone, in the register of it: May I say I was
astonished. Even though diaries are informal, because of the time
period that this has been written in, there was a formality to the way
speech happened. So this child has got that. If we’re thinking about
[bullet 1] an audience for a diary is yourself, but purpose yes and we’ve
got that sort of commentary in the way they are talking: I was
astonished. There are all these opinions and emotions and feelings that
crop up: I managed to keep calm, there are other examples: I was
alarmed. There’s a nice lot of detail to bring it back … to bring the
memory of it all back at a later date. Does it suit its purpose and its
audience – yes it does. If you’re writing for yourself a real diary then
you’re not writing for anyone else, a reader … it’s got the right tone.

Louise, on the other hand, felt that the diary piece did not meet the at expected
standard associated with genre, and that it was the criteria itself that had
caused the writing to feel contrived:
Would I say it’s a diary piece? Probably not. It’s not written in that
personal style of a diary piece. Yes, they’re using “I”, but it’s more of a
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recount. I know a diary is a recount, but for me as a diary it’s very formal.
… I don’t think it’s a diary entry. I think the last bit’s good “here I am
exhausted” that’s how I’d teach mine to finish off a diary entry. I’d also
sign it off with “goodnight diary”, or something like that. The language in it
is good. I just feel they’ve used that [framework] as a tick list and lost the
genre.

For Angela and Louise, as can be seen in their quotations, the genre of the
writing was bound up with the formality of the tone, while Angela felt the formal
tone was appropriate as a signifier of the Victorian age, Louise felt that a diary
should be written more informally. Anecdotal evidence suggested that shifts
between formal and informal language were a special consideration at
moderation meetings in the 2016 assessment cycle, in all writing, despite being
a greater depth criterion. This perhaps explains why Angela and Louise focused
on the register of the text when assessing the diary writing at expected
standard.

Simon also focused on formality when first assessing the diary piece. He made
a snap judgement that the writing could be placed in the greater depth standard
as he felt that the child showed good control and shifts in formality:
This to me … already I’m going to start at the greater depth section. That
starts already with a shift in formality. With the astonishment and then the
very formal features of this creature. I’d be starting to look straight away
at greater depth because of the control in formality.
.
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Sarah and Clive also mentioned the formality of the piece, which caused some
conflict for both of them:
it’s quite formal, or it certainly starts formally… so it’s meant to be formal
because it’s set in Victorian times. … it is quite formal but maybe that’s
because the examples they’ve previously read are set then. If you were
writing a diary now it’d be a lot more informal. Wimpy Kid style (Sarah).
Although, this did not cause any problem for Todd, who also thought that the
formality fitted with the time period.

In the exemplification materials, formality is linked to vocabulary and
grammatical structures:
Appropriate vocabulary choices (proceeded to; fauna and flora; moved
back and forth) and grammatical structures (May I say; in the year of our
Queen 1866) are selected and mostly maintained successfully in order to
adopt a convincingly formal and slightly archaic style. However,
occasional slips into informality (eye-popping journey, action-packed)
show that Leigh is still developing the ‘assured and conscious control
over levels of formality’ that are required of a pupil judged to be working
at greater depth (italic in original; STA, 2017, October c, Leigh, p23).
The conflicts within the piece of writing where the formality is not maintained are
drawn out and this is used as evidence that the writing should be placed within
the at expected standard. The considerations of formality may have pushed
both Angela and Sarah into considering the piece being greater depth; however,
these same considerations kept Louise’s considerations within the at expected
standard. Although Simon considered initially that the piece be within greater
depth because of his considerations on the formality of the piece, further
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evaluation of the diary alongside the information piece made him focus on other
features and led him to place the writing within the at expected standard.

The structure and cohesion of the piece of writing – use of paragraphs, time
adverbials, pronouns and synonyms in the exemplification – were recognised as
markers of achievement by several of the teachers. Four of the five teachers
who mentioned cohesion (flow) appeared to be in confirmatory mode and
expressed that this was a positive aspect of the diary piece: “This morning so
a good time related adverbial … these time … these flows, the flows, I like the
flow …” (Todd). This was echoed in the exemplification materials, which gave a
positive commentary on the structure of the text:
Material is coherently organised into paragraphs, with the day’s events
developed and expanded through descriptive detail. The opening locates
the events precisely in time and the piece concludes by looking ahead to
the following day. ... Cohesion is achieved through the use of adverbials
at the start of each paragraph, effectively leading the reader through the
day’s events (This morning; As the sun rose etc.), as well as through the
use of pronouns (Following this) and synonymous vocabulary (schooner;
ship) (italic in original; STA, 2017, October c, Leigh, p23).
Tina had a more negative view of the cohesive aspects and is an example of
where teachers have interpreted the same quality differently: “She’s tried to
build cohesion. That’s where I’d have to see more. The flow isn’t quite there
yet”; although, she did comment positively on the “nice adverbials” and the text
structure: “It’s a lovely introduction”.
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The use of vocabulary was drawn out in the exemplification materials as a
reason why the piece of writing was more suited to at expected standard:
While ambitious vocabulary choices have been made throughout, this
section illustrates that the control of these is not always at the level that
would be expected from a pupil working at greater depth (by just one
touch; permanent pain) (italic in original; STA, 2017, October c, Leigh,
p23).
All of the teachers, except Simon, mentioned vocabulary within their evaluation
of the diary. They all recognised the vocabulary as being one of the positive
features of the writing. Sarah and Grace gave a general opinion; whereas, for
Louise and Clive, it was about how the vocabulary had been chosen for the
piece: “They’re using subject specific language ‘flora and fauna’, talking about
grasslands” (Louise). The remaining teachers picked out specific words:
“They’ve used good language. They’ve got alarmed and venomous in there…
defenceless… They’ve thought about those power words that can bring a
picture to your mind” (Claire).

Category 2: grammar and punctuation
As shown in Table 7.3, there were 15 features drawn upon for commentary
within the exemplification materials. Rather strikingly, Grace did not refer to any
qualities of writing that were coded for in this category and Todd only to the
semi-colon. None of the teachers mentioned prepositional phrases, subordinate
clauses or adjectives which were commented upon in the exemplification
materials. Although adverbials had been mentioned by the teachers as
contributing to the content of the writing, none of them mentioned them in terms
of sentence structure. Syntax was mentioned in general terms: “Grammatically
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it’s on complex sentences” (Clive) and modal verbs, noun phrases, relative
clauses and the passive were mentioned in passing but without any explanation
of why they were effective. Teachers were referring to verbs and tenses mostly
to confirm that the child had met the standard in that the tense was consistent:
“It’s written in the same tense” (Claire) and that the tense used was appropriate
to a diary piece: “Correct past-tense as well” (Tina).

In terms of explaining or evidencing this, Angela was the only teacher who took
this approach and pointed out specific verb forms:
We’ve got verb tenses correct: I was astonished, which have only
been seen, and we’ve got non-finite, and was named, it shoots out.
Are there any other types of verb phrases used? We’ve got an infinitive
verb form there: risked my life to find. I thought for sure that I
wouldn’t survive. Absolutely secure use of verbs and tenses.
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Table 7.3: Teacher and exemplification match for Category 2: grammar and punctuation
Exemplification
sentence structure (B4)
adverbials (B4)
prepositional phrase (B4)
noun phrase (B4)
modal verb (B4)
relative clause (B4)
passive (B4)
subordinate clause (B4)
verbs / tenses (B6)
inverted commas (B7)
comma (B7)
parenthesis (B7)
hyphen (B7)
semi colon (B7)
adjective (B1)

Angela

Claire
✓

Sarah

Simon
✓

Tina

Louise
✓

✓

Clive
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

Grace

Todd

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
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What is interesting here, however, is that although these teachers have pulled
out verb tenses from the piece of writing as an aspect that meets the bulleted
standard within the framework, what they say about the verb tenses is not
interpreted in the same way as reported in the exemplification materials. The
commentary describes how the verb use impacts on the meaning of the text;
whereas, for the teachers it seems as though they are merely ticking off a
feature.
The pupil carefully selects verb forms for meaning and effect: the past
perfect (had set) indicates an action already completed; the simple past
(proceeded / hit) indicates two events that take place in quick succession
… Again, through careful selection of verb forms, the pupil manages
transitions between the present situation, earlier events and anticipation
for the following day (italic in original; STA, 2017, October c, Leigh, p24).

The assessment framework standard on punctuation at expected suggests that
children should be able to use a range of punctuation. In the exemplification
materials, inverted commas, commas, hyphens and parenthesis are drawn out
as successful. These forms of punctuation are also drawn out as positive
aspects of the writing by several of the teachers, again mostly without any
explanation. The use of hyphens in the text did create some controversy as
Sarah felt that it was contrived: “See this is what we do! Putting in wine-red to
get a hyphen in!”, which was backed up by Clive in a later interview: “I always
laugh now when I see hyphens. They never used to be a major thing. [laughs].
Make sure you’ve got your hyphens in!”; although, they did not allow this
cynicism to overturn their assessment.
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In 2017, there was controversy in the SPaG test surrounding the semi-colon,
within a wider uproar about marking (Lusher, 2017, July 11; Weale, 2017, July
10). It was reported that up to one in four children lost marks because of their
incorrectly formed punctuation marks (Ward, 2017, August 30). The use of the
semi-colon is drawn out in the exemplification materials as incorrect: “as it does
not mark the boundary between 2 [sic] independent clauses” (STA, 2017,
October c, Leigh, p24). Again, this feature is not mentioned within the
framework until greater depth but was a consideration for five teachers when
reviewing the diary. The media coverage may have accounted for these
teachers focussing on finding the use of a semi-colon in the piece of writing, as
subconsciously this becomes an important feature. Clive and Simon believed
that the writing showed correct use of a semi-colon; whereas, Angela, Sarah
and Todd were in accordance with the exemplification materials.

Category 3: transcription
As shown in Table 7.4 there were three features drawn upon for commentary
within the exemplification materials.

None of the teachers mentioned dictionary usage, which is unsurprising
considering they did not have any knowledge of the child working in class. The
six teachers that included spelling in their assessments were all in agreement
with the exemplification materials that this was a positive feature of the writing
that met the at expected standard. The commentary on handwriting suggested
that it also met the criteria at expected, which three teachers agreed with. Tina,
on the other hand, gave a more negative interpretation of the handwriting and
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felt that “the handwriting is a bit questionable. It’s not clear. The s in search isn’t
clear”.
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Table 7.4: Teacher and exemplification match for Category 3: transcription
Exemplification
spelling (B8)
dictionary use
(B8)
handwriting (B9)

Angela
✓

Claire
✓

Sarah
✓

✓

✓

Simon
✓

Tina
✓

Louise
✓

✓

✓

Grace

Clive

Todd
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Deviations from the official standard
The teachers referred to 14 other features or aspects of writing that were not
present in the exemplification commentary (see Table 7.5); however,
characters, dialogue, tenses and conjunctions are specifically referred to in the
assessment framework at expected standard.

Eight of the nine teachers who evaluated the diary piece commented upon the
use of dialogue / reported speech within the diary writing. This is not drawn out
in the exemplification materials, so it can be assumed that this does not meet
the at expected standard described in Bullet 3: integrate dialogue. In this case,
it should be expected that the teachers would not see the inclusion as
particularly positive. Three of the teachers did indeed recognise that the
inclusion of reported speech in the diary did not meet the criteria at expected. It
was striking, however, that five teachers recognised the inclusion of the
reported speech as meeting the at expected criteria for dialogue: “They’ve
demonstrated they can put dialogue in there as well – super” (Grace). This is
true for Sarah, even though she draws out two negative aspects of the use of
reported speech in the diary, and for Tina, even though she feels this is slightly
incongruous to the piece of writing.

Various other forms of punctuation were commented upon in the evaluations,
which included general comments about the use of punctuation. These are
seen to be in accordance with the framework criteria and are not in conflict with
the exemplification materials.
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Table 7.5: Teacher match for additional features
Code
characters
dialogue/reported
speech
language – general

Angela
✓

✓
✓
✓

capital letters
full stops
exclamation mark
apostrophe
punctuation – general
conjunctions
refers to greater depth
criteria
effect
authorial voice
tone
content - general

Claire

Sarah
Simon
Tina
Category 1: composition
✓
✓
✓
✓

Louise

Grace

Clive

Todd

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
Category 2: grammar and punctuation

✓

✓
✓
✓
Category 4: other
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
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Angela, Claire and Sarah evaluated the two pieces of writing as meeting the
greater depth standard. Both Angela and Sarah referred directly to the criteria
within the greater depth standard, especially making reference to the shift in
formality. This was also the case for Simon; although, he later changed his mind
when assessing the information piece. Clive also briefly considered the greater
depth criteria with respects to the forms of punctuation used in the diary. These
considerations were also a part of the exemplification materials, which
mentioned where the diary did not meet expectations to be considered greater
depth.

I was struck by several aspects of writing that teachers included in their
commentaries that were not mentioned in either the framework criteria or the
exemplification materials. These characteristics of writing could be seen to align
with the creativity discourse and included references to effect, authorial voice
and tone, which were all picked out as being positive qualities of the writing.

7.3.2 The information text
The information piece of writing with commentary can be found on pages 15-18
of the exemplification materials. The original pupil version is on pages 34-37
(STA, 2017, October c, Leigh). Clive and Todd did not assess this piece of
writing.

Comparison to the official standard
A tick within the teacher’s column indicates where there is a match in what the
teacher and the exemplification documents referred to. The content of each
table and how these features were explained is then discussed.
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Category 1: composition
As shown in Table 7.6 there were 14 features drawn upon for commentary
within the exemplification materials. Text structure, prepositional phrases and
conjunctions as compositional devices were not mentioned by any of the
teachers. Again, the evidence shows that Grace did not refer to any qualities of
writing that were coded for in this category. There were overall fewer matches
between the teacher assessments and the exemplification materials for this
information text than there had been for the diary. As mentioned earlier, the
information piece of writing was not always assessed in a similar way to the
diary piece and was often used as a comparison to, or justification of, the
evaluation given of the diary. Angela was the only teacher who systematically
evaluated the information text against the framework criteria.

Table 7.6: Teacher and exemplification match for Category 1: composition
Exemplification
genre (B1)
paragraphs (B5)
text structure (B5)
cohesion (flow) (B5)
adverbials (B5)
pronouns (B5)
prepositional
phrases (B4)
conjunctions (B5)
vocabulary (B4)
grammatical
structures (B4)
formality (GD)
presentational
devices (B5/B1)
direct address (B1)
bullet points (B5)

Angela Claire Sarah Simon Tina Louise Grace
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
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The use of direct address was a feature that was identified without any further
explanation in the exemplification materials and was also mentioned as a
marker of achievement by Sarah: “They’re talking directly to the reader”;
however, this was not commented upon by any other teacher. Presentational
devices, as an indicator of text structure, was commented upon in the
exemplification materials and can be seen as providing evidence for meeting
the at expected standard in cohesion:
Presentational devices (headings, sub-headings and bullet points)
support overall coherence, structuring the text effectively and signposting
the reader to various aspects of theatrical life (STA, 2017, October c,
Leigh, p. 15).
Both Angela and Claire mentioned the use of presentational devices; although,
for Angela this was linked to genre rather than cohesion: “Set out how you
would want information in subtitles sections, so the layout goes with the genre”.
Claire, on the other hand, mentioned negatively that subheadings had not been
capitalised.

Paragraphs are mentioned by Simon in passing, but Angela talked a lot about
the paragraphs in the information piece and seems to be weighing up her
evaluation at different points when reading the text, ultimately deciding that the
child is successful:
I was just wondering about the overall ordering of the paragraphs there.
… The cohesion within the paragraphs is developed. … Across the
paragraphs you don’t need as much really because you’ve got the
subtitles. Each paragraph is sort of separate. You wouldn’t have to read
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the whole thing if you were just delving into an information text, would
you? That’s perfectly ok.
This is in accord with the commentary in the exemplification materials: “A series
of well-developed paragraphs expands on the history and social context of
these theatres, providing a fascinating insight into the actors and audiences of
the times” (STA, 2017, October c, Leigh, p. 15).

Sarah and Simon drew out the cohesion of the piece as a positive aspect of the
writing, as did Angela (who also commented on the use of adverbials and
pronouns within this) and are in agreement with the exemplification materials.
Conversely, Tina was negative in her evaluation of the cohesive nature of the
information:
That’s like going on and on and on. I’m going to tell you these facts. I’m
going to get it all down. There is punctuation. I just think it’s never
ending. rambley. … I think they’re trying to put in all the facts but I’m
finding it difficult to understand. The flow’s not there. There’s a lot of
repetition. In the editing, I’d be wanting them to take it out.

The use of “specific terminology” was drawn out in the exemplification materials
as a quality of merit in the information. Vocabulary was mentioned by three of
the teachers; although, its use was interpreted differently. For Angela the
vocabulary was linked to the audience, tone and formality of the writing:
For children of their own age or older it’s using mostly appropriate vocab.
It goes a little bit … they lose it slightly there with the amazing – another
amazing fact – drops off the formality.
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Claire’s interpretation that the child was using: “very specific language” was
closer to the meaning of the exemplification materials. Louise closely matched
the commentary and noted that the child was “using words connected to the
theatre”.

Although not a consideration until the greater depth standard, the commentary
in the exemplification materials drew attention to the “formal and informal
grammatical structures (rich people were sat at the very top; Another amazing
fact is)” (italic in original; STA, 2017, October c, Leigh, p. 15) making the
information piece “credible” (ibid). Sarah also appreciated this combination of
registers: “That’s definitely formal with little asides, extra info for the reader”.
Angela was less convinced by this approach:
Has it got the vocab and grammatical structures that reflect what the
writing requires? Yes, it’s formal mostly … even the commentary is
formal. … it’s not quite got that formality of an information text there, but
it’s still very good.

Category 2: grammar and punctuation
As shown in Table 7.7 there were 11 features drawn upon for commentary
within the exemplification materials. There was no reference in the
exemplification commentary that corresponded to bullet point 6 of the at
expected standard, which covers achievement in verb tenses.
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Table 7.7: Teacher and exemplification match for Category 2: grammar and
punctuation
Exemplification
sentence structure
(B4)
prepositional phrase
(B4)
modal verb (B4)
passive (B4)
inverted commas
(B7)
comma (B7)
parenthesis (B7)
dash (B7)
colon (B7)
internal (general)
punctuation (B7)
bullet points (B7)

Angela Claire Sarah Simon Tina Louise Grace
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

Prepositional phrases and modal verbs as a part of multi-clause sentences
were not mentioned by any of the teachers in their evaluations; although,
sentence structure was noticed by three teachers and commented upon in a
general positive way. In the exemplification materials there was substantial
commentary on the use of passive verbs within the writing:
Passive verbs support the formal presentation of historical facts and
distance the writer from the views being reported, but this is inconsistent.
Consistent and conscious awareness and control should be expected in
the writing of a pupil working at greater depth (STA, 2017, October c,
Leigh, p. 15)
and this is specifically mentioned in the assessment framework criteria as being
appropriate in an information text. Only two of the teachers mentioned this
quality when evaluating the information text.
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Instances where punctuation was incorrect: “a comma rather than a semi-colon,
omission of a comma to mark off the adverb” (STA, 2017, October c, Leigh, p.
16), as well as the correct use of commas, inverted commas, brackets for
parenthesis, a dash and colons were mentioned in the exemplification
materials. Punctuation was an aspect of writing that the teachers felt more
comfortable identifying and including in their assessments. All of the teachers
commented on various forms of punctuation in their assessments. Some of
them felt that the use of punctuation was a positive characteristic: “They’ve
managed to get a colon in there” (Claire); “Punctuation is ticked off. Inverted
commas around The Gods” (Tina) and “Good use of parenthesis” (Grace). In
response to the text, Sarah was more negative: “Not a lot of advanced
punctuation”. Angela, Simon and Louise were more conflicted and considered in
their responses. Initially, Angela felt that the “Punctuation precisely does the
job”, although, after further consideration she amended this viewpoint: “Yes,
we’ve got dashes, brackets, but no we haven’t got correct use of a colon”.
Simon was in disagreement with Claire and felt that the colon was used
incorrectly; although, the “basic punctuation is fine”. Interestingly, Louise was
not in agreement with the exemplification materials nor the other teachers:
I do feel the punctuation is being forced a bit. There’s lots of brackets
and commas. I wouldn’t have used a comma there – another amazing
fact is comma because of the curved walls comma – I don’t know. It’s
writer’s choice though. I probably wouldn’t have structured the sentence
quite like that.

Bullet points were referred to in the exemplification materials as being both a
compositional feature and a quality associated with grammar and punctuation.
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Bullet points in the final section share key facts with the reader, providing
an appropriate ending, in the style of many engaging non-fiction books
for children. … bullet points are mostly used correctly (STA, 2017,
October c, Leigh, p. 18).
As shown in the previous category (Table 7.6) none of the teachers referred to
the compositional use of bullet points, nor did they refer to their grammatical
correctness.

Category 3: transcription
As shown in Table 7.8 there were two features drawn upon for commentary
within the exemplification materials.

Table 7.8: Teacher and exemplification match for Category 3: transcription
Exemplification
spelling (B8)
handwriting (B9)

Angela Claire Sarah Simon Tina Louise Grace
✓
✓

The exemplification materials detailed the spelling as
mostly correct, although there are some persistent errors in the spelling
of ‘theatre’, some of which have been corrected through proof-reading.
The word ‘communicate’ is included in the year 5 / year 6 spelling list;
‘communication’ has been spelled correctly here (STA, 2017, October c,
Leigh, p.18).
Only two of the teachers referred to the spelling in the information piece of
writing. This was a general understanding that the spelling was good, and they
did not point to any specific words or corrections. None of the teachers referred
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to the handwriting, perhaps feeling they had successfully addressed this in
response to the diary piece.

Deviations from the official standard
The teachers referred to 13 other features or aspects of writing that were not
present in the exemplification commentary; however, audience and tenses are
specifically mentioned in the framework at expected standard.

The use of detail, general comments about language and general comments
about the content of the writing were the additional aspects of writing that more
than one teacher referred to in their evaluations. These three features could be
seen as falling into the creativity discourse. All of the other additional qualities
were commented upon by only one teacher each – each teacher referring to
completely different characteristics within the information text. For three of the
teachers, detail was an important feature of information texts. Both Angela and
Tina felt that the writing has “lots of detail”; however, Grace felt that the writing
wasn’t detailed enough.

Positive comments about the use of language were given by Angela: “nicely
concise language” and by Louise: “They have selected good language”. Linked
to Angela’s and Tina’s personal reactions to the text were evaluations about the
content of the writing and its effect on them as readers. Angela mentioned
several times about how interesting the writing was and that it had effectively:
“engaged the audience with opinions”; this was also reflected in Tina’s
evaluation: “That’s interesting you know. I didn’t know that. That’s good”. Tina
also included reference to humour when assessing the content of the writing:
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“The humour. I think it takes something to add in that little bit. Yes, it’s just a fact
but the way it’s been included made me smile”.

Table 7.9: Teacher match for additional features
Code
nouns
detail
audience
rhetorical
question
language –
general
capital letter
exclamation
mark
adverbs
relative clause
tenses

Angela Claire Sarah Simon Tina Louise Grace
Category 1: composition
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

Category 2: grammar and punctuation
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
Category 4: other

content –
general
humour
refers to
greater depth
criteria

✓

✓
✓

✓

7.3.3 Summary
When assessing the pieces of writing, there was no evidence of any patterns
amongst the teachers in the way that they matched or deviated from the official
exemplification commentary. There was also no consistent reference to the
criteria within the assessment framework. The teachers drew upon many
different features, some of which were also exemplified in the commentary and
mentioned in the framework, but also some which were not. Teachers who did
comment upon the same qualities within the written pieces did not always
interpret these in the same way and sometimes this affected the standard within
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which the piece of writing was placed. Some teachers showed a
misunderstanding of certain aspects of writing and then included them in their
assessments – awarding achievement to a feature of writing incorrectly, the use
of reported speech in the diary piece being credited as dialogue is the best
example of this. There was also evidence of the influence of outside sources,
such as moderation messages, on the assessment that happens in the
classroom. Additional aspects of writing that teachers mentioned were also not
consistent across teachers and may have been dependent on their internal
constructs of writing. Also evident is the possibility that some of the teachers
subconsciously did not include features in their assessments as they did not fit
in with their values. Simon for example did not allude to handwriting when
assessing the pieces of writing and had manifested an antipathy to handwriting
being included in the assessment criteria. What is apparent from the data is that
some teachers were basing their evaluations on very little evidence.

7.4

Discussion

The evaluation of the two pieces of writing, taken from the exemplification
materials, by the teachers in this sample brings up several issues to be
addressed. Evidence in this chapter has been divided into three broad areas,
covering practices and practicalities of assessment, behaviours and processes
teachers show when conducting assessment, and what teachers prioritise and
value in their evaluations of written work. The findings show that there is no
common approach to assessment, in both the narrower sense of evaluating
pieces of writing and in the wider understanding of school assessment.
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The teachers were consistent in their portfolio approach to assessment, which
is a good model for reflecting a wide range of writing and would allow for better
generalisation of achievement. There is evidence that construct representation
is supported by having a range of pieces of writing, and the teachers indicated
they included writing from different time periods and of different genre and text
type. This supports the good practice discussed by White (1994), Weigle (2002)
and Sainsbury (2009). However, there were some signs that teachers were
prepared to ‘game’ the system by possibly including more pieces of a particular
type of writing in their assessments for different children (Grace, for example,
would include more narrative pieces if she felt a child was stronger at narrative
writing). In response to the two pieces used in the judgement task, this notion of
‘playing a game’ was repeated as some of the teachers felt the writing to be
contrived for the purposes of the assessment: “They’ve got a tick list! … See
this is what we do!” (Sarah). This has the potential to damage the validity of the
portfolio as the teacher would then be comparing work that is not equivalent in
nature.

This issue, discussed by Hogan (2007), is compounded by the uncontrolled
administration of the writing assessment, as the teachers displayed different
approaches to writing in their schools (Harlen, 2012) meaning that any writing
produced was not under controlled and comparable methods of administration.
Furthermore, several of the teachers implied that they did two types of writing in
their classes: one that was linked to topic work or subject learning and the other
that was for the assessment. Tina, for instance, had set pieces that all the
children would write for the assessment in addition to her usual class work,
taking an approach where she was using the assessment framework to inform
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her teaching. Harlen (2007) suggests this can damage validity as teaching
becomes constrained by the assessment criteria.

Information gathered from the teachers reflects earlier research by Hall and
Harding (2002). The teachers spoke about their need for additional resources:
using the exemplification materials, accessing support from moderation or from
colleagues, with some establishing assessment communities (R. Camp, 2009);
although, this differed both between schools and within schools with different
teachers meeting their needs, or failing to, in different ways. There is an
additional threat to reliability here if some teachers are able to access additional
resources and support that is not available to others, as it makes the
standardisation of assessment much more complex.

In accordance with DeRemer’s (1998) research there were incidents of general
impression evaluation, text-based evaluation (feature spotting and citation) and
rubric based evaluation (reference to the assessment criteria). However, the
sequence of these ways of doing assessment were not presented separately as
DeRemer argued. Some teachers were more in accordance with Lumley’s
(2002) finding that posited that teachers had a dual aspect on the text and the
rubric; although, this again was not a consistent approach across teachers. It
seems from the evidence presented in section 7.2 that, as Torrance (1998)
suggests, the picture is far more complicated as the teachers involved in this
study were much more varied in their approaches than has been noted
previously. This is echoed in the research of Wyatt-Smith and Castleton (2005,
p.135) “There is no simple linear course that teachers follow to arrive at their
judgements”. Teachers approached the assessment in different ways; some
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were systematic, whereas, others took a more scattergun approach and could
be considered to be feature spotting, other used a combination of these
processes and also accessed personal feelings. The varied behaviours and
processes show the complex nature of writing assessment where teachers
need to reconcile their holistic impression of the writing, any specific features
they uncover, the wording of the assessment criteria and their understanding of
the standard to produce a final evaluation. Overall, however, the teachers could
be seen as engaging in ‘positive marking’ – judging where the children’s writing
met the criteria – rather than engaging in lots of error spotting. There were few
teachers who spotted errors and those who did showed few instances in their
judgements.

There was no correspondence with the way the teacher approached the
assessment and whether they agreed with the exemplification materials. Angela
and Sarah, who systematically went through each framework criteria and
mentioned something for nearly every bullet point did show a high agreement in
terms of the features they pulled out of the text, but their interpretations of these
features were not always the same as the interpretations in the commentaries,
or each other. Sometimes the same features were drawn out by the
exemplification materials and by the teachers, but where these had been
interpreted negatively by the exemplification materials, these same features
were interpreted positively by some of the teachers, this is especially the case
for the use of reported speech in the diary. This contributes to the interpretation
that the construct of writing is not understood similarly by each of the teachers
and this could constitute a threat to the construct validity.
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The majority of the evaluative comments by the teachers did refer to the
features mentioned in the exemplification materials and the assessment criteria.
On one hand, this is encouraging as it shows that the assessment criteria are
working as intended and teachers are paying attention to the content of the
standard. It also shows that teachers can use the assessment criteria to come
to an understanding of whether the pieces of writing showed a certain standard
of achievement – the criteria can be used to describe writing achievement.
However, the fact that most of the comments can be related to the assessment
criteria does not mean that the evaluations proceeded without difficulty, or that
they can be considered to be wholly reliable. As described in the previous
chapter, teachers’ interpretations of the criteria were often conflicting or
misaligned with each other, so the application of the criteria to the writing was
far more complex.

Whether the framework could be said to limit teachers’ concepts of writing is not
clear as some of the teachers recognised qualities in the writing that were not
mentioned in the framework. This may indicate the influence of the interim
framework, which had been replaced recently by the final framework used in
this research. Additionally, as mentioned previously, the sample consisted of
experienced teachers, so their assessments may also have been influenced by
their experiences of other predating assessments. Some of the teachers
prevented themselves from commenting on aspects of writing as they were not
present in the framework, for example Clive spoke at length how composition
and effect were not features of this assessment, but he would have wanted to
include these characteristics of writing in his evaluation.
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The teachers in this sample could not be considered as writing experts and so
their explanations of the aspects of writing that they identified were often
simplistic and superficial. Many of the characteristics were ‘spotted’, for
example “there’s lots of fronted adverbials” (Louise about the diary) and
presented without any reference to how that improved the writing or how it
showed achievement. I got a general sense that many of the teachers were
reading the pieces and looking for technicalities rather than meaning. This is in
stark contrast to the commentary in the exemplification materials, which present
a more holistic view of writing. It is possible that the teachers had become
disenchanted and cynical readers when they read texts in the context of
assessment. They sometimes appeared to no longer engage as a reader and
so become blind to certain aspects of a text, and their methods of assessment
were often contrary to their normal practice of reading. In this way the
assessment shapes both reading and writing in the classroom.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, there also seemed to be some confused
messages from the assessment because of the shift from the interim framework
used in 2016 and the final version, where aspects of writing had changed or
shifted from at expected to greater depth, and these conflicting messages were
quite often compounded by various contradictory messages from moderation
teams.

From the evidence presented in this chapter, there seems to be no discernible
pattern as to how teachers conduct assessment. There seems to be no link
between how the teachers approach the assessment and their discourse
alignment and no relationship between their views on the construct and what
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features they focussed on in the writing. The variability in assessment practices
and practicalities, approaches to the evaluation and what teachers focussed on
give reasons to the unreliability of the assessment and offer, therefore, a threat
to its validity. There were administration inconsistencies in timing and the types
of tasks set in class, which are threats to reliability. Both construct validity and
content validity come under threat from the inclusion of varied types or genre of
writing and from the different number of pieces included. It is possible that those
schools where a more collegiate approach to assessment takes place, where
there is more participation in local training and moderation, and where the
teachers assess the same number and types of writing for each child, would be
more able to maintain a standard and would suffer from fewer reliability and
validity issues.
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CHAPTER 8: Tying everything together

This study sought to investigate aspects of the validity, reliability and fairness of
the KS2 National Curriculum teacher assessment of writing at KS2. The central
research problem that this study set out to explore is whether the assessment’s
use as a proxy for writing proficiency in an accountable system is appropriate
and valid. In particular, it posed the following principal research questions:
1. how is writing achievement conceptualised in the National Curriculum
English PoS (DfE, 2013), the writing assessment framework (STA, 2017a)
and the exemplification materials (STA, 2017, October a, b, c, d)?
2. how is writing achievement conceptualised by teachers?
3. how do teachers conduct assessment?

These overarching questions were chosen to enable the research to provide
evidence for the different aspects of validity, but particularly construct validity,
the reliability of the teacher assessment and fairness. These are seen as the
three main pillars of a robust assessment. To provide support for the claims that
the assessment is valid, or to provide proof that there are demonstrable threats
to this, the National Curriculum English Programme of Study (DfE, 2013), the
teacher assessment framework for writing (STA, 2017a) and the exemplification
guidance materials (STA, 2017, October a, b, c, d) were subjected to a content
analysis and a thematic analysis. Alignment between the documents was then
considered. Teachers were interviewed about their beliefs on writing
achievement and asked to interpret the assessment framework standards.
These views were compared to those portrayed in the documents. The teachers
were also observed conducting assessment using a think-aloud technique to
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determine what constructs of writing they were drawing upon and whether they
carried out the assessment consistently. The findings provide a complex picture
of representations and understandings of the construct of writing, and of how
teachers conduct assessment. This chapter examines more closely significant
themes that are drawn out of the findings that help to answer the principal
research questions.

8.1

Representations of the construct of writing: construct validity

Changing concepts of the constructs of writing over time have shifted
understandings of what is and what is not acceptable in writing achievement at
KS2. The basis of these current educational standards at KS2 has been
criticised as they were politically decided and defined, without seeming to take
into account much of the research on writing development; although, construct
definition of writing is a difficult task, as writing is complex, many-layered and
multi-faceted. Several different perspectives from the fields of cognitive science,
linguistics and socio-cultural theory combine to make the pinning down of
writing challenging, and this is exacerbated by theories of development and
achievement. There is no explicitly defined construct of writing, which is
aggravated by the relationship between learning writing and being a writer, so is
a construct of writing different to a construct defining the development of
writing? There is a lack of research here and even within the research there are
competing perspectives or ideologies. Ivanic’s (2004) discourses represent an
attempt to make the concept of writing manageable by showing its different
facets and by discussing where different views on writing may align. However,
for writing to be measured effectively, it must be defined, and in an assessment
there needs to be agreement about what should make up the construct.
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Construct validity is the lynchpin of the validity of an assessment, if considering
a unified concept of validity, as the outcome of the assessment of writing must
be a proxy for a good understanding of what has been achieved in writing.

Suggestions in the literature broadly agree that any view of writing used in a
curriculum or assessment should be broad and reflect the many discourses. As
Papp and Rixon (2018) state “Curriculum and related assessment are most
effective if they match learners’ cognitive needs … [they] should be clearly
related with a tight link between learning objectives and assessment outcomes”
(p. 622). Within any definition of a construct there are concerns about underrepresentation of aspects of the construct or the introduction of irrelevance. All
of this is problematised when conflicting interpretations of the construct arise.
This is evident from previous research (Cremin & Oliver, 2017; Goodwyn, 2012;
Mo & Troia, 2017) which has shown documents and assessments conflicting
with each other, documents conflicting with teachers views and teachers at odd
with each other. Any conflicts, such as these, would be seen as a threat to the
construct validity of an assessment.

The findings from the content and discourse analysis in this research show that
the National Curriculum Programme of Study in English (DfE, 2013) is out of
step with wider understandings of the construct of writing, with an overrepresentation of some aspects of the construct, for example over a quarter of
the document relates to spelling knowledge. Grammar and other technical
aspects of writing are also represented more vociferously than other aspects of
writing. This leads to the PoS showing alignment most strongly to the skills
discourse. Although the process, genre, and social practices discourses are
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also represented, this is rather superficial and often content within these
discourses is framed through a skills lens. This results in an underrepresentation of the other discourses in the construct of writing within the PoS,
most notably there is an absence of any content that aligns to the creativity
discourse.

The assessment framework (STA, 2017a) shows an equally limited view of
writing. Changes that were introduced to the interim framework to answer the
criticisms that the framework did not encapsulate compositional features or the
more creative aspects of writing, such as effect, did manage to shift the content
of the framework slightly. The final framework (STA, 2017a) does reflect genre
more; however, the criteria are ostensibly an interpretation of what can be
successfully assessed from the PoS by teachers, so should reflect the content
of the curriculum. As outlined in Chapter 5, there is an overarching match
between the PoS and the assessment framework in that they both align mostly
to the skills discourse. What is interesting from the content analysis, though, is
how the framework only showed alignment to one other discourse: genre, and
that this was over-represented in the framework compared to the PoS. Drilling
down into the content that aligned to the discourses, it was obvious that the
assessment framework and the PoS gave different weight to the many aspects
of writing. For example, verbs and register were proportionally over-represented
in the framework.

The exemplification materials (STA, 2017, October a, b, c, d), although not
statutory, are published by the government to aid teachers in their assessments
and so demonstrate a ‘true’ version of an evaluation. Across the collection of
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four documents there was varied content; although, in terms of discourse
alignment they again showed a stronger match with the skills discourse. As an
example of how teachers may interpret children’s written work using the
framework, this is to be expected. However, rather surprisingly the
exemplification materials also showed an alignment with the creativity discourse
– absent from both the PoS and the assessment framework, with references to,
for example, writer’s voice. The exemplification documents showed a broader
view of writing than either the PoS and the assessment framework, and all of
the comments were contextualised.

Essentially, the National Curriculum English Programme of Study (DfE, 2013),
the assessment framework (STA, 2017a) and the exemplification materials
(STA, 2017, October a, b, c, d) do not show a consistent construct of writing.
The dominant represented idea of writing is of a skills dominated construct that
encapsulates the technical aspects of writing; although, the exemplification
materials do make some attempt to show how these have meaning in a piece of
writing. The findings in Chapter 5 suggest the content in these documents has a
low degree of alignment. These documents present a limited view of writing that
is not in accordance with current wider accepted theoretical opinions. There is
an argument against using the PoS as the basis of an assessment of writing
because of this flawed understanding of writing and, therefore, an associated
argument against the framework’s use as a proxy for writing achievement as it
shows a narrow view of writing. It is argued that both the PoS and the
framework are not based on a strong theory of the developing writer that
considers the multi-faceted view of writing. This is a major threat to the validity
of the assessment. As the assessment is a snapshot of achievement at the end
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of KS2, perhaps it should not be expected to encompass all aspects of writing,
but this is problematic if it does not allow children to show their achievement
(Ananda, 2003a, 2003b). One major concern here is that the curriculum and
standards statements were designed with a focus on mastery of a set of skills
rather than a focus on developing writers with a broad understanding of writing.
There is a danger that such a limited and simplistic view of writing does not fully
appraise the complexity of writing development.

These constructs displayed in the PoS and the assessment framework shape
the teaching and learning within the classroom and therefore affect the
development of a child’s writing ability. A tightly prescriptive technical
curriculum, such as this, ignores other facets of writing and lacks emphasis on
creativity. Assessment criteria are designed to evaluate writing as a product, at
the end of the process. They cannot, therefore, give next steps for learning, or
give advice about strategies that pupils may employ to improve their writing.
This potentially leads to a deficit in rounded teaching and learning opportunities
and undermines the professional autonomy of teachers and may have an
enormous effect on classroom practice and on how teacher conduct their
teacher assessment. This limitation, according to Beck, Llosa, Black and
Anderson (2018), is significant as they suggest that the most effective way to
deal with any difficulties in writing is to use specific teaching strategies; this is
highly problematic if the assessment becomes the instruction, which is the case
for some of the teachers in this study. Opportunities to write for a range of
purposes would be curtailed in the classroom to concentrate on developing
writing that would measure highly in the assessment.
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Evidence presented in Chapter 6 shows teachers may draw on several writing
discourses at one time and value different features of writing to those
represented in the documents. The teachers in the sample seemed to be
working with multiple constructs – an assessment construct, a teaching
construct and a personal construct, with what appeared to be a different
understanding of ‘real’ writing and assessment writing. Interviews with the
teachers in this research have confirmed previous findings that teachers find it
difficult to define what is meant by good writing (Cremin & Oliver, 2017). The
teachers in this study showed that their concepts of writing were complex and
consisted of a range of complex factors, and while they were all willing and able
to give answers to the question of what makes good writing, they were unable
to describe many of the aspects of writing in a meaningful way. Many features
were described generically, such as ‘flow’, without further explanation or attempt
to define. I had a strong sense of the difficulty teachers had defining the
construct of writing and that this was exacerbated by the tensions between the
multiple constructs they were working with.

Having multiple constructs of writing, however, is not necessarily to be
interpreted as a drawback as the teachers seemed to be able to switch between
these constructs; although, this mismatch between the teachers views on a
writing construct and the documents perspectives on writing suggest that there
is a threat to the face validity of the assessment of writing. Peterson (2012)
argues that teachers must consider how their views of teaching writing overlap
or contrast with those underpinning the curricula (p. 262), as when teachers
attempt to implement curricula that emphasise a particular discourse, such as
the PoS, they may understand where their tensions lay. Teachers who felt the
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mismatch between their views and those communicated in the documents did
express it clearly. When discussing the construct of writing, especially in relation
to the assessment framework, it became obvious to many of the teachers, and
to me, that they felt conflicted about many of the more technical aspects that
were emphasised. Those who valued creativity and personal expression
protested against the perceived inflexibility of some of the mechanical aspects
of writing and this manifested in an anti-skills discourse. This tension between
the technical aspects and creative aspects of writing was highlighted in
research by Watson (2015) and is possibly a by-product of the skills dominated
curriculum and assessment content. Teachers’ perceptions on writing are varied
and additionally they are not always in accordance with one another
(McCarthey, Woodard & Kang, 2014). Understandings between teachers can
also be in conflict, as demonstrated by Clive and Todd, who even though
working in the same school had different concepts of writing, approached the
teaching of writing differently in the classroom, and approached the assessment
of writing differently.

Trying to pin down the construct of writing for the purposes of a curriculum and
an assessment framework has resulted in a narrowing of what we understand
about writing achievement. There seems to be a suppression of elements of
writing within these documents, but it could be argued that this does not matter
if teachers subvert this. I disagree with this and suggest that what is valued or
seen to be valued in the curriculum and the assessment is what becomes
important and teaching becomes led by that. The upshot of this is that the
presence of features within writing is not necessarily representative of
competence. For instance, many of the teachers commented about the semi363

colon as a marker of the standard, which had sometimes been passed down as
an expectation in moderation or had been a focus in writing because of the
issue that resulted from the mismarking of the semi-colon in the SPaG test.
While they were hoping that their children would use this feature in their writing
and often adapted their teaching so that children would have to show they could
use it, they also remarked about how ridiculous it was that the pieces of writing
in the judgement task showed use of a semi-colon, which some of the teachers
felt was not appropriate. One negative by-product of the assessment framework
could therefore be a preponderance on form over function i.e. a need to get
features in even if it would not be the best choice in that piece of writing. This
could be seen as disrupting the agency and ownership of writing, when, in
developing writing children need to be given more ways to make choices or to
see how choice has an effect on the final outcome.

8.2

Reliability of the assessment

If there is no consensus about a good piece of writing, or what can be described
as quality then there can be no assessment, as assessment is predicated on
the fact that something is measurable. A reliable assessment allows for results
and outcomes to be comparable; this is especially important in an accountability
system where one cohort may be compared with another. Threats to the
reliability of an assessment of writing, such as this at KS2, come from several
areas, such as administration methods, inconsistent marking, possible teacher
bias, and misunderstandings or different understandings of the construct,
assessment framework and/or procedures. These would all lead to a lack of
confidence in the outcomes of the assessment. Reliability in a teacher
assessment setting is well-known to be adversely affected by these threats.
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Writing evaluations generally suffer from a lack of consistency and the process
of teacher judgment is little understood. Knowledge of the construct of writing
has an impact on the reliability of a writing assessment, which is normally seen
as negative. There is some evidence that using a framework, or a set of criteria
can make judgement more reliable (Camp, R, 2009; White, 2009), but this
framework would need to be clearly interpretable by those using it.

As the findings from the teachers’ interpretations of the at expected standard
framework criteria show, the representation of writing achievement was
construed differently by each teacher. There is evidence from this research that
the at expected standard is not consistently interpreted and that different criteria
within this standard are valued more highly than others. There were some broad
commonalities in terms of which aspects of the standard the teachers found
more or less important, for example knowledge, understanding and status of
genre; although, this was by no means universal across the sample. The
teachers were more likely to inconsistently explain the content, with some of the
teachers believing criteria difficult for the children to achieve, others drawing out
different features or aspects of writing that they felt each bullet encapsulated.
These conflicted interpretations of the assessment framework were
exacerbated by the changes to the framework, the inclusion of the particular
weakness clause and the use of quantifiers, which served to cause confusion
for several of the teachers. These responses to the assessment framework are
an affirmation of findings in previous studies, such as the research by Hall and
Harding (2002) that showed teachers’ difficulties with interpreting the level
descriptors. In order then to apply this assessment criteria to pieces of writing in
a judgement task, the teachers drew on personal adaptions of the standard,
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which were sometimes in conflict with that expressed in the exemplification
materials. This is in line with research from Australia, looking at teacher
judgements (Wyatt-Smith & Castleton, 2004, 2005).

These interpretations of the criteria by the professionals that use them may also
be influenced by the teacher’s access to different resources, such as
colleagues, moderation, and additional example materials. These can work as a
way of enabling standard setting if used in a community of practice, but isolated
teachers accessing these resources could have their interpretations and
therefore assessment decisions influenced differently. The exemplification
materials, for example, are an attempt to support teachers in their assessments,
but unfortunately these had not been widely accessed by the teachers in the
sample. The lack of access to standardisation practices, benchmarking and
moderation creates silos of understanding and practice.

These misunderstandings and different understandings of the construct of
writing achievement presented in the assessment framework result in an
inconsistency in how the standards in the framework are applied in the
assessment of writing. Some of the teachers, used the assessment framework
in a fairly systematic way, referring to each of the bullets as they read through
the pieces of writing and ensuring that they evaluated the piece thoroughly
against the criteria. Other teachers, however, drew on more personal
understandings of writing achievement and barely referred to the assessment
framework in their judgements, and others used additional (and what could be
considered more specific) criteria in addition. It is also clear that several of the
teachers approached the assessment in the judgement task differently from
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how they would have assessed the writing of the children in their class. Grace
spoke about the “gut feeling” she had when approaching assessment and a few
of the teachers were open about the bias and preconceptions of the child that
might creep in: “I’d start knowing where the child was in my head!” (Sarah).
Research by Skar and Jolle (2017) demonstrated that teachers are situated on
a continuum from professional to teacher expert, which was reflected in the
approaches to the judgement task in this study. The professional raters are
more capable of distancing themselves from the child, being more objective in
applying any mark scheme, which was reflected in the different approaches of
Tina and Claire, for example. Tina’s evaluation was peppered with personal
reactions, whereas Claire’s was more detached and focussed particularly on
specific features. This reliance on word elements, identification of features and
often rather generic statements, rather than the choice and meaning of the use
of different aspects were fairly typical across the teachers and echoed previous
research that suggested when conducting assessment teachers rely on feature
spotting (Cooksey, Freebody & Wyatt-Smith, 2007; Rezaeia & Lovorn, 2010).

There are also threats to the reliability from the varied administration practices
that the teachers revealed. When talking about their teaching practices, the
teachers demonstrated that, even within schools, there was a huge variety in
teaching instruction – from the different amounts of help that were given to their
pupils, to the different topics that writing was embedded within, to the use of
‘normal’ class writing in the assessment compared to specifically written
assessment pieces, to the criteria in the assessment being used as writing
targets. This was compounded by teachers choosing different pieces of writing
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from each child to include in the assessment, with some gaming the system by
including, for example, more narrative pieces for some children.

There are two important validity issues here that are a consequence of this lack
of reliability. The first is whether the assessment framework adequately explains
and makes clear the characteristics of a text, which I believe it could be argued
it does not, given the varied interpretations of the criteria. The second issue is
whether the outcome of the assessment is valid. The multiple constructs
demonstrated by the teachers and the apparent ability for some of them to
move between constructs, coupled with the different evaluation approaches by
the teachers brings into question whether some of the teachers are
compromising what they think is good writing because of the assessment
criteria – most definitely this was the case for Clive, who wanted to be able to
credit aspects of writing not presented in the framework. The reliability of the
assessment is brought into question because of the varied approaches and the
different aspects of writing that the teachers included in their evaluations.
Diverse administration practices, such as those demonstrated in this study,
undermine the legitimacy of an assessment (Stobart, 2009) and such high
variability makes inferences from the outcomes of the assessment unjustified
and offer a threat to the validity of the assessment.

On the other hand, it is encouraging that most teachers kept to the criteria in the
assessment framework, even though this was sometimes misinterpreted or
interpreted differently. Maybe a culture of national assessment, especially
where there has been a writing test since the 1990s, has encouraged teachers
to develop multiple constructs in writing and reflects the dichotomous
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practitioner role and assessor role that Skar and Jolle (2017) were attempting to
foster in their research. This has, however, possibly created a negative
backwash on teaching. The finding that teachers work within several constructs
of writing: personal, pedagogical and assessment, shows that the
understanding of writing achievement is diffuse and conflicted – there is no
unified concept of writing. Teachers demonstrated an ability to work within the
construct portrayed within the assessment, but also showed an understanding
of aspects of writing that were outside of this. This had an obvious effect on
pedagogy for some of the teachers. Also evident when talking about teaching
were the absence of references to the curriculum, both to specific content and
the wider curriculum. The assessment framework had become the de facto
writing curriculum for several of the teachers.

8.3

Generalisability and accountability

The number of purposes to which a test score is put has been outlined by both
Stobart (2009) and Newton (2012), see Appendix 2 for more detail. The
criticisms that are levelled at the lack of clarity and the number of purposes also
hold true for this KS2 teacher assessment of writing. However, one of the main
purposes of a standards-based assessment system, like this one, is to allow for
a generalisability of writing achievement, which can be used as a measure of
accountability. The child’s given standard on the writing assessment acts as a
proxy for their wider achievement in writing – so if a child receives an at
expected evaluation, one should be able to assume that is true for that child’s
writing generally. The ability to be able to use the teacher assessment of writing
at KS2, in this way, is highly problematised because of the absence of any
common understanding of the assessment framework. There is not enough
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clarity about each of the assessment criteria, so there is an argument against
using this assessment to generalise for writing proficiency. Any inferences
made about a child’s writing ability are weakened by the issues outlined above,
so there is an argument against using the outcomes of the assessment as an
accountability measure.

Generalisability of an assessment can also be threatened by negative
backwash, such as teaching to the test. Pellegrino, Chudowsky and Glaser
(2001) raise an interesting question about teaching to the test. They wonder
what gains in test scores or raising of the standard might actually mean if other
aspects of knowledge that may be valued by society are disregarded because
they are not seen as important in an assessment. This is an important issue
when generalising from an assessment in an accountability system. If the
assessment is not reflective of wider societal concerns, then using it as an
accountability measure seems redundant. It is clear from the content of the
interviews with teachers that there has been an impact from the assessment on
teaching and, in some cases, this could be considered as teaching to the test.
Stecher et al (2000) found that teachers teach to particular audiences or
purposes in lessons to match the assessment and this was certainly repeated
by the teachers in this study; although, I hasten to add, not all of them.
Sometimes, this seemed to be from fairly innocuous decisions, such as deciding
to teach newspaper reports; however, the intent behind teaching this – to be
able to show shifts in register – while maybe not conscious, is worrying, as the
intention here is driven by assessment needs rather than for the pupils to
demonstrate learning. Perhaps more troubling though are those teachers who
decided to implement whole schemes of writing to suit the assessment criteria
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(Simon), or those, like Cynthia, who attempted to subvert the dictates of the
assessment. All of these concerns and issues lead to a lack of confidence in the
results, an indication that it is not possible to generalise from the outcomes
because of the unreliability and threats to the construct validity and ultimately
suggest that this form of teacher assessment should not be used as an
accountable measure at KS2.

On the other hand, there are some positive aspects of the assessment that
allow for a generalisation of writing ability that does have some confidence and
would merit its use as an accountability measure. The assessment allows for
the collection of pieces of writing that have been produced over time, providing
more than a snapshot, so a more accurate picture of a child’s ability can be
garnered. This portfolio type approach is recognised in the literature as being
the most appropriate model for writing assessment, especially in this case at
KS2, where a minimum of six pieces of writing are generally included (Slomp,
2012). In this sort of portfolio assessment model there is the potential to allow
for an assessment of progress; however, currently there is no inclusion of this
aspect of writing. Moreover, the pieces of writing included in the assessment
show an end product and do not include elements of process, such as planning
or revisions. The exploration of the development of writing as an aspect of KS2
assessment is not a reason for assembling a portfolio and is not appropriate
currently. In this sense the use of a portfolio is somewhat undermined by the
implementation of it. A portfolio that deliberately selected for a range of
performance, or variety of task, or evidence of development would result in a
clear rationale for selection of written pieces and different assessment
strategies. Thus, placing the ‘good practice’ aspects of the use of portfolio within
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an accountability system may be a problem and serve to undermine any
notional good assessment practices.

8.4

Potential backwash

Although exploring and defining any influences or consequences of the
assessment was not one of the main purposes of this research, several areas of
backwash presented themselves that are noteworthy. It would appear that some
of the criticisms outlined in the Background Chapter hold some weight.
Teachers did feel pressure to make sure the writing pieces reflected the
assessment criteria and for some teachers this affected their pedagogy. There
was evidence therefore of an impact of testing on teaching (although whether
this is negative backwash is debateable). I am less comfortable with upholding
criticisms of a narrower curriculum and a less creative approach to writing, as
argued by Hillocks (2002) and Bearne (2017), as although some teachers were
attempting to manipulate some writing to suit the assessment criteria there
appeared to be a real effort to make the teaching and learning of writing
engaging by linking it to topic work and including activities such as hot-seating.
The fact that creativity is not evident in the statutory documents and not credited
is seen negatively by Bearne and I agree, but there was evidence that teachers
were still pursuing this aspect of writing.

Perhaps problematically, some teachers decided to frame writing in the
classroom in different ways, for example, Tina did both ‘normal’ writing and
‘assessment’ writing in her classroom. It seemed clear that the ‘assessment’
writing was different from the other writing activities – she introduced it
differently as independent writing, children were not expected to receive
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feedback, quite often it was timed and the writing was usually generated from a
prompt or task outline. This difference in Tina’s conception of writing between
what is considered to be ‘normal’ writing and what is to be considered
‘assessment’ writing could have an impact on the conceptions of writing of the
pupils in her class.

Additionally, the teachers in the sample were negotiating many areas of conflict
and tension: between the curriculum standards and the assessment criteria,
between these documents and their use of the exemplification materials,
between messages from moderation which may or may not contradict their own
views, between their use of additional resources and all of the above. This did
engender a resistance or subversion and resulted in a decrease of morale for
some teachers. Clive, for instance was very disillusioned with writing
assessment, a lack of teacher voice in decision making, and conflicts in
ideology between his teaching and government perspectives (Wyse and
Torrance, 2009).

8.5

Implications and recommendations

The results of this study have important implications, from which give rise to
several recommendations.

8.5.1 Curriculum and assessment parity
Firstly, greater clarification and agreement is needed about what is presented
about writing in a national curriculum. The construct of writing in any curriculum
should be informed by research on writing processes and development, to allow
for a deeper and wider understanding of the complexities of writing. It may be
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that a view of writing, such as that espoused by Ivanic (2004) is a place to start,
as it highlights some of what is missing from the current National Curriculum
English Programme of Study (DfE, 2013). The majority of the teachers were
aligned to the creativity discourse, which includes aspects of writing such as
encouraging individuality. This is absent from the PoS, so it is recommended
that future writing curricula recognise these qualities of writing and encourage
opportunities for children to achieve in this area, as one of the negative effects
of the teaching to the test backwash is that opportunities become limited. The
current curriculum has moved away from genre, but it still features quite highly
in teacher constructs, especially in teaching approaches. There is also research
that shows genre is something children can grasp onto in their development of
writing (Berninger, Fuller & Whitaker, 1996; Olinghouse & Wilson, 2013), so it
would seem sensible to reflect this in learning criteria. With a focus on individual
mastery, the current PoS does not pay much heed to writing in a social context
or building communities of writers. Future curriculum developers could draw on
research such as Wohlwend’s (2009) that explore meaning-making within a
social context and reflect how an exploration of different text types may allow
children to foster purposes for writing that are situation dependent. Also, rather
than seeing the themes as separate, it may be possible to create a more
nuanced construct of writing by blending these discourses together, so that
skills and social and political practices could be brought together in recognition
that writing can have more influence by using writing conventions as an
authoritative tool. Understanding of genre can be used to question the position
of the writer, why they have used a particular genre or text type, whether this
limits or enforces the message of the writing and then this knowledge could be
used in children’s own writing to adapt for a wider range of social and political
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purposes. Process knowledge can also be combined with social and political
considerations so that children think about these wider aspects of writing when
planning, drafting, and reviewing (Peterson, 2012). Rather cleverly in the
exemplification materials, skills and mechanical aspects of writing are imbued
with meaning and often used to highlight where the writer has shown creativity,
which is a further blending that could be demonstrated in curricula. The ultimate
aim of any writing curriculum should be a balance of discourses.

Future iterations of a writing assessment should seek greater parity with a
national curriculum. Several elements of the PoS are missing in the criteria of
the assessment framework but should be included for greater construct validity.
In the PoS, process has a strong presence; however, Ivanic (2004) believes
process cannot be assessed and there is no corresponding discourse in
Jeffery’s (2009) research on writing assessment discourses, but many of the
teachers talked about feedback in writing and how they see how this feeds into
children’s work. I think there is a possibility for revisions, planning and editing to
form a part of a portfolio of writing for assessment, so that teachers can see
where children have made choices in their writing.

The exemplification materials demonstrate a purpose to adopting a skills
approach to writing and link the skills and creativity discourses. The
commentaries show that when readers (and assessors) engage with a text
meaning surfaces as an evaluative aspect even though neither the curriculum
nor the framework foreground this.
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8.5.2 Current assessment
Concrete changes were recommended to the assessment framework criteria,
such as removing the necessity for joined writing, and getting rid of the
particular weakness clause (where a whole or part of a criterion is missing from
the pupil’s assessed work but the teacher can use their discretion to overlook
this and still award the standard, perhaps based on their wider knowledge of the
pupil’s writing). The majority of the teachers felt that a best-fit approach, rather
than a mastery model was a better solution. The teachers felt a need for the
assessment to be accompanied by real examples of what writing would look like
for each standard, but because many of them had not accessed the
exemplification materials it is suggested that these need to be made more
mandatory than just guidance materials. Having examples allows teachers to
compare their students’ work against a benchmark and helps to create a
standard. Although, there is always the possibility that this could also be a
drawback, especially as standards may seem to be linked to specific tasks,
which would make lessons learned from one task difficult to apply to a different
task.

8.5.3 Future assessment
The proposals from teachers suggest a need for exploration of alternative
writing assessment models. The developmental aspects of writing and charting
progress might be an expected part of a portfolio model of assessment, though
it is not currently. This aspect of writing was seen as important by several of the
teachers and there are indications of inclusion of editing and planning in the
exemplification commentaries, so it may be appropriate to include this element
in future assessments.
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The literature that suggests different genres of writing may encompass different
aspects and features of writing (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014; Rose, 2016) was
echoed by some of the teachers, for instance the use of dialogue was
specifically seen as a narrative tool and bullet pointed lists more appropriate to
information texts. There is a possible argument here for recognising that writing
may be different depending on genre or text type and reflecting the standards
for each separately in more detailed criteria and descriptors in an assessment
framework, for instance having a mark scheme tailored more towards fiction
writing and a separate one tailored more towards non-fiction writing. There is
also an argument for splitting the criteria into three strands to match the content
of the PoS, which would allow for a greater alignment and perhaps greater
clarity for teachers about what the criteria represent. Several of the teachers
commented specifically on issues that they felt made the assessment harder to
use; although, they were not always in agreement about this, so when some felt
the criteria should be tightened up by making them more specific, others felt
that the criteria were already too prescribed. Most of the teachers did feel,
however, that the criteria should be weighted, by deciding which of the aspects
of writing are essential and which are supportive. Most of the teachers would
have preferred the skills of handwriting and spelling to be given less weight than
those bullets describing genre and cohesion.

8.5.4 Involving stakeholders
These discussions about curriculum content, the assessment framework and
how it should be constituted, and example materials, lead back to construct
representation. None of this can be enacted or even considered unless there is
a richer and broader discussion about what is valued in terms of writing
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outcomes, for instance the lack of creativity in both the PoS and the
assessment criteria needs to be interrogated by all the stakeholders; therefore,
using the discourses as a starting point for discussing what is meant by good
writing, to see where the areas of agreement and disagreement are, seems
appropriate. The findings in this research have demonstrated both conceptual
uncertainty and tensions, with the teachers demonstrating understandings of
the constructs of writing that are at odds with those presented as the official
national construct. The teachers were shown to shift between constructs,
compromising their personal beliefs for the assessment, which led to
unreliability in the assessment of writing. There is a paradox here that is worth
pointing out. Teachers are both resistant to dominant curriculum and
assessment discourses while at the same time shaped by them. Unless
practitioner views are incorporated into the official construct and future curricula
and assessments include teacher views on what makes good writing, there will
always be attempts to subvert the assessment. A curriculum and its associated
assessment(s) need to be designed to reflect the broadest construct possible
and grow out of a shared understanding to enable teachers to implement high
quality learning that is consistent with wider understandings of what that should
encompass.

8.5.5 Practitioners
Practically, the teachers overall liked the assessment model and preferred it to
the previous incarnation of two externally set pieces of writing: “It is better”
(Angela). It gave them ownership and I got the impression that, despite the
criticisms from this sample, there was a degree of face validity for most aspects
of the assessment. Even with these sometimes more positive reactions to the
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assessment, the teachers were aware of the unreliability charges against it.
There was lots of anecdotal evidence from the teachers about practices in other
schools and districts that they felt undermined the standard: whether children in
other schools really did independent work (Claire), feedback being given via
post-it notes so they could be removed before moderation (Todd) and
accusations of gaming the system (Grace). In terms of increasing the reliability,
several of the teachers spoke about creating a community of understanding, an
absence of which in some parts of the country, because of a lack of interest in
moderation from some local authorities and academy trusts, came out as a big
concern.

Access for all teachers to some sort of centralised and standardised training,
provided by (and given also) to moderators would foster a greater mutual
understanding of the criteria within the assessment framework, especially if this
training and all teachers and moderators had access to the same guidance
materials, where again it would help if these were given some sort of statutory
status. Before this, teachers need to be taking part in training that would need to
consist of instruction in the development of writing, an exploration of the
understanding of writing achievement and how writing can be assessed and
should have both academic and practical foundations – both academic learning
and from actual experience in classrooms. professional development especially
after the introduction of a new curriculum or assessment.

Torrance (1998) suggests that the complexity of professional judgement is not
unique to the assessment of writing (p. 33) and it seems similar problems may
have been researched in other fields, such as developing professional
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knowledge and competence (Eraut, 1994) and competence-based assessment
(Wolf, 1995). There is an additional problem that debates about national
assessment seem to be limited to arguments around measurement and
accountability. There is less discussion about curriculum and pedagogy and the
effects of assessment in the classroom. This suggests that the aspiration for
assessment to drive teaching and learning may be flawed.

8.6

Further research and future directions

There were several issues and areas of interest that arose while this study was
being conducted but that, unfortunately, fell outside the remit of the principal
research questions. In order to more fully understand the incredibly complex
arena of writing assessment at KS2, of which I feel this thesis has barely dipped
in to, I think the following areas of future research would be both interesting and
add a great deal of knowledge.

8.6.1 Constructs of writing
In terms of understanding the construct of writing, research to investigate further
this idea of multiple constructs that the teachers demonstrated and how this
may affect writing assessment should be conducted. The findings from this
study indicate that teachers held varied beliefs about what is to be considered
as good writing, within this there was evidence of teachers working within
several different constructs, which may or may not have been in conflict. There
is scope for further research to investigate the relationship between the different
constructs of writing – personal, pedagogical and assessment – and how these
overlap and affect pedagogy and assessment practices. Some of the teachers
described a clear affinity to certain discourses of writing, notably the creativity
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discourse and it would be noteworthy to explore how these discourses reveal
themselves in the practices of teachers. It is possible that teachers’ opinions,
perspectives and attitudes may have changed following the research, during the
writing-up process and thereafter. It is argued by Berliner (2002) that findings
such as this have a short period in which they are useable or meaningful
because of social and educational changes, and it may be the case that those
teachers who were interviewed before they underwent moderation may have
had a chance to reflect and would want to change their responses. However,
this research has presented a picture of the different understandings and
approaches of writing assessment at KS2. Further research needs to be carried
out during future cycles of the assessment to determine whether these
understanding and approaches change over time.

Expanding knowledge of the construct of writing, particularly how writing
develops for children at the primary schooling age, is important as this is an
under-researched area generally. It would be effective for a comprehensive
critique, synthesis and extrapolation of what is known so far to be compiled. A
major programme of research focussed on how students learn to be writers
should be constructed in schools and with various groups of learners.

Many of the teachers, when explaining their own constructs of writing, their
pedagogical approaches and their understandings of writing achievement, drew
attention to the link between reading and writing, particularly the effect of
reading on writing – considering those who were good readers to also be good
writers. This was mentioned a few times in the PoS but never really explained in
any detail and Beard (2000) makes this link clear in his research. It seems
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feasible that lots of reading would mean that the varieties of written forms move
from a working memory to the long term where they become intuitive models to
draw on (in the tradition of cognitive psychology). Therefore, when commencing
the next task, the working memory is freed up from such things as remembering
the features of a leaflet or having a store of suspenseful vocabulary and noun
phrases to draw upon in a scary story. Investigation of the effects of reading on
writing would lead to a clearer understanding of this perceived link.

8.6.2 Teacher knowledge
When explaining their own views on writing it also became clear that the
teachers’ subject knowledge of writing and assessment was really quite poor.
There was evidence of both a low level of assessment literacy and a dearth of a
wider understanding of writing development and writing achievement,
evidenced in the often generic examples such as ‘flow’. In the judgement task it
was sometimes difficult to identify whether the teachers were showing a
genuine understanding of features drawn out from the writing or whether they
were parroting features from the assessment without any deeper insight. There
is ongoing research from the University of Exeter investigating teachers’
grammar and creativity knowledge (coming out of the Grammar for Writing and
Craft of Writing projects) and it would seem sensible to use these kinds of
studies as a blueprint to examine other areas of writing and teacher knowledge.
This would be interesting to undertake longitudinally to understand how the
changing context of curriculum and assessment may affect this knowledge.

As outlined earlier, one of the limitations of the sample of teachers in this
research was that they were all fairly experienced. Each of the teachers had
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had a fairly substantial career and would have had historical knowledge of
assessment. It would be interesting to explore how less experienced teachers
and NQTs differ in their views and opinions from those in this sample.

8.6.3 Moderation
Moderation practices were an aspect of the assessment practice that was
mentioned as an influencing factor by several of the teachers. They attended
meetings, run by either their local authority or bought in from companies like
Babcock, where the moderators gave training, created a standard and
disseminated messages from the Standards and Testing Agency. A full
investigation of moderation and this chain of influence was outside the scope of
this research, but I feel this is a critical area for future research as teachers
spoke of receiving conflicting messages from moderation teams and it was clear
that across the country there were different central themes and concerns.

8.6.5 Policy
Clive mentioned in his interview that the assessment, though ostensibly
designed to reflect a curriculum that ensures a child is secondary school ready,
actually offered limited knowledge of what a child can do in writing and that any
insights gained were general. There is no knowledge offered from the outcomes
of the assessment about strengths and weaknesses or next steps that would
benefit secondary schools. As primary schools send records of their children to
the secondary school and often these records are used to place children into
sets, research that explores what sort of information secondary schools would
like about a child would be useful. This may, however, be dependent upon a
through curriculum or, at the least, corresponding representations of the
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construct of writing, which is something that I have not been able to investigate.
If the primary and secondary English curriculums are vastly different and
represent different constructs of writing, then this is problematic in terms of
understanding and progress in writing development. It would destabilise any
linking of KS2 assessment results to GCSE outcomes, if they were predicated
on conflicting constructs of writing. Future research could explore the constructs
of writing presented in the secondary curriculum to determine alignment with the
primary curriculum.

Any research or further work into the assessment of writing, both in
understanding the construct of writing and investigating assessment should be
done in collaboration with practitioners.

8.7

Reflections

In the Background Chapter, I outlined how writing had underperformed
compared to reading in KS2 national assessments, but how this has not been
the case since the introduction of the teacher assessment in 2016.
Assessments are often linked to standards in an accountability system such as
this, and it would appear that since the introduction of the teacher assessment
children now do better in writing than they do in reading. It would be, however,
facile to assume this considering the evidence from this study of the varied
understandings of writing achievement and the threats to the reliability in the
administration of the assessment.

At the beginning of the thesis, and indeed the beginning of this research, I
outlined my position as a literacy assessment specialist who had come into this
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process with concerns about KS2 writing assessment. This followed
conversations with teachers who had shared their feelings about assessing
writing, the promotion of grammar, punctuation and spelling, and their
conflicting ideologies. Evidence from this research suggests that these
concerns were warranted and that there is indeed conflict in the understanding
of writing achievement and dissatisfaction about the dominance of a skills
discourse.

Using Ivanic’s (2004) discourses as a methodological tool gave rise to some
reflections on their suitability for use in this manner. The discourses were
specifically designed as a framework to be used for the analysis of data;
however, some of the discourse descriptions presented clearer criteria than
others. The skills discourse, for example, translated well into coding; whereas,
the social practices discourse, itself a much more nebulous discourse, was
more difficult to break down into useable codes. There were also “tensions and
contradictions among these discourses” (p. 220) and it was sometimes difficult
to distinguish where, for example, genre and social practices may blur into each
other. Ivanic states that “actual texts and events may be heterogeneous,
drawing on two or more discourses in complex interanimation with one another”
(p. 226), which proved to make the clear application of coding, especially in the
teacher interviews, more difficult.

In terms of using Ivanic for assessment purposes, this was also problematised
by the lack of an assessment discourse related to the process discourse. Ivanic
states that process would be difficult to assess as it is an aspect of writing that
is “a means to an end” (p. 232). I think this is at odds with how the teachers in
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my sample saw process, with many of them making it an important, and indeed
central part of their teaching. Many of the teachers built in time within lessons
for their pupils to brainstorm different ideas, work up different drafts, address
feedback, to edit and proof their writing and to peer review. Commentary within
the exemplification materials also set up an expectation that teachers would
include elements of process within their assessments. There are aspects of
process, when undertaken independently, that I believe could be built into a
portfolio model of writing assessment. To this end, I propose adding a further
discourse to the writing assessment discourses that would correspond with
Ivanic’s process writing discourse. The process and realisation discourse could
place an emphasis on the processes of writing (e.g. research notes, planning,
revisions, reflection) and how these lead to the final composition. There may be
an expectation that the learner can explain their planning and editing choices,
so the assessment may comprise an ‘oral examination’ element. It is possible
that observations of the writer may form a part of the assessment. There are
some examples of where process has been included into assessment of writing
(Odendahl & Deane, 2018), but this needs much more research, especially if it
were to be considered for inclusion in an accountable assessment.

8.8

Summary

This research provides insight into issues related to writing assessment at KS2,
broadly advancing and contributing to knowledge of constructs of writing,
understandings of writing achievement and assessment practices. This is an
area that has suffered from a lack of research; there are few studies of writing
assessment in England and they are extremely rare at KS2. This research
attempts to address some of those gaps. Importantly, the study has extended
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understanding of how the construct of writing is conceptualised in the curriculum
and assessment documents. It has also shown how this is sometimes different
to and can be in conflict with the views of teachers, which builds on previous
research from the US and Australia, indicating that these concerns are not
limited to England. The analysis of the teacher interviews and judgement task
reveals how teachers make judgements in a national assessment context and
demonstrates how different these practices and approaches can be. Finally, the
findings highlight some threats to the validity, particularly construct validity, and
the reliability, especially in terms of generalisability, of the KS2 teacher
assessment of writing.

There are several inferences that can be concluded form this research that
have implications for both policy and practice. Firstly, greater clarification and
agreement is needed about what we mean when we talk about good writing and
writing achievement. Secondly, a richer and broader discussion is needed about
what is valued in terms of writing outcomes. Assessment practices and the
(un)reliability of these suggests an exploration of alternative assessment
models.

8.9

Conclusion

This study set out to investigate various aspects of the validity and reliability of
the KS2 National Curriculum teacher assessment of writing, which entailed
exploring how teachers conceptualise writing achievement, how these views
compare with official government documents and how this may affect the
reliability of the assessment. The content and thematic analysis of the
documents showed a low degree of alignment in the discourses of writing
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achievement. The interviews with teachers showed that teachers’ views on
writing differed from those in the documents, but also differed from one another.
Teachers also held multiple constructs within their minds, perhaps drawing
more on one discourse for pedagogy and more on another discourse for
assessment. The result of this is a lack of common understanding about writing
achievement and a construct, or constructs, of writing that are ‘slippery’ and
mutable. When it came to the teacher assessment of writing, teachers
approached this in varying ways and drew upon different aspects of writing in
their evaluations. There were tensions between application of the assessment
and teachers’ own ideas of good writing. This study, therefore, found several
threats to the validity and reliability of the KS2 teacher assessment of writing
and questions whether it is appropriate to interpret writing achievement from the
assessment and to use the outcomes for the purpose of accountability.
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Appendix 1: An example of the writing assessment before 2016.

Shorter task from 2010. Children were given 20 minutes, which included time
for planning.
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Longer task from 2010. Children were given 45 minutes for this writing task. 10
mins were included within this for planning. A pre-designed planning sheet was
included in the booklet for children to use, if they wished. This was not
assessed.
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Appendix 2: The purposes of national curriculum assessment.

Stobart (2009) identified several different purposes that the results of national
assessments are used for.
1. Results for individuals: the purpose is to denote a pupil’s level of
achievement. Interpretation of these results is open to misuse as one must
understand what being high achieving, or average means in relation to the
construct.
2. Local level; by school, or at local authority level: the purpose is to hold
schools and local authorities to account for their pupils’ performance. Also to
generate targets of future performance. An underperforming school may
invite sanctions. Issues here as to the use of these results as they are
affected heavily by the number of pupils in a class as results are aggregated
and also they assume a linear and continuous improvement, even though
the pupils change each year.
3. National: purpose is to monitor standards over time, but also to show an
achieved educational standard. Problem here is that assessments only show
a snapshot of achievement. There may be an effect here on pedagogy as
teachers try to teach to the test. Monitoring changes over time is problematic
as both the assessments and the cohorts change (although equating is
used) suggests this interpretation cannot be supported.
4. standards: purpose to raise educational achievement standard over time.
high-stakes assessments change pedagogy to improve learning and
therefore assessment results. Although he says most research shows only
short-term improvements, but that’s not to suggest that pedagogy and
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learning have improved only that performance on that particular assessment
has improved. Actually suggests this backwash on pedagogy is negative.

Newton (2012, pp. 270-272) outlines 16 different purposes that the results of
national assessments are used for, 15 that are applicable to those assessments
used at KS2.
1. Screening – teachers use results to decide which pupils may need further
diagnostic testing for SEN.
2. Transfer – teachers in secondary schools use the results to determine
educational needs of pupils.
3. Placement – teachers in secondary schools use the results for streaming of
pupils.
4. Formative – primary school teachers use aggregate results to determine
changes to their future pedagogy.
5. Social evaluation – pupils use their results to determine their worth
compared to others.
6. Student monitoring – results are used to determine whether progression has
been made.
7. Target setting – at school, local and national level results are used to set
future attainment targets.
8. Reward – school staff may be given financial reward for good results
(performance-related pay).
9. Institution monitoring – the publication of results in league tables allows for
an understanding of the effectiveness of schools in terms of value-added.
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10. Resource allocation – underperforming schools may be given additional
resources; whereas high-performing schools may be exempted from
inspections.
11. Organisational intervention – results of failing schools may be used as a
justification for closure.
12. Programme evaluation – results are used by researchers to investigate best
practice.
13. School choice – results published in league tables may be used by parents
to determine which school to send their children to.
14. System monitoring – results are used by policy makers as justification of
success of policies, or to make further policy decisions.
15. Valuation – results published in league table may be used by estate agents
to establish the desirability of property close to particular schools.
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Appendix 3: NVivo word frequency query.

Search in National Curriculum English PoS, pages 3-38
100 most frequent words with minimum length of three characters
Search with stemmed words

reading
pupils’
words
writing
use
understanding
taught
spelling
statutory
year
discussing

7
7
5
7
3
13
6
8
9
4
10

223
217
175
127
103
83
77
75
63
62
61

Weighted
Percentage
(%)
3.81
3.71
2.99
2.17
1.76
1.42
1.32
1.28
1.08
1.06
1.04

vocabulary
develop

10
7

60
57

1.03
0.97

books
non
english
knowledge
language
skills
letters
meaning
requires

5
3
7
9
8
6
7
7
8

53
51
48
46
46
45
42
42
40

0.91
0.87
0.82
0.79
0.79
0.77
0.72
0.72
0.68

including

9

36

0.62

learning
able
notes
guidance
correctly

8
4
5
8
9

36
35
35
34
32

0.62
0.60
0.60
0.58
0.55

range

5

32

0.55

Word

Length Count

Similar Words
read, reading, readings
pupil, pupils, pupils’
word, words, words’
write, writing
use, used, using
understand, understanding
taught
spell, spelling, spellings
statutory, statutory’
year, yearly, years
discuss, discussed,
discussing, discussion,
discussions
vocabulary
develop, developed,
developing, development,
develops
book, books
non
english, english’
knowledge
language, language’
skill, skilled, skills
letter, letters
meaning, meanings
require, required,
requirements, requires
include, included, includes,
including
learn, learning
able
notes, noting
guidance
correct, corrected, correcting,
corrections, correctly
range, ranging
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listening

9

31

teachers
need

8
4

31
31

8
9
10

30
30
29

7
7
6
9

29
28
28
27

accurately
forms
making
sentences
study
also
fiction
appropriate
ideas
spoken
stage
continuing

10
5
6
9
5
4
7
11
5
6
5
10

26
26
26
26
26
25
25
24
24
24
24
23

different
teaching
common
information
key
new
phonic
punctuation

9
8
6
11
3
3
6
11

23
23
21
21
21
21
20
20

wide
stories
applying
decoding
exception
beginning
build
check
comprehension
handwriting
ways

4
7
8
8
9
9
5
5
13
11
4

20
19
19
19
18
17
17
17
17
17
17

appendix
programme
increasing
grammar
example
sounds
structure

0.53 listen, listened, listener,
listening
0.53 teacher, teachers, teachers’
0.53 need, needed, needing,
needs
0.51 appendix
0.51 programme, programmes
0.50 increase, increases,
increasing, increasingly
0.50 grammar
0.48 example, examples
0.48 sound, sounding, sounds
0.46 structure, structured,
structures, structuring
0.44 accurate, accurately
0.44 form, formed, forming, forms
0.44 make, makes, making
0.44 sentence, sentences
0.44 studies, study
0.43 also
0.43 fiction, fictional
0.41 appropriate, appropriately
0.41 ideas
0.41 spoken
0.41 stage, stages
0.39 continual, continue,
continuing, continuous
0.39 differences, different
0.39 teach, teaching
0.36 common
0.36 information
0.36 key
0.36 new
0.34 phonic, phonically, phonics
0.34 punctuate, punctuated,
punctuating, punctuation
0.34 wide, widely
0.32 stories, story
0.32 applied, apply, applying
0.32 decode, decoded, decoding
0.31 exception
0.29 begin, beginning
0.29 build, building
0.29 check, checking
0.29 comprehension
0.29 handwriting
0.29 way, ways
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aloud
clear
present

5
5
7

17
16
16

already
support
effectiveness

7
7
13

15
15
15

helping
others
plays
across
gpcs
one
opportunities
poems
terms
characters’

7
6
5
6
4
3
13
5
5
11

15
15
15
14
14
14
14
14
14
13

curriculum
graphemes
narratives
set
well
grammatical
learnt
purposes
school
containing
draw
familiar
far
independently

10
9
10
3
4
11
6
8
6
10
4
8
3
13

13
13
13
13
13
12
12
12
12
11
11
11
11
11

0.29 aloud, aloud’
0.27 clear, clearly
0.27 present, presentation,
presentational, presentations
0.26 already
0.26 support, supported, supports
0.26 effect, effective, effectively,
effectiveness, effects
0.26 help, helped, helping, helps
0.26 others, others’
0.26 play, playing, plays
0.24 across
0.24 gpcs
0.24 one
0.24 opportunities, opportunity
0.24 poems
0.24 term, terms
0.22 character, characters,
characters’
0.22 curriculum
0.22 grapheme, graphemes
0.22 narrative, narratives
0.22 set, settings
0.22 well
0.21 grammatical
0.21 learnt
0.21 purpose, purposes
0.21 school, schools
0.19 contain, containing
0.19 draw, drawing, draws
0.19 familiar, familiarity
0.19 far
0.19 independent, independently
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Appendix 4: First-cycle coding frame used on the National Curriculum
English PoS.

Category 1: Writing process and composition
These variables are associated with the different processes that may be
employed when writing and specific composition practices. For example,
variables may refer to one of the three main stages of writing: the generation or
creation of ideas, translation of ideas to text, and revision.

101

Topic/Genre Selection

102

Gather Information

103

Pre-Writing / Planning

104

Drafting Text

105

Revising

106

Proofreading

107

Editing

108

Preparing the Final Form (publishing)

109

Evaluating

110

General reference to writing process

Category 2: Writing context
These variables are associated with the different cultural and social influences
that may affect writing, or how writing may be conducted in a community, or
independently.

201

Collaboration

202

Sharing / Discussion

203

Feedback

204

Guidance/Support

205

Independent

206

Group work/whole class
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Category 3: Genre
These variables are associated with the different purposes of writing and
associated text types.

301

Description (to describe)

302

Narrative (stories)

303

Entertain

304

Poetry

305

Reflection / Diary

306

Communication

307

Recount

308

Expository / Explanation

309

Information / Instructions

310

Persuasive

311

Argument

312

Advert (poster)

313

General reference to purpose or audience

314

Specific genre features e.g. sub-headings
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Category 4: Features of grammar
These variables are associated with different aspects of grammar, such as parts
of speech, aspects of syntax.

401

nouns

402

verbs (incl modals, subjunctive, imperative)

403

adjectives

404

co-ordination

405

pronouns

406

adverbs

407

prepositions

408

determiners

409

interjections (Wow!)

410

adverbials

411

subject/object

412

subordination

414

noun phrases

415

tenses

416

verb forms

417

passive/active

418

sentence construction

419

Sentence structure

420

sentence type

421

clauses

422

phrase

423

Standard English (formal/informal)

424

Grapheme

425

Grapheme-phoneme correspondence

426

General reference to grammar

427

General reference to terminology
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Category 5: Features of punctuation
These variables are associated with punctuation.

501

sentence ending (full-stop, exclamation mark, ?)

502

capitalisation

503

clausal linking (comma, semi-colon, colon,)

504

parenthetical (comma, brackets, dash)

505

bullets

506

quotation / speech marks (inverted commas)

507

apostrophes

508

ellipses

509

hyphen

510

General reference to punctuation

Category 6: Features of spelling
These variables are associated with spelling rules and spelling in general.

601

Phonics etc

602

Morphology (prefix / suffix / root / stem)

603

Silent letters

604

Plurals

605

Homophones

606

Dictionaries

607

Thesaurus

608

General reference to spelling (incl orthography)
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Category 7: General writing
These variables are associated with general ideas or skills related to writing.

701

Writing conventions

702

Write (writing) fluently/clearly/accurately/effectively …

703

Link between reading and writing

704

Link between speaking and writing

705

Writing across the curriculum

706

Writing from memory

707

Stamina in writing

708

General reference to creativity

709

Writing as communication

710

Writer’s voice

711

Positive attitude

712

Multimodal

Category 8: Other
These variables are other aspects of writing that do not meet one of the other
categories.

801

Handwriting

802

Text structure

803

Paragraphing

804

Elaboration / detail

805

Style

806

Figurative language (metaphor, simile etc)

807

Vocabulary (synonym, antonym)

808

Dictation

809

Dialogue (direct speech)

810

Application

811

Knowledge
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Appendix 5: Second-cycle coding frame used on all documents.

Category 1: Writing process and composition
These variables are associated with the different processes that may be
employed when writing and specific composition practices. For example,
variables may refer to one of the three main stages of writing: the generation or
creation of ideas, translation of ideas to text, and revision.

Topic/Genre Selection
Gather Information
Pre-Writing / Planning
Drafting Text
Revising and editing
Proofreading
Preparing the Final Form (publishing)
Evaluating
General reference to writing process
Summarising / precis

Category 2: Writing context
These variables are associated with the different cultural and social influences
that may affect writing, or how writing may be conducted in a community, or
independently.

Collaboration
Sharing / Discussion
Feedback
Guidance/Support
Independent
Group work/whole class
Draw on own experiences
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Category 3: Genre
These variables are associated with the different purposes of writing and
associated text types. Codes refer to both genre and form.

Description (to describe)
Narrative (stories)
Entertain
Poetry
Reflection
Letter
Recount
Expository/Explanation
Information
Persuasive
Argument
Advert (poster)
General reference to genre (purpose, audience, form)
Specific genre features e.g. sub-headings
Newspaper
(Auto) biography
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Category 4: Features of grammar
These variables are associated with different aspects of grammar, such as parts
of speech, aspects of syntax.

Nouns
Verbs (incl modals, subjunctive, imperative) / verb forms / tenses
Adjectives
Conjunctions
Pronouns
Adverbs
Prepositions
Determiners
Interjections (Wow!)
Adverbials
Subject/Object
Subordination
Noun phrases
Passive/Active
Sentences (construction, structure, type)
Clauses
Phrase
Register (incl reference to SE, formal, informal)
General reference to grammar
General reference to terminology
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Category 5: Features of punctuation
These variables are associated with punctuation.

Sentence ending (full-stop, exclamation mark, ?)
Capitalisation
Clausal linking (comma, semi-colon, colon,)
Parenthetical (comma, brackets, dash)
Bullets
Quotation / Speech marks (inverted commas)
Apostrophes
Ellipses
General reference to punctuation

Category 6: Features of spelling
These variables are associated with spelling rules and spelling in general.

Phonics
Morphology (prefix / suffix / root / stem)
Silent letters
Plurals
Homophones
Dictionaries
Thesaurus
General reference to spelling (incl orthography)
Grapheme
Grapheme-phoneme correspondence
Hyphen
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Category 7: Writing as a concept
These variables are associated with concepts about writing, such as the link
between reading and writing, or the difference in spoken and written language.

Write (writing) fluently/clearly/accurately/effectively …
Link between reading and writing
Link between speaking and writing
Writing across the curriculum
General reference to creativity
Writing as communication

Category 8: Text features
These variables are aspects of writing that may be considered as being features
of the text.

Handwriting
Text structure / Paragraphing
Writing conventions
Elaboration / detail
Style / tone
Figurative language (metaphor, simile etc)
Vocabulary (synonym, antonym)
Dialogue (direct speech)
Multimodal
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Category 9: The writer
These variables are associated with the writer.

Writing from memory
Stamina in writing
Writer’s voice
Attitude

Category 10: Writing instructional practices
These variables are associated with the different forms of instruction that may
be employed.

Explicit grammar teaching
Teacher modelling/demonstration
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Appendix 6: Thematic analysis framework.

Discourse

Associated key words and phrases

Skills

composition
word, sentence and text level
neat handwriting
grammatical accuracy
syntax / sentence construction
use of paragraphs / organisation/ structure /
coherence
spelling
accurate, correct, proper, proficiency …

Creativity

fictional
reading link
creative, expressive, unique, interesting, effect …
writer’s voice
vocabulary
interesting content and style

Process

planning
drafting
revision
editing
proofing
feedback
marking

Genre

text type
context
intended audience and purpose. organisational
structures
stylistic features
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Social Practices

authentic / real life
reader, audience (in a wider sense)
purposefully, effectively, appropriately
context
wide range of purposes (in a wider context)
cross-curricular

Sociopolitical

power
social, political and historical meanings
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Appendix 7: Project information sheet.

KS2 assessment of writing

The research
The KS2 teacher assessment framework has recently been revised following
criticism about its content. My PhD research will focus on investigating whether
the current assessment framework for the teacher assessment of writing is
appropriate in its match with the curriculum and teachers’ expectations.

I will be analysing the content of the curriculum, the assessment framework and
the guidance documents and comparing these with each other and with
teachers’ views.

Interviews
I am looking for year 6 teachers, who have experience of teaching writing,
preparing and carrying out the teacher assessment to participate in one indepth interview. In the interview, I would like to explore your opinions about the
teacher assessment of writing and your experiences of using the assessment
framework.

The interview can take place at any time to suit you, during the summer term,
and will take approximately 1 - 1½ hrs.

Contact details
If you have any questions, or would like further detail about any aspect of the
research then please do not hesitate to email me.
Name: Rebecca Clarkson
Email: rc474@exeter.ac.uk

If you have concerns/questions about the research you would like to discuss
with someone else at the University, please contact:
Debra Myhill: D.A.Myhill@exeter.ac.uk
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Data protection notice
The information you provide will be used for research purposes, specifically for
the PhD thesis, but also for conference presentations, seminars and journal
articles.
Your personal data will be processed in accordance with current data protection
legislation and the University’s notification lodged at the Information
Commissioner’s Office. Your personal data will be treated in the strictest
confidence and will not be disclosed to any unauthorised third parties.
A separate list of participant names will be linked to the data by a numerical key
(teacher 1, teacher 2 etc.).
Data will be securely stored on a password protected personal computer. Taped
information from interviews will be transcribed. Once transcribed the audio files
will be deleted. Any background data that is collected, e.g. gender, age, school,
will not be used to identify individuals. Transcripts will be held in confidence.
They will not be used other than for the purposes described above and third
parties will not be allowed access to them (except as may be required by the
law). However, if you request it, you will be supplied with a copy of your
interview transcript so that you can comment on and edit it as you see fit. Your
data will be held in accordance with the Data Protection Act.
The data will be securely stored for a period of ten years, after which the files
will be destroyed.
The results of the research will be published in anonymised form.
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Appendix 8: Elicitation task: working at expected exemplification
materials.
(STA, 2017, October c, Leigh)

The diary piece: handwritten (pages 42-43)
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433

The information piece: handwritten (pages 34-37)

434

435

Appendix 9: Semi-structured interview protocol.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Age?

Gender?

No of years teaching?

No of years teaching year 6?

Could you describe your route to becoming a teacher?
•

first degree / further qualifications

Do you have any areas of responsibility?
•

literacy coordinator
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ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

what do you mean …?
can you expand on that …?

Can you talk me through the assessment framework
and tell me what you understand it to mean?

can you give me an example
…?

Are there any elements of the framework that you see as more / less important
than others?

I’m going to give you two pieces of work from one child. I would like you to
assess these pieces of work as you would normally.

What resources have you used in your own teacher assessment?
•
•

2018 teacher assessment guidance: key stage 2
exemplification materials

Do you assess independently, or as a team? (maintaining standards)

What tasks/pieces of writing are included in the assessment? Same for each
child?

Are all the pieces of writing considered at the same time (conditions of admin
too?)?

Does the current assessment method allow children to demonstrate good
writing? Do the assessment criteria for the TA writing effectively capture ‘good’
writing?

Have you faced any problems or challenges when assessing?

Is there anything you might change?

How do you think writing should be assessed?
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TEACHING WRITING

what do you mean …?
can you expand on that …?

What do you think makes a good teacher of writing?

can you give me an example
…?

Can you tell me about the teaching of writing in your school?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use a scheme?
Literacy co-ordinator lead / useful advice / whole school approach?
Can you tell me about how you normally teach grammar?
Spelling?
What is your personal view about the role of grammar in writing lessons?
Use of writing tasks/ free writing/extended sessions?

AS A SUMMARY QUESTION
taking into consideration everything that we have talked about, can you
summarise for me what YOU think is good writing?
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Appendix 10: Example transcript: Sarah – Leeds.
Background information
55 years old, female. I’ve taught coming out of uni, but I’ve had a couple of
years out for children. Around 30. This period, I’ve been teaching yr 6 for 5
years. On and off between 4,5,6 for quite a few years. O levels, teacher training
college. Dep head, SENCO and literacy coordinator. Lit coord for about 7 years.
Assessment frameworks
Talk me through this expected standard and tell me what it means to you.
Ok. I’ll try! In terms of the first one [bullet] when we say write effectively writing’s communication - it’s communicating effectively for different audiences.
Making sure children have a purpose around their writing. That’ll be fiction and
non-fiction. Formality and the language they use will be linked with whatever
genre they pick. We’ve got some children that might be writing a formal letter
but write it in a really chatty style. So it’s making sure they’re using the right
style and formality for the genre they’ve got.
Narratives [2nd bullet] is generally telling a story, but it could be a recount. If it’s
a story, the setting is them being able to build up a cohesive picture for the
reader. It’s all about the reader. Although they think it’s about them writing, it’s
more about the person reading it. Similarly, with character building up that
consistent picture. Same with atmosphere. We talk a lot about if you’re writing a
horror story you don’t want to be saying the sun is shining and the birds are
tweeting. It’s about building that consistency for the reader.
I think some of the class struggle with this [3rd bullet]. When they’re younger
they just want everything to be dialogue. We try to move them away for that, so
when they get into yr6 they quite often retell the story without the character
voice. It links back to building up a picture of your character.
That’s probably more my fault than theirs. Looking at their writing and thinking
some of them might not be using dialogue as well as they could. The
springboard of writing isn’t always a dialogue, they get more into retelling. It
brings it back to that formal. Making sure it is dialogue driven not always
description.
Grammatical structures … making sure that the dialogue is in present tense,
you can use contracted forms in a more informal piece of writing. Passive verbs
is a biggie this year because it wasn’t in the spag [GPaS test] but it still is
something you need to do. We’ve done quite a bit of work on that. I think
children use it naturally but don’t/can’t name it and aren’t sure what it is.
Do you see crossover between this 4th bullet and the spag test?
Yes. There was a lot about formal and informal. More than I’ve ever seen.
[back to framework] Modal verbs are used naturally, it’s just naming them.
This one [5th bullet] children can be quite good writers without having the
cohesion through. Again, I think for some of them they’ve struggled a little
around that. They’re good at getting the bits but I don’t think we’ve put enough
emphasis on the cohesion. I need to do more work on that with them. So there’s
flow through the writing. Obviously, conjunctions. It depends on what genre
you’re writing as to what conjunctions are appropriate. Adverbials … good for
stories.
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Verb tenses. We did a lot of this when we did Grammar for Writing. One of the
criticisms last time moderated was there wasn’t enough variety in tense. We’ve
tried to work quite a lot on this. That’s been quite a big one for us to focus on.
[big sigh] Punctuation. I think we focus on that a lot because when we’re looking
at this [Leeds framework] in terms of … this is the Leeds one … each one of
those [punctuation] has got its own little box. We do try and focus on the
punctuation quite heavily.
The punctuation bullet has been separated out into different punctuation marks?
It has and I think we tend to focus on that. It becomes a big bit of teaching
because the children haven’t used some of these in previous years. We’ve lost
a bit of the cohesion because of wanting to focus on the punctuation. That has
become a problem. It totally becomes about feature spotting. Are they using it, if
not … it’s a tick list. Because each bit of punctuation is a separate box then it
becomes a big thing to look at. Become a bit hung up on whether they can use
a colon or a semi-colon at the expense of cohesion.
Do you think then that the meaning of the writing is lost?
Sometimes. There’s an overemphasis on the things you manage to use. We do
moderate in a cluster, yr2, yr6, R teachers get together and look at GDS.
Literacy get together every half-term. Most of the schools are saying ‘try and
use this’. We just laugh, we’re laughing at ourselves. We’re getting them to use
the words on the word-list. We’re getting them to check things of the checklist –
have you used a hyphen … you can see you’ve fed it in. We don’t know what
else to do with it because they’re the hoops. If you don’t then the children won’t
get expected. It’s very difficult to move away from using a checklist if someone
else is going to use it on your work [in moderation]. If you get good writing then
they should naturally use that but …
There’s a tension there between what’s expected from the assessment
[statutory] and framework [Leeds] and what you might consider to be natural
writing?
Yes definitely. Some children manage to hit it [assessment]. We’ve got a couple
who are naturally good writers and they’ve got the technical skills. They should
be using it, I know they should, but a lot of adults don’t write with colons, semicolons and I think it’s become a big deal. When they get to high-school there’s
not going to be that emphasis that there is in yr6. It doesn’t always make for
writing that flows either. I think we’re forcing it. There’s an over-emphasis of
teaching on that to the detriment of cohesion and flow sometimes. There’s a
boy who is so keen on using them ... in just about every sentence … that it’s
just grating and it’s difficult to steer him away from that!
Spelling is just hideous. It really is. It’s just a minefield. It’s a difficult one. the
assessment says they have to spell them but then you get advice they should
use a dictionary to spell. The spelling test was hideous this year …
inconceivable, architect. They’re not in a child’s vocab. Obv, they want to pull
out the GDS, but I’m not quite sure [I don’t agree].
Handwriting. We have got better at this. Most of the children are writing …
there’s a few boys where it’s still a huge issue.
In these bullets, you’ve mentioned some might be given more weight.
I think the ones… the old curriculum used to have the weighted ones at the top,
but these are all getting equal weighting. [Leeds framework] if you look at this,
each one of those [punctuation] has been pulled out, but here … characters,
dialogue – that’s all one thing. You feel like these [top ones on LF] should have
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more weight. Good writers do this [top ones] but this is just technical stuff
[punctuation bullets].
Would you want to give more weight to this [top bullets LF] rather than the
technical stuff?
Yes
The technical stuff you see as a support?
They [the moderators] want to see it all. I want to say, but I know that’s a GDS
writer, I know they’re working at age-related because look at how their writing …
I’m not sure!
If you don’t have the technical things are you prevented from giving that?
Yes. Which is why they should be taught …there was a time when we didn’t
formally teach this stuff and that wasn’t right either. I just think in moderation
looking at what’s good writing isn’t consistent. And spelling is just a minefield.
What is it about the spelling?
I think some of our children struggle with spelling. Maybe it’s me and being
worried for our children. I don’t know what it is about the spelling. I think as
adults as long as you can use a dictionary or spell check … no-one is hung up
about spelling as an adult but we’re making yr6 be totally hung up on it. It’s
contrary to the real world.
Some of the things there… it’s like … it’s not not important but it has a heavier
emphasis than I want it to.
The framework gives things more importance than they should have?
In the old curriculum, if they were writing with flow then you could forgive the
odd missed apostrophe. You corrected it and talked to them about it, but if they
weren’t always consistent, or f handwriting wasn’t completely joined, well ok
they’ve made that error, but. Now it all becomes to the point here you’re reading
it for punctuation but not for flow.
Assessment of writing
What I’d like you to do … show you a couple of pieces of work and ask you use
the framework as you would normally. This is a diary piece. Would you start at
expected normally?
I’d start knowing where the child was in my head! At yr 6 probably at expected
because the others are the extremes. Just quickly flick through it. In terms of
sentence structure … it’s a diary … it’s quite formal, or it certainly starts
formally… so it’s meant to be formal because it’s set in Victorian times. It’s
definitely … this bit … 1st person, selecting language, grammatical structures …
it is quite formal but maybe that’s because the examples they’ve previously read
are set then. If you were writing a diary now it’d be a lot more informal. Wimpy
Kid style. It’s narrative writing a diary – definitely describing settings and the
atmosphere. They’ve got a tick list! They’ve got some dialogue! But it goes into
eye-popping, well that’s a lot more modern. They’ve included a little bit of
dialogue. I’m not sure it advances the action, but it … got cohesion –
conjunctions, pronouns, synonyms, adverbials, word choice is quite good. See
this is what we do! Putting in wine-red to get a hyphen in! Got brackets,
exclamation, commas after adverbials, are they using them between clauses …
think I’d use a colon there not a semi-colon. They are showing they’ve got some
advanced punctuation. But I would teach a colon before a list. They’ve included
relative clauses. Handwriting is definitely in. Spelling seems to be good, so are
you looking at greater depth?
Are you, that’s the question?
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I think there are arguments that you could but that’s why it’s quite … on one
piece of work you wouldn’t, but I’d be saying yes they’re getting that. They’re
getting that literary language, a little bit of characterisation with how exciting it
all was. Just about get the language of speech and writing, but that’s difficult to
assess [in this piece]. I think that’s quite a difficult one to argue. I was alarmed
to witness is quite formal and they’ve made a conscious choice around that.
[reads The most shocking … tragic permanent pain … ] Not sure. It would be
permanent pain if they died. Bless them. I know what they mean. Bracketing
becomes a little bit less formal. I think they are making conscious control –
they’ve got some of that, not all, but you wouldn’t necessarily see it all in a
shorter piece. Based on this one piece I’d be looking at other pieces for greater
depth. I’d be looking at the punctuation, the range of purposes and the formality.
Let’s look at the second piece from the same child, which is an information text.
[Reading]
What made you laugh then?
You’re looking at the language structures and you just know it’s the sort of the
we … you know… despite, were built to so you’re getting that passive. You’re
just thinking, we’re all playing the same game here. Your relative clause – you
can just see what you’re trying to teach the children to do. This child has got
quite a good control over their writing – whether it’s a girl or boy I don’t know. I
didn’t know that … known as the Penny Stinkers. With both pieces together, I
would be hoping that it is greater depth.
What are you seeing then?
The control over that cohesion. The wider range … using a lot of sentence
structures. That’s definitely formal with little asides, extra info for the reader.
They’ve got a colon there and then they have done a list. Bit of extra information
with an exclamation mark. She I dunno he has put you in there, so they’ve lost it
a little. They’re talking directly to the reader. That’s what some of mine do …
they slip … they don’t maintain it all the way through, but they’re 11. Most adults
wouldn’t! Generally. Yes, they are going to make some mistakes. Looking at
this, the way they’ve got the adverbials and the sentence structures it’s
definitely looking like above. Not a lot of advanced punctuation, but this is what
I’m saying. We get hung up on … they’ve used commas but have they used a
semi-colon and I’m like… it’s terrible that that’s what I’m looking for. Maybe this
is a problem. You say ‘have you got a semi-colon in here’ and they say ‘I could
do’, so they go away and put one in, but is that the right way to do it?
Do you think then it makes writing more contrived?
I think there are times when you ... yes I do. Sometimes. And I think we’re all
playing the same game. We pick something so they do a certain type of writing,
but then we wouldn’t pick something we don’t think they’ll find interesting. A lot
of the writing like this [information text] I’m assuming they’ve done work around
that [theatres]. A lot of our non-fiction have been around the rainforests and
Mayan because that’s our topics. I’m saying above. Working at greater depth.
Assessment practicalities
When you do your assessment here, do you have reference to other
documents?
This [LF] is just taken from this [statutory]. We also … to show you … we also
assess on classroom monitor so it becomes a double whammy.
[37:34 – 41:00 Classroom Monitor includes objectives on the process and
planning of writing. Two assessments: CM used more formatively and used to
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inform the standard – so teacher decided not to put a girl forward for GDS
based on CM]
Are there elements of CM that you would like to see in the summative
assessment?
Yes. I think that some of this [CM] is about can they make conscious choices
around … can they have a discussion with you. Acknowledging writing is a
process more than this does. Writing isn’t just the finished product.
Have you used any of the other documents published by the govt?
We look at the exemplars when we do moderation.
Are they helpful?
Yeah [dubious]. Except, the exemplar for GDS is just amazingly brilliant and
what we want to see is where the line comes … so that [the child’s pieces of
writing] to me, if that is GDS because you haven’t told me, but if that is GDS
that’s more like how our children are writing. Some of the exemplar stuff is stuff
that our children are never going to come up with. Some schools that were
moderated last year, it was like “well, they’ll be GDS at your school but they
won’t be GDS according to the rest of the country”. That’s a little bit of a
disadvantage. Our children don’t come in with all the extra stuff you might need.
It would be nice to see where the line falls.
Because you’re one form entry are you doing the assessment on your own?
XXX who teaches on a Monday morning also
You discuss together?
I take these [LF] away and do them at a weekend. The tick box ticking. But any
discussion around the children … what level they fall in is discussed. The LSA
helps as well. We have moderation meetings in the cluster.
Is it quite a collegiate process?
We’re trying to make it that because you come with so much baggage about
your own children, it’s better to have someone else looking. We can be like “oh
look at what they’ve done, look at what they were like before, they’ve done so
well, please make them it!”
Would or should progress be an important part of the assessment?
That does take them away from ‘what are they now?’. We’ve got one boy who
has made phenomenal progress throughout the year, but he’s only going to
come out as WTS. At least in the old system [Levels] you had 4c that everybody
knew was just into being age-related and you had 4a, I mean you could go all
the way up to 5a, before you got into GDS which was [Level] 6. People knew 4c
to 5a fell within what was expected, but the difference was huge. But now you’re
either age-related or you’re not. But xxxx is age-related and xxxx is age-related
is a huge difference.
Would you like to see the expected standard teased out a bit?
I think so. [discussion about whether scaled score would be appropriate as used
for maths and reading]
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I can see it moving back to testing writing. Because there are problems around
the moderation. I think it would be a retrograde step. That doesn’t acknowledge
the process of writing at all. People would get back into safe writing.
In some ways the new curriculum and assessment has freed up your writing?
Yes. That’s definitely true, but I still don’t think we’ve got the assessment right
for it.
You said you take this [LF] home at the weekends? So are you assessing
throughout the year?
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Yes.
Otherwise it might be onerous?
From October. Then I can see the gaps as I’m going along. That becomes more
formative assessment then. Where are we missing. You can see more ticks as
we’ve taught them.
Do you use different pieces for different children?
No. The same pieces. We’ve all done a non-chron, so I assess that for
everybody. Occasionally I think if it’s not showing anything new I won’t bother.
Linked to topic work.
Do you think that this assessment allows children to demonstrate good writing?
I think it should! I don’t think it always does. There was a big thing in Leeds of it
should be about good writing not about the assessment, but if you’re moderated
it becomes about the assessment. It should be about good writing first and
foremost. When we look back at what we thought was good writing before, the
writing we do now is better. It has led to better writing. The G4W really did help
to unpick some of those things and get grammar within writing. Our feeling was
it [grammar] should be within a context all the time. Sometimes we contrive it, or
we think I need to do that type of writing, rather than what the children might
enjoy. We’d like to give them choices of what to write, but this year group have
found that difficult. Next years will too. The ones in Yr4 who’ve had the
curriculum, hopefully they’ll be better. So, we can concentrate on them applying
it [grammar] rather than teaching them it, which would lead to better writing. I
think we need as practitioners – I’ve seen some good writing going on in other
schools, but I think there’s things that lead to better writing. We need to make
sure they’re what we’re focusing on. When children are interested in the topic
they’re doing. Trying to get them to write about anything other than themselves
– a lot of or children don’t come with a lot of knowledge.
They don’t have a lot of background knowledge or outside experience?
Absolutely. The majority of our children. They have less to draw on. We need to
give them a lot. The literacy consultant was all about immersion, which is what
we try to do. Sometime we try to do writing and it’s not so good because we
haven’t exposed them enough to … We use a principal of linking with a topic.
We disseminate what a good text looks like. It comes from a book, or another
child. We do planning, they write and then we do editing. I think in terms of
what’s worked – it definitely works to spend more time on planning. There’s
been a tendency to move too quickly to the writing. Next year we need to spend
even more time on planning.
Anything else?
I think it’s got to be assessed. But nobody’s got it quite right yet. Some of the
exemplar docs the govt puts out are so over-complicated that it puts you off
using them as any useful doc. We’ve tried in out cluster to gather pieces of
worth that we’re saying are of a particular standard. The danger of that though
is it’s just in our cluster. Most teachers can look at a piece of work and agree
that that is a good writer, that is a weak writer. There’s not enough credit given
to that. On the whole teachers can assess writing and say what good writing is.
But this is a tick list of ‘are they showing that all the time’. Well, clearly not,
they’re 11! JK Rowling isn’t a good writer all the time! It’s gone down the road
too much of ‘are they using a semi-colon’. We’ve got completely fixated with
having to show a passive, brackets, rather than saying is this naturally what you
would use.
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You’ve mentioned putting together a portfolio. Would that be a better way for
you? If the govt said ‘here’s a portfolio of work’, go away and make a
judgement.
Yes, but there has to be some external accountability. What I’m dreading is
they’ve picked a child whose handwriting isn’t neat and has lots of other issues.
He’s writing at age-related but is that going to be a limiting factor [to getting
expected]? That’s the situation that we’re in. We’re dreading certain children
getting targeted, because we know they are [at expected], but at moderation
they might get hung up about a particular thing. Anecdotally, there was a child
who didn’t get it [expected] because they hadn’t used semi-colons properly.
That can’t be right. I know it’s anecdotal, but I’d have gone away and got them
to edit it and bang a few semi-colons in! We’re becoming so hung up on things
like that.
Do you lose sight then of really effective writing?
Yes, because we have to jump through the hoops of the assessment. They’re
making us do it because there’s no best-fit slack. That’s the word I’ve been
searching for. Allow a best-fit.
Writing in school
The prep time needs to be bigger and the writing time is quite narrow? The
reading, topic, prep and planning, you think you need to make more of that?
Yep. And in terms of editing we’re on a process of improving that because we
haven’t got that quite right. The children will edit, but they see it as punctuation
and spelling. It’s only the better writers who will talk about sentence structure,
tenses etc, but we need to push that more. It’s a lack of knowing how to
improve it. We need more individualised conversations.
Can you tell me about how you teach writing?
We have literacy lessons, so writing in that. All linked to topics. Embedding
grammar in the writing a lot more. XXX takes them on a Monday and she does
a formal grammar/SPAG session to teach to the spag test. Through the rest of
the week, I pick up on what she’s done and draw it out of the text and genre
we’re doing. Very little free writing sessions. It’s all controlled by us. We’re doing
The Way Home at the moment – so I’ll give them the chance to choose what
they want to see what they do, a newspaper report, or a narrative or whatever,
but we’ll see what they come up. We have key books we look at. Most of the
work is spring-boarded from that or from a topic. We use Literacy Shed quite a
bit.
Writing construct
Taking everything into consideration we’ve talked about – can you summarise
for me what you think is good writing?
I think good writing first and foremost has to communicate with the reader. I
know I was banging on about spelling and punctuation, but it does need to have
enough of that to make it cohesive and clear. Those technical things need to
maintain clarity. If you’re not putting full stop, capital letters, commas, there’s
ambiguity around that. There has to be enough of the technical stuff for it to be
clear and be able to communicate to the reader because you’re writing for a
reader. I think it has to … there’s a lot around style. Children struggle with …
particularly when differentiating genre. Newspaper reports for example they
want to write as a narrative rather than getting that newspaper style. It’s got to
be interesting for the reader. You want to feel when you read it that it flows. You
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want to feel like the child is … it comes out of that word … immersed … knows
enough and can communicate enough through their writing to hold the reader’s
interest. That becomes about variation in vocab, sentence structure … effective
vocab.
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Appendix 11: Stage 2 coding frame.

Category 1: Creative features
language
creates interest for the reader
imagination
voice
effect / style / tone
general statement about creativity
multimodal

Category 2: Technical aspects
punctuation
text structure
sentence structure
clarity
grammar
general statement about correctness
linked ideas
spelling
paragraphs
handwriting
meaning making
use resource

Category 3: Text features
general statement about genre
audience and purpose
text features
type of text

Category 4: Wider aspects
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cross-curricular
gender
social goal

Category 5: Background and influencing factors
Personal

natural writing
teacher experience
personal opinion
bias
love of language
non-standard speech

Pedagogical

link read/writing
topic based
grammar teaching
children’s enjoyment
process

Socio-political

s-p considerations
anti-skills

Other

progress
effort
independence
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Appendix 12: Transcript reordering for analysis of assessment framework
information.

Frameworks interpretation - extract
B1
write effectively for a range of purposes and audiences, selecting language
that shows good awareness of the reader (e.g. the use of the first person in a
diary; direct address in instructions and persuasive writing)

Angela
Working effectively for this range of purposes and audiences, making sure that
they can differ their levels of formality depending on who they’re writing for and
they can alter their vocab depending on the age or reading advancement of the
reader. I think these are … the use of 1 st person in a diary – you’d have to. Use
of archaic language if they were writing something about the Tudors. Thinking
about using … can’t think of an example now! We’ve done some set in Victorian
times and there’s much more use of the figurative language back then, more
flowery and a lot more inference involved when you’re reading those sorts of
texts. Adapting that and absorbing those styles and being able to use them and
making sure the children have got that opportunity to show off that range of
purposes and audiences. We had a poster that was to do with the circulatory
system but it needed to be for a young audience. It was all written in a spoken
voice, in dumbed down language for a young audience but explaining the
technical terms as it went along.
This first bullet point really links in with the opportunities that you give in your
teaching?
Yes. You have to, otherwise you can’t address that first bullet if you don’t give
those different types of stylistic opportunities for them to address. Even with
their instructions at yr 6 level, you’ve got that multimedia take on instructions.
It’s not just the instructional language, you might have a persuasive
introduction. You might expand the instructions with adverbial extra information
as well as the imperatives of the actual instructions.
Would you expect or want to have more examples for this first bullet point?
You’ve mentioned different types of purpose and audiences and text types.
I think we, in Devon, get quite a lot of guidance from the Babcock advisors.
There’s a lot on their website that guides you in the requirements. There’s a crib
sheet that gives extra examples of, or the certain grammatical features behind,
these statements on the assessment frameworks, which is really useful.
You’re having to use additional assessment materials?
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Yes. I think for someone who isn’t experienced it is vague. It has been
interpreted by the literacy experts [at Babcock].
Claire
The first section that we’ve got there means that I think you have to write a
range of different types of writing. It might be leaflets, instructions, stories,
poetry, letters, diary. All different types of writing and those different types will
have specific things that children will need to show they can do within it. That’s
what the first bit needs to be.
Sarah
Ok. I’ll try! In terms of the first one [bullet] when we say write effectively writing’s communication - it’s communicating effectively for different audiences.
Making sure children have a purpose around their writing. That’ll be fiction and
non-fiction. Formality and the language they use will be linked with whatever
genre they pick. We’ve got some children that might be writing a formal letter
but write it in a really chatty style. So it’s making sure they’re using the right
style and formality for the genre they’ve got.
Simon
Looking at this one [first bullet]. If we’re doing a newspaper report, I need it to
look like a newspaper report. If it doesn’t have some of the key features, such
as headlines, subheadings, then I wouldn’t tick that off. That’s what I’d be
looking for, for that first one.
Tina
We make a list to make sure we’ve got the different range and different
audiences. We’ve written to yr5, we’ve done a radio advert. We’ve linked to
maths and we’ve tried to do a bit more cross-curricular this time. We’ve done
adverts and we’ve looked at the use of films. Especially for this selecting
language that shows good awareness of the reader, we’ve done films where
there’s no narration at all, so it’s all just what you see and interpret. That gives
everybody the same starting point. For the assessment you can practically put
your books in order and see the difference, because the films don’t have any
language, the children have to think of it for themselves. Though you’re giving
them guidance in the story plot … We’ve done the Dreamgiver and Alma. We’ve
done a diary account, the miptor – an imaginary creature – from photograph
stimulus, where they had to say what they eat, what’s their habitat. That was
great for the boys.
For this first bullet then, what you’re looking for is to get a range of different text
types, genre?
Yes, so you can see what all children are capable of, not just those top ones
who are going to write whatever. It’s getting the hook and pulling them in and
saying you can do this.
So you’re tailoring this [content of first bullet]?
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Quite specifically to the cohort we have, yeah. This year there are some things
we’ve used in past years where we’ve been let’s just leave that! We’ve changed
to a celebrity rather than someone from the past for a chronological report. You
just need something that makes them go “I want to write”.
Louise
I think this is about, if they’re asked to write a diary it should follow the genre of
a diary. If they’re asked to write a newspaper report it should have all the
features of a newspaper report. It should read like a newspaper. I think they
need to be given an audience, because it depends on the audience as to how
they write it. Selecting language – if it’s a non-chronological report it should be
more formal than if they’re writing a narrative story. If they’re doing a newspaper
report – that lends itself to writing quite a bit – they could have quotes in ad be
using accents within the quotes to show the differences and the shifts [in
formality]. To have a good awareness of the reader. I think if they know the
audience and they can think of all the features. It’s quite a big one. Whether the
writing does what it says on the tin.
Clive
The first one, just means can they match their style of writing to the particular
genre and use … show evidence of the features and things of that. I find that
one a woolly one to be honest.
If you wanted more specific information, what would you …
I think it’s a given that they would do a range of writing. It seems when these
are so narrow in a way [the other bullets] … you’d expect them to be able to …
it just seems strange to me. Some of them seem so precise and that one seems
quite wide. In a way, I’d prefer it if there were more that were quite wide. Every
time a new assessment framework comes out they never match. The latest one,
it’s got things that are quite … it’s quite narrow I think. I see that [1 st bullet] as
quite different to the others, but I’m not sure I see that as a negative tbh. It
leaves a bit more up to the teachers.
In terms of writing for a range of genre, what sort of genre would you expect in
yr 6?
Persuasion, balanced argument, discussion. Writing in different styles in 1 st
person – diaries, recounts and newspaper reports. Some explanation texts.
Formal stuff and lots of narrative as well.
Would you like to have those specified, or is it better to leave it open for
teachers to decide?
I guess it’s good that the kids do experience more texts and I guess there is a
danger if you leave it that it gets narrower and narrower.
Better to leave it open?
Yeah.
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Todd
Reads bullet 1 – write effectively that you can communicate, which means
sentence structure that everyone would understand. Word choices that are age
appropriate and genre specific at times. That the person reading it, the
audience, would get a good grasp of what it is you’re trying to convey.
Cynthia
[reads B1] That is essentially being sure that if you ask a child to write a story
they can write a story. They understand which tense primarily it should be
written in. That they can write a letter and if it’s a formal letter it has formal
language with all the criteria ie no apostrophes and that kind of thing. If they’re
doing diary writing it will be in first person. There’ll be a lot of apostrophes,
probably a lot of informal language. It’s about giving the children the
opportunities to experience all those types of writing and they understand the
expectations for that kind of writing and they can actually then do it themselves.
Generally, isn’t an issue, that one. Most children can do it at their level. They
understand the differences in the type of text that they’re doing. That one’s quite
straightforward really.
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Appendix 13: Stage 3 coding frame.

Bullet 1
audience
creative approach
cross curricular
explains what effectively means
extra resources
formality
gender
lang = vocab
link to teaching
purpose
style
systematic approach
teacher explanation is unclear
tense
text features
text types
vague
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Bullet 2
awareness of reader
cohesion
consistency
developmental marker
language
recount
refers to atmosphere
refers to character
refers to setting
speech
story
teacher explanation is unclear

Bullet 3
antipathy
character
concrete example
conversation
developmental
difficult
monologue
rewording of bullet
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Bullet 4
vocabulary
contractions
modals
passive
vague
reliance on teacher knowledge
genre/grammar link
spellings
natural language
family background
grammar test

Bullet 5
adverbial
conjunction
difficult
flow
need to be taught
pronoun
reader
synonym
unnecessary
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Bullet 6
children are inconsistent
difficult
EAL
formative approach
genre dependent
link to spoken language
naturally correct
past forms
rewords bullet
specific teaching
variety
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Bullet 7
appropriacy
brackets
change
cohesion conflict
colon
confusion
contrived
creativity conflict
dash
exclamation mark
feature spotting
focus
hyphen
link to teaching
negative feeling
process conflict
semi colon
speech
vague
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Bullet 8
confusion
contrived
dictionary
negative
patterns
test
weakness

Bullet 9
automaticity
barrier
boys
confusion
fairness
negative
too late

Other
bullet 1 important
bullet 3 important
bullet 4 important
bullet 6 important
bullet 6 not important
overview
particular weakness
supportive
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Appendix 14: Exemplified commentary: working at expected.
(STA, 2017, October c, Leigh)

The diary piece (pages 23-24)
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The information piece (pages 15-19)
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the anticipated date of completion of their course as the end date of their work. Please
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TITLE OF YOUR PROJECT
Evaluation of the validity and reliability of the English national curriculum
assessment of writing at Key Stage 2.

ETHICAL REVIEW BY AN EXTERNAL COMMITTEE
No, my research is not funded by, or doesn't use data from, either the NHS or
Ministry of Defence.
If you selected yes from the list above you should apply for ethics approval from
the appropriate organisation (the NHS Health Research Authority or the Ministry
of Defence Research Ethics Committee). You do not need to complete this
form, but you must inform the Ethics Secretary of your project and your
submission to an external committee.

MENTAL CAPACITY ACT 2005
No, my project does not involve participants aged 16 or over who are unable to
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If you selected yes from the list above you should apply for ethics approval from
the NHS Health Research Authority. You do not need to complete this form, but
you must inform the Ethics Secretary of your project and your submission to an
external committee.

SYNOPSIS OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT
Maximum of 750 words.
The project will evaluate the validity and reliability of the KS2 national
curriculum assessment of writing. Assessment of writing has changed in recent
years, with a two-part assessment model introduced in 2013. One part of the
assessment model is an external test of grammar, punctuation and spelling; the
other part is a teacher assessment of writing. This was implemented alongside
a new curriculum in 2014. Both assessment and curriculum portray an ideology
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where grammar is given an elevated role in language and have been subjected
to criticism of both content and format. Alongside a policy context in which the
assessments are high-stakes and accountable measures for schools and
teachers, this leads to questions about the validity of the assessment.
Additionally, there are historical concerns about the reliability of teacher
assessment. The main research question that will frame the PhD study: Is the
combination of a grammar, punctuation and spelling test and teacher
assessment of writing at the end of Key Stage 2 a valid and reliable assessment
of writing? The research will take place in junior and primary schools in
England. The year group of focus is Year 6.

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH
n/a

The following sections require an assessment of possible ethical consideration
in your research project. If particular sections do not seem relevant to your
project please indicate this and clarify why.

RESEARCH METHODS
A combination of document analysis, interviews, observations, statistical
analysis and qualitative analysis of children’s written work will be used. The
document analysis will be used to interrogate government documents, such as
the national curriculum; the grammar, punctuation and spelling test and
associated framework; guidance for teachers; and other pertinent documents.
Semi-structured interviews will be carried out with up to 10 Year 6 teachers, as
representative of the main stakeholder group, and up to 5 interested
stakeholders from professional bodies. Observations, of up to 10 Year 6
teachers will be carried out. Both the interviews and observations will be
analysed with the NVivo software package. Data will be collected from at least
100 pupils to perform statistical analysis of pupil results of the grammar,
punctuation and spelling test and the teacher assessment of writing, using the
IBM-SPSS statistical package; with qualitative analysis of performance on the
grammar test and grammar proficiency in written work being carried out on a
sub-sample of these pupils. A convenience sampling method will be used for
the majority of the data collection, with purposive sampling used for the
qualitative analysis. All data will be collected between May and December,
2017.
It is anticipated that the following outputs can be expected from the research:
journal articles, conference papers, seminars within the University, seminars for
practitioners and other stakeholders.
The research project does not involve discussion of any sensitive topics and is
not considered to have negative or harmful effects on any of the participants.
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PARTICIPANTS
teachers – up to 10, for interviews and observations other adult stakeholders – up to 5, for
interviews children will be involved indirectly through the collection of their test results and
pieces of their written work. Parents will be given the option of opt-out consent for data. It
is anticipated the
results of a minimum of 100 pupils will be used, up to a maximum of 300 no participants
are expected to have special needs no financial inducements will be used

THE VOLUNTARY NATURE OF PARTICIPATION
Recruitment of the teacher participants will be undertaken by emailing head
teachers and teachers who are known to me through previous employment. An
initial email of interest will be sent out. If interest is shown in the research, the
teacher’s contact details will be stored on a database. An information booklet
(see attached) will be sent to each contact who expressed initial interest. The
contacts will be asked to reply whether they are interested in continuing and
sign the consent form.
Verbal consent will also be gathered before each interview/observation.
Teachers will be told they have the right to withdraw and reminded of this before
each stage of data collection. Teachers will be given a choice of where they
wish the interviews/observations to take place – in school, or somewhere
neutral.

Recruitment of other adult stakeholders will be conducted initially via email to
discover whether they are interested in being interviewed. If a positive response
is received the person will be sent further details and asked to reply with
consent. Verbal consent will also be gathered before each interview and they
will be told they have the right to withdraw at any time.

The collection of children’s test results and teacher assessment data is
essential to determine aspects of the validity and reliability of the assessment.
Their parents will be given the chance to opt-out of data being used. Head
teacher consent will also be sought.

Consent forms attached:
Head teacher
Teacher
Parent
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SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS
n/a
THE INFORMED NATURE OF PARTICIPATION
Teachers and Head teachers will be sent an information booklet outlining the
different stages of data collection and general information about the project.
example attached

Other stakeholders will be sent the general information and the information on
interviews only.

ASSESSMENT OF POSSIBLE HARM
It is not anticipated the research will cause any harm to any of the participants.
The activities are fairly routine and do not contain any sensitive material. Some
teachers may feel uncomfortable about their own assessment expertise
following the observation. In this instance, teachers will be directed to published
government materials on assessment.

DATA PROTECTION AND STORAGE
Confidentiality and anonymity will be maintained by keeping a separate list of
participant names which will be linked to the raw data by a numerical key
(teacher 1, teacher 2 etc.). For the pupil data – a separate list of pupil names by
school will be linked to the raw data by numerical key (School 1 Pupil 1, S1P2,
S2P1, S2P2 etc.). Any background data that is collected, e.g. gender, age,
school, will not be used to identify individuals.

Data will be securely stored on a password protected personal computer. Taped
information will be downloaded immediately on to the computer then deleted
from the recording device. Paper will be anonymised, scanned and the original
shredded. All documents will be password protected separately. Data will be
stored for a period of ten years, after which files on the computer will be
deleted.

Voice, video or personal info will not be published or shared with anyone.
The information provided will be used for research purposes, specifically for the
PhD thesis, but also for conference presentations, seminars and journal articles.
The results of the research will be published in anonymised form.
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USER ENGAGEMENT AND FEEDBACK
To enable teachers to feel more a part of the project, they will be sent a
summary of the findings from the research and invited to respond. It is hoped
that the teachers will find their participation in the research to be a valuable
experience. A mini-conference will be organised after completion of the PhD for
all participants and other interested parties.
INFORMATION SHEET
see attached

CONSENT FORM
see attached

SUBMISSION PROCEDURE
Staff and students should follow the procedure below.
Post Graduate Taught Students (Graduate School of Education): Please
submit your completed application to your first supervisor. Please see the
submission flowchart for further information on the process.
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dissertation tutor / tutor and gain their approval prior to submission. Students
should submit evidence of approval with their application, e.g. a copy of the
supervisor’s email approval.
All staff should submit their application to the appropriate email address
below.
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This application form and examples of your consent form, information sheet and
translations of any documents which are not written in English should be
submitted by email to the SSIS Ethics Secretary via one of the following email
addresses:
ssis‐ethics@exeter.ac.uk This email should be used by staff and students in
Egenis, the Institute for Arab and Islamic Studies, Law, Politics, the Strategy &
Security Institute, and Sociology, Philosophy, Anthropology.
ssis‐gseethics@exeter.ac.uk This email should be used by staff and students
in the Graduate School of Education.

Please note that applicants will be required to submit a new application if ethics
approval has not been granted within 1 year of first submission.
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GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

St Luke’s Campus
Heavitree Road
Exeter UK EX1 2LU
http://socialsciences.exeter.ac.uk/education/

CERTIFICATE OF ETHICAL APPROVAL

Title of Project:
Evaluation of the validity and reliability of the English
national curriculum assessment of writing at Key Stage 2.

Researcher(s) name: Rebecca Clarkson

Supervisor(s):

Debra Myhill
Susan Jones

This project has been approved for the period

From: 24/04/2017
To:

20/09/2020

Ethics Committee approval reference:

D/16/17/38

Signature:

Date: 18/04/2017

(Dr Philip Durrant, Graduate School of Education Ethics Officer)
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Appendix 16: Consent form.

Evaluation of the validity and reliability of the English national curriculum
assessment of writing at Key Stage 2.

TEACHER CONSENT FORM
I, the undersigned, confirm that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I have read and understood the information about the project.
I have been given the opportunity to ask questions about the project and my
participation.
I understand I can withdraw at any time without giving reasons and that I will
not be penalised for withdrawing, nor will I be questioned on why I have
withdrawn.
The procedures regarding confidentiality have been clearly explained (e.g.
use of names, pseudonyms, anonymisation of data, etc.) to me.
I have the right to refuse permission for the publication of any information
about me.
The use of the data in research, publications, sharing and archiving has been
explained to me.
I understand that other researchers will have access to this data only if they
agree to preserve the confidentiality of the data and if they agree to the terms
I have specified in this form.
I voluntarily agree to participate in the project.

Participant:

_____________________ __________________________ ______________
Name of Participant
Signature
Date

Researcher:

_________________________
Name of Researcher

______________________
Signature

______
Date

One copy of this form will be kept by the participant; a second copy will be kept
by the researcher(s).
Your contact details are kept separately from your data.
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Appendix 17: The 67 codes used in the National Curriculum English PoS.
Adverbials
Adverbs
Apostrophes
Attitude
Bullets
Capitalisation
Clausal linking
Clauses
Coordination
Description
Dialogue
Dictionaries
Drafting
Evaluating
Explicit grammar teaching
Expository Explanation
Feedback
Figurative language
Gather information
General ref genre
General ref grammar
General ref process
General ref punctuation
General ref spelling
Grapheme phoneme
Group Class work
Handwriting
Homophones
Hyphen
Morphology
Narrative
Noun phrases
Own experience
Parenthetical
Passive Active
Phonics
Plurals
Poetry
Prepositions
Prewriting Planning
Pronouns
Proofreading
Quotation Speech marks
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Reading writing link
Register
Revising Editing
Sentence endings
Sentences
Sharing Discussion
Silent letters
Speaking writing link
Specific features
Stamina
Subordination
Summarising
Teacher modelling
Terminology
Text structure Paragraphing
Thesaurus
Topic Genre selection
Verbs Tenses
Vocab
Write effectively
Writing across curriculum
Writing as communication
Writing conventions
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Appendix 18: More detailed version of the assessment framework used in
Leeds.
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Appendix 19: Todd’s big mark grid.

This is just one example of the big mark grids that Todd devised himself and
used alongside the assessment framework criteria. He had similar charts for
other text types and genres.
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